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A  t t i t f B B I B  U J M : _
MAKE IAI» PQ33SRY AMOKS' fHE " IhABS IN 3ffl JAHDuI YAH
ABSgmOQ}
Ehis is a study, collected from numerous reference books, of 
anthologies and diwfins in which any pro-Islamic poetry is mention; 
My study is confined to poetry dealing with warfare* Uo less thai 
150 poets have been brought under review and no less than 5,080 v; 
have been analysed, documented or discussed.
fhe study <:>is based primarily on statistics, and from these i' 
endeavours th analyse the ideas, thoughts and imagery of the pre- 
Islamio poets in their martial poetry; it also shows the underlyi] 
effect of war on social life and conditions of the time, QJhis sti 
could be a basis for further research into the martial poetry of 
later periods, so that the development of poetic imagination and 
thought could be followed throughout the course of Arabic history 
Ehe thesis is divided into four chapters. Ehe first two des< 
the general historical background, while the others deal specific; 
with the poetry.
She first chapter portrays the life and environment of the p: 
Islamic Arabs, showing that these conditions were conducive to waa 
Slhe seoond chapter concerns the fAyy3m al-<ArabI, illustrating th; 
causes of feuds and the modes of campaigning. IDhe chapter conclu; 
by showing the influence of the ’Ayyaja1 on the literature*
She third, ana largest chapter, analyses the collection. It : 
divided according to the themes discussed by the poets. , In the s< 
ion on description emphasis was laid on the imagery, details of wl 
are classified and appended.
The last chapter is a general criticism of the subjects anal; 
in the previous chapter, together with a discussion of poetic imaj 
emotion and style. It continues by mentioning the role played by 
women. The chapter concludes by attempting to show how such poet] 
can help us to form a olwar idea about the Arab's attitude to war 
and his behaviour therein.
The Arabic appendix in which the similes and metaphors used 1 
the Arab poets are systematically grouped will, it is hoped, serv< 
as a guide to dtudents of early Arabic poetry. When read with th; 
of the thesis, the appendix should throw light on many of the obs< 
expressions which the poets use and illustrate the way in which a 
literary conventlonicame into being*
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INTRODUCTION
I
War has vexed the human race from the earliest 
times, even before the dawn of history. It seems to be' a 
natural instinct in man to fight on one pretext or another* 
In this age of ours wars are fought with different weapons, 
but the underlying motives are often those that moved the 
ancients to go forth in battle. The characteristic of 
modern wa^ is the clash of opposing ideals and a different 
attitude towards life. As science has advanced the lives 
and ideas of the various nations has changed, but still the 
fundamental elements in the struggle of arms persist.
Our interest is confined to a people unaffected by 
the currents of conflicting dynasties and nations. The 
early Arabs were a primitive people cut off by the desert 
from all but superficial contacts with their civilised 
neighbours, and our study ends at the epoch when they were 
coming into a closer relationship with the Byzantine and 
Persian Empires. This connexion*and the introduction of 
foreign weapons imported from without?will be illustrated f... 
the course of this study.
It would be of considerable interest to go back to 
the earliest times and trace the development of war In all' 
its aspects; the way in which it v/as conducted, its results 
and consequences, the attitude of the people towards It, the 
influence of science and the effect of circumstances upon it 
and its variation with time and country. Such a ,task
II
would require two types of study, one a search of documents 
ascertaining the historical facts,' which is the work of an 
historian; the other to sift the literature and thereby 
extract the feeling, emotions and thoughts of the people*as 
expressed by their men of letters, which Is the task of the
* literary critic.
With the ever-present possibility of war in our 
midst, we have chosen as the subject of our study the 
martial poetry of the Arabs in the Jahiliyah. This is the 
earliest period in Arabic history from which we can draw . 
such facts, and its study could form a basis for future 
work on later periods.
Since the only records left by the Jahilite Arabs 
were their poetry, this study could perform a double func­
tion, in providing a literary criticism, and the historian 
with his facts. Historians have, moreover, relied almost 
entirely on the poetry of the time to establish the history 
of the Jahiliyah because it is frequently said that: 
"Al-Shi°ru diwanu-l-°Arab", i.e. "Poetry is the chronicle 
of the Arabs".
i
Although this saying was, and still is, widely 
reiterated, the poetry has not previously been studied in 
detail, analysing the subjects for thought, imagery and 
emotion. From such a study can be shown the development
• of thought, imagery and style throughout the ages, and 
thence a general conclusion can be drawn.
We propose to study the poetry in as detailed a
t
Ill
way as time permits. This subject is only one of the many 
featured in the pre-Islarnic poetry. Other subjects were 
Ghazal, nature and hunting, etc. It is to be hoped that 
further studies may be carried out on these subjects in 
order to complete the picture of the pre-Islamic Arab1s 
thought and the influence of his life on his literary work.
In order to make our study as comprehensive as 
possible we have consulted every reference to pre-Islamic 
poetry, and collected every verse relating to war. The 
collection amounts to 5^80 verses. The task of collecting 
them presented great difficulty, as: the pre-Islamic poems
are very scattered, the verses relating to war are mingled 
with those on other subjects, and many archaic words are 
used. It is obvious that the number of references to be 
consulted is great, and the number of poets from whose works 
the poems are drawn is vast.
The collection is classified into subjects accord­
ing to the purpose of the poets (Chapter III). The verses 
In each subject have been analysed and relevant ideas group­
ed. together. The statistical method has been adopted in 
the analysis for accuracy and clarity. Some inevitable 
over-lapping occurs, as in ohe poetry itself.
The analysis of every subject is followed by ex­
tracts from the poetry to illustrate the points raised in 
the analysis. When the extract is already translated into 
English, it has not been incorporated into the text of the 
thesis, but referred to in a footnote, so that its precise
IY
origin, can be traced. This device was adopted to avoid, 
undue repetition. But if the extract has not already been 
translated, we"translated it and included it into the body 
of the thesis, in order to help the English reader and 
thereby increasing his knowledge of the subject.
A deal of attention has been given to the similes 
and metaphors - i.e. the ’Poetic Images’ used in our coll­
ection. Each subject in the section on ’Description1 has 
its own poetic images which are analysed and discussed. All 
the poetic images which are found in our collection have 
been listed in an Arabic Appendix which can be found at the 
end of the thesis. In the analysis of poetic imagery in 
the section on description THE NUMBERS IN BRACKETS REFER TO 
THE NUMBERS IH THE ARABIC APPENDIX.
In the appendix the following information is to 
be found: the name of the poet using the image, the source,
the verse itself,, and in a footnote carrying the number of 
the verse its actual place in the reference is given. As 
far as possible images are arranged in order -according to 
their sources. Such an arrangement is purposely used in 
order to show the reader the level of the poetic image, 
the occurrence of the image, and the additional extra fea­
tures which distinguish it from similar ones. Prom such 
an arrangement it is easy to trace the environmental effects 
on the images, and plagiaristic tendencies in the similes 
and metaphors.
For greater clarity, diagrams have been drawn of
the weapons used, e.g. spears, swords, bows and arrows. To 
each diagram is attached an explanation of the parts, so 
that their significance may be understood when they are 
found in the poetry. However, it must be pointed out that 
these drawings are merely diagrams showing the parts of each 
weapon and have no historical authority with regard to shape 
or^  detail. The drawings must perforce be entirely from 
imagination, and are inspired by the references to them in 
verses and history books.
Before the analysis of the poetry in the third 
chapter comes an historical background. Chapter I is a 
general survey of the life of the Arabs before Islam, show­
ing how their life and environment were conducive to war.
The second chapter concerns the Ayyam, and is in the nature 
of an historical narrative, with references. It. endeavours 
to show the causes, execution and final results of the feuds, 
together with the influence of the Ayyam on literature. The 
last chapter is devoted to a general literary criticism of 
the poetry. Here we comment on the thoughts of the poet in 
the various subjects and the general features of their emo­
tion, imagination and style.
The authenticity of the pre-Islamic poetry is not 
discussed here for 2 reasons. First, it has already been 
fully discussed by many learned critics, both Arab and other­
wise. Secondly, we are not concerned particularly with 
ascribing a poem to a special poet. We are merely concerned 
here with the historical and literary value of the martial
VI
poetry derived from the pre-Islamic period. Even if some
verses had been added or altered, they must have closely
followed the original or they would have been recognised as
not being authentic, and consequently rejected at a mere
glance. Moreover, the collection has been chosen from the
works of learned men, whose gifts of literary taste and
discrimination are beyond reproach.
The verses chosen are generally believed to have
been composed by poets before Islam, Wo quotation is made
in our collection from the works of poets who were known as
al~SaGalxk because they had their own philosophy of life 
♦
and views on fighting with others, which would form a 
special study in itself.
Overleaf is a list of poets from whose works we 
have chosen our collection.
VII
LIST OP POETS WHOSE WORKS ARE INCLUDED
NO..
IN THE COLLECTION 
N A M  OF POET TRIBE
1 . al-Abbas b. Mirdas Sulaym
2*. CAbd Allah b. cAnamah Dabb ah •
3. u n u Jacdah Kilab
Lj.. " ” H Jidhl Kinanah
5. ” 11 ,f Mirdas Sulaym
6. ,f al-Masih b. cAsalah • Bakr
7. 11 Qays b. Khufaf Burjum
8. ” al-Shariq b.°Abd alcUzza Juhayriah
9* !f Yaghuth b. Waq^qas• B anu-1 ”H ar i th *
10. cAbid b. al-Abras■ JA  sad
11. ** u Naqid Al-Aus
1 2. cAbs b. Hidhar 
•
Sacsacah » *
13. Abu Dhu'ayb Hudhayl
1 u Jimdub n
15. ” Qays b. al-lYsat Al-Aus
16. al-Aghlab cigi
17- al -A khna s b . S hihab Taghlib
18. °A 1 qamah b . CA  b d ah Tamim
19. cAmir b. al-Itnabah « al~Khazraj
20. 11 ” al-Tufayl 
*
cAmir
21. cAmirah b. Tar i cl 
•
Yarbuc
22. °Amr b. ' Imri' i-l-Qays ' al-Aus
23. u 11 al-Khutharim Bajilah
•
C
M ’* u Kulthum Taghlib
25. 11 ,f Ma°dikarib Zabid
Kacb
VIII
NO. m m  OF POET TRIBE
26, cArar b. Milqatm Tayyi't
27 . °Antarah b. Shaddad cAbs
28, al-Acsha9 Maymun b. BasirV Qays
29. al-'Aswad b. Yacfur Tamim
30. cAuf b, al-Ahwas * *
C“Amir
31. ’* cAtiyah * Taym of al
32. A us u G-halfa ' Tamim
33. u ” Hajar it
3U. al-CAwwam al-Shayb ani Bakr
35. Bacith b. Suraym * Y asbkur
36. Bal°a ’ b, Qays Kinanah
37. al-Barraq Rabi°ab
38. Bashamah b. cAmr Sabm
39. Bishr b. Abu Khazim "A sad
UO. H " cAmr Bakr
I4I. " M ‘Ubayy cAbs
k 2 . Damrah b. Damrah Tamim
U3* Dh.u-1-’isba0 °Uduan
Dirham b. Yazid al - 'Aus
U5. Durayd b. Al-Simmah Hauazin
U6. A 1-Farrar Sulaym
47.
1
A 1-Find al-Zamani Rabi°ab
i+8. Hajib b. Zurarab Tamim
w . al-Harith b. cAbbad * Bakr
50. " " " Hammam Sbayban
51. " " n Hillizah • Yasbkur
NO* NAME OP POET TRIBE
52. al-Harith b.. Wa°lah * Jarm
53. ,f H !t Zalim 
•
Mur rah
5U. Hassan b. Thabit * -• al-Khazraj
55. Hatim al-Ta'I • 1 ayy i: *
56. Hilal b. Ruzayn cAbd-Manat
57. Hind 11 Khalid Sulaym
58. Hujr u 
* Thaclabah
59. Husayl b. Sujayh » « D abb ah *
60. al-Husayn b. al-Humam * * . Murrah
61. Ibn Zayyabah Taym-Allat
62. Jabir b. Hunayy * Taghlib
63. Jahdar b. Dubay°ah * • Bakr
6/4. Jassas ,f Mur rah
65. n Hushbah cAbd Manat
66. al-Juraayh
* 'A sad
67.
Q
Kabshah, sister of Amr b.
Macdikarib
Z abid
68. al-Kalhab ah b . cAbd-Manaf * cArin
69. Khalid b. Jacfar ICilab
70. a1-Khas afi, ° X m v b .Muharib Muhar ib
71. Khidash b. Zuhayr cAmir
72. Khufaf b. Nudbah Sulaym
73. Khura shah b; CA mr. Abs
7**. Labid b. Rabicah cAmir
75. Laqit al-Iyadi ‘‘Iyad
76. u b. Zurarah Tamim
77. Luqaym b. A us Shayban
h o . IUME OF POET TRIBE
78. Malik b. Al-cAjlaxi Al-Khazraj
79. ” cAuf Hadr
80. Jt Himar Fazarah
81. " » Khali a Hudhayl
82. ” n Huwayrah Yarbuc of Tamim
83. Macgil b. CAmir A sad
84. u " Khuwaylid Hudhayl
85. Magmas b. cAmr CA Jidhah
86. Mirdas b . "Abu- cAmi r Sulaym
87- al-Muhilh.il Taghlib
88. Muhriz b« Al-Mukacbir • D abb ah
89. Al-Mucaq_qir al-Barigl Bariqah
90. Mujammi0 b.'Hilal Taym Allah
91 . Al-Mumazzag cAbd al-Qays
92. al-Munakhkhab Yashkur
93. al-Muragqish$ the Elder Bakr
94. u n the Younger M •
95* Mus-hir b. Yazid al-Harith•
96. al-Musayyab b. cAlas< Bakr
97- al -M ut al arami s t»
98. Mutammim b. Nuwayrah Tamim
99. A 1 -M ut anakhkhi1 Hudhayl
1 00. A 1 -Muthal 1 am b - cAmr Tanukh
101. al-Muthallam b. Riyah Murrah
102. A 1 -M u t ha qtCLi b cAbd al-Qays
103. Muzarrid' Dhubyan
[0. m m  op poet
XI
TRIBE
Oil. al-Habighah Dhubyan
05. Qabisah al-Hasrani• t Tayyi
06. Qatadah b. Mas 1 amah Han if ah *
07. Qays b. CAsim • Minqar
08. H " al-Khatim al-Aus
09. '* 11 Zuhayr cAbs
1 0. al-RabiC b. Ziyad it
11 .
— C —■
Rabi ah b. Maqrum Dab. bah
1 2. ,f !t Sufyan Thaqi’f
13. Rashid b. Shihab Yashkur
1U. Ruwayshid b. Kuthayyir Tayyi‘
V
15. Sab rah b. cAinr FaqGas
16. SaGd b. Malik Baku
17. al-Saffah • Taghlib
18. SaGidah b. Ju'ayyah Hudhayl
19. S alarnah b . J andal T amim
20. Salamah b. a1-Khurshub Anmar
21 .
c~ ■ -
al-Samau al b. Adiya G-hassan
22. Sayyar b. Qasir Tayyi,f
23. Shamcalah b. al- 'Akhdar■ Dabbah •
2i|. al-Shamydhar al-Harithi al-Harith•
25. Shubayl al-Fazari Fazarah
26 . Sinan b. Abu Harithah Murrah of Dhubyan
27. Suwayd b. Abu Kahil Yashkur
28. " " Jud°ah Qasr
29.
G
Tarafah b. Al-'Abd Bakr
NO.
130.
-131.
-132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141 •
142.
143.
1 44.
145- 
146.
147- Zabban b
al-Harith
»
Z uhayr
cAbd a 1-Madan
al-Khadhdhaq
al-Sa°iCL
Sinan
Tu°mah
«
„ S ayyEr
m m  OF POET
Tha 01ab ah b. °Amr
** ,f SuGayr
Tufayl al-Ghanawi
Ubayy b. Sulmiyy
'Uhayhah b. al-Jullah 
• •
'Umayyah b. Abu al- Salt
Umru:? -1-Qays
’Unayf b. Zabban
Tltaybah b. al-Harith
Waddak b. Thumayl
Wa°lah b.
Warqa * b.
Yazid b. 
st n
s t  s t
s t  s t
S I  s t
1U8. Zayd ah-Khayl 
1H9* Zibriqan b. Badr 
150* Zuhayr bo Abu Sulma 
151. ,l 11 J anab
And some unknown poets.
XII
TRIBE 
cAbdal-Qays 
Tamim 
Ghaniyy 
Dabbaht-
al-"Aus 
Thaqif 
Kindah 
Tayyi 
Yarbu°
Mazin
J a n n
°Abs
Madhhijf
Abd al-Qays 
Kulab
Abd al-<lays
al-Aus
Dhubyan
Tayyi?
•
Sacfl
Muzaynah
Kalb
ABBREVI­
ATION
Agh,
Ay,A r .
' B.Ath.
D.
Ham (Bu) 
Ham (C) 
Hud.D, 
Hud,pos 
I q_r Fa.
I q.„ Th. 
Jam. Ash.
Ii *
Mu.
Muf.
Milk. Sha. 
Naq. (3) 
Nag (C) 
po,
Sim. La.
Shu.Nas
*
V.
Vol.
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN' TEXT ~
THE REFERENCE
Al-Aghani of al-Isbahani
Ayyam al-°Arab of Jad al-Maula
Al-Kamil Pi al-Tarikh of Ibn al~Athir
Biwan of the poet from whose work we are quoting
al-Hamasah of al“Buhturi
al-Hamasah of Abu Tammam .(Cairo Ed.)
The Div/ans of al-Hudhaliyin, published by 
Josseph Hell 
The poems of al-Hudhaliyin* published by 
J.CKL. Kosegarten 
al-Iqd al-Parid of Ibn cAbd Rabbih
al-Iqd ul-Thamin, published by Ahlwardt
Jamharat Ash°ar al~cArab of al-Qurashi
L ine
Mucallaqa
Mufaddaliyat (Arabic text) published, by 
Sir C. Lyall 
Mukhtafat ibn al-Shajari
N aqa’id of Jarir and al-Parasaaq^ published :r 
A, Bevan.
Naqa'id of Jarir and al-Farasdaq^ Cairo’s 
edition.
Poem
Sirnt-ul-La’ all of al-Bakri
Shucara ; al-Nasraniyah? of Cheikho (L).
Verse
Volume
Chapter 1.
TltE ARABS BEFORE ISLAM 
(their environment and life)
By the term "Arabs before Islam" is meant 
those people who lived in the peninsula of Arabia 
before the coming of the new faith of Islam. The 
period known as ’’Al Jahiliyar" i.e. "The# age of Ignor­
ance11, is referred to in the Qur^'an and is used by all 
Moslems of the heathen period before Islam.
*fGoldsiher, however, has shown conclusively 
that the meaning‘attached to jahl (Whence Jahiliyah is 
derived) by the pre~islamic poets is not so much
"ignorance" as ’'wildness'* "savagery", and that its true
c
antithesis is not ilm (knowledge) but rather hilm,
which denotes the moral reasonableness of a civilised
man. When Muhammadans say that Islam put an end to
the manner and customs of the Jahiliyah, they have in
view those barbarous practices, that savage temper, by
which Arabian heathendom is distinguished from Islam and
by the abolition of which Muhammad sought to work a
moral reformation in his countrymen: the haughty
*
spirit of the Jahiliyah (ha-niyyat-1-jahiliyah), the
tribal pride and the endless tribil feuds, the cult of
revenge, the implacability and all the other pagan charac
( 1)"
teristics which Islam was destined to overcome.
(1) ‘Nicholson : A literary History of the Arabs, N.30.
(2)
,fThe Pagan Arabs lived in a vast barren 
desert; except in a1-Taman and the lowlands of 
Tihatnah and Ha jar, the soil of the peninsular Arabia 
is unfit, from want of moisture, for producing grain. 
Date palms were then as now, grown in the spots water­
ed by permanent wells, whence irrigation was practised 
by means of the Persian wheel, worked by a camel. The 
whole peninsula contains no permanent streams, nor any 
fountain, the waters of which are not soon swallowed up 
by the sand. Rain brought by the South-west Monsoon 
from the Indian Ocean, falls on the lofty mountain 
ranges of al-Yaman during the summer months; the rest 
of the Arabian uplands vcalled Hajd) is visited by 
showers only during the months.of winter and spring. 
These showers begin with the Autumnal equinox and con­
tinue through the winter gradually falling off as the 
spring -progresses. Their effect is to cause a vigorous 
growth of herbage over the great wastes of Central Ara­
bia, and the replenishing of many watering places
a )
which during the hot season are dry, " The inhab­
itants of the peninsula before Islam were of two cat­
egories - city dwellers and Bedouin nomads. The city 
dwellers led a communal life and were governed by a 
central authority. Such were the kingdoms of al-Yaman
lyHr""Sir C.J. Lyall; Ancient Arabian Poetry, Intro­
duction, P. XXI
(3)
in the extreme south, the Likhmids and Gh.nssunids 
in the extreme north, and the people of Mecca and 
Yathrih. These city dwellers lived on the products of 
their agriculture or engaged in trade. The majority 
of the inhabitants of the peninsula, however, were 
Bedouins, and they lived scattered in the desert.
There were numerous tribes, and like their descendants 
of the present day, they lived by the breeding of 
horses, camels and sheep. These animals were invalu­
able to the Arabs, since they provide their owners with 
all the essentials of life; the flesh was their food, 
the milk their drink, whilst from their hair or wool 
they made their clothes, tents and furnishings. In 
addition they provided the desert dwellers with their 
means of transport both in war and peace. In fact 
cattle and horses were the coins of these early Bedouins 
they used to call them mal (property, wealth) and the 
wealth of si man was reckoned according to the number of 
his animals - the more he owned? the wealthier he was.
It is interesting to note that in this respect the 
Bedouin Arab of pre-Islamic times resembled the primi­
tive communities of the rest of Europe, Africa and Asia. 
In Homeric times ill values were estimated in cows, 
though small pieces of gold called "talantn" were used; 
and the same unit was in use all over Europe and Asia 
as well as in Egypt, where it was termed "cow-gold” and
( k )
was simply the value of a full groy/n cow in gold. The 
Eonnns derived "peounia” - money, wealth, from npecusu- 
cat11 e ; the modern Fing 1 ish!tfee/! is derived frora the 
Anglo Saxon ’’feoif* - cuttle; whilst "rupee11 is like­
wise said to have originally meant cattle", Since 
horses and cattle were so valuable it is no small won­
der that the Bedouins were eager to augment their 
number, by any means, lawful or unlawful.
It follows that since cattle and horses were 
the chi^f source of wealth, the Bedouins lived the life 
of nomads, ever on the move in search of fresh pastur­
age. Although some of the tribes had Diyar or Manazil 
settlements, around their permanent water supply, which 
does not fail in the summer, they did not dwell perma­
nently in these spots. "As soon as the great clowns of 
Najd become covered with the young pasture, the tribes­
men move forth with their herds and occupy their spring 
quarters until the fierce he'at and drought which set in
soon after the vernal equinox drive them back again to 
(1 )"
their wells. It will be obvious that on account of
the value and importance of their animals the Arabs 
were frequently attacked by marauding tribes anxious to 
capture the beasts and 'were thus involved in a fierce war 
to defend their property. In such desert wastes which 
could obviously not support many animals, amongst these
(•f7~Sir C.J'.lyall; Ancient Arabian Poetry.Introduction "
P. XXI.
nomadic communities poverty prevailed and this became 
dire when there was no rain and the watering places 
were dry. In spite of and because of, such poverty 
and distress, guests were hospitably and even lavishly 
entertained. nevertheless hunger and poverty were 
frequently the driving force behind many raids and led 
to the existence of a class of raider called nl-SacalIk 
(singular: sucluk) they were brigands and outlaws and 
though extremely poor, were proudly disdainful of 
dependence upon others and loathed doing any menial 
service. They lived by raiding and plundering and 
were famous for their physical strength and swift run­
ning (it is related that they were swifter than horses) 
for their courage and fearlessness in face of danger
and for their indifference to death. Many of these 
o_ _
Sa'alik were famous heroes and poets, such asLUrwatu - 
ibn A1-Ward, Ta Jabbata-sharran and Al-Slrmf nra, and 
although they lived in such a reckless and warlike 
fa shi on, s ome, 1i ke Robin Hood and his me r ry me n in 
English Literature, often robbed the rich in order to 
provide the poor and needy with the necessities of 
life. Such people were a source of danger to the 
whole peninsula, and the Arabs were subjected to con­
stant attacks from them.
Such an environment affected their way of 
life and made these-, pagan Arabs famous for certain
(6)
characteristics. -Hoove all, their environment fostered 
a fiery temperament that made them ready and eager to 
fight on the flimsiest pretext. The desert imbued 
them with a love of liberty. Everything around them 
was free - the animals, the birds, the air, the clouds, 
the rain - why should the Arab not enjoy such freedom 
too? Constantly ho is proud, arrogant and disdainful, 
hating submission in any form. Life under any author­
ity is humiliation to him, death being preferable. He 
would willingly sacrifice life for freedom* His love 
of liberty, and his proud and arrogant disposition, 
bred in him a strong self-respect and a fierce pride in 
his tribe; and taught him to resist with all his might 
any attempt to humiliate or subjugate him or his kin.
The only authority his proud spirit recognised was the 
chief of his tribe,- who as a tribesman known and trusted 
by his peers commanded the respect and obedience no 
stranger could ever have won* The Chief was his tribes 
adviser and counsellor in peace, their leader in war, 
his was the tush of administering justice without fear 
or favour, whilst it was the duty of every individual 
to work for the benefit of the 'whole community and to 
protect its honour, if necessary with his life.
In the vast, tractless desert, fraught with 
perils and hidden dangers, the Arab was in honour 
bound to give sanctuary and protection to the fugitive.
(7)
The refugee, then as now, coulu claim hospitality and 
the rights of* tribesmanship, and could rest assured 
that the tribe with whom he had talien sanctuary would 
regard any attach upon their protege as an attack upon 
themselves.
The womenfolk of the tribe, in particular, 
were held in very high esteem. ho woman must be de­
filed by even a glance from a stranger, and any attack 
on a womanTs honour was regarded as an insult to the 
whole tribe. The capture or ill-treatment of a woman 
was felt as the keenest disgrace and an unforgettable 
shame.
In summing up, we see therefore that the Arab 
tribe was bound by four duties;-- to protect tribal 
territory, to safeguard its livestock, to give sanctuary 
to the fugitive -and to preserve the honour and security 
of its womenfolk. In the pursuance of these duties the 
Arabs frequently suffered great hardships, and were ' 
often- plunged into internecine wars.
Such wars were frequently the result of 
attacks by these Bedouin ..,rabs upon the adjacent king­
doms of Al-Yaman, an independent Arab kingdom; of 
Aira, an Arab kingdom established and protected by 
Persia; and Ghassun, a similar kingdom supported by . 
the Roman Empire. The object of Persia and Rome was, 
of course,to keep the marauding Bedouins at bay, and to
(8)
do this they utilised the nrab forces of these bolder 
kingdoms, stiffened with a core of Persian or Roman 
troops; and their policj?- was tlo subdue as many tribes 
of Bedouins as they could. Such attempts were fiercely 
resisted by the freedom loving Bedouins; not infrequent­
ly they broke through to pillage and plunder settlements 
in these kingdoms and if by mischance they were over­
powered, they soon organised resistance and won back 
their freedom and independence.
The tribal system, the freedom of the desert, 
and the lack of any essential authority combined to 
produce in the Bedouin a pride and arrogance that lacked 
all toleration or consideration for others not of his 
own tribe- His aim was to prove himself a hero and his 
tribe the most powerful and fearful in the whole penin­
sula, and in pursuance of this aim he fought whenever 
he could, except,of course, those tribes with whom trea­
ties had been arranged for mutual benefit.
MuruAih, and Sharaf, that is roughly, chivalry 
and honour, were developed in the Bedouin to a v e v y  high 
degree and these Arabic words imply all that is best and 
noblest in character and behaviour. However, he hah 
allowed his sense of honour to assume exaggerated pro­
portions, and was quickly stung to anger and resentment 
by the most trivial word or action if he thought it 
implied an insult to himself or his tribe, and the 
honour of one was tne honour of the whole tribe. An
(9)
/ '/
insult to liis Mawlu - client i.e. the protege who has 
settled with the tribe? to his Jar - neighbour? or even 
to his servant was enough to inflame the whole tribe and 
set in motion the most violent feuds in which neither 
side paused to investigate the cause of the dispute. ,£^ n 
insult to himself or his tribe was the direst calamity 
that could befall the Bedouin and there could be no 
compromise or appeasement? only revenge.
Revenge was the mas tor-pass ion of the ,.ncab.
'*In its prosecution he was conscious of a burning fever? 
the only medicine for which? was the blood of his foe*1. 
So? in the words of Nicholson: Ttabove all? Blood called
for blood. This obligation lay heavy on the conscience 
of the Fagan Arab* Vengeance? with them? was almost 
a physical necessity? which if it be not obeyed will 
deprive its subject of sleep? of appetite, of health.*
It was a tormenting thirst which nothing would quench 
except blood? a disease of honour which'might be des­
cribed as madness? -although it really prevented the 
sufferer from going to worn with coolness and circum­
spection. Vengeance was talien upon the murderer if 
possible? or else upon one of his fellow tribesmen. 
Usually this ended the matter? but in some cases it was 
the beginning of a regular blood feud in which the 
entire kin of both parties were involved? as e.g. the 
murder- of Kulayb led to the Forty Years War between
(10)
• i 1)
Knkr and Taglilib. tf Such blood feuds were not,of
course, peculiar to the Pagan .1rubs. We find their 
counterpart in mane other peoples and they furnish the 
theme for many a story, e.g. The bitter feud' between 
Montagues and Cnpulets in Shakespearef s “-Romeo and 
Juliet11 and the ,fwhole bloodthirsty race11 were bent on 
separating Madeleine from tf young Porphyro" and Keats 
{fEve of St.,^gnesn. The feeling of the Pagan Arab finds 
expression in verses like these:-
“With the sword will I wash my shame away,
Let Godfs doom bring, on me what it may. !t
The acceptance of blood money Diyah in lieu of 
revenge, as atonement for the murder of the fellow 
tribesman, was unthinkable, it was an ineradicable 
injury to the entire tribe, and an inexpiable shame to 
the relative or kinsman. In those rare cases, however, 
when blood money was taken, it was apt to be cast in 
their teeth that they preferred milk, i.e. she-camels, 
to blood. It was believed that until vengeance had 
been exacted for the dead man his spirit appeared above 
his tomb in the shape of an owl (Hama or Sade») crying 
uIspLuniH (Give me to drink). s,It will have blood; 
they say blood will have blood'1, cries Macbeth, in 
Shakespearefs play, when he sees at his banquet the 
ghost of the man he has just had murdered.
--mother very important reason for the almost
(1) Nicholson. A Literary History of the ,xrab.P.9p.
(11)
continuous fighting and disturbances in the Arab pen­
insula was the envy and rivalry that prevailed amongst 
the different races and tribes. Genealogists divide the
peninsula into two main races; Qnhtanids, or Southerners,
« *
the citizens of the kingdom of ^1-Yoman; and GAdnanids3 
or northerners, that is the Bedouin ,'nabs. The hostil­
ity between these two*divisions is historically famous, 
and each division fought under its own insignia - red 
turbans and red flags distinguishing the*Adnunids, 
whilst the Qnhtanids displayed yellow turbans and flags.
• t
The reason for their hostility seems to have been the
natural one arising from the differences in habits,
social customs and way of life of ‘city dwellers and
nomads; said their natural antipathy for one another
was fomented and encouraged by the frequency of the
°incidents0. Each side claimed the more honourable
genealogy, and each boasted that it was more powerful
than the other; and this envy was so deep-seated that
it continued after Islam. In addition to this natural
hostility between Qahtanids and c.,dnanidss there was
also hostility between the different tribes of cidnanids.
(1)
Between Tarnim and Bakr son of Wa il, there was perm-
(2)
.anent bad blood. Ghatafan and Hawazin had a standing 
feud. In the north, the kingdom of nl-Hira, the rep-
H  ) " B o th"~nr e~~ ^ A dnanids 
(2,) Both are c,idnanids
(12)
resentative of Persian nredominance, was the hereditary
( D
enemy of Ghassan, the representative of mighty .Rome
3 (2)
and the hostility between 11- r,.us and Al-hhazraj is well
known.
Thus we see how the Pagan Arab lived a life of 
almost continuous fighting; this made him always pre­
pared for feuds and accustomed to war.
The rigours of desert life and the uncertain­
ties and hardships to which he was subjected made the 
Pagan nrab very short-tempered, excitable, highly 
strung, susceptible to slights or insults and quick to
anger. The most trivial incident touched him to fury.
(3 )
word spoken in jest or flung out as -a taunt or an 
injury to his camel or to his ,rclient0 was cause enough 
for stirring up war when honour and prestige were at 
stake.
Up to now we have discussed the life of hazard 
and feud, suffering and danger, lived by the Pagan Arab, 
but it would be a mistake tc imagine that his whole life 
was spent in quarrelling and warfare. He had also to 
provide a livelihood for himself and his family and to 
attend to the welfare of his beasts; and in his leisure 
he found time for pleasure and relaxation. Pleasant
(T7~B ofh L.ikhmids and G-hassunids™aFe~"known to 'be”Yamani’te. 
v 2) Both ,1-Aus and 1 Khazraj are known to be Yamanite.
(3) Bee the hay of Al--Marrut, HaqaJid, P. 70,
ssemblies with music
and dancing; the recitation of poetry -and stirring tales 
of heroism and adventure; drinking and gambling; all 
these and other pleasures are interwoven with blood-
Yet *danger and insecurity constantly overshadowed his 
pleasure. And so, in order to ensure a peri'od of secur­
ity in which fighting was prohibited .and feuds, forgotten.
his pilgrimages to his holy places. nevertheless because 
of his fiery temperament and the intensity of hatred en­
gendered by blood-feuds, because of a life-time’s habit 
of fighting upon the least excuse, the Pagan Arab did
but broke the truce.
In conditions such as these only the strong 
man prevailed, 'and the wean went to the wall. To prove 
his strength to others was therefore a prime necessity 
to the Arab, ,,s 11-Alabigha says in one of his verses: - 
"Wolves attack those who have no dogs, but they
feuds and warfare to make the pattern of Pagan -,rab life
four months, called 11 the sacred months were set aside
not always observe +:Vie sanctity of these sacred months
fear the cower of the defender who is like a
t  -z \
\ A 
lion”.
If he failed to establish his reputation as a
;1) The mouths of Dhu-l-Qa°da,Muharram, Rajab^hu*!
(2) Such wars were named the wars of Al-Fijar- the un­
lawful war a i
(3) .-ghanl Vol.1 P. 90.
 3 (33hu->l-ni j 3 a
(W)
H lion*1 by attacking others, then the Pagan Arab was 
thought of as being weak and unable to defend himself. 
Zuhayr Ibn Abu Sulrna expresses this sentiment admirably 
in one of the verses of his Mucallaqa:-
5 And he who does not guard with his weapon his 
water trough will find it will be destroyed, 
and he who does not oppress the people will
( n
himself be oppressedAf
. . display of strength, the ability to attack, and the
power to oppress - all these were requisite and praise-
cworthy attributes. .m Iso in his iiu allaqa Zuhayr,
praising Harirn, says
**Iie (Harim) is bold: whenever he is oppressed
he quickly punishes the oppressor; and if he
(2)
is not oppressed first he oppresses others**, 
Therefore the Pagan Arab tried by every means in his
power to strengthen himself in order that he might be
\
the oppressor not the oppressed. To do this he acquired 
as many weapons as he could and recognising the strength 
of numerical superiority he made treaties and covenants 
with other tribes to ensure that weight of numbers would
strengthen his cause. .Although the majority of tribes
f?vVOured this idea of collective security, some tribes 
imbued with the haughty spirit of the Jahiliyah thought
(*1) Verse 53 A1 Iqdu-1 Thamin P. 9o
(2) Verse 39 A1 Iqdu-l--~Thamin P. 96
( 1 5 )
they were self-sufficient; they kept aloof, refusing
any alliance or covenant with other tribes, believing
that they were the stronger, and arrogantly refused to
(1)
seek any such contact. Such a tribe was called Jamra
(the live coal) - Ibu °Ubaida said the "The Jamras" of
the Arabs were three;- Banu. Babb a ibn Add, Bariu-l-Harith
* •
ibn Kacb, and Banu Aurnair ibn °Amir# Two Jauras were
annihilated; Banu Dabba because they made a treaty with
Al-Ribnb; and Banu--1-Harith because they made a covenant
with kadhhij. humair alone remained Jamra because it
(2)
covenanted with no-one.
.1 final summary of this chapter should clarify 
the reasons why tribal feuds and warfare were so frequent 
in the peninsula before Islam. The ^rabfs environment,
, i
the desert, and the natural antipathy between Bedouin 
and city dweller led the Pagan ,uab to constant feuds.
The value of his animals, i.e. his mal - wealth, made the 
defence of his livestock or the acquisition of more cattle 
a frequent cause of war. In the desert wastes, hunger 
and poverty, or the need to find fresh pasturage were 
often the driving force behind many raids and were res­
ponsible for the existence of Al~8acalik who were a
XT) Jamra means n people of power and strength, resolute 
to fight alone. They have no treaty with another, 
nor do they join'any other tribe. A tribe is jamra 
if it withstand^ with patience the attacks of all 
others, as did Q^ bs against all the tribes of Qays.
(2) ^xl-Aghani Vol.10. P. 3U. footnote No. 1 .
( 1 6 )
source of danger to the whole peninsula. The wide 
expanse of desert wastes bred a love of liberty and a 
fierce pride in his tribe that made the Pagan Arab resist 
to the death any attempt to humiliate or subjugate him. 
Defending the fugitive to whom he had given sanctuary and 
preserving his womenfolk from shame or infamy were further 
reasons for fighting. The Pagan Arab bitterly resented 
and fiercely resisted the attempts of Hira and Ghassan, 
backed respectively'by Persia and Rome, to subdue him. 
Wherever -he settled for a season he felt the urgent need 
to- protect his hima - even at the cost of bloodshed.
The tribal system, fostering as It did fierce pride in the 
honour of his tribe, and lacking any central authority, 
produced an arrogant, over-bearing type that lacked all 
toleration or consideration for the rights of others - 
and indeed, failed to recognise that others had any 
rights. It led also to an exaggerated sense of honour 
that made the Pagan ,,rab quick to demand revenge, and 
led to blood feuds and the obligation to exact vengeance 
before the dead could rest in peace. Furthermore, 
there was the antipathy between Qahtanids and cAdnnnids 
and between the different tribes of nldnanids; the 
Pagan Arab*s susceptibility to insult or taunt; and 
finally the need to prove himself strong lest he should 
be thought weak by others and thus made the victim of 
oppression.
( 1 7 )
Thus, having analysed the motives behind this 
constant warfare, we propose in the next chapter to 
explain how hostilities were aroused, and the manner in 
which the fighting was conducted. . We shall attempt to 
estimate the importance of these wars, and to assess 
the degree of reliability that 'can be attached to the 
accounts of them. This will lead us to our main point, 
which is to show the influence of these feuds on the 
literature, especially the poetry, of the Pagan Arab.
(18)
Chapter II 
AYYAtei AIj-uR.lB - THE "D.aYS" OF 'JHE ARABS
Poets and historians have called the feuds 
which took place ainont the Arabs ^yyam al~cArab ~ the days
( a
of the ^rabs. 11 A m  is known" says Ibn Mukarram. "We 
can measure its length from sunrise to sunset". Thus the 
"hours of daylight", is the literal meaning of the word 
yaum - day. Its figurative or metaphorical meaning is 
"a battle", and -in this sense it is used in the Q.urDan 
in three places. The first instance occurs as "do they 
expect any other than the like'of the days of those who
k )
have gone before them?" A1 - Tabari? in his comment-
(3)
ary, says of this verse; "It is related on the authority
of Bishur, who said that Yazid related on the authority
of S a 3id, on the authority Q.atada, that what is meant by
’the days of those who have, gone before them' is the
battles of those who have gone before them, namely the
people of Noah cAd,and Thnmud." Thus the word "days" is
used here in precisely the same sense as it is in Ayyam
a 1-Arab. The second instance runs;- "V/e sent Moses with
our signs (and commanded him saying) Lead forth the people
from darkness into light, and remind them of the days of 
(it-)
God. "
(TT Pisan A1 - Arab. Vol. 16. j?. 137-
(2) Qur^an. Ch.10 Verse 102.
(3) Vol. 11 P. 121 .
A )  Qur Jan ch. 1 i|. Verse 5-
(19)
(1 )
Commenting on this verse* Al-Tabari says that 
by the phrase "days of God" is meant the favours of God 
which lie bestowed on His people. He continues "and it is 
related on the authority of some men learned in Arabic 
that the meaning is: Remind them of that punishment which
fell on those wrong doers °Ad and Thamud* an<3 of the for­
giveness bestowed on the righteous.** Thus in this con­
text the word '''days** suggests both favours and punish­
ments* i.e. the punishments inflicted in battle on the 
disbelievers.
The third instance is as follows:- "Speak unto
the true believer* that they forgive those who hone not
•' 2 )
for the days of God**.
(3).
Regarding this third verse* Al-Tabari comments 
"what is meant by 5 hope not for the days of God* is - 
fear not the severity of God* His battles and His punish­
ments". ,.^1-Tahari goes on to say that Mujahid inter­
preted "hone not for the days of God" as "fear neither 
the favours of God nor His punishments."
Thus in these three verses from ^ the Qur an* the 
word ayyam bears the sense of battles* or favours and 
punishment implying a battle in which favours are won or
s'
punishment s inf1i c t e d.
TIT Vol.TT, Pp. -122-1 23" (2) QurOtn, Ch.TS7Wer§e~m7“
(3) Vol.25, Pp.86-87.
( 2 0 )
If we ask ourselves why the word "day" is used 
for battle5 several possible explanations may be suggested:
(1) Battles may have been used by the Pagan Arabs 
as landmarks in their monotonous desert life from which 
they dated events. Since they lacked contacts with 
the outside world* the only easily remembered events 
would be their battles. Each tribe would date its 
events according to its battles. We can easily- imagine 
how they would remember that a son was born on the day of 
such and such a battle* or that their chieftain died
before or after some other battle. Thus the origin of 
the phrase Ayyai.i ol--cArab would be the Ayyam of the 
Battles of the Arabs* the word for battles being later 
omitted in colloquial speech for the sake of brevity. In. 
the case of an expression in frequent use* such an omiss­
ion would cause no ambiguity; indeed such omissions are 
common in ..uabiCj e.g. in Arabic* if you say literally 
"I must get up before the rise’-* it is quite obvious that 
you vaean the sunrise. When you say "On fast days you 
must not eat before the set’* it is equally clear that 
the sunset is meant. We read in the QurJan "and ask 
the village in which we were" - and we know at once that 
it is the people of the village who are to be asked.
(2) It is possible that the word "day" was used to 
denote time merely* as in the tradition "These are the
V 1 )
days of disturbance ' Thus the day of al Nisar means 
"(T) Lisan - A1~°A r ab Vol.TS. P. 137-
( 2 1 )
uthe time of the battle of hi Nisar” but in this sense
the word ”day” might mean either day or night..
(3) The battle may have been the most outstanding
event of the day, so that the day is remembered for the
event as though nothing else occurred on that day. This
is common practice in modern times. Thus we speak of
,fthe day of Coronation** the ”day of the state-opening of
Parliament*1 or even ”the day of my examination**. In
this sense Ayyam Al--°,\rab might mean that the battle did
not occupy the whole day, but only a portion of it.
C
( k )  The word v!dayft in the sense of Ayyam-al-Arab 
may mean 11 a time of testing and difficulty”. This is the 
sense in the Arab expression Al-Yaum Yaumuk, i.e< **today 
is your day” v/here the word ”day” means a time of stress
and effort calling forth all your powers of tenacity,
0 )  ,
courage, skill and intelligence. In times of great
strain or grief ten minutes can seem an hour, and the.
Arab emphasizes any such strain by resorting to hyperbole.
In one of his verses on 'the second Kulab, Muhris A1 Dabbi
«
says:
"The enemy marches against us, their heads held
high in pride, but we made for them a day so
(2)
terrible that it seemed to last many days.”
(3) The fighting amongst the Pagan Arabs may have 
taken place during the hours of daylight only. In the
pry Abid. ' ' (2) Muf. , P. 510, v. 5 .
( 2 2 )
daytime they could see each other easily, take perfect 
aim at the target, and safeguard themselves against 
sudden ambush. It is possible that fighting at night 
time vhas avoided lest they should fall a victim to an 
unseen foe.. The poets always mention that the fighting 
was severe during the day and that the enemy was only 
delivered by the fall of darkness, under cover of which 
he fled. Abu GUbaida in the account of the second day
of .11 Kulab says v-......  then they fought until night
came between them. They spent the night watching each
O )
other. it daybreak- they resumed fighting. So it
is obvious that if the fighting was not finished on the 
one day, they ceased hostilities during the hours of 
darkness, and resumed the struggle next day.
(6) It is possible that the fighting in each battle 
lasted only one day. ...^s a matter of fact most battles of 
the Pagan Arabs lusted for only a part of a clay. Excep­
tions are the battle of the second Kulab, which lasted 
(2)
two days and the battle of Fayf al-Fih, which lasted
(3)
three days.
The Names of the Ayyam:
Thus the Pagan Arabs used to call each battle 
a day. If, over a period of time, a series of battles were 
fought y/hich were due to a particular reason, these battles 
would be named after that reason, the war of so and so;
T T p K :na U 'd T ~ p 7 'l5 5 ^  H A  Naaa°i(37 P. 1517
(3 )  N a qa U c l. P. 14-70.
(23)
e i g *  Harb al-Busus - the war of al-Basus, was the name 
given to a series of battles between Bakr and Taghlib 
provoked by a certain woman called Al-Basus, It is 
related that Harb alABasus lasted forty years and con- 
sisted of many "days**: hl-Nihyj Al-Dhana3ib, Waridat,
GUnaizah, ^1-Qasibat and TahlacL al-Liman, Similarly the
— Gwar of Dahis and Al-Ghabra , between Abs and Dhubyan, 
lasted forty years and consisted of many days: Al-Murayqib; 
Dhu-Hisa, A1 Yacmuriyah, al-HabaDah. Generally speaking
( a
the battles were named after the place in which the
(2)
fighting occurred; or after the adjacent water place,
If, however, the battle was distinguished by the bravery
or skill of some outstanding person or animal, then It
_ (3)
was named after this hero, e.g.: The day of Halimah 
between the Lakhmids and the Ghassanids, was named after 
Halimah, the daughter of Al-Harith the Ghassanid, who 
perfumed the soldiers of the army. Her hand was promised 
in marriage to the soldier who should kill the Lakhmid 
King, Iftor the fighting between Hujr the King of Kindah, 
and ...sad in which the latter was killed, the battle was
(U)
named the Bay of Hujr. The feuds which took place
G —
between Abs and Dhubyan were collectively called the War 
of Dahis and ^l-Ghabra? There were two horses belonging
X ^ )  e.g. the day of Favfal-Rih, a place in the uplands of 
IT a jdj_ the day of Aq.il, a valley in Najd, the day of 
Khazaz (a mountain).
(2) The day of al-Kulab, the name of a watering place.
(3) Ibn al Athir,Vol. 1. ?. 328 ( k )  Naqa id Pp.ii-7,59 & 781.
to °Abs, which wore challenged by two horses of Dhubyan. . 
The rider- won the race by a triclc, whereby war broke out.
Some of the "days** have more than one name, e.g.
The day of Dhu Tuluh is known also as the day of Al-
• ' - 0)
Samad, and the day of Awad. The day of Al-Shaq.iq.ah *
is also known as the day of Naqa-al-Hasan, the day of Al-
■
Aaqad, the day of Falak al-Amil, the day of Al~Hasanayn.
«
i
In poetry the poet was sometimes compelled to change the
real name of a battle because of the requirements of metre
and rhyme. Then he would choose names which could
easily be identified instead of the real name. In one of
(2)
his Naqa°ids Al Farazdaq. says
 and there were knights (of his tribe)
■fi
fighting on the day of Tikhfah and Al-hisar.
*
Q
Abu Ubaida comments that by "the day of Tikhfah
and Al-lTisar, Al-Farazdaq means the day of Dariyah, but
the metre did not allow him to use this name; so he names
it instead, the "day", of Tikhfah and Al-Uisar because they
were close by Dariyah.
Sometimes the "day" was given two names because
the army was divided and fought the enemy on two fronts as
in the day of .^1-Nibaj and Thaytal.
e
Books on.Ayyam al- A rab.
Bibliographers tell us that some scholars have
( 2 5 )
written on the accounts of the Ayyam al- Arab. HaJI
Khalifa in his book Kashful-Zunun says that Abu cUbaida
•
Macmar ibn al-lvluthanna, the famous philologist (? about 
208 a.H, about 825 A.D.) wrote'two books on the Ayyam al- 
<Arab; the larger book gives the account of 1,200 days, 
the smaller book mentions 75 days. °Ali ibn Hussayn Abu 
a 1-Faraj al-Isbahani (? 281+ - 356 a.H. ? 897 - 967 A.D. ) 
the author of the famous Kitab al-Aghani is said to have 
written a book on the Ayyam al-'1- Arab containing the account 
of 1,700 days. Yaqut in his book Mu jam al- Udaba J or
* (1) - CDictionary of Litterateurs says that Abu Ubaida in
_ caddition to his two books on the Ayyam al- Arab has also 
written the following books which are more or less con­
nected with Arab fighting:-
(The book of the days of the tribe of Mazinand their 
events: Eitab ayyam'Ban! Mazin wa Akhbarihim)
(The book of the death(or battles)of the Knights)
(Eitab Maqatil al Fursan )
(The book of the death(or battle) of the Nobles}
(Eitab Maqatil al Ashraf )
(The classification of the Knights)
(Tab a gat al Furs an ) and
(The book of the Raids)
(Kit ab a1-Gharat )
r-1) Vol. 7 p7~T§9.
- (26)
(.1) /
Ibn al-Nadim in his book Al-Fihrist said that'
' - • \
Hi shim al-Kalbi (201+ a.H. ? 819 A.D.) had written, amongst
other works, the following books:-
(The book of Dahls and Al-GhabraJ)
(Kitab Dahis wa al-Ghabra } )
(The book of the "days’* of Fazara and the battles of 
Banu Shay ban)
(kitab ayyam Fazara wa wag'd:-ic Bani Shayban)
(The book of the battles of Al-Dibab and Fazara)
(Kitab waqa°iGal Dibab wa Fazara. )
(The book of the "days" of Banu Hanifa)
*
(Kitab ayyam Bani Hanifa )
4
(The book of the "days" of Qays ibn Tha°laba)
' — — P
(Kitab Ayyam Qays ibn Tha"laba )
(The book of the "days")
(Kitab al ayyam )
However, we know nothing about any book 'on these
c
lists. Compared with the numbers of the Ayyam al- Arab 
mentioned by AbucUbaida and nl-Isbahani, v/e now possess 
very few. '
The books in the following list each give an 
account of some of the .^yyam al-°Arab.
(1) The commentary on the NaqaJid of Jarir and Al Farazdaq, 
by Abu GUbaida (? about 825 A.D.-)
(1) P. 11+2.
(27) '
( 2') The eommentajry on. th e  M u fa c ld a liy a t ,  b y 'A l-A n b a r i.
• •
(? 916 „.D.)
(3) „ 1.1 —'i-i. ghani of Abu al-Faraj al~Isbahani (? 897 - 
967 n.D.)
(4) Al°Iq.cl al-Farius or the Unique Necklace, Vol.3 of 
Ibn C;A a  Rabbih (? 946 A.D.)
(5) Al-Kamil Fi al-Tarikh Vol.1 of Ibn al-Athir (?1234
ri. . D . )
(6) Mu jam al Buldan,or Geographical Dictionary of Yaqut 
(1179-1229 A.D.)
t? — .
(7) Lis an al Arab of Jamal al-Din ibn IVIukarranr (? 1311 -^ .D.)
(b) The commentary of the diwan of Al Harnasah of Abu
»
Tanimara, by A 1-Tabrizi.
(9) Nihayat al-Arab of al~Nuwayry (? -1332 A.D.)
(10) B ulugh a1-A rab o f A 1-A1us i.
(11) A 1-Kamil Fi al-Lugha wa-1- ,clab, of ,11-Mubarr id
(? 898 A.D.)
c _ „ _
(12) LI a j ma a 1 -A rat ha 1 o f A 1 -M aycl an i
(13) :Al~c..-rab Qabl al-Islam, by Jorji Xaydan.
(14) Tarikh al-Kusul wa-l-Muluk, or Annals of the
Apostles and the Kings by Al-Tabari (838-923 A.D.)
(15) Khizanat al-~:.dah of ..A-Baghdadi (? 1682 A.D.)
In 1942, fLuharnmad Jad al-Maula collaborated
with two other writers in composing a book called 
c
Ayyam al- Arab Fi-l-Jahiliyah, taking their material from 
the above mentioned books and referring to the accounts of
(28)
78 days.
The first 15 books listed above differ in 
number of the days of which they give an account. Ibn 
j-xbd Rabbih in his book nl°Iq.d al Farid Vol.3. • mentions 
the accounts of some 82 days. These he classified 
according to tribes, beginning with the Wars of Qays, then 
the Wars of Qays and Klnanah, then the Wars of Qays and 
Tamim, and so on. Ibn Al-Athir, at the beginning of his 
Chapter on the Ayyam aI-cArab, states that he intends to 
mention only the famous days-and notable battles in which 
the fighting was severe, and many troops were employed,
because the ayyam are far too numerous. Al-Tabari in his
— c —
book on the Ayyam al- drab mentions' the days of Dhu-Qar,
Jadhima a1-Abrash and Al-Zahba^, Tasm and Jadis,
Of the 15 books mentioned in the above list
there are five which devote a special chapter to the
Ayyam al- CA rab, namely
(1) Al Kamil Fi al-Tarikh, Vol.1 of Ibn Al Athir.
(2) Al~Ciqd al-Farid’, Vol.3 of Ibn c;dbd Rabbih (Cairo 
1352 a.H. )
(3) Nihayat al-°Arab (Fann V-gism IV, kitab V) of A I*** 
Ruwayry.
(4) Al~cArab Qabl al-Islam, of jurji Zaydan.
( 5) Ma jma 'a 1 -I mtha 1 of A 1 -Maydani.
The other ten of the 15 books only give occ­
asional references to the Ayyam al-cArab, the author giving 
an account of a particular day whenever the opportunity
(29)
occurs, e.g. In his commentary on the Naqa^id of Jarir
and .ill Farazdaq.., Abu GUbaida gives an account of a battle
«
if it is mentioned by one of the x^oets in his poem. Ibn 
Mukarram, in his lexicon Lisan al-°Arab mentions the "day” 
if it has any connection with the word he is explaining. 
Similarlys A 1-Baghdadi, in Khisanat a1-Adab gives an 
account of the "day" if it is associated in any way with 
the poem he is commenting on.'
In these boohs mentioned in the list already 
given, the stories of the Ayyam al-‘-Arab are written in 
prose, with quotations from poetry; sometimes the narra­
tive is given very fully at considerable length, sometimes 
the account is short and sketchy. The shortest accounts of 
the Ayyam al-°Arab Are those given by Al Maydanl in the 
second volume of his book "Majma0 al-AmthalV In this 
volume he mentions 130 "days” of the age of Jshiliyali,
He gives the name of the ‘'Day1*; an explanation of its 
name (i.e. it is either a place, a mountain, a valley or 
a watering yjlace), names the tribes which took part in the 
fighting; records the victors; and quotes a few lines 
from any poet who has written anything about this parti- 
cular "day”. Apart from Al-Ma|*dani, who gives a uniformly 
short and business-like account of the Ayyam al-Alrab.? the 
other books devote more time and space to their accounts, 
though here too some "day/s" are dismissed in a few lines 
e.g. AbU Ubaida, In his commentary on the Naqa id gives
(30)
_  (i)
the account of the day of Suqah in two lines, and that
(2)
of Al Hudab in three lines* though he devotes many pages
_ (3)_
to the account of the days of nl-Haufazan, Dahis and Al-
_ ,(U) (5)  0 (6)
Ghabra , Al-Kulab the First and Shi b Jabalah.
It would appear that the source for most of the 
narratives of the ^yyam al-cArab given in these 15 books 
previously listed* is the accounts of Abu GUbaida for most
of them begin with the words stQala AbucUbaida”, or nAbu
c _
Ubaida said1' and it is obvious that Abu cUbaida is con-
„(7)
sidered a most reliable authority,, Al Suyuti says 
11 The re were three scholars who were pre-eminent in the lin­
guistics* poetry and sciences of the Arabs. The like of 
them has never been seen before or since; most of the know­
ledge which people possess about the pre-Islamic Arabs*in
fact, aid. their knowledge, is drawn from them. They are
“ c c—Abu Zaid, Abu Ubaida, and Al-Asma'i. All three drew the
knowledge of the linguistics, grammar and poetry of the
Pagan Arab period from AbucAmr first, and then from cIsa
ibn °Amr, Abu al-Khattab al-Akhfash Yunus ibn Habib* and
ft • •
from a group of trustworthy Bedouins and their Learned men?
(8) _c
Al Suyuti continues ’'Regarding Abu Ubaida, he was the best
1) P.13. (2) P.14.
3) from P. 1+7 to P. 59.
U) from P.83 to P.108.
5) from P. 1+52 to P .1+61.
6) from P .654 to P.678.
7} A 1 Muzhir, Vol. 2. P ,1+01. 
8) Muzhir. Vol. 2. P.2+02.
of the three in his knowledge of the Ayyam al-°Arab, both
in heathen times and after Islam. So little ever escaped him
that he boasted once 'never have two horses met together
in battles but that I possess information about them and
their riders'.
The hates of the ...warn♦
In some cases it is possible to arrange the ’’days”
of a tribe in some sort of chronological order, but it seems
impossible to fix an exact time, and date a particular "day"
as taking place in such a year before Islam. Even Abu
GUbaida, the most reliable authority on the Ayyam al-cArab<>
makes a mistake in one of his accounts when he tries to fix
a date for the hay of Shicb Jabalah. In his commentary on
the NaqaDid Abu cUbaida says "....  and the Battle of Jab-
(i)
alah took place 57 years before Islam. The day of Shi b
Jabalah was fought 17 years before the Prophet’s birth; and
the Prophet was born in the year of the battle of the
Elephant. The revelation that he was to be a prophet came
to him when he was J4.0 years old. He died at the age of 63; 
c—and nmir ibn al-Tufayl came to him m  the year in which he, 
the Prophet dies, c ,mir at this time being 80 years old.” 
Later, writing about the two days of Al-Nisar and Al-Jifay 
Abu CUbaida says, "There was one year between the day of 
Al-Nisar and the day of nl-Jifar. Al-Nisar was before
Al-Jifar. Both days were after the day of Jabalah, and
(32)
both were 27 years before the mission of the Prophet. The 
year of Jabalah was that of the birth of the Prophet”. L  
mere glance is sufficient to detect the obvious discrep­
ancy between these two statements regarding the date of 
the battle of Jabalah. In his first statement Abu cAbaida 
affirms that the battle took place 17 years before the birth 
of the Prophets whilst in his second account the commentator 
claims that the bat'tle was fought in the .same year as the 
Pr ophe tT s birth.
The Importance of the Ayyam .
The ’'days” of the tribe were a great source of 
pride to its members, and each one felt that victory in 
battle was a feather in his cap. The ndays” of the tribe 
were of paramount importance, and reference was made to 
them whenever the opportunity arose. Victory in battle 
was an excuse for self-adulation, a chance to taunt their 
foes or gloat over the conquered, and an opportunity to 
display the honour, strength and dignity of the tribe and 
its disdain for the vanquished and humiliated foe. Siwar 
ibn Hayyan Al-Hinqary, taunting his foe, writes in one of 
his verses;
Vine! you have no glorious ”days” of which you can 
boast, such as the day of Juwatha and .11-Nibaj
O )
and Thaytal”
T1) Naqa^icl. P. iTjV.
The- battles of the tribes were important as a
means of proving its strength and calibre, In one uf his
verses Salamah ibn Jandul says.-; -
’’There are those whose ’’days’1 could not be cited
as proof of their■ courage and resourcefulness;
but our ’’Jays” disclose clearly how brave and
valiant we are”.
The *fdnys” of the tribe were its legacy* its birthright
from the past. In his commentary on the Nana''id Abu 
<1 > -’Ubaida says ”ibu tunay° al-hulaybl related to me s say-
i
ing that Jarir said r were it not for that which the slave
the son of Urrmi G-hassan* has done* I would publish of the
days of Banu 8 a lit that which would not perish forever’
Thus we can understand why each tribe e w e  much
consideration to its ’’days”., explained in minute detail it
heroic deeds* recounted its exploits as fully as possible*
and recorded with great pride i ts victories and achieve-
ments. The accounts of its ’’days” formed the ^ain tooio
of conversation at the majalis* i.e, assemblies. Ibn
(2)
,-bd Rabbih says in the beginning of his chapter on the 
nyyam al-cArab«. "One of the companions of ih-j Vrophet v m  
asked* 'About what were you talking when you retire.d into 
your assemblies?’ He replied* 17/e wore reciting poetry 
and talking of the events of our Jaliilijah’ I Such talk
( 3 4 )
Was always of the wars and battles in which the tribe had 
acquitted itself valiantly. The measures of its success 
were an indication of its courage and heroism* its cun­
ning and subtlety in defeating its enemies and its skill 
and maturity in the conduct of its affairs. The accounts 
of its “days” were judiciously guarded and carefully handed 
down from father to son in order to imbue the rising genera­
tion with the spirit of consanguinity and with love of their 
tribe; to incite their fervour and to increase their res­
olution to safeguard the honour of their tribe with their 
very life. inch tribe was anxious to spread tales of its 
prowess in war throughout the length and breadth of the 
peninsulas and thus enhance its prestige in the eyes of the 
others. The more the “days” of the tribe* the greater its 
reputation for bravery and honour.
As the best subject for boasting of the prowess 
of the tribe was victory* heroism or some wonderful feat of 
daring* so the best subject for taunting* defaming or vil­
ifying the conquered was defeats calamity* loss or flight.
i
As success would enhance the tribe’s reputation* so defeat 
would cover them with ineradicable shame. It would also 
invite the attach of others* revealing weakness* and in­
viting oppression. So ignominious was defeat in battle 
that no other subject was reckoned so powerful in defam- 
at ion and satire. J.,l--isbahani says Auf ibn Sir in
(T"J ..^ 1 A ghani * v ol. j 5 • A .28.
( 3 5 )
related to us in a 1 ong account sayings "The tribe of
Quraysh were satirize! by three. poets from amongst al-
jmsar, i.e. disciples of Muhammad in reply to their 
*
taunts,. The three were Hassan. ibn Thabit, Kacb ibn Malik,
r» — C
and ‘'Abdullah ibn Rawaha. Hassan and Ka b replied to the 
taunts of Quraysh in the same manner, upbraiding their 
defects, emphasizing their weaknesses, and glorying in 
their defeats. A. bdullah ibn Rawaha taunted them not with
i »
their weaknesses -and defeats, but reviled them for their 
unbelief. At the time, the taunts of Hassan and Kacb 
stung them most bitterly, for to the Pagan .erab success in 
battle was all important, But later when Quraysh embraced 
Islam and understood it rightly, then the words of °Abdullah 
Ibn Rawaha seemed to them the most terrible Indictment that 
coulcl be uttered against them.
As in the past the tales of their heroism in 
battle were the main topic of conversation in their assembl­
ies, so today their exploits, courage and wonderful deeds 
are still the main topic with the Bedouin Arabs. Further­
more. it is not only the Bedouin who loves to hear of his 
glory; the people in the villages of Egypt still enjoy 
listening to the stories of adventure in which their an­
cestors won honour and renown. Such tales are eagerly 
listened to, deeply admired, enthusiastically learned, 
carefully memorized, and related with great pride.
When the Pagan Arab boasted of his “days** he 
emphasized the victory he had so gallantly won, praised the
(36)
wise guidance.or cunning strategy of his leaders, admired 
the power and ,heroism of his people, extolled the might 
of his army, and gloried in the honours he had won. In 
contrast when he wished .to taunt and deride his fallen 
foe he magnified the defeat, detecting weakness and in­
experience and even accusing his enemy of cowardice. If 
we remember the Bedouin Arab’s sensitiveness and jealous 
feelings about his honour and exaggerated sense of shame, 
and if we bear in mind that at this period before Islam 
there were no authentic and impartial written records, then 
wo shall expect to find that some of the accounts of the 
Ayyam al-’carab have been exaggerated or perverted accord­
ing to the viewpoint of the narrator. His object was, 
of course, to glorify his own tribe and to shame and 
belittle his foes. And so we find that it is often claimed 
that the tribe participated in a successful engagement when 
in actual fact they did not, or that they were not present 
if a defeat were inflicted; or that greater numbers took 
part in the fighting, or were captured or killed than was 
actually the case. Always the real leader, the "supreme 
commander" came from the narrator's tribe, and never from 
amongst his allies.
However, reliable historians and critics like
— cbu Ubaida paid considerable attention to these claims 
on the part of the narrators of the Ayyam al- Alrab, in­
vestigating them with the most scrupulous care in'order 
to sift the true from the false. It may therefore be
( 3 7 )
advisable at this point to quote from the accounts of the
— f»
Ayyam al- Arab in order to illustrate how contradictory 
these accounts often were, and how careful the critics 
were in arriving at the truth.
In giving the account of the day of Al-Nisar
C - r* ■ n•\bu Abaida says "There are many reports and claims about
the day of Al-Nisar from Ribab and the people of A sad and 
Ghatafan and many other tribes of Qays °Aylan. These re- 
ports are confused;, untrue and are obviously accounts of 
ignorant people. The undeniable authentic poetry has 
come down to us with something other than that." He
continues “It is related to me by Qays ibn Ghalib ibn
c ~) o
Abaya ibn Asma'ibn Hisn, ibn Hudhayfa ibn Badr ibn Amr
the Fazurite, and by the learned sheikh from the people of
Qutayba and by Ratbil Al-*Dubayri from the people of Asad
ibn Khuzayma, and by more than one of the learned men from
the peoples of Qays and Asad, that the day of Al-Nisar -
in which battle Hisn was the chief, was after the day of
Jabaluh, not before it as All-Ribab says. “The proof of
this", says .Abu ’Ubaida “is. that the Ahalif, i.e. Gonfed-
*
-  . 3
©rates, - Ghat af an, Banu Asad, ana Tayyi - were present 
*
in the day of Al-Nisar, after the Confederates made the
covenant. Hisn ibn Hudhayfa of the G-hatafan was the per- • * *
son who ordered Suhayc al-Tha clabi to make a covenant 
between these three tribes. He made a covenant with
(1) NaqsAid. P. 238.
(38)
— 3
Ghat a fan and Bunu Asad ibn Ahuzayma. Asad and Tayyi "
"" %continues ,L.bu Ubaida “had made a covenant with each other
before that. Thus they were named Al-Ahalif. This was
after the death of‘liudhayfa. Sanu cAbs was with Banu
0:’“mir in the day of Jabalah, because Banu°abs killed
Hudhayfa in the day of -AL Hub a5ah. Hisny Abu °Abaida
• *
continues, “was the chief of Al Ahalif, because his father
hudhayfa had been killed before this time. The proof of
this is found in the verses of Zuhayr ibn Abi Sulrna : '
“And "who is like hisn in wars? - and the like of him» •
is the best for warding off oppression and for coping 
with i difficult situation «
Who is like Hisn when the tribes of Al Ahalif •
v *
gathered round him their
armies clamorous with the thunder of movement and
the neighing of horses."
“Don’t you see", says AbucUbaida, “that Hisn was the chief
• «
of the „;-l A hall f? An: Hisn became a chief only after the
• •
death of his father. So how can the day of Al-Nisar be 
before the day of Jabaluh as Al-Ribab claims? And further 
more A1 continues Abu cUbaida, “Dirwas, one of the people of 
Macbad ibn Zurarah, related to me that Hajib ibn Zurara was 
at the day of Jabalah, but a young lad with a forelock. If 
the day of Al-Nisar was before the day of Jabalah, how 
could Ha jib -- a mere child at the time of Jabalah - have 
been the chief of the people of Tamim in the day of .Al­
ii isar as he assuredly was? Still more proof is that
(39)
Knjib, the youngest son of Zurarah would not have been the
chief of the people of Tamirn while Laqit the elder son, was
alive, Laqit ‘was killed on the day of Jabalah, And,(
goes on Abu cUbaida flIbn Shifa al-Manaf! of the people of
Manaf ibn Darim related to me saying !Abu cIkrisha i;e.
Ha jib was renowned after the death of Abu Nahshal, i.e.
Laqit; ’ The proof that Laqit was more renowned than
hajib is that Laqit was the one who attacked the people of 
0 *■'* *Amir on the day of Jabalah to avenge his elder brother,
L\acbad ibn Zurarah, and Laqit was the one who gathered the
kings on the cay of Jabalah. Hajib served in Laqit*s
* •
army on the day of Jabalah. And all thisn concludes Abu
c *Ubaioa, is ample evidence to disprove those 'who assert 
that Al-Nisar was before the day of Jabalah.’*
After settling this point in this fashion Abu
c —
Ubaida begins the account of the day of Al-Nisar. In
this account he mentions several' reports each claiming a 
different man as a chief, thus proving that every tribe 
claimed that the commander-in-chief was from their tribe.
In giving the account of the day of Khazaza,
i - c CIbnVxb<n Rabbih says Aibu Ubaida said; Amir and Misma ,
the sons of °\bd El Malik, Khalid ibn Jabalah, Ibrahim
ibn Muhammad ibn Huh al~cAttari, G-hassan ibn cAbb E 1 -IIamid,
.
°Abdullah ibn Salim al Bahili , and a group of distin­
guished people from Al Basra - who used to hold assembly
XT) A l “cIad~aT~Ea^d7_Vol‘rT.“ 7i06^ — —
(Uo)
on Friday and boast to each other - were disputing one Gay
of the chieftainship in the clay of Khazaza. KhaliG ibn
Jabalah sail ihl1he chief was el Ahwas ibn Jacfar. cAmir• *
and Misma'C said ‘hlulayb ibn \la ^ il was the chief5* and ibn 
11uh said, nThe chief was Zurarah ibn °UGus - and see, there 
is the Majlis- i. e. meeting, of Abu cnmr ibn Al cA l a J.
Let us go and ash ,.,bu Avmr to judge who was the chief1*
o A1 C~*
„ibu hunr said, Al either Arair ibn Sa"sacah, nor Darira ibn* •
Malik, nor Jushorn ibn Baler were pre sent in the day of 
Khazaza, for the battle took place long before these tribes 
existed. I have asked; about it for 60 years**, went on 
.^ .bu °nr[ir nbut I have not found anyone of the people who knew 
who was the chief and who was the king on the clay of 
iQiazaza. Only, in the days when Al-Yaman held sway over 
Nizar, I remember that a man from the people of Al-Yaman 
accompanied by a clerk who carried a red carpet on which 
his superior used to sit, came to take taxes from the people 
of Kizar,as the collectors of alms do nowadays. The "day” 
ofKhazaza marked the first occasion on which the £:>eople of 
MacaGG, father of XTizar, were free of the domination of the 
kings of Himyar. At the time of the **Gayi! of Khazasa, the 
people of Ki.zar were not numerous, so thay lit a fire on the 
mountain called Khazaza for three nights, and made smoke for 
three days, as a beacon to gather help for themselves. And 
in the *'*Jay** of Khazaza which followed*1 went on Abu cAmr 
11 the people of Itizar won their independence from the people 
of dil-Ynman, and their property was no longer available to
(in)
be swn.ll owe cl up by the tax-collectors of Al-Yaman. This
"day" of Khazaza would not be known, were it not for the
c____________ _verse of Amr ibn Kulthum in which he says:-
"And we (of the tribe of Taghlib). in the early 
morning when the fire was lit on Khazaza, played a 
greater part in the battle than any of the other 
tribes that were present. "
’And if" continues Abu ibn Al °Ala }, "his grand­
father, Kulayb ibn V/a }il, had been their leader and their 
cchief, Amr ibn Kulthum, the poet, would not have boasted 
of the greater part his tribe had played in the battle and 
omitted to mention that his grandfather had been the chief 
he would have emphasized this honour to his family. And", 
concluded Abu cAmr ibn Al cAla J" Amir ibn Kulthum is the 
only poet I know of who has mentioned the "day" of 
Khazaza in his poetry".
These examples should suffice to prove that the
—  /Ayyam alhArab provided splendid opportunities for boasting
and taunting, for honour and defamation, that every tribe
to
was anxious to aftributsAtself as much heroism and glory 
as it could, and that each claimed, that its own leader was 
the commander in chief, that the critics took great pains 
to investigate such claims in order to arrive at the truth, 
and the genuine authentic poetry afforded the main proof 
in such disputes.
As a result of the great importance of the
~ c
Ayyam al- Arab in the pre-Islamic Arab world, the Arabs
(U2 )
have included amongst the f\yyain some encounters too
trivial to merit the name of a battle, such as a mere
(1)
quarrel or a heated argument, petty affairs which have 
been magnified by some poets into much more grandiose en­
counters. In this connection it may be both interesting
- _(2)
and amusing to quote the following story from Al-Aghani 
"One day, the prophet sat in an assembly in which none 
other than Khazrajites were present. He asked someone to 
recite the poem of Qays ibn ,U.-Khatim which begins:-
"Do you know the traces of °nmrah (my beloved), which 
are faint on the sand like the gold lines on the skin? 
Deserted and uninhabited now, the place is unfit for 
a rider to halt at."
One of the Khazrajites began to recite it, when he reached 
the verse:-
"I fought them on the day of Al Hadiqah without helmet4
or coat-of-mail, as if the sword in my hand was a 
’kerchief twisted by the gamester for striking his 
opponent."
The Prophet turned to the others and said "Did he really 
fight like that?*'* Then Thabit ibn Qays ibn Shammas gave 
testimony and said to the Prophet, "By Him who sent you with 
the truth, he came out to us on the seventh day of his 
marriage, clad only in an under garment and a yellow 
cummerbund and fought as my kinsman had said."
(1) cf. - some of the Ayyam of the first Pijar, and some of 
the Ayyam of Al-Aus and Al-Ahazraj .
(2) Vol.3. Pp.7-8. (Daru-l-Kutub’s ed. )
<03)
In the commentii’y, the nuthor of jhani says
Cj“This was the report. But A 1-hasan ibn JA1T said to me:
“There was no war between Al-Aus and --l~Ahazra j $ except for
the “day“ of Bucath5 on which the fighting was severe. In
all their other fights* including the “day" of nl-Hadiq.ahs
* \
they merely threw stones or struck at each other with sticks.
Al~Zubnyr said “I recited to Muhammad ibn Fadalah the verse
• *
Qays ibn Al-iihatim:-
“I fought them on the day of a 1 Hadiqah without helmet 
or coat-of-mail * as if the sword in my hand was the 
'kerchief twisted by the gamester for striking his 
opponent.
Then he laughed and said “on that day they fought only with 
palm-boughs and the tender young branches of trees.“
The author of Al-Aghani relates the following
(1)
episooe
“Amir ibn Abe! al-Malik said “Between Bakr and Tajhlib 
the only people killed worth counting or mentioning were 
eight from Tajhlib and four from Bakr, These twelve Al-
Muhalhil has counted in his two poems. The first begins:-
“0 night of Dhi Iiusum, let the morning light come.
If you have ended* do not return.
The second poem b e g i n s : -
(2)
“Soft is the daughter of Al Muhallil white and
a
frolicsome, sweet to embrace.
(kk)
r'dtmir ibn C;bd a 1 -Ma 1 i k then says: -
“The proof that the victims were only 1 2 in number is that 
the ancestors of these tribes of Bnkr and Tajhlib were the 
people who took part in these wars. Count them* and their 
children* and their children's children* and if the whole 
tribe numbers 500* you will be nearing the truth. And
out of 500* how many do you imagine would be killed?
£ —
Then Misma said "Assuredly my brother cAmir is mad.
How can the poetry of muhalhil be a proof? Jahdar
*
killed Abu Mukannif* and Muhalhil has not mentioned him
in his poetry. Al'Yashkuri killed Hashirah; Habib was
*
killed on the day of Aaridat and Sacd ibn Malik killed 
the son of Al Q doihah. Here are four* and Muhalhil has
not mentioned one of these four in his poetry". Then 
unir was asked "What have you to say to this statement
G if
Misma and his argument concerning these four? To
which °Amir replied "What is a mere four? If I have omit­
ted to mention them* compare what the narrators say when 
they claim that on the day of so-and-so the tribes have 
killed 3 >000* and on the day of so-and-so Us 000. I can’t 
imagine how this can be true* for I do not think the two 
tribes together number 1*000. Gome and count them* their 
children* and their children’s children. How many are 
they?"
However* whatever the alteration or exaggeration
— c
in the Ayyam al- Arab it is irrelevant here. We are con­
cerned with the literary value of the accounts of the
(to)
Ayyam, an cl in particular with the poetry which has been 
compose! about the fighting in Pagan Arab times. We must 
remember that the poet is a poet first and foremost, and 
not an historian. His historical facts may be true, but 
as a poet he is at liberty to use those facts in any way 
he pleases to enhance his own art. And in poetry hyper­
bole is often a means of achieving a more attractive and
a more vivid picture. Let us turn once more to the verse 
of 'lays ibn -A. Ahatim already quoted; -
fought them on the day of Al Hadiqah without hel-
*
met or coat of mail, as if the sword in my hand was 
the ’herchief twisted by the gamester for striking 
his opp one nt. ”
Supposing that* the commentary given by the author 
of Al-Aghani were true, and they really did fight with palm 
boughs and the tender young branches of trees, nevertheless 
there is no doubt that the poet’s imagery is most attract­
ive. Comparing the sword to a ’kerchief twisted for 
lightly striking his opponent in a game suggests that the 
fight was nothing more than an amusing sport, the battle 
•field just a pi ay-ground, and that the* combatant was not 
a warrior intent on killing his foe, but a fencer sport­
ively dallying with his partner.
Yet even though poetry is primarily to be en­
joyed for its own sake, the examples we have cited earlier 
in this chapter prove that the critics often relied on the 
poetry in distinguishing the true historical facts from
(Ij .6)
the false, and that the iDoetry of the Pagan Arab is of 
the greatest value to the historian. In any ease, the 
accounts of the Ayyam al-cArab, whether judged on their 
literary merits, or as material for the historian, des­
cribe with great fidelity the manner in which tribal hos­
tilities generally arose, and the methods by which such 
hostilities were conducted. In the following pages we 
will analyse the main characteristics of these Pre-Islamic 
feuds, in order to .prepare us for our study of the poetry 
of the Jahiliyah.
The Pro-Islamic Feuds. 
d/e have seen in the first chapter how the envir­
onment and character of the Pagan Arab combined to produce 
a state of almost continuous feud. To recapitulate 
briefly, there were four main reasons for this:- Firstly 
the need to be the oppressor in order not to be oppressed; 
secondly the lust for plunder; thirdly the necessity to 
defend'territory, honour and liberty; and lastly the
almost sacred obligation to exact vengeance. The follow-
0 )
ing verses of Dura^id ibn Al-Simma illustrate to perfec­
tion the state of continuous hostility in which the Pagan 
Arab lived:-
H0 my beloved. If you see that our blood is constantly- 
being sought by those whom we have bereaved.
That is because to provide meat for the sword is
’("i") H ama s ah P, 381 ,
(k7)
undeniably our fate and tie fact that we often suffer 
this is not one you should disapprove of.
T/e are attacked while) we bereave others, and our fge 
is satisfied to exact a life for a life, (for noble 
Is our race).
Thus the time is divided between us and our enemies 
in attacking or being attacked, so that- no time 
passes without our being in one or other of these 
states, !f
There were two types of attack in these pre- 
Islamic f^uds- firstly she type in which each side Is 
aware of the other's intentions, and is consequently pre­
pared for the attack; and secondly, the raid which de­
pends f,u its success on its ability to take the foe by 
surprise. The first type was usually the inevitable out­
come of a dispute which could not be settled by peaceful 
means. The tension would grc"'<, and each of the dis­
putants would take steps r,o prepare for the coming clash.
'/capons would be made ready, troops gathered, allies 
asked to fulfill their covenant« their foe's enemies 
would be invited to take this opportunity of fighting the 
common foe, and peoples nut yet implicated would be asked 
to participate and so share the booty. The Signal for 
the coming battle, and for the gathering of the tribes 
for war was the age old one of the smoke by day and the 
fire by night - a custom.still employed by the nmerican 
Indians and by the primitive peoples of ....frica and Aus-
(U 8 )
tralasia, for the same purpose,
Sometimes, however, the women were allowed to 
accompany the warriors into battle, so that their pres­
ence would serve as an incentive to bravery. They also 
rendered valuable service in preparing food for the 
fighters, succouring the wounded, and even inflicting the 
final death blow on their wounded foes. The army was led 
into battle by its chief, and there was the standard bearer. 
As was the case with the Homans-, the standard symbolised 
the honour and dignity of the entire array, and its loss 
was felt as the keenest disgrace.
Raids on the other hand, were organised mainly
for the purpose of plundering and carrying off property,
animals and above all, women. They were usually carried
out in complete safety and with a minimum of loss. This
was achieved by careful planning, intelligent choice of
time and place, and absolute secrecy in order to ensure
surprise. The time usually selected for a raid was the
morning5 so that the Arabs named a raid "a ! Sabah” i.e,
the morning. Bold men were called ’’Fityan al Sabah” i.e.
’’warriors of the morning” and ”Wa-Sabahah” i.e. ’’what a~ • *
morning” was the battle cry when the raid was on. As a 
preliminary to planning a raid spies would be sent out 
to reconnoitre in order to ascertain the position and 
numbers of the foe, the booty that might be expected, and 
whether the fighting men of the tribe were with the rest 
of the people or away on other business. Absolute
(U 9)
secrecy and.the utmost speed were essentials to success. 
Occasionally, however, the news of a prospective raid 
leaked out, and then the warriors would leap to arms and 
hasten to save their property and to punish the would-be 
aggressor. The following incidents may be of interest as 
illustrating the lengths to which individuals were pre- 
pare,! to go to warn those of their own kith and kin of im­
pending danger, and as proving the truth of the proverb 
”Bloou is thicker than water.”
During the hostilities between A1-Aus and Al-
■ , . 0)
Khazraj, JUhayhah ibn Al-Julah the Ausite made ready a 
* *
gathering to attack Banu Al -Najjar of Al lihozraj. His
intention was to surprise his foe with an unexpected raid.
‘Now Tlhayhah was married to Salma, the' daughter of °Amr,
and one of the women of Banu Al Najjar. He had a son by her,
whose name was Anar ibn TJhayhah, an infant only just weaned.
* *
When Salma realized that her husband planned to raid her 
people, she devised a stratagem to frustrate his purpose 
and save her own folk. She went by night to her baby son 
and tightly bound string round the little one, so that the 
pain made him whimper and cry all night. HJhayhah de-
* i
prived thereby of his sleep said unto her, ”0 Woe to you, 
what is thu matter with my son?” ”1 do not know what is 
the matter with him” lied the woman as she rocked the 
wailing infant. Then when most of the night had 'passed
XT] Ayyam"'Tlk’TTr-ab "ofrJu^ul-MauTT. Pp". 70^7TT  ”
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in wakefulness, she undid the string that cut into the
soft flesh, and the child slept. When the baby was quiet
and }Uhayhah thought to snatch a few hours of rest, Salma * *
complained of a bad headache. ”No wonder, after such a
disturbed night” said •'Uhayhah sympathetically, and he
» *
bouriu her head and tenderly soothed her, murmuring, "The
pain will soon be gone1'. ‘Not until the night was almost
spent did Salma say that she felt better and allow DUhayhah
• •
to fall at last into the sleep of utter exhaustion heavy
and deep after the long sleeplessness. Then, secure in
the knowledge that her husband would not wake,. Salma took
a rope, tied it to the uppermost part of the fortress, and
silently let herself down. Then she hurried away to warn
her own people, so that they could prepare for the attack
of \jhayhah and his tribesmen.
* •
In giving the account of the 51 day” of Dhu Tuluh, 
(1)
Abu ^Ubaida says that cAmirah ibn Tariq, the Yarbucite, 
married Murriya, the daughter of Jabir, the CIjlite, and 
stayed with her amongst her people, the tribe of cIjl.
When Tlnarah learnt that his wife’s tribe was preparing 
to raid his own people, the tribe of Yarbu0, he took his 
she-camel and fled to warn his tribe. Three days he sped 
over the desert with the warning that the tribe of Bakr ibn 
Wa°il was making ready to raid the Yarbiicites. Then his 
people made their preparations, and when the aggressors
T ijN aX a'7 " —  -
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appeared, they were beaten back and defeated.
As soon as a tribe learnt that their enemy in­
tended to maku a surprise attack upon them, they would take 
steps 1 9 forestall them.- They would send away their wives 
and children together with the sick and the animals into a 
place of safety; they would select a strongly fortified 
spot for their own stand, and draw up a carefully thought 
out plan of crwmaiyi.
T O  -
V/hon the dispute between Banu Yarbu0 and the
king of kirn, ^1-Mundhir ibn idadYl-SamaT grew fierce and
they could not arrive at a mutual agreement, Banu Yarbu0
went away to a pass in the mountains at Tikhfa, They sent
*
the women and children away into the uplands, and stationed 
their camels at the bottom of the pass, which was a narrow 
defile, with steeply sloping mountains rising up on either 
hand, and a single entrance. Alien the army of Al-Mundhir 
came against Banu Yarbu0 they entered the pass at the top.
When they were deep in its glens, the Banu Yarbu0 ambushed
them; meantime at the other end of the pass horsemen of 
Banu Yarbu0 rattled arms to frighten the camels herded to­
gether in the narrow defile so that they stampeded up the 
pass to add to the confusion of the Army of Al-Mundhir
trapped there, and brougnt about their complete and utter
defeat.
(1 "X" The day of Tikhfa, Naga XEd. P. 667
Just before the .clay of Shi°b Jabalah, when 
the tribe of Banu cAmir knew that the enemy had set out 
against them, they held a hurried council, and decided to 
abandon their position. But CAmr ibn CAbdullah ibn Jacdah 
advised them not to do this, but to stand firm at ShiGb (a 
pass in the mountain of) Jablah. "Let us place the women 
and children with our possessions in security at the top 
of the mountain," counselled c'Amr, "and let us warriors 
remain in the centre of the valley where there is water and 
pasture, then if the enemy come and encamp at the foot of 
the valley, they will find the place unfit for any army 
because there is no water there. If they climb up to the 
water, from our superior position wo ‘shall be able to fight 
them back, hurl down stones upon them, and throw them into 
confusion and flight."
And Qays ibn Zuhayr gave the following advice:
"Put your camels in the mountain pass. Make them thirsty
by debarring them from visiting the watering places; when
the enemy arrive they will assuredly enter the mountain
pass, for. Laqit, their chief, is headstrong and foolish.
*
Then you can goad the camels, which will rush out, thirsty 
and panic stricken and throw the enemy into confusion. So 
it will be an easy task to defeat them, and revenge your-
i!
selves upon them.
In the .war of Dahls and Al-G-habra 3, when Banu
Qays ibn Zuhayr ordered c:hbs to take away all the animals, 
women ahd children during the night, intending that the 
remainder of the tribe should leave the place in the morn­
ing, On the following day he persuaded the tribe to with­
draw by a different route from that followed by the first 
party. • The enemy pursued the weaker section, captured the 
camels and the women, and then intent upon their booty, gave 
no further heed to fighting that day* But Qays, who fore­
saw what hap'pened, said "0 my people, the enemy are intent 
on their plunder, and give no heed to war, Turn your 
horses upon them, take- them unaware, and exact your ven­
geance upon them."
During the war of Dahis and .kl-Ghabra }, after the 
day of hi-Hub a 5 ah in which °hbs was victorious, they began 
to be sorry for their kinsfolk., raid blamed one another for 
what they had done to Dhubyan, °hbs realized that Dhubyan, 
intent on revenge had gathered a host together and were 
advancing to the attack. Then cAbs took council, and 
(lays i bn Z uhayr s p o ke a s f o 11 ows: -
"We have inflicted great losses upon our enemy, and now 
they demand vengeance. They know how we surprised them, in­
tent upon their plunder, and defeated them. How they will 
take no heed of booty or tne spoils of battle. Therefore 
I counsel that wo send our camels to Banu °amir, and that 
the strong warriors remain on horseback. Our policy must 
be to delay the fight, raid if possible avoid- it altogether*.
(1) Ayyaia al~*A:oab? p, .363.
(SU)
But if they force an issue ■* well, we shall at feast 
have saved our camels* and we shall fight courageously! 
If.vibtofjr falls to us* we shall have realized our ambi­
tion! If we suffer defeat* our camels will be Safe and 
thoSe of us who escax^e destruction will be able to fesctie 
therri if^om our foe,!l
Tricks tod stratagems of every type were resorted 
to* For instance; sometimes an army would decamp during 
the higiit, deceiving the patrols of their enemy by leaving 
their watch fires burning brightly* and their water vessels' 
still hanging U\o on the trees. But on the eve of battle* 
whefi the armies were drawn up facing one another waiting 
for the dawn* then the chiefs would go amongst their troox^s 
encouraging them with cheering words and fiery speeches.
In similar fashion* on the eve of the day of Bhu
Qar, when the two armies faced one another for battle*
-  >.  r -  0 )Hani ibn Idastod stood by and said n0 my people, if Fate 
wills that we must be destroyed* even that would be better 
than a shameful deliverance., No precautions can ward off 
the destiny that is decreed for us. Death is preferable to 
disgrace. Patience and courage will help us to victory. 
Remember that it is more honourable to face death than to 
turn in flight. (Only the coward and the craven has his 
wounds in the back.) 0 my people* strive with all your 
might* for there can be no escape from death* which is the
(1) Ayyam al^Yrab* P.30. "
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end of all mortals. If we are men* then victory will be 
ours. I hear a noise from the enemy lines* but I see no 
soldiers. It is our foe making a loud clamour in an attempt 
to deceive us intw believing his numbers are greater than 
they really area 0 people of Bakr* make yourselves ready 
for the attack - for if 3rou do not go forward* the only 
alternative is to retreat.vt
V/hen the attack by the enemy was imminent in the 
“day** of ^1 ilulab the sec on :1 * hkthara ibn Sayfi harangued his 
people thus::- ?tBe guided by my counsel* 0 my people. Do 
not quarrel amongst yourselves as to who is to be your lead­
er. Remember that too much noise and much shouting spell 
failure. Be steadfast* for verily the more resolute of two 
armies is the , ste aid fast one. More haste may mean less 
speed, be ready for the attack,use the night as your pro­
tector, for it is the best cover for disaster. Obedience 
is the bond of rule end there can be no power for the Chief- 
tan who is not obeyed. Do not fritter away your strength in 
petty dispates one with another* so if your brother is proud 
and arrogant* be ye humble and forgiving. Put on the skins
(1)
of leopards. Steadiness is of more avail than strength. 
Victory is- the sweeter if many prisoners have been captured,.
~f~fy~The'”alternate light and dark stripes of the leopard 
afford the creature excellent, camouflage amidst the 
strong light and shade of the jungle. The leopard 
takes every advantage of its protective colouration 
to stalk and capture its prey unawares. /Jotham ibn 
Saifi may mean therefore that his soldiers are to use 
the same cunning and trickery to creep upon their 
foes and take them by surprise.
(56)
and camels are the prize that will reward the valiant.
Fear not death, for verily death .is'the lot of all men,' 
and to covet life in the heat of battle is shameful and 
wrong."
The ,«.rabs used their intelligence and reasoning 
power in fighting! Al-Nadr ibn °Amr said that when
t
cAntarah ibn Shad dad, the °Absite, was asked, "Are you the 
strongest and most couragious of the ^rabs?11 he replied 
,fNo 1 am not.,f °Then how is it you have achieved a repu­
tation for being the strongest and the bravest amongst the 
people?" he was asked. cAntarah replies "I know when it is 
wise to advance* and when it is better to retreat. I never
enter any place unless I know there is a way out; I attack
a weak man first, and strike a blow strong enough to intimi­
date a bold man; then I turn to attack a brave man and kill 
( 0
him."
The .uabs also obeyed their leader, carrying out 
orders, promptly and to the loest of their ability even 
though they might not, as individuals, approve of them.
They were quick to change their plans too, if it seemed to 
their advantage to do so. 1 For instance, if when carrying 
out a raid they discovered that their victims had stolen a 
march on them and were in a stronger position than they were 
themselves, they would switch their attack to another people, 
or swear that they had meant no harm and return home in 
safety; for they believed in the Arabic proverb "Al- v
T l y ™ s T i u A T a s 798"  ' |
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Sal atna t u- ihda-l~ghanlmatayn" i.e. discretion is the better
V
X>nft of valour in such circumstances.
When battle had been opened and the two armies 
advanced to the attack, each side would be spurred on to 
greater efforts by one of its members shouting out words of
encouragement to his fellows, For example, some one would
_ „ <*. _ (< 
cry out ,fYa-la-tharatil-Mdlik*' i.e. 0 people, revenge your
king". Then a soldier from the other army would retaliate
with the words "Ya-^ala-Fulan" i.e. If0 people of such and
such a tribe", and urge his side to meet their foes and show
their strength. At the most critical point in the battle
the chiefs themselves would endeavour to kindle enthusiasm
and fervour with words of encouragement, or with heroic
deeds. For instance, in the "day" of Bucath, when Hudayr
al~Kata }ib saw that his people, Al-nus, had been defeated
and were in flight, he gave himself a voluntary wound in the
thigh with his spear, dismounted, and cried out "Bee what a
great wound I have received, By G-od, I v/ill not quit my post
till death shall strike me down. If you wish to leave me
to the enemy, 0 Banu Al-Aus, you can do so." At these
brave words Al-Aus stayed their flight. They turned back
and fought so valiantly with the enemy, Al-Khazraj, that
their f )es were defeated and the Ahazrajite leader was
o )
killed.
The presence of women on the battle-field was a
T i l  AyySm a l-^ A ra b , K 7 7 '.
great encouragement to the fighting men, for as-we have 
seen in Chapter 'I safeguarding the honour of their women­
folk was an almost sacred duty of ever;?- male member of the 
tribe. Sometimes women and children were allowed to be 
present at a battle, so that all might share in the victory 
or if things went ill, might perish together. Another in­
spiration to the warriors was the recitation of verse by 
women praising the tribes picturing the horrors of defeat, 
and holding out promises of reward to the victorious fight­
ers. A mere glance at his woman sufficed to inflame the 
fighting man with zeal so that he fought like a wild beast 
to save his mate from capture and shame. In the 1 day" of
( a
Dhu Qar, lianzalsh ibn Tha "lapah went up to the litter 
in which his wife was seated and cut the girths. he did 
the same to all the litters in which the women were, and 
when the women had got down from the litters he cried out, 
"Let every man fight for his wife."
In addition to serving as an inspiration to their
men folk, women were often helpful during the fighting,
c " (2)A1 Harith ibn Abbad in the " L a y  of Qiddah advised Al-
* A t
Harith ibn Hamrnara to fight with the women by the side of 
the men in the battle. When he asked what part the women 
were to play in the fight, he replied, "Let every woman 
carry a water skin and a sticky and follow close behind the 
man. She will be a great Incentive to bravery and
( 5 9 )
courage. In addition, let the men adopt some means of 
identification whereby the women will know them. Then the 
women will be able to recognise their own tribesmen, if 
they are wounded, dress their wounds and give them drink 
from the water skins they carry. * But if they do not see 
the mark of identification upon a wounded man then they 
will know him for an enemy and can beat him to death with 
their sticks. *
During the battle every warrior desired to capture, 
or at least to rout - some noble prisoner, such as a chief­
tain, commanders, noble men of the standard bearers. In 
addition to the ransom they could expect for a prisoner of 
high rank, the capture or flight of outstanding personages 
made a great impression on both sides, and often influenced 
the course of the battle very considerably. Naturally a 
higher ransom was paid for a prisoner of importance than 
could be expected for a common soldier.
O )
In the ''day5* of Al kulab the second, the chief
of Tamim Qays ibn Ghsim Al-Minqari, who was victorious,
asked every man he captured, "’Prom which tribe are you?H
— cEach captive replied nI am from Banu Za bal", hoping by 
this answer to make Qays release him, for this tribe had 
a contemptible reputation, and were scarcely worth captur­
ing. On the other hand, many sought to capture a
warrior of high repute, both for the sake of the ransom
( 6 0 )
I
that could be expected and for 'the honour of taking pris­
oner a valiant man. ’When such a one was captured it was 
customary to clip his forelocks, and these were treasured 
by the captor as the outward and visible sign of his vic­
tory, and flaunted before the captive and his tribe as the 
token of'their disgrace. When a fugitive saw that his 
capture seemed imminent he would call out to his pursuer 
"Who are you?'1 If the answer showed that he was a noble 
or renowned warrior, the fugitive would probably surrender; 
but if he were an unknown man, then his victim strove by 
every means in his iDower to avoid capture, or to surrender 
to a more noble captor.
- 0 )  - -C
In the /‘day’* of Zarud, in which Banu Yarbu were
victorious over Banu Taghlib, Hazimah ibn Tariq,, the Tagh-
*
libite, was captured. Later ^Asid ibnHinna^ah, the
“ G J
Yarbu ite, and Unayf ibn Jabalah, the Dabbite, who was a
+
stranger sojourning with the of.Yarbu0, disputed as
to which of them had captured Hazimah. They finally asked
»
Al-Harith ibn Qurad, of the people of Yarbu0 to arbitrate
between them. Whereupon Al-Harith decided that JUnayf
*
should cut off and treasure 'Hazimahf s forelocks, whilst
Asid took from him 100 camels as ransom.
_ (2)
In the "day” of Dhu Tuluh Al-Harith ibn
• • »
Shurayk was captured. He was taken prisoner by Hanzalah
( i) Mufaddaliyat, P. 20 
(2) Naqa^id, P. 1+7•
( 61 )
ibn Bishr ibn °Amr, of Banu Yarbu0. cAbdullah ibn Al-
Harith, and Gnbd cAmr of Banu Salit disputed over his cap- * »
ture,. whereupon Al-Harith, ibn Shurayk said ,fLet me be the
judge between you, for by G-od I would not deprive anyone
of his right.” The two captors allowed him to act as
judge, and he therefore assigned 100 camels each to
°Abdullah ibn A1 Harith and °Abd °Amr and his forelock to
*
Hanzalah ibn Bishr.•# *
When Bistam ibn Qays, leader of Shayban, raided
-  0 )  _ c
Banu YarbtL0 In the day of A1 Ghabit Banu Malik of Yarbuft
chased him. °Utaybah ibn Al-Harith, Asid ibn Habba°ah
*
and A l - 5uhaymir all pursued Bistam ibn Qays. GUtaybah ibn 
* •
Al-Harith was the first to reach him, and cried out ”Sur-
render 0 Abu-l-Sahba3. ” Then Bistam asked ”Who are you?”
and his captor replied ”1 am GUtaybah ibn Al-Harith, and
it is better for you to surrender to me than to thirst in 
• f
the desert. Whereupon Bistam ibn Qays surrendered.
■
In the ”day” of Shicb Jabalah, Tamim was defeated
(2)
and their leader, Hajib ibn Zurarah, tried to escape.
Zahdam and Qays, the sons of Hasan the °Absite, both pur­
sued him. As they were about to capture him they called 
upon him to surrender. ”Who are you?” he enquired. ”Y/e 
are Al-Z ahdaman, ”i. e. two Zahdams they replied. Then 
he shouted "No, I will not surrender to two maulas” i.e. 
prot^gefs. As they were thus arguing, Malik Dhu-al-
T T 5id P. 75.
(2) Ayyam al4lrab, P. 357 *
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Ruqaybah, the cAmirite, reached' them and called upon Hajib
*
to surrender. "Who are you?” again asked Hajib. ”1 am
*
Malik Dhu-al-Ruqaybah", came the answer. "Yes, I do surr­
ender to you” said Hajib. ”You have captured me just in 
the nick of time for I was about to be made a slave*”. With 
these words Hajib threw his spear upon the ground in token
f
of his surrender to Malik, but Zahdam grabbed hold of him 
and threw him from his horse. ”Help” cried Hajib, and 
Malik, dismounting, came to his rescue and drove away 
Zahdam. Then Zahdam and his brother Qays went to Qays ibn 
Zuhayr and said to him, "Malik has taken our prisoner from 
us." "Who is your prisoner?” asked Qays ibn Zuhayr.
"Hajib. ibn.ZurarahV they replied. Then Qays ibn Zuhayr 
came to Banu cAmir and said, "One of your fellows has taken 
our prisoner*.* "Which fellow?” t h e y  asked. "Malik Dhu 
al-Ruqaybah has taken Iiajib ibn Zurarah away from Al-Zah- 
daman”. At these words Malik himself came up and said 
"I did not take him away from them. He surrendered to me 
and refused to yield to them.” Finally they turned to 
Hajib who was in Malik* s house, and asked "Who did capture 
you, 0 Hajib?" "A1 Zahdaman prevented me from escaping 
and so saving myself” answered Iiajib, "but the person to 
whom I surrendered was MSlik. Now let me decide con­
cerning myself." The people consented to let him judge 
concerning himself, so he proceeded:- "Malik shall have 
1000 camels, and A1 Zahdaman 100,**'
(1) - t63>
In the "day” of Jadul, Qays ibn cAsim pursued
/i-l-Harith ibn Shurayk, and being afraid that his victim 
would escape him, he shouted to him to surrender. But 
A1 Harith refused, and spurred his horse so furiously that 
it out-paced that of Qays* Qays was afraid then that he 
would lose his prisoner. So he hurled his spear after him 
and wounded h i m
The fate of the prisoner depended on whether a 
blood feud existed between his tribe and that of his captor, 
or even that of the allies of his captor* . If such a feud 
existed, then the prisoner would be killed, or handed over 
for killing, In order to satisfy the obligation of exacting 
vengeance* Knowing such a fa!:e awaited him, a fugitive 
would commit suicide if he cou.d not escape capture, thus 
confirming the truth of the famous irabic proverb "Bi-Yadi-
  G
la-bi-yadi- Amr” i.e. By ny own. hand, not by cAmrfs hand.”
/ 2^v ' C"In the "day" of Al-Raqam, Banu Amir was de-
■-feateel by Ghatafan. "Ghatafan” said the narrator "captur-
• •
ed from amir 81+ men. These prisoners were handed over to 
Ashjac, a sub-tribe of Cvhatafao? who killed the lot in 
recompense for men of their tr:oe previously killed by 
cAmir. In this same battle, Al-Hakam ibn al-Tufayl was 
afraid that if he were captured he would be tortured, so
p
to avoid such a fate he hanged himself from a nearby tree.
X1 ) N a ah Ti d, ,
(2) Ivlufaddaliyat, P. 30
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It is possible that Al-Hakam believed that takihg his own 
life to avoid shame and disgrace was more honourable than 
to save his life by surrender to his enemy. This belief 
inspired all ’Roman soldiers, e.g. the suicide of Brutus 
and Cassius on the field of Philippi, i+2 B.C. to escape 
capture by. Octavius and Anthony. On the other hand it may 
be that Al-Hakam committed suicide through fear of torture 
and punishment if taken prisoner. On this occasion, the 
tribe of °Abs, a branch of Ghatafan, vexed at having missed 
the opportunity of killing his defeated enemy, taunted 
Banu Amir on the suicide of Al-Hakam, The poet Urwah ibn 
A 1-Ward said;-
"I am amazed that they should strangle themselves, 
when it would be more honourable to die' fighting 
in the thick of the battle.”
If, on the other hand, no blood feud existed 
between the combatants, then the captive was usually im­
prisoned until he had been ransomed. The ransom varied 
according to the prisoner* s status. The more noble he was, ’ 
the greater the ransom demanded, This of course explains 
why everyone strove to capture chieftains and other dis­
tinguished personages. At this time in the Arabic world 
a ransom was generally paid in camels*
We often find that a prisoner was set free on 
his promising to pay the ransom exacted* Sometimes a 
great man was given his liberty without ransom, so that 
his captor could boast of having captured, and liberated,
some notable warrior, and thus enhance his reputation.
On other occasions a prisoner would be liberated as a fav­
our to some great man who had reguested his release. Often 
we find prisoners set at liberty without ransom because 
the captors feared the venom of an enemy poet.
Even in the age of Jahiliyah we find some traces 
of chivalrous and humane behaviour towards prisoners amongst 
certain tribes of the Pagan Arabs. For instance, it is
_ ( o
related in the "day” of Qushawah Bistam ibn Qays of 
Shayban,a sub^-tribe of Baler, captured Abu Mulayl of Yarbu0, 
a sub^tribe of Tamim. Bistam ibn Qays had just killed 
Mulayl, and when he found Abu Mulayl mourning over his dead
f
son, he took him prisoner. But he said to Abu Mulayl ”0 
Abu Mulayl, I have not taken you to kill you." "You have 
just killed my son" replied Abu Mulayl. "Would that I had 
been in his place, and you had killed me in his stead. I 
am your prisoner, but I swear by God that as long as I am 
in your hands no food shall pass my lips." Abu Mulayl was 
as good as his word. Whenever food was brought him by his 
captors, not only did he refuse to touch one morsel of it, 
but he saw to it that the dogs did not eat it either, lest 
his captors seeing the food had vanished, should think that 
he had broken his fast and eaten food. He continued his 
"hunger strike" so long that he finally became weak and 
emaciated to the point of death. When his captors saw how
frail.and feeble he had become, Bishr ibn Qays said to his
brother Bistam, "I am afraid your prisoner ^ bu Mulayl, is
going to die of starvation. If he dies, the Arabs will
revile you for it. Let him buy his freedom.” At these
words, Bistam felt pity for his captive. He came to him,
as he lay weak and exhausted, and talked with him. Finall
it was agreed between them that Bistan should clip Abu
*
Mulayl*s forelocks in token of his victory, and set him 
free without further ransom.
In the case of women prisoners, although they 
were sometimes forced to become the mistresses of their 
captors, they were usually kindly, even courteously, treat 
ed until ransomed; and we find the more noble and humane 
Arabs, setting free a woman without violating her honour or 
demanding a ransom. These kindlier Arabs felt strongl?/ 
that it was ignoble to kill a prisoner (unless of course 
his life was required to satisfy a blood feud) or to ill- 
treat a woman; and their attitude has much that is chiv­
alrous and commendable in it, when we remember that tbry 
lived before the teaching of Islam had inspired men with 
any sense of the value and dignity of human life. The
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following incident from Al-Aghani will serve to illus­
trate the ideal attitude and behaviour towards his pris­
oners to v/hich every self respecting Arab who considered 
himself to be of a distinctive class strove to attain.
Al~Aghani relates how a difference of opinion 
arose between Khufaf ibn Hudbah and Al-cAbbas ibn Mirdas, 
who were both members of the tribe of Banu Sulaycftw One 
day as Khufaf was sitting with other members of the tribe 
he said "It seems to me that Al~cAbbas ibn Mirdas is aiming 
at acheiving the same position amongst you as was attained 
by our late chief* cAbbas ibn W s ,  But in my opinion he 
does not possess the necessary characteristics for such a 
position of trust and respect." "In what way does he fall 
short of what you consider necessary qualifications?" asked 
one of the group. Khufaf replied"Al~cAbbas ibn’Mird&s
5.1
always sees to it that his horse saves him from death. He 
treats Arab women who have been taken prisoners with scorn 
and disrespect. He kills those1 whom he takes captive* and 
does not- shrink from plundering with the SaGalik (brigands). 
These.are not noble qualities such as we look for in our 
chieftain. We have had enough of him and would be glad if 
he died." These words of Khufaf the young man reported to
Al-cAbbas ibn Mirdas* who when he had heard them said to the
young man "0 son of my brother* if I do not resemble °Abbas
ibn Vuias in his wisdom and nobility* at least I do not
resemble Khufaf in his folly. And as it was cAbbas ibn 
3AnasTs place to be our chieftain in the past* so it is
mine to be chief in the future. You will see."
The following day Al~-°Abbas ibn Mirdas went to 
Khufaf as he was sitting amongst a group of men from Banu
Sulaym and said to him "0 Khufaf your words have reached me.
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By God, I will not revile your honour, nor will I abuse 
your mother and father, but I ^'111 throw your words back in 
your teeth like a stone to bring you cl own. Surely you know 
that I protect those who seek protection, that I set free 
.the prisoner, an! guard with honour the captive woman. As 
for your assertion that I always see to it that my horse- 
saves me from death - bring forth the man who can substan­
tiate your claim and I will prove him a liar. You know 
that I prefer to behave courteously and chivalrously to my 
women captives, setting them free without violation or 
ransom. If I have sometimes behaved to them otherwise, 
it has only been in retaliation for what their tribe has 
clone to our women. The only prisoner I have killed was 
the Zabidite, and him I killed in vengeance for your mat­
ernal uncle when you yourself were unable to exact vengeance.... 
As for your last charge against me, that I do not shrink 
from plundering with the Sa°alik ~ by God, I swear that I 
have never heard that•a man has been plundered, but that I 
blamed those who plundered him. You wish for my death. .
0 Khufaf. If I die before you, will you be able to fill 
my place? Verily, Banu SulayHtknows that I am a lighter 
burden to them than you are, and that I come down upon their 
enemy with greater violence than you do. And surely you 
know that it was I who confiscated the Hiraa of Banu Zabid, 
destroyed the power of Banu Al-Harith, extinguished the 
Jamrah (i.e. -live coal) of Khathcam and quenched his fiery 
spirit, and put on Banu Kinanah the necklaces of shame.'*
(69)
Usually the hostility between two tribes would 
come to an end after the fighting, provided there head bebn 
no bloodshed. If, however, there had been victims theif 
fellow-tribesmen would be obliged to avenge their death.
In some instances once vengeance had been exacted the hos­
tilities ended, but in other cases a regular bluxl feud 
began, which continued for a considerable period* and was 
only brought to an end by mutual consent and the inter­
vention of mediators. Their task was, of course, to 
appease each side and arrive at a compromise acceptable to 
both parties. If the feud had been of long duration, the 
mediator generally found that all the combatants had had 
their fill of fighting* they were, for the time at any 
rate, satiated with bloodshed, and eager for a settlement# 
The casualties on both sides were calculated, and blood 
rmney offered and accepted if these were more numerous on 
one side than the other. The treaty finally agreed upon 
would be calculated to establish a firm peace and to bind 
the two tribes together as faithful allies to promote their 
c Dmra on int e rests.
A. summary of this Chapter will serve to show that 
n c
although many of the nay yam al- xrab were merely light 
skirmishes, only a few of the encounters developed into 
major campaigns. They reveal a good deal of both social 
and individual lives. The tribal system was the pre­
vailing system, and the Pagan Arab was quick to take 
offence if his own hmour, or that of his tribe seemed *
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slighted. The loyalty both of the individual to his tribe, 
and of the tribe to the individual is strongly In evidence. 
The manner in which individuals,settled with other tribes 
than their own?would go to almost any lengths to warn 
their own people of impending attack,is further proof of 
the strength of the blood tie. A great deal of inform­
ation is given us concerning the position of the ordinary 
member of the tribe, and even more details relating to the 
chieftain and to the women can be found In the Ayyam al- 
cArab. They tell us too how the feuds amongst the Pagan 
Arabs began; how they made their preparations and organ­
ised their forces, how they resorted to tricks and strata­
gems to deceive and defeat their enemies, and how every 
member of the tribe, including the womenfolk, had his 
share to play in the fight. We learn too of their care 
for the safeguarding of the sick and the old, the children 
and the animals, and measures taken for their welfare. 
Although the Pagan .^rab was inspired by a deadly hatred of 
his foe, the Ayyam al~cArab provide instances of a noble 
and chivalrous attitude towards prisoners and women that 
we would hardly expect to find in the age of Jahiliyah.
Even though he did not always manage to live up to his 
chivalrous ideal, the Pagan Arab of the more noble and 
distinguished type nevertheless set this ideal before him 
as something to be aspired to, ano he despised those, 
himself included, who fell short of it.
We ought not to end this Chapter without a few
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V
.words on the influence of the Jt,yyam al-cArab on literature; 
for it will be a fitting donb.lu.sion to this account of the 
fetids of the pfe^Xslamic period, as well as an intr odiictiori. 
to the third Chapter which is to deal- with the martial 
poetry of the Pagan A fab*
As we have already seen the tales of the Ayyam
c
al~ Arab provided the main topic of conversation in the 
_^rab assemblies# These tales, not only during the time of 
the Jahiliyah, but also in the period after Islam, v/ere 
recited in order to demonstrate the superiority of the tribe; 
and to furnish evidence, of its honour and dignity. In 
order to produce the maximum effect upon the audience, 
the tales, whether in prose or verse, wore declaimed in a 
most attractive style. In those days poetry was no lux­
ury for the cultured few, but the chief medium of literary 
expression. Every tribe had its poets, and every poet had 
freedom of speech to say freely what he felt or thought, and 
an excellent subject to hand in the Ayyam al^cArab* Many of
the battles provided stirring themes for the bard, and were
were
a never failing source ■!' inspiration. Hot only^the poeb*s 
own sensitive emotions set vibrating by the excitement of 
battle or the pathos of ueath; his blood was fired with 
^pride in the noble achievements of his own race and his 
art was called into service to mitigate and soften the 
blow of defeat. The poet's unwritten words flew across 
the desert faster than arrows and came home to the hearts
(72)
and bosoms of all who heard them. So, as the Ayyam 
al-CArab inspired the poet's vo-sea, these verses gave 
circulation and life to the di giity and honour of the 
tribe, and provided a permanent record of the events they 
celebrate. For the later poets of the period after the 
Jahiliyah the Ayyam al-cxrab proved a never failing ins­
piration. At the proclamation of the new faith of Islam, 
the poets Has sail ibn Thabit and Ka°b ibn Malik composed 
verses based on the Ayyam al-c ,rab in support of the 
Prophet, whilst other poets Jrev' inspiration from them 
likewise in support of the unbelievers. Later still, 
the Ayyam provided poets with excellent material for satire 
or boasting, e.g. Jarir and A1 Farazdaq utilize events 
from the age of the Jahiliyah A;i their liaqa^id. Each 
poet boasts of the heroic deeds of his own tribe, and 
selects shameful events for tsunting his rival. The r e ­
collection of the events of the Ayyam al-°Arab was kept
alive in popular memory for con Airies; and similar subject
c
matter to that found in the Ay:;ntr al-l-^rab often occurs in
later popular romance, e.g, Qiisat cAntarah; Qissat al-
• *
.Barraqj and Qissat Al-Zir Salon
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CHAPTER III
The Pre-Islamic Martial Poetry
In this study, it is proposed to consider as 
martial poetry, any verses which make any mention of war­
fare, fighting, courage and boldness, weakness and coward­
ice, weapons and preparation for battle.. That is, the 
subject will be interpreted in its widest sense, and will 
include not only poems referring to the Ayyam al-cArab, but 
those praising some warrior without reference to a partic­
ular battle, and even those which depict an imaginary fight. 
For there Is essentially no difference between poetry in­
spired by a real or an imaginary battle - in either case the 
poet,has to recollect and recreate the emotions actually 
experienced. As the English poet Wordsworth said, ”Poetry 
is emotion recollected in tranquillity.” It will not 
matter either whether large numbers were involved in the 
fighting, or whether the poem tells of a duel. It has 
already been mentioned in Chapter II that most of the
i
battles of the pre-Islamic period were little more than 
skirmishes involving but a few people. It was, neverthe­
less, an Homeric kind of warfare that called forth indivi­
dual exertion in the highest degree and gave ample oppor­
tunity for single-handed deeds of heroism.
There Is, in essence, no real difference between 
a duel involving just the two combatants, and a war en­
veloping the world; it is only a difference of degree.
(74)
There are still only two opponents, each bent on the 
destruction of the other, each striving his utmost for vic­
tory, It is therefore equally feasible that the poet 
should gain inspiration from some tremendous duel as that 
he should write of seme famous battle. ' In the same way, 
the -poet is at liberty, if he chooses, to write verses des­
cribing some imaginary battle* All three are types of 
martial poetry, and will find a place in this work.
It seems reasonable to suggest that martial poetry 
began with the first quarrel. It is almost certain that 
neither of the participants in this first quarrel was a 
poet; and even if he were, that he had no poetic medium at 
hand in which to sing his own praises and glory over his 
vanquished foe. What is certam, is that the emotions 
aroused in a quarrel are different from those of ordinary 
hum-drum everyday life. This rousing of the passions, 
accompanied by definite and observable physical changes, is
t * \\ - )
instinctive in all animals. In human beings we find a 
natural desire to record these emotions in whatever medium 
is appropriate to the individual or to his period; it may 
be gesture, mivae or ’pictorial art with primitive man; it 
finds expression in martial poetry at a later date. In 
this work this instinctive desire to give expression to 
feelings roused in qu ,r rolling will be limited to the art 
of poetry; and the martial poetry we shall consider will
XT') Witness the bris‘cling of tae hairs and baring of 
the teeth of two dogs about to fight.
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be that in rhymed verses comp os eel ac cording to the recog­
nised metres.
Had we been in possession today of the martial 
poetry in Arabic Literature from its inception, it would 
have been an invaluable treasure; for besides historical 
value it would have shown us the development of martial 
poetry in particular, and of the whole of Arabic poetry in 
general. But unfortunately we know nothing of the origins 
of Arabic poetry, or of the emergence of the martial type.
In the first chapter of this thesis it has been 
explained how the life and environment of the Arabs were 
incentives to war: the second chapter has illustrated the
main features of these Arabic feuds and the manner In which 
they were conducted, the material being drawn from the 
accounts of the Ayytim al-Xrrab.- In the following pages it 
will be our object to show how these feuds influenced and 
inspired the poets, providing them with excellent subject- 
matter; and also how the poets and their verses were often 
a drivin.g-force provoking war. I:: addition, we shall en­
deavour to show to what extent she poetry reflected the life 
of the period: i.e. its historical value: and shall then
pass on to considerations of ideas. expression and style;
i.e. its literary value.. \ : e should then be able to trace 
any development in the martial poetry of our period - if 
there Is any development in a century and a half marked by 
the sameness and mono tony, of i •s life and the lack of any 
accurate chronology which would enable us to deduce the
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influence of an earlier poet wpon a later one. M e hope 
such a st.udy will repeal the lagan Arab* s attitude towards 
war and his manner of conducting it;’' and the literary 
technique of his -poetry.
The influence, of war on .poetry
Ibn Sal lam says, ... * and wars which have taken
place amongst the tribes, such as the War of Al-^Aus and
Al-iihazraj, fostered a vigorous and prolific martial poetry.
The scanty and insignificant verses of the tribe of Quraysh,
of °Uman, and the ige^ple of A1 -iaJif were the result of long
periods of pence, and tile lack of feuds and hostility among-
( 1 ;
st tiiesE tribes,"
In order to see cleaily the influence of the wars 
of the pro-Islamic -nabs on their poetry, we must first 
understand the connection between war and poetry. This 
involves a knowledge of the dual position of the poet in 
his tribe. It will be recalled that in Chapter I the fact 
was stressed that pre--Islamic life was bas-^d on the tribal 
law. The tribe was the whole body, and each individual 
was only a. part of that body? the individuals were the 
brides out of which was built up the super-structure of 
tribal life and law. M e have seen also how life then was 
lived in a state of almost continuous hostility, In which 
each tribe strove to be the op;_?:4essor to avoid being 
oppressed. It was therefore tne sacred duty and privilege
(yi) T abaqat a 1 -8 hu°ara , V . 8 5
(77)
of each individual member to safeguard and enhance the 
honour and prestige of his tribe. ho compulsion was needed 
to enforce this obligation - the blood-tie was sufficient to 
unite all kinsfolk in loyalty so the tribe, and they knew 
from bitter experience the tru:h of the maxim, 'United we 
stand; divided we fall.'
The poet first and foremost, was a member of the 
tribe, owing it the same allegiance as all the other members, 
taking part in its feuds, rejoicing in Its successes, sor­
rowing in its defeats, As one of the warriors he would 
undoubtedly have his fill of horror, excitement, terror 
and jubilation, But in addition to being a member of the 
tribe, the poet, was also the poet of the tribe; and his 
position in this capacity is ywII illustrated by Ibn Rashiq, 
who says ’’Then there appeared a poet in a family of the 
Araba, the other tribes round o 3out would gather together 
to that family and wish then jcy of their good luck.
Feasts would be got ready, the women of the tribe would 
join together in. bands, playin. upon lutes, as they were 
wont to dc at bridals, ...end the men and boys would congrat­
ulate one mother; for a poet was a defence to the honour 
of them all, a weapon to word off insult from their good 
name, and a means of perpetuating their glorious deeds and 
of establishing their’ fame forever. And they used not 
to wish one another joy KUu for three things - the birth 
of a boy, the coming to light ct a poet, and the foaling
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of a noble mare.
Bearing in mind this dual position of the poet, 
we shall see that several motives inspired him to compose 
martial poetry. First* since he shared in the feuds as a 
private individual* his own personal feelings would be 
stirred by his experiences* and his fear, excitement* pride* 
lust for blood, terror, all the gamut of emotions called 
into being by the battle* would be poured forth in lyric 
poetry.
In the second place the poet, as a member of the 
tribe, would undoubtedly thrill with pride and joy over 
the glorious deeds of his kith and kin. We have seen in 
Chapter II that the Ayyam of the tribe were their glory 
and their delight, and that the iDoet celebrated his tribe's 
victories in his verses* and enshrined them in his songs 
forever. In this pre-Islarnic period poetry was the most 
effective propaganda for winning a wide-spread reputation* 
and for warning would-be attackers that they could not pro­
voke war with impunity. In this Pagan Arab world also the 
poet was the only one who could record the exploits of his 
kinsfolk* and we can be sure that his poems in honour of 
his tribe spread faster than arrows throughout the length 
and breadth of the peninsula.
In the third place* envy and jealousy of those 
tribes which defeated his tribe would inspire the poet to
C 1")'~The~iransTation is"taken from Sir G. Lyall's "Ancient 
Arabian poetry", p.xvii.
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vindicate his own people and to defame the victors* A 
long panegyric on the past glories of his tribe* their numb­
er ous victories; their courage and heroism would culminate 
in a lampoon on the folly and stupidity of their foe* would 
exaggerate their past defeats and ridicule their warriors. 
Such a tirade' would call forth an answer from the enemy’s 
poet* and the two would vie with one another in this battle 
of words* each one vilifying his foe and eulogising his own 
tribe.
These are the three spiritual motives* springing* 
as we have just seen* from the feuds which took place so 
constantly* that inspired the poets to pour forth their 
feelings in martial poetry. If we bear in mind that the 
Pagan Arab lived in a state of almost continuous feud* then 
we shall expect martial poetry to loom very large in the 
field of pre~islamic Arabic poeiry. And if we remember how 
great a value the Arab placed on courage and heroism* 
strength and fortitude* then we shall not be surprised that 
mention of these and similar warlike qualities finds a 
place in almost every poem.
for subject matter* the feuds provided the pre- 
Islamic poet with almost unlimited scope and opportunity for 
displaying his literary talents. The poet with a flair for 
descriptive poetry found endless material in the gathering 
of the tribes for battle; the weapons bristling like a 
dense thicket and gleaming in the sunlight; the clash of the 
opposing forces in battle; the wild uproar of the fighting*
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the fall of tjie wound'ecl and the, killed; retreat and pursuit 
*
and escape; the shame of the captive* and the ransoming of 
prisoners* Here before his very eyes was a never-ending
kaleidoscope of colour and life and. movement ready to be 
caught and imprisoned and perpetuated by the magic of the 
poet’s words,
For the poet in a different mood, the Ayyam al~ 
cArab provided endless opportunities for boasting of his 
own, or his tribe's achievements. His own part in the 
fighting, the trouble he caused the enemy, his cool indiffer-* 
ence to danger* his resourcefulness and ingenuity in the 
face of resistance, - these were splendid subjects for self- 
praise, as were the magnificent deeds of his tribe, and the 
glories of their previous "days".
Lampooning the vanquished, provided yet another 
subject for the poet; and an important part of his duty as 
the poet of his tribe was to exaggerate the defeat his 
people had inflicted on their foe. By his satire and in­
vective, the poet perpetuated their shame and enhanced the 
valour ana skill of his kith and kin..
‘Naturally his rival poet in the vanquished tribe 
did not stand by, submissive and tongue-tied, under this 
storm of abuse, This was an opportunity to carry out a 
very important part of his task as poet of his tribe, as 
well as to show his poetic skill. He must retaliate with 
words of cunning vigour, he must turn aside the insult, 
.justify and excuse the defeat* and restore the honour and
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dignity of hie tribe by timely references to their past 
glories. Compared with their splended achievements of old, 
this defeat must be made to seem petty and insignificant.
By paraciih.j tile "days" of his tribe, by exaggerating the 
number of their victims; and by stressing their deeds of 
glory-he tiUbt blot out the memory of tiieir disgrace. And 
he must cap all this with terrible threats of vengeance and 
destruction in retaliation for the shame inflicted;
Still another theme suggested to the poet by the 
Ayyam was the writing of elegiac verses in honour of the 
dead. The poet must have often felt that he was inspired 
by unseen powers to utter verses coamemor&ting the eacri^ 
fice of their lives for the glory of the tribe. In his 
poems the dead live forever., and their shed blood is an 
inspiration for all time.
Thus we can see that the Ayyam al-cArab provided 
the poet with a vast field and infinite variety of subjects 
ranging from description, boasting, eulogizing, lampooning 
and threatening to elegiac verses in honour of the dead.
On the other hand* we find that by this period 
the art of Pre-Islamic poetry had reached a level at which 
the verses of the poets had power to rouse the people and 
to provoke war., The fervour and intensity of the poet 
could inflame the anger of his tribe and cause it to flare 
up like a forest fire, bringing danger and destruction to 
all In its parts..
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Conversely* should circumstances warrant it, the 
wisdom and reason of the poet often calmed and soothed the 
hot breath of anger. Just as his verses could act as the 
spark to light the fuse and explode the dynamite, so they 
could act as the fire-extinguisher, and put out the flames, 
cooling the burning hearts and making the enemies friends.
There were still other tasks for the poet as the 
official spokesman of his tribe. Whenever he became aware . 
that another tribe' was a trouble-maker, disregarding the 
rights of his tribe, wounding their honour, or breaking the 
covenant they had with his people, then it was the poet"s 
duty to recite verses to the .trouble-makers, warning them of 
the.evil consequences in store for them should they persist 
in their course of action.
If the poet realised that any enemy was preparing 
to .raid his tribe, then he often used his verses to warn ■ 
the latter of the impending danger, so that they could pre­
pare to meet it. Thus we can sum up the effect poetry had 
on war as follows;-
j ) The poet could apply the match that caused war to
flare- up.
2) lie could calm tempers and settle disputes amicable.
3) He could warn trouble-makers not to provoke war.
h) He could warn his own tribe of impending peril.
These four functions, together with the other subjects 
which have been mentioned earlier, were the main topics on
' ' (83)
which the •poets composed martial verses, It is now time 
to’ study each topic separately and examine its character­
istic^ in detail*
1. gliSGRIiPTlOIi 
This section will include everything connected 
with for Which the poet tried to draw an image* So 
we Shall study here what the poets have said about war, 
raids, the hero; the horse, weapons - the spear, the sword, 
the bow, the arrow, the coat-of-mail, and the helmet and 
the shield, the army and the squadron, battle; striking 
and stabbing, What befell the enemy, the victim, the wounded 
and the captive men and women*
1 ♦ War*
a ) Its, description:
The poets have described war as an evil thing, 
that destroys everything and. brings lamentable results in 
its track. It is the cause of great losses and terrible 
adversity. The English poet, Shakespeare, has admirably 
described the horror and devastation wrought by war:-
"Each new morn 
New widows howl, n e w  orphans cry, new sorrows 
Strike heaven on the face"
The Arabic poets have spoken of war as a crime 
against humanity, a crime from which the perpetrator cannot
d )  •
be cleared. War is a dangerous canker, involving not
(1 ) Al-RabTu ibn ZiySd, HaqU :)id P.To5* ! ’ ^ '
(8U)
.-■only those who start it* lout, spreading .to the innocent
and to'those who hate it* submerging the-innocent together
0 )
with the guilty in a universal cataclysm. So terrible
are the horrors of War that they cause pregnant women to
give premature birth to their babies, and turn the hair of
(2)
children grey; they choice even the experienced warrior
(3)
With his own saliva, and terrify even far-distant places. 
War is something unpredictable, that can lead men astray to
(4)
do they know not what. It is a great task that none can
endure but a strong, true warrior whose patience, resolu­
tion and fortitude would survive its difficulties and its 
(5)
terrors.
b ) The purposes for which the poets mention War.
The poets spoke of war, as described above, for 
various purposes:-
When the poet was in boastful mood he would 
speak of himself and his tribe as if they were the only 
people who could encounter - its perils with steadfast hearts 
‘and resolute power,.
In penning a panegyric the poet would speak of War 
as a matter whose ultimate decision rested in the hands of 
the hero he was praising.
TTY Hamasah, I.199*
(2) Al Muhalhil, Shucar'a:> Al-Nasraniyah, 1^176.
(3) Bishr ibn- cAmr ibn Uarthad,, Mufaddaliyat, P.55I. 
( U . y Zuhayr ibnjiba Sulma, Al-cIgdu~l-thamin, P. 91.
'(5) Sacd Ibn Malik, IIamasah. (Cairo ed. ) Vol.1*, la 192.
( 8 5 )
When threatening- tlie enemy with the terrible fate
in store for.them, the poet would paint a horrible picture 
of the havoc and destruction wrought by War.
In lampooning his foes,, the poet would taunt 
them witli weakness and cowardice; and similar attributes 
which prevented them fibom standing up to the terrible hard­
ships of V/ar.
In the lament, the poet would also speak of War 
when he described the bitterness and the loss War inflicts.
To War also the poet would attribute such afflic­
tion and suffering as quite altered his appearance, making 
him thin and pale, grey and dishevelled, clotting his beard 
and his hair with blood, so that he looked gaunt and haggard.
Sometimes the poet spoke of War merely for the 
purpose of describing it; and when his object was to settle 
a dispute and arrive at a compromise, the poet would stress 
the horrors and exaggerate the suffering, painting a pic­
ture as terrible as he could :in order to make the combat­
ants hate War and brin* it to an end.'
(1)0) foe tic Images o fgdar.
The poets tried in their images to convey a pic­
ture of war as accursed and hideous, full of dangers and 
calamities. The material for such pictures was drawn 
from their observations of every-day life. The most 
common sources from which they took their images were:
7*1) The numbers in brackets here and all other following 
poetic Images refer to similes and metaphors of the 
poets in the Arabic Appendix at the end of the thesis.
( 8 6 )
(1) A hand-mill* .(10-17;
(2) hire (18-36)
Themselves, their fellow-ow -a and the °nimals which were
their beasts of burden in times of severe peril, and cruel 
hard-ship, and the violent furies of fightings
(1) ‘the handmill *
She grain was put ih the handmill and ground into 
flour* Just as grain was crushed and destroyed in the 
handmill, so would the people r e  destroyed when they became 
involved in the war*
(2) The. F ire-.
Wheh fire is hind led.- the wood is burnt and con­
sumed until there is nothing left but ashes. Likewise, as 
soon as war breaks out, everything falls into ruin by reason 
of the fury of its onslaught*
(3) Human beings .and _ an. iin a Is •
Just as, in time of danger, a m«n tucks up his 
garment ih order to Le ready for action, so is war, at its 
most serious, pictured. War at th. height of its fury is 
compared to an. animal who bare?, its fangs when angry. In 
the metaphor of the pregnant sb3-camel delivering her off­
spring, the poet conveys two ideas about war;; firstly, 
that it is full of (i*et heavy ■ nth) dangers, and secondly, 
that in its final stages ft brings forth many disasters* 
Again, when the she-camel kneels down and throws her chest 
and heavy body on the ground, -cne crushes the dust and
( 8 7 )
kills the insects. In the same way, war falls on the 
people and crushes them.
We notice that a different image is often used 
for a different aspect of war:
War being stirred up was likened to a fire being 
kindled. (22 and 26),
War being stirred up after a period of calm was 
likened to the she-camel untethered after being shackled,(71) 
and to the she-camel being urged to yield milk. (73 & 74)
Declaration of war and its being no longer covert 
and secret was likened to a person taking off his clothes(45) 
When it finally breaks out it is likened to a pile of wood 
being set alight (18 & 19).
A feeble, half-hearted war was likened to a young 
unmated she-camel (69) and a long severe war was likened to 
a fire biasing up (21;) or fire kindled by experienced 
men (28) or to a fire of thick burning faggots (36).. The. 
spreading of war was like the spreading of fire (33-34).
The disasters which it inflicted on innocent people were 
likened to the healthy camels being infected by the scabby 
members of the herd (39).
The severity of war is shown in the picture of a 
man or an animal showing his back teeth when his heart 
burns with fury (46-5 2).
As mentioned above, the manifold grievous dangers 
of war were compared to a female animal weighted down in 
pregnancy (53-57)# -the severity of its dangers was compared
88)
(1)
to pregnancy after barrenness. (56-57). The war which 
occurs over and over again was compared to an 0awarn that 
is, a horse or a cow who has already brought forth its 
first-born, delivering its young (60-68). Continuous war 
was compared to the fire which blazes up again when it is 
on the point of -lying like the fire of the Magi (35). The 
resulting calamities one destruction were likened to the in­
auspicious offspring wh? would bring more and more troubles 
until they destroyed themselves (82), War is pictured as 
barren because it kills all who take part in it (5°)* The 
disasters which befall the people in consequence of it are 
1i ke ne d to terrible pai n (3 8) :md a •he avy burden (9) •
Besides these common similes there were others 
which were not very muon used, such as the comparison of 
war to; bitter taste (1 ).. unwholesome food (2) noxious pas­
ture (3)s a poo'l 5 stream or well (5) and a market (6-8).
In addition to those concrete sources of imagery, 
we notice that the poets have compared war to something ab­
stract or imaginary for instance, a ghoul, ogre or ogress 
(37).
The abstract idea of the control of war 3 the 
capacity of the leaders to direct it as they wish, is ex­
pressed in the metaphor of a man holding a bucket from a 
we 11 an 1 d i s p o s in,;: o f i t a s he w is lies (4). This idea is 
also expressed in the metaphor of the she-camel whose
T T )  It* was supposed that the child in that case would be 
stronger.
( 8 9 )
defiance must be subdued before she can submit to her mate 
and be made to conceive (75)*
The idea of the war‘resulting in the complete and 
final destruction of the enemy is expressed in the metaphor 
of the man who gives the first and second drink (Galal and 
nahal) to his camels in order that they may gain full sat- 
i sfact i ons (hO)♦ 
d) Extracts,
1 - cAmr ibn Kulthum in his Mu°allaqa says
!,When we bring our hand mill to a people.
In the meeting they will be its flour;
The skin put under the mill to catch the flour will
be the eastern, part of Najd, and the grain thrown
into its hole will be the whole of Qudacah.
*
foil* oiir enemy, have alighted at our dwelling-place
as do our guests,
So we have hastened to give you hospitality, lest you 
revile us for our neglect.
We have entertained you, and before the morning we 
have prepared for you hospitality - 
a grinder that destroys!'I
h )
2. A poet said:
Ite'vil can spring up from a very small beginning,
And the criminal who stirs up war is not the only one
to get hurt by the heat of its f 1 re♦
Al^Bhanqitl, A1 Mu^aTlapat al^nshr"'(Chiro, 1353A.H 1^. 110
{ 2 }  hamusah, P-199*
*
War spreads to those who dislike it as the scabies
come near to sound bodies and infect them.
You see men (in war) sit sighing as does the woman in
travail when the sides of her womb grow straight."
— $' c3. See Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma s Mu 'allaqa in which he appeals 
to °Abs and I)hubyan to stop fighting in the war of Dahis
a )and al-Ghabra".
— Q
k * Muhabbir, Rabi ah ibn sufyan said concerning the war
-  C  -  (2)
between the two branches of Thaqif, Auf and Malik:-
!*I have not been one of those who stirred Up discord 
between cAuf and Malik, but Mas°ud and Jundub have 
stirred it up,
Those two chiefs of Thaqif have caused the evil of War 
to attack and bite them - so that there was no escape 
for them once they had roused it,
Q
A great calamity, bending to bite, between Auf and 
Malik.
A burning fiery furnace, that leaves the child with 
grey hair.
Its flames blase vigorously; the two chiefs have 
kindled it, with their hands they have struck the 
spark and kindled it.
Burning innocent branches from amongst both Malik 
and cAuf: and all because of that which the two
( 9 1 )
5* See verses 3 and k  of AbU Qays ibn al-Aslat,
(Mlifhdduliyat, Sir 0. Lyall* s translation, 1.226;)• * /
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The Oxford Dictionary defines ’raid' as ’a mil­
itary expedition especially of mounted men, a predatory in­
cursion in which surprise and rapidity are usually relied 
upon’. ’War* is defined as ’a quarrel usually between 
riatioris conducted by force, a state of open hostility and 
suspension of ordinary international lav/ prevalent during 
such a quarrel, a military or naval attack or series of 
attacks’, It is therefore obvious that there is a differ** 
ence betv/een a war and a raid, which necessitates our treat­
ing the raid separately. Generally speaking, a war is of 
longer duration, of greater intensity ahd more far-reaching 
in its repercussions than a raid: it requires the inten- ■
sive effort of the whole nation, mobilization on a full 
scale, and demands the utilization of the entire resources 
in manpower, materials and wealth, of the community. A 
raid, on the other hand, is on a far slighter scale, utili­
zing only a small number of picked men, lasting as a rule 
only an hour or two, depending for its success on complete 
secrecy and the element of surprise, and having some 
immediate objective, such as the capture of a position, or 
the carrying off of prisoners, cattle or booty. The actual 
fighting is, of course, the same in both a raid and a war.
We shall therefore in our study here consider what the
(92)
poets have wriilteti concerning- J*he preparations for a raid; 
the secrecy aiid Suddenness oh which its success depends, aiid 
the booty and plunder which'were its main objectives. One 
must; of course; bear in mind that a ’raid’ can, and often' 
does; form part of a ’war*j and that the poet may use
the words *raid* and fWarf ■ inter-changeably'or as synonyms,
speaking of a raid as a war, or conversely calling war a 
raid; We must remember also that raids played a prominent 
part in the feuds of the i-agan ^rabs, as they, in common 
with all primitive peoples, depehded for tlieir livelihood 
largely on what they could plunder and carry off;
The furpose and Conduct of Raids♦
The main purpose of the raid amongst the lagan
Arabs was the plundering of carnls and horses, which, as we
have noted earlier, represented the chief ‘'wealth" of the
tribe; and the capturing of women, both for their pleasure
and in order to humiliate their foe by shaming his women­
folk. Another reason was the desire to subjugate and
subdue other peoples, for this satisfied their tribal pride, 
and won for them a reputation as valiant, aggressive people 
who should be treated with respect. Still another reason 
was the natural desire to display their power and strength. 
They expected to be victorious of course, and woulci thus 
prove themselves as a tribe to be feared, e.g. Al-Muthaqqih
O )
of cAbt says5
n y w E u  has, r . A15 *
( 9 3 )
**We protect the places the,'6 are unprotected and feared
(i.e. ?vre  prove our strength by defending a place others
fear.) and we guard with our raids against the plots and
oppression of our enemies.
We endure it (the raid) with patience until its
severity has spent itself* and we return with the booty and
the enemy1 s chieftain. *'
A further reason for raiding was to punish an
ag gr e s s o r who ha s d one wr ong , e.g.
,fWe raided when the King made a raid among us to obtain
requital - and our tents were standing by his;
As a punishment for what was done to °Abd, the son of 
0— ■>
A 'idh - for we are accustomed to obtain vengeance upon our 
0 )
enemies. n
With these objects in view the raid was planned 
in the strictest secrecy* for if any rumour of an impending 
raid should leak out, failure ’would be inevitable. The 
raiders hoped to execute their plan without loss to them­
selves* whilst at the same time they planned to secure the 
maximum spoils.
The Season of Raids.
There are many sayings of Old Arabia which 
notice that the abundance of water and pasture brought by 
the Autumn and Winter rains is favourable to the carrying 
out of raids and to attacks by one? tribe upon another., e.g:- 
,fIn green herbage, if G-od restrains not its mischief,
(1) Diwan of al-Tufayl,A.33, Krenkowts translation, foem ~  
Ho. 20, P.22,'Vv.7 & 8.
(9k)
(1)
lurk devils ready to spring one upon another.{j
C ( '2)
Khurashah ibn Imr writes s
ffAnd we stay longer in the undefended places and we are
more calm of temper when the fresh-springing pasture moves
men to folly.” The commentator on the Mufaddaliyat*
Al-^rabari* says in his commentary ■ on this verse:-“And that
is when the time of Spring and the water herbage were
available* they (the Arabs) remember the hostility and
require their revenge because of the availability of the
he rb age and wate r . u
The reasons that make this period of the year
suitable for raids are not hard to find. In the first
place* the fierce heat* coupled with the drought* of the
Arabian summer made raiding well-nigh impossible. It is
interesting to note that the poets bestow the greatest
praise upon the warrior who is stalwart and strong enough
(3)
to plan and carry out a raid in high summer..
After the rains when the ^rass grew quickly was 
the season of the year when the herds would be scattered 
far and wide browsing or the fresh new herbage. Only a 
few men and boys are needed for herding* and so tha raider 
had an easy task to overpower the herdsmen and capture the 
herds*
(1 ) Sir C h.' Lyall* The Hufad daily at * Trans 1 at ion* ” I-. 3 U J 7  •
(2) Mufaddaliyat* 1-. 823■ ** ■
(3 ) A 1 -Aesha* I)Iwan* I oem 1 2* 7, 5 ^  s x'. 72.
( 9 5 )
In the cooler season that follows the rains, the 
waftridi'S liad more energy for fighting, and after the long 
period of inactivity the raid-loving Arab was ofiiy too glad 
that the Raiding season coiiid once more begiHl The iein­
sure that oomes with security, and the opportunity for re- 
flection afforded by such a placid occupation as herding, 
led the Arabs to dv/ell on past wrongs^ or earlier defeats^ 
and fostered a spirit of revenge which often btiiminated
* i ; i !
in a raid, An additional incentive for raiding would be 
the casualties suffered by the herd during the drought, and 
the Urge to make good those losses by the easiest method «- 
plUnderingj
Since the barrenness of the peninsula meant that
pasturage was insufficient to satisfy the needs of all,
there would be a race to reach the best pasture and water
first. Later comers, fearing a shortage, would obviously
*
fight to secure a share of the pasture, so that here was
another motive for raids.
The time usually chosen for their raids by the
lagan Arabs was the early morning, so that they named the
raid "Al-Sabah*1 ,sthe morning*/ and the warrior nFata al- 
* •
Sabah” - the warrior of the morning”, and used the verb * • ^
”Sabbaha” for nhe raided in the morning1.1 In order to 
keep the raid in secrecy and to carry.it out in the early 
morning the raiders had to start marching towards their 
objective by night, and have all their plans ready to put 
into operation without a hitch, Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma,
(96)
in one of his poems in which he praises Harim ibn Sinan,
(1)
says^-
“Whenever they set out by night attempting a raid* you
saw not among them one weak or undersized warrior.”
(2)
Sayd al Khayl m  one of his raids on Banu A1 Say da* says:- 
“We spend a night hurrying towards them ■( the foe 
groups of slender steeds, of famous lineage,
Until in the early morning we attack with them. ' We 
kill them ^the foe) by force on well-knit horses.” ‘ ’ 
It has already been stated that the usUal time 
chosen for making a raid was the early morning. There are 
several possible explanations for this choice:~
1, The early morning time, just before the dawn, is usually 
the period of deepest sleep when the foe could be expected 
to be sunk in slumber* after the heat and fatigue of the day,
2. When the dawn is just breaking there is usually suffi­
cient light to see one’s objective, and to avoid one’s foe; 
whilst the light is not too strong to awaken sleeping men.- 
3° Camels and cattle are refreshed after the coolness and 
rest of the night, and would be eager for food after the
night’s fasting- Thus they would be easy to drive, and
willing to be driven, for they would imagine they were 
being driven towards their pasture.
i|.. At this period of the night all Nature seems asleep.
All around would be steeped in silence and slumber, and the
M  r T l - c5l q X l - X a X n T  B ? X  verse" 92"
(2; A 1 -Aghani, Vol.i 6, la A7.
(97)
slightest stirring amongst the prospective victims would 
he heard quite clearly at a considerable distance. Thus the 
raiders would learn whether anyone amongst their foe was 
av/alee before they actually committed themselves to the 
attack.
5. Even if the victims were awakened, they would be drowsy
and heavy with sleep, bewildered at the sudden awakening,
and thus fall easy victims to the attackers. In the sudden 
0 )
commotion and shock of a night alarm the victims would 
have 210 plan of action ready and they might even act fool­
ishly; certainly they could not, at a moment’s notice, put 
any concerted plan into operation. In a surprise attack 
it is quite obvious that the attackers have all the advant­
ages.
6. In a raid on a distant tribe, an all-night journey would 
not be so tiring as an all-day journey. Distances are 
easier to cover overnight.
Some of the raids were completely successful, and 
the plans went without a hitch, “and the tribe (they beset)
knew naught of their coming until they saw the sheen of the
(2)
peaked helmets blaze above the horses”
c c O'In one of his verses Antara of Afos says:-
“They did not know until we overwhelmed their encamp­
ments with unexpected death, a fall of rain heavy and
H  ) Ai-Xsha, Diwan, } 2 2 3 ~ W .  ""5-1 0.'
\ 2) j\ 1 kuraqqish the Elder, l.iufaddaliyat, x . 1|8 3, V. A.
(3) 1 - 0 i qdul-thamin, I*. 1+0 .
(98)
poisonous* *'
BUt in some cases the news leaked out3 and the 
raiderb found that preparations had been made to resist 
them so that their project met with disaster3 or their 
carefully thought'.-out plans had to be abandoned at the last 
moment3 and a new design improvised hurriedly; The mis­
carriage of their plans? their frustrated hopes? the shame
and disgrace of defeat - all were lamented and exctibed by
(2)
t he p oe t.
The motives which inspired the poets to speak of raid3
As we have already seen? the main purpose of the
raid was the capture of booty 'without loss to the raiders.
Success in such a venture was a source of pride to the poet,
for it afforded excellent proof of the tribe's prowess and■
Valour. He would seize such an occasion to accentuate
their success and praise the qualities of his people and
their horses? and would exaggerate the enemy losses and
magni fy the i r shame.
As we have already noted? all the advantages in
the raid lie with the attackers? who can choose their
moment for delivering a surprise attack. If the raiders
suffer a defeat and their intended victims emerge as the
victors? then such a victory would be of tremendous value?
0and a source of exceptional pride? e.g. Antarah says;
5fThey (the enemy) intended to make a meal of us? though 
they were not hungry’ but we gave them their fill of blows
TlT Shu: Has? I.875* ( Z )  See^Jmilr Ibn al-Tufayl, BTwan, 
■ i?de:m O T ,  Sir th LyallAs Translation, polls*
(99)
and stabSo"
Another motive which inspired the poets was the 
instinct to praise exceptional courage or endurance,. Num­
erous and prolonged raids* especially if they were made in 
the intense heat and drought of the Arabian summer* (so 
that horses and men alike suffered almost intolerable hard­
ships and became worn and emaciated in the struggle) were 
a favourite topic for praise in fre-Islamic poetry. Such 
raids afforded undoubted proof of valours and won a rep­
utation for such courage-as would frighten most foes. 
Suhayr ibn Abu Sulma in one of his poems praising Harim
O )
ibn Sinan writes:
”0 people of Wacils do not feel secure from the 
raids of his (Harinf s) horses, and 0 Jadilah* 
fear him.
And how can you guard against a man who does not 
return with his people from raiding for a long time*
With horses unkempt3 without bits or bridles* sagging 
like bows with tiredness., They (the horses) set out 
on the raid pregnant and returned having foaled 
prematurely.
Their shoulder-bones stand out gaunt and naked* and 
the horses are nothing but skin and bones.
Another motive which inspired the poets was 
their desire to warn their people that the foe were plan-
TTJ A1 - ° I cftTul - tliamln1' 7&T.""
(•100)
ning to raiCl them, They would tlien advise the tribe to 
take every precaution to meet the attack and to foil it.
i-inother duty of the poets was to lament an un­
successful raid* and to seek excuses or'reasons for such
—  - v V " "
unexpected failure. The lament of the poet cAmir ibn
Al-Tufayl over the failure of a raid planned by his tribe
against Khathcam* ov t_ng to a warning carried by Salul has
already been mentioned • .
i oetic Images of The Bald
We find that the similes and metaphors used to
describe the .raid art; similar -o those used to describe
the war. As we have already mentioned* the only difference
between war and raid is the greater element of surprise and
secrecy in the latter. Therefore'the raid may be said to
be exactly the same as the war when the attacking parties
and the attacked become involved in fighting. And thus
the same images used to describe war would be applicable
to the raid;, ke may notice* ror instance* the following
images: "The raid bo cane pregnant'*1 * (9*0 MT t knelt; down
with its breast on the people11 (92) and "it is a fire"(93).
As already mentioned;, the r a i a was usually carried
out in the morning* and was bherefore known as "Al-Sabah"
(the morning). The raid was thus ironically compared to
"Al-Sabiih"* the wine given as a morning drink. Even more 
• »
ironically it was likened to the reddish pure wine (83)* 
as if the attacked people had enjoyed it as they did their 
morning'drink, _.s the raid would destroy the people
(101)
attacked* it was compared to a cup full of poison (84-85): 
and to mark the distress resulting from the raid suffered by 
the victims* the raid was likened to a cup of poison* which 
is followed in consequence)- by bitterness (86),
The element of secrecy and surprise entailed^is 
expressed in the simile of a swarm of locusts (87) driven 
suddenly by the wind. The haste of the raiders and their 
eagerness for lulunder was likened to locusts hungry and 
hastening to find the food of leaves (89). The groups of 
attacking raiders were compared to a swarm of locusts (88). 
EXTRACTS
• , C- " (1 )(1) amir ibn Al-Tufayl in a raid on Harridan writes:
"Ha! what a raid was ours* while all the country lay 
gasping with famine* and the horizon stood out base 
and naked*
Till we poured down upon Hamdan in a whirlwind of dust- 
dirty as the water when Jogs have done lapping - and 
yet they were not the victims we had in mind to raid.
And in the hollow plain we spend a day in which we do 
not leave a neck or a face or a skull without raining 
blows upon them.
Then we withdrew and their wretched plight did not end 
until we had quenched the thirst of our spears and 
javelins.
No we had not Hamdan in mind: no excuse had we for
7*1") Dxwan* 1.1 50*
( 1 0 2 )
falling upon them. But what came to pass, came 
to pass.
We started off' intending to make the sons of Kahd and 
their brothers, Jam, our victims, but G-od intended
Hamdan to be our victims.51
0)
(2) •dl-Tufayl of G-hani, roera No,3j in a raid against
Tayyi , verses: 1,4,3,7,8,10,16,2 k s 25?26,27,28 & 29.
( 2)
(3) Al-AcSha says:
(iHe (the hero who is being praised) subdues A1-Ribab, 
though they hated submission, making continuous raids 
and assaults upon them.
Then, after he had destroyed all their provisions and 
wiped out their means of subsistence, he quenched 
their thirst and gave them drink, pouring out for 
them a full bucket of hospitality.
His troops are highly esteemed, so that the oppressed 
person is glad to take refuge with them; and he 
has many squadrons of cavalry so that one can come 
to the support of another.
The attack they make bereaves children of their
father, and his raid spreads so far and wide that it 
takes as booty the camel of him who does not mingle 
with the tribe but travels afar in unknown places.
Then you prolonged your raids from Spring into
T T T  His Diwan, iJ-20, Krenkowrs translation, r.7*
(2) nl-',cSha* s Diwan, 1.11.
(103)
Summer, and the fortunes of War made many a rich 
man poor, or a poor man wealthy.
Many a vessel of food you destroyed in that ’day’, 
and many a captive from the people of the enemy;
And many an experienced warrior was plundered at 
Shattay *Arik, and many a woman like an ogress was 
captured;
And many the persons that became master of much wealth, 
after long years of association with poverty.
They divided between them the newly-won booty, and 
became wealthy in consequence of your raids,1'
3. The Hero,
From all that the poets have written about the 
hero we gather that they looked upon him as the perfect 
ideal, worthy of the highest- praise and unstinted admira­
tion. Naturally, the most important qualities possessed 
by the hero were the physical attributes of strength and 
courage essential in warfare. But the poets assigned to
t
him not only physical perfection,. but high qualities of 
mind and character as well. He was excelling all others 
in his powers-, of mind and intellect, in strength of char­
acter, in his sense of right and justice and in honour and 
dignity.
That the xagan Arab should regard the hero as such 
a paragon of all the virtues is not strange when we remem­
ber that his opinion of himself and of all the members of
his tribe was very high. In his own eyes* none was 
superior to him? none could excel him in valour, norie bould 
shako hi§ .prestige; and should anyone qUebtion his super­
iority, he was ever- ready -to prove the truth of his asser­
tions at the poirit of ■fehe'sword* x
uWe offered peabe lo KifigS && long ttby treated Us 
with the respebt tidat is out dtiej to ptit them to 
death is not forbidden us*
And many a king (who used to be received) with great 
ceremony we punished with death when he treated uS
(1)
with scorn or schemed to wrong us.!t
Another reason which caused the poet to attribute 
so many excellent qualities to the hero was the fact that 
he wrote under the stress of some emotion; and pride in 
the.hero*s achievements* praise of his many virtues, 
threats of the vengeance he would exact - all these and 
-more.^coloured the poet1 s. imagination and.considerably mag­
nified the splendour of his subject*
However* the lagan Arab poets have dealt with 
various aspects of the ideal hero* and in order to study 
these exclusively, we have divided the subject into several 
heads: -
i  * The, he ref s l ineage and physique *
2v H is  g e n e ra l c h a r a c te r is t ic s *
3- His. e.ourag;ea
XTJThair- ion Hunayyv Muf addaiiyat, h* I|*27*
(*!05)
hr Ills activity in fighting*
1 ♦ The Hero/ s ..lineage and, ,phy s 1 que.
iv.lways the poets speak of the height and Ulus-* 
triotis. quality of the hero; hobl© ih.his iihenge; mighty 
ire his ancestors; he is descended ftfotfi the great dhes Of 
the eaflr.hi
^Heroes lift up among andlent heightSi WHete is
I’he abiding place of glory that Refuses to depart
(1)
the^e from.u
The lagan ^ a b  always claimed he was of noble
lineage., and by that he meant of pure Arab parentage* A
son from a ncn-^rab mother was considered not as a son* btit- 
(2) "
as a slave ■ m l  such a son cou..d never claim to be of noble
lineage, lacking as he did, pure Arab blood on his mother* s- 
(3 i
side* The poets consider nobility of blood to be the
’pTy Khurasnah ibn *&mr of Qdbs, iVIuf adduliyat, Sir Charles -- 
Lyall*s translation, Ih 3U2, Verse"8*
2 ) S huc' ar a A 1 ■41 a s r ani y ah. i • 7 9 - • ■
3) It is- said that °Antarah of clbs, the famous hero* 
according to this principal, was not considered as a son 
by his father because his mother was an Abyssinian slave 
until he showed great .heroism. Then his heroic actions 
proved reason good enough for his father to acknowledge' 
him as his son and. to grant that his lineage was noble.
In one of his verses cAntarah has said that if he gained 
nobility c:i one side from his father, the rest he gained 
by his sword, and* he proudly declared that in times of
difficulty he excelled those of noble lineage. He wrote:-
‘‘I am a true warrior.* half of me is descended
from the most noble part of °Abs, the rest
I protect wit-h tr:v sword>
When the squadron (on the field) refrains from 
fighting and regards each other, 1 prove that 
I am better than those who are noble by virtue 
of their paternal and maternal 1 lineage. '*
(. r ,. p i’,795.) • ' .
( 1 0 6 )
most important qualification cf a hero. Such nobility
qualifies the man who possesses it to be regarded as an
honourable opponent whose blood will be accepted in revenge
0 )
and satisfy his enemy’s loss. Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma says,
'*when they were killed, their blood would satisfy (their
( 2) :
foe)1* and DurafM ibn al-Simmah says "We are( sometimes)/ *
attacked while we are inflicting loss upon (others); then 
would'we grant satisfaction (to'our foe) should we be 
killed.!t
In describing the physical features of their 
ideal hero the poets portray him as awe-inspiring and terr­
ifying at the first glance. Ais frame is stalwart and 
well-built, his physique is perfect, As a baby he was born
at full term - not the •puny brby of a girl’ - but perfectly
(3)
formed in every detail. He v/-"3 not a twin, and was nur-
n )  (5)
tured on the best of food. ie was tall in stature,
muscular and well-built like a lion, with thick, strong
neck and shoulders broad and stout. His stature was 
(6) .
great his body in good health, and he is neither weak nor
(7)
undersized.
The verses sometimes apologise if the warrior
(l ) A1 - °I qdul-1hamln, In 90.
(2) Shu°ara°- al llasraniyah, Ih 754- 
i3) cAntara, Mucallaqat, (of Al-Shanqiti) 1<131• 
th) Al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, Shu, Has 1 \  6?‘5*
(5) Antarah, Mucallaqat, id 131 - and" Al *-Tuf ayl , The .Diwan, 1*. A
(6) cAbid ibn Al-Abras, _jlhe Diwan, 1.21^ verse 11.
(7) Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma, nl-Iqdul-thamin, i. 87«
( 10 7)
(1)
looked thin or pale, dishevelled or untidy, and attri­
bute such a condition to his indulgence in fighting. This 
implies that the warrior was expected to preserve a good 
appearance.
In some of their verses the poets use phrases 
which at first sight .appear to describe physical features, 
but which are to be taken metaphorically as referring to 
various qualities,
(2)
e.g. ”ashammu-l-anf** - fine nosed, i.e. disdainful,
proud and haughty..
(3)
^Abyadu-l-wajhf - white faced, i.e. noble and
honourable.
( k )
*'ghayru-rnuqallami-l-azfar“ - with nails uncut,
i.e. fully armed and equipped.
2. The general,.characteristics of the Hero.
As we have already said, the poets attributed to
the hero, their ideal person, all those high and noble
qualities which they believed to be requisites of such a
warrior. In their verses he is always said to be a person
of great dignity and honour, proud and disdainful, scorning
to submit to any humiliation, or to be subdued by oppression.
Freedom is his guiding star; death is preferable to a life
( 5 )
of submission. nl-Husayn ibn Al-Humam says,• •
X 1)’ "^int arah7 " al^ lJI qduT-T'Earnf nT^oem'"STo. 20, F, i£5I
(2) Al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, Al- Iqd-ul-thamin, 1. Ip.
(3) A 1 -CA 0sha$ The Diwan, F . 2ip 9.
(4) Al-Nahighah al-Dhubyani, Al-cIqd-ul~thamim, Xs. 1 3 *
(5) Shu. has, l ' < 7 b 0 .
( 1 0 8 )
HI would not give it.” honour for life
Nor is there any escaoe from death*'1'
c (1;
and Antarah says9
"Do not give me to drink of the waters of life 
in humiliation* but give me the cup of the 
Colooynths bitter as gall* and let me keep 
my self respect.
The water even of life itself in humiliation
is like hell* - and provided one may keep one's 
self-respect* hell is the best dwelling."
The hero loved to be the one to wield authority*, 
to be the victorious* not the defeated* the oppressor-, not 
the oppressed. He was ambitious to be even better and 
greater* could not endure to be slighted or wronged by an­
other* and his proud and haughty spirit could not be at 
rest until he had avenged his dignity and honour. Resolute 
and strong-willed* once his mind has been made up* he did
not lightly change it* but carried out his ^purpose without
(2)
delay* allowing nothing to stand in his way* He could
accept whatever fortune sent with calm fortitude; good 
fortune excited him no more than misfortune grieved him.
(3)
Tarafah says
"If we meet with good fortune* you would not see
us joyfully excited; nor do we fade away
because of misfortune."
Shu.N as* xb 862.~_(2) °Aur' "ibii ■ °A t i y ah * Muf. X' ,"553TVv. 
A 1-cIqd-ul-T hamin * D .62*
(109)
No hero would deceive himself by vain glory, nor allow
himself to rejoice foolishly.
"War burns away in her blaze all glory and 
boasting of men:
(1)
Nought stands but the valiant heart to face pain.
A sincere friend, but a mortal enemy, the hero
was frank and straight forward, a man of integrity who
hated hypocrisy and duplicity,
(2)
Damrah ibn Damrah says:
* *
"I let my friend taste my gentleness and my care
for him; but oft-times my foe, though far away,
has bitter cause to complain of me."
( 3 )
and Qays ibn Zuhayr says,
"Do not show to your enemy aught but harshness, 
for if he got power over you you would not find 
him merciful."
Another attribute of the hero was his faithful­
ness to his confederates. Whoever had a iDeace-treaty with 
him was assured of help in time of trouble and could dwell 
at peace, free from all fear of treachery or a sudden
attack from him. But woe to any man who was hostile to
him, for he would surely suffer through war with him.
w
In some of his verses, Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma said,
”("l) Sacd ibn Malik of Bakr; Hamasah, Sir Charles Lyall* s' 
Ancient Arabian ioetry, 1'.31.
(2) Muf. Sir Charles LyallT s translation, Ij.263s v.lj..
(3) Shu.Nas, 1.931.
(1|) Shu.Nas, ip. 335-556.
"(‘They are) people of grace, and of honourable
and great ’days' in times past; they would'refrain 
from torturing him with whom they fought.
And he' with whom they had a peace-treaty would have 
security, freedom to go wherever he wished, and the 
sincerity of people who fulfil their covenant.
Such a one would not be forsaken."
Yet another attribute of the hero was caution* 
The poets always portray him as a man who believed in 
being prepared for any contingency; hence he was ever on 
the alert, well-equipped with weapons, and ready to face 
any difficulty. As a member of the community it was his
duty to conduct himself in a seemly fashion, and to set an 
example to those he led. When in control, he commanded 
instant obedience; when he followed the leadership of 
another, he gave unquestioning loyalty. His own personal 
views were always subordinated to those of the majority.
In some of his verses, we find Durayd ibn al-Simmah
■ ( D
writing
"When' they disagreed with my judgment I gave in to 
their opinion, though I knew they were mistaken, 
and that I was wrong (in following their views).
And(why should I not follow them?) am I not from 
(the community of my-tribe) G-haziyah? Whenever 
the tribe errs, I err (with them) and whenever it
(111)
follows.the right way, I follow the right way 
(with them)V
As the poets conceived it, it was the hero's duty 
to be heedful of his honour, to guard it jealously, and to 
be capable of avenging it if it were slighted. He was the 
one to encourage any venture that would heighten the pres-, 
tige of his tribe; it was his guiding hand that kept them 
from any disgraceful action. Generous he must be,- inspir­
ing confidence and trust; and ever ready to prove his word 
by action, and to make good his vaunts by his deeds.
(1)
We find that c .^.bid ibn al- Abras writes in his verses,
"My people are the sons of Dudan, men of skill 
when war, long barren, becomes pregnant again:
. How many are there among them of mighty lords, 
givers of gifts, the sayer also a doer - 
Men whose 'words are words (to pin faith upon).
Their deeds { great) deeds, their gifts (true) bounty, 
Utlerers of words the like of which cause fruit -
fulness to spring from the droughty field!"
3» The_ 0.ourage _of; the Hero.
Courage is the most important characteristic of 
the hero; it is the corner-stone on which his whole per­
sonality rests, and on his courage depends his reputation 
as a true warrior* Courage, of course, requires a
steadfast and resolute heart in times of difficulty or
XT)The”l) 1\ran7 "-f • T X ” f ransTation”oF~STr“Char 1 es Ly al 1 ” ~
pp.3?, 38 (slightly amended).
danger* It can only be tested in action, it can only be 
judged by its results; i.e. by behaviour and conduct in 
face of danger and in times of stress.
The Aagan Arab poets have stressed such conduct 
as betokens courage when praising their champions. In 
their verses the hero emerges as a warrior who fears 
neither danger nor calamities, who never shrinks from . 
plunging into the thick of the fray. He is ever ready to. 
make the supreme sacrifice, and welcomes death if by dying 
he can preserve his principles., He is generally pictured 
as either a strong, brave youth, or an older warrior, much 
experienced in combats and deservedly'spoken of as "the 
son of war.'1
The poets described their hero as a man worthy 
of Implicit trust in whom the bribe could feel absolute 
reliance in time of danger. He was trained to regard 
death in battle as the greatest glory, and flight as an 
unpardonable disgrace; to welcome stabs face to face and 
to dread those In his back.
"As for us, our wounds bleed not on our heels,
( u
but on our feet the blood drops."
A necessary qualification for heroism v/as skill 
in horsemanship and in handling weapons. In addition, the 
hero must possess that inner strength and blazing fervour 
that always marks a man out as a leader of men. His was 
■the task of protecting 'ai~Himaf, of guarding the women
(113)
and children, of succouring the old and feeble* and of 
defending the possessions of his tribe. He was the 
guardian of the neighbour* of the sojourning refugee; 
he must hasten to help the needy* and be ever ready t.o 
answer the call for help'no matter whence it came.
( a
Zuhayr ibri Abu Sulma says:
"When they (the heroes) hear the cry for
help* they fly to him who calls for aid;
with long spears* strong and perfect of
body* they are nei the r we ak no r unarmsd."
(2)
And Waddak ibn Thamayl of Mazin says:
"When they (the heroes) were asked for help, 
they would not ask those who called upon them 
or what war? or Where is the war?’"
The warrior* so say the poets, must be a man of 
obvious power, well able to make frequent raids, to 
defend the , to challenge other famous warriors;
his strength and prowess must be known far and wide, so 
that others think twice before attacking him.
( 3 )
Jabir ibn Hunayy says;- 
*
"Yea* men see in us (heroes) the shape of 
a serpent* the changeful skin*
A lion’s bright fur■and the teeth to 
render limb from limb."
{ 2 }  H ama s ah * A . 57 •
(3) Muf. Y.U27* Sir Gharles Lyall1 s translation, 1*156,
verse 27.
^• The Hero* s Activity in war*
When they describe for us the hero setting out
for war5 the poets tell us that he was fully armed and 
splendidly equipped, caparisoned in every way like a hero;
_  . ( a
Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulrna says:-
"When they set out by night with intent 
to raid, you would not find amongst the 
people one man weak or undersized;
But, on such a night, (you would find each) 
gallant, fully armed, strong and resolute.
When morning came the warrior would bid. his 
camel kneel, dismount, and put on his coat'-of-mail, 
And (he would) put on another over the first 
which would send the sharp-edged sword back 
•' to its scabbard notched and blunted."
tial that he should be able to deliver the vital blow, the 
deadly stab; and expert in the management of his.war- 
horse. Honour and prestige gave him the courage to face 
death manfully; his zeal and fervour inspired those whom 
he led into battle. Hearless he advanced with resolute - 
nay, eager - steps to meet his foe.
"If our swords were short, our eager paces
towards our opponents would lengthen them."
The demeanour of the hero, his visage and count-
Before the hero entered the combat it was essen
(2)
TT Shu^ara al Nasraniyah, 1.533* 
2) Al“CA cshat s Diwan, P. 132*
(■115)
enance when advancing to meet his foe must be stern and 
threatening so as to inspire fear in his adversary. His 
black frowning forehead, his burning, fiery eyes presaged 
death and destruction. In the thick of battle, when 
dangers threatened to engulf his people, the hero stood 
firm as a rock, intent only on complete victory or hon­
ourable death.
"If we were to flee, the worst of our fleeing 
(i*e* the nearest we come to fleeing) would be 
turning our cheeks aside and moving our shoulders 
(to dodge our enemy's spear).
(it would only be a turning of the head) while 
the spears are inter-changed; never would our
0 )
feet leave their position at the time of thrusting." 
The Hero as the Subject of Verses.
The poets always spoke of the hero when they were 
inspired by pride, either personal or tribal; when they 
sang poems of xoraise, or when they wrote elegiac verses.
The hero was also the subject of verses written to threaten 
or warn their foes; whilst when the poet desires to taunt 
his enemy he portrayed him as base and cowardly, the very 
antithesis of the true hero.
Poetic Images of the Hero: ■
The similes and metaphors used to describe the 
hero illustrated his status and function* They refer to
[*1 ]~Qays ibn Al-Khatim’ s Dxwan, P. 1 i .
(116)
his position in his tribe, his readiness for battle and 
military experience, his activity in fighting and the im­
pression he made on others outside his own tribe*
The importance of his position among his own 
tribe and his matchless strength were likened to the high 
fortress where men take refuge from the enemy in time of 
danger (94-95)* He is also pictured as the coat-of-fiiail 
and the shield to protect his people and ward off the blows 
of the attackers ('96-97).
His strength, resolution and ability to make de­
cisions' were likened to the spear and the sword (98-107)* 
His personal pride, peerlessness and self-confidence, even 
when there was none to support him, were likened to the 
sword which lies alone in its sheath (103).
His fervour and ardent emotion, very quickly 
stirred up if there was a question of his honour and ' 
dignity being involved, were compared to the fire which is 
easily kindled, flares up and destroys whatever it touches
(129-132).
■- His noble behaviour, chivalrous actions and 
worthy deeds make him always seem unashamed and above re­
proach, so that his face and forehead, would always be 
cheerful and bright. These qualities appear in the met­
aphor of the, shining and highly polished swords (104-107).
The people relied on their heroes, and the 
greater their number, the stronger the tribe would be.
A large number of heroes was compared to thick black
(117)
darkness (113).
Their constant readiness for battle was des­
cribed as if their faces were painted with tar (110), for 
their faces and limbs were continually black, due to their 
constant wearing of heavy armour.
The abundance and weight of their weapons and 
armour were compared to heavy btirdens on strong camels, 
who were thus forced to walk at a slow pace (153)* The 
change ih their appearance, when they donned the accoutre­
ments of war, into a strange and horrible shape, was com­
pare d to the J inn (134-140)*
Their activities on the battlefield, eagerness 
for the fight and indifference to death was likened to in­
tractable and thirsty camels rushing to water (150-152)* 
Their fearlessness and indifference to the dangers of 
battle were compared to the player who sports with twisted 
handlcerchieves (115-117)* as if in fighting they were merely 
playing, the swords os handkerohieves and the battle field 
as the play ground.
The severity of their attacks was likened to that 
of the hawk (118-120) and the lion (156-207)* an  ^ their 
power and cunning in playing tricks on their enemy to that 
of the leopard (154-155)* Their repeated attacks on the 
enemy were described in the Images of the arrow-game of 
al-Mayser (122), the man who casts stones (121) and the
(1). Xman who goes round al-Mudawawar. (1 23) r.
(TJ See",,<JAmir ibn ai-Tufayl, 1*119* Verse 9.
( 1 1 8 )
Their mirth and merry-making after victory in a fierce 
battle was compared to the brightness of sunshine after the 
night (124) and to that of the moonlight piercing through 
a cloud (125),
The effect of war on the heroes, which made them 
very lean, was expressed in the image of the rein of the 
bridle (126-127), and the palm tree stock which is erected 
for the scabby camels to scratch their backs (128).
The attitude of their enemy towards them was com­
pared to the attitude of men towards snakes (141-148), 
leopards (154-155), and lions (156-207), and towards a 
bitter taste (108).
Their steadfastness on the battle-field and in­
difference to death and the calamities of Hate was compared 
to that of the mountain (111-112) which remains steady on 
the ground, nothing whatsoever having the slightest effect 
on it.
The coward was likened to a piece of fat which is 
easily devoured and eaten (208) as he is to be easily de­
feated an; do: Kroyed* He was also compared to a dog 
driven awrTr '°";cw water (209) in humiliation and contempt. 
The coward'' s lack of courage and strength inspired the 
poets to liken him to the hollow reed (210).
EXTRACTS
c  ^’’)1, kiuf ibn Atiyah says:-
TT) Mufaddai2; at, -'.639 =
(119)
”By your life, I am a man who stoutly defends his folk, 
and in the day of trouble I am not inexperienced, or with­
out skill.
I give generously to the stranger, and I do not withhold 
my bounty from those who are my kin or bound to meby oovemnt.
And I do not - you must knov/ it well - grovel before 
anyone, nor am I puffed up with arrogance.
Do you not see that we are the sling-stone of wars? 
(dauntless warriors unleashed against the foe). We flow in a 
flood(over our foes) as though we v/ere the surge of the sea.
When we face the enemy, we clothe ourselves in the skins
(1) '
of leopards.n -
(T) In a foot note, Sir Charles Lyall says:-
"As indicated in the note in the text, it is possible that 
actual wearing of lions’and leopards’ skins in warfare may 
be meant; the Quraysh, when they come out to meet the Droph- 
et at Hudaibiyah in the sixth year of Hijrah, are said to 
have put on leopards’ skins; and in a poem on the battle of 
Badr at ibn Hisham 53U there is another allusion to wearing 
leopard skins in fight. But on the whole it Is more probable 
that the words are figurative. Lions were certainly very 
rare in Arabia during the century before Muhammad, though 
leopards were more plentiful; and it is unlikely that any 
large number of lions’ skins' could have been obtained. War­
riors are often spoken of as lions, in language that may 
have been the convention of centuries; and ’’tanammara - he:. 
turned himself into a^leopard” is said in quotation (from a . 
poem by °Amr ibn Macdi-Karib, a contemporary of the Prophet), 
in note 6 on page 6U0 of the text, of warriors clad in mail- 
coats held on by leather thongs.” Mufad^aliyit, translation 
p.268, Note 5* ; .
I think that when the poets say that warriors wore lions’, 
and leopards’ skins they use the phrase -figuratively.". They 
mean that they take upon themselves the attributes of lions 
and leopards, such as ferocity, cunning, ruthless cruelty 
and indomitable courage. The wearing of lion or leopard 
skins usually denotes royalty, and; is a symbol of kingli­
ness, for the lion and the leopard are the kings of the des­
ert and the jungle. In English and Arabic the lion is the 
king of beasts. ”Al-asadu maliku-l-wuhush-' the lion is the 
king of beasts? Thu's the wearing of lion and leopard skins 
by the warrior would also symbolize his kingly attributes 
and single him out as a leader amongst men.
(120)
( D
2. Abu Qays ibn al-Aslai says:-
5,(These are) the arms of a man who would willingly face 
death (in battle defending his honour) cautious against the 
blows of Pate, firm but patient, his spirit not easily flus­
tered
Strength and resolution are more excellent than dis­
simulation, weakness or a wavering mind*
The (full-grown) sand grouse is hot like the chick, 
and amongst people the common herd are not like the herdsman.
We do not feel the pain of slaughter; we requite it 
upon our enemies in full measure, peck for peck.
Our host repels the foe with alacrity, it is a host 
made up of captains and champions,
As though they were lions standing guard over their 
whelps, roaring in the thicket and along the sides of the
valleys, *!
o - <2'3* Abid ibn Al-^bras says:-
stWarriors from among cAsad (are) like the lions of the 
thicket; there is no exhausting of their bounty (i.e.. val­
our; there is ■escape into any remote hiding place un­
known to them.
The tribe are white, each with a smile on his face; 
their forbearance drives away folly, and when they become 
angry even the earth is afraid.
When a tyrant arises in his fury, they force him to
7*1) Murad d a± ly at, f. 36k „
( 2 ) Diwani, j , dh.
( 1  2 1 )
bend to their will; but when they rise up in pride there 
is none could bend them or bring them to their knees,
Prudent and just, they banish care and grief with wise 
counsel when minds are filled with distress, and ways are 
dark and doubtful.
Their word decides disputes; their nature is constant 
their promise when pledged does not fail; no crooked 
speech is theirs,
Their rich are aware of their responsibilities to 
their poor and destitute, and they are the most generous 
of people when anyone is lost or in trouble.
Bitter are they when meeting in battle; they keep 
their word when they make a covenant, though many a cov­
enant falls unheeded, unfulfilled.
When the council gathers then is their opinion valued; 
when battle is nigh then are Iheir armour, weapons and war- 
horses ever-ready.
In the day of meeting in battle the edges of their 
swords are notched and blunted with their smiting of the 
foe, their hands are bountiful with generosity,
They know that neither wealth nor poverty can last 
forever, though headstrong, short-sighted folk think thus 
in their foolishness.
( D
4" Al-Muraq.qj.sh the elder says:-
l?In the. day of trouble we reckon our lives of little
 ^T j  a,J nl-Nasraniyah, ±1 kb/T ~
■ &  '
( 1  2 2 )
value: but if we were bargained for in peace time we
should count ourselves very dear.
(1)
Our partings of the hair are white, our cauldrons are 
boiling (i.e. our war is severe), we cure with our wealth 
the consequences of (what) our hands (have done).(i.e. 
they pay blood money for those they have hilled because 
the enemy is now too weak to exact vengeance.)
(We are the people who) feed (others generously) 
when the north wind blows (and there is drought and famine 
in the land)* and ours is the best gathering place the 
people have ever seen.
We are the people whose ancesters have perished 
because they answered the calls of those who cried **Where 
are the Defenders? and answering, perished;
When they ask "Y/ho is the warrior? every man among 
a thousand of us thinks that he is meant.
When bold men retreat lest the edge of the sword 
reach them, we advance and lengthen the sword with our 
hands.
Never would you see our people, however severe their 
calamity, lament with those who lament over their dead 
(i.e. they were accustomed to having some of their number 
killed in the fighting and so did not lament for their 
losses).
Tl) This might be (a) a metaphor for honour shining on their 
fore-heads i.e. they were noble and honourable or (b) 
white through danger, i.e. they are brave warriors.
. 0 2 3 )
i+. THE HORSE.
Horses were, and still are, of great interest to 
the Arabs. liven in our day Arab horses still maintain 
their ancient reputation throughout the world and everyone 
knows the value set upon Arabian blood in a race-horse.
All that has been said about horses would cover a very wide 
field and would need a special study in itself. Our con­
cern in this thesis is with all that has been written about 
horses in ire-Islamic martial poetry, and they are an im­
portant element in the V/ars of that period.
When we consider what has been written about 
horses in Arabic martial poetry of the I're-Islamic period 
we find that the poets have covered most of what can be 
said on the subject. The real purpose of mentioning 
horses in their verses was, of course, the part they played 
in War; but in doing this the poe.ts were led to talk of 
many other things connected with horses, such as their 
excellent ability in fighting. This in turn led the poets 
to describe the horses’ bodies, and the care the owners 
bestowed upon them so as to ensure their fitness for battle.
'.Thus we can classify what the poets have written 
about horses under the following heads:- 
(1 ) The Arabs’ interest in horses and the care they be­
stowed upon them.
(2) The physical description of the horse.
(3) The strength and activity of the horse: its suitability
for fighting and its powers of endurance in battle.
( 1 2 / + )
i. The Arabs’ interest in horses: the care bestowed upon
them
We find any amount of material in pre-Islamic 
martial poetry to illustrate the interest of the Arabs in 
horses and the care and thought given to their steeds.
From all that the poets have said it is clear that the 
Arabs paid far more attention to the care of their horses 
than they paid to the care of their children. A poet of
(b
Tamim said:-
’’Ransomed with our own lives, highly regarded by us, 
the horse would not go hungry though our children starve
for her sake."
-0 - (2)Rabi ah ibn Maqrum says:-
"And short-haired steeds, preferred to our children in 
nurture - in the midst of our tents they champ their bits."
Some poets tell us that the horses used to be 
kept close to their encampments, and not sent away for
grazing with cattle.
c- <3)
Amir ibn Al-Tufayl says:- '■*
"Tethered close, to our tents, (eager) like camels 
maddened with thirst, rough in the forelocks - we call on 
them for their best speed, and they answer, fully."
And cAuf ibn cAtiyah tells us that the Arabs used to give
A )
them milk to drink.
( 1) Hamas ah, i '. j 01.
(2; luf♦ , Sir Charles Lyall’s translation, .IA 13^-,verse U k *
(3) The Diwan, Sir Charles Lyall’s translation,IA 99*verse 5* 
(lp) Muf. , Sir Charles Lyall’s translation, Jt.3U9* verse 10.
( 1 2 5 )
111 have prepared for war a mare brought up on milk: 
she turns back to.her two grooms the wild ass (i.e. she 
outstrips even the wild animals)."
GAntarah writes that both in summer and winter and even in 
the drought5 the best food must be prepared for Arab
o )
horses.
!tIn winter ‘she (my horse) is kept close (to me) and 
■you would not see her behind the tribe followed* by the 
colts.
In summer she is protected by a horse-cloth, and pre­
served for her use there are sheep and noble she-cameIs 
yielding of milk (which is given as a drink' to the
horse. ) "
We read in the verses of Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma that the
Arabs used to make shoes to protect their hoofs from the
(2)
hard ground.
"She runs on slim, swift legs on which there were 
shoes put. . •"
In general, the Arabs took great care of their horses, and 
were proud that the meticulous care expended on them re­
sulted in horses free from all defects.
c (3)
Auf ibn Atiyah says:
bay (the horse) well-built like the border of 
the robe of Atham - our attention has not left in her a
rIT7LT-aIqdul-tharriln, P.39.
(2) Shu. Na§, P. 537.
(3) Mufaddaliyat, P. 8375 V. 11*
(126)
single blemish*’1
The Arab paid special attention to keeping the horse in good 
training, and when horses were not at war they were made to 
gallop every morning and evening in order to keep them in
trim for fighting*
0- (1 )
Amir ibn Tufayl says:- 
*
“You would see the horsep gracing hither and thither 
round our tents, in groups; and they gallop in the evenings 
and in the mornings,1
The Arab paid particular attention to his horse*s 
lineage* • He was^too ^ fastidious about their ancestry, and 
fussy about their sires. He would have no sire but one 
of famous lineage in order to keep his stock pure and of
noble ancestry. The poets too are proud of the noble
c (2)lineage of nrab steeds* Alqamah says;-
111 often lead in front of the army a long-bodied horse
which is famous among the people for its noble lineage.**
Names were given to famous horses, so that they might
become distinguished and well-known; and the poets would
boast of their horses being the offspring of such and such
(3)
noble sires. Al-Nabighah of Dhubyan says:-
“Among them are the offspring of al Sisjadiy and Lahiqp“ 
And Al-Tufayl of G-hani sayss-
(1) Diwan, P.139s Verse 6.
( 2) A 1 0Iqdul-Thamin, P.113*
(3) Shu.Nas. P.677*
(i+) They Were two noble sires of the Jahilyah.
(5) The Diwan, Krenkow1s translation, P.2, verse 22.
( 1 2 7 )
'’(iffspring of al~&hurab* al-A/a jih, Lanig and al-Acwaj* 
they afe exalted ,fh. the tracing of theif stock by those who
'-'trhbe pedigrees;*f' '! ‘ - ; * .'
.0) ’ - 
He also whites:-
/‘And Slopes febemblihg wolves (ift. funhing) guarded ones*
treasures Which are the offspring of (the stallions) aJU
G-hiif ab arid Mudhhab. H
/
The Herdep used to give their hofses names, e* g* the horse
r- (2)
of Amir ibh Al-Tufayl was called Al Maznug, that of his
(3)
father Al-Tufayl was named Qursul, that of Malik ibn
. U )
Nuwayrah was called Dhu al-Khimar, that of Al-TUfayl of
(5)
G-hani was named Al-Hadhwa *
t
We read that the two famous horses Qays ibh
Zuhayr of Abs were Dahis and als-G-habra-; whilst those of
’ . !  _ (6)
Hudhayfah ibn Badr were Al^Khattar and Al-HanfsU
(7)'
The horse of Antarah was named Jirwah.
This, we think, should be sufficient to illustrate
that in the care of his horse the Arab was, if anything, 
too ziealous. That he should pay his horse all this 
attention is nof, however, strange when we remember that 
in times of difficulty and danger he often owed his life 
to his horse. In time of war it played a great part in
(1T The Diwan, KrenkowTs TrAnsIaTion, 17$, verse 8.
(2) Al-Shi r wal-Shu°araG, P.293-
(3) Muf. 1*39* 0
( k )  Al-Shi^r wal-Shu ara , 1.296.
C 3) Biwan, I'. 26.
(§) Naga- id of Jarir and Al~|barazdag, 1.86*
(7) Al-llgdul-Thamin, 1.39*
(128)
the fighting and its owner relied upon it completely. When
fortune favoured him, the Arab could acquire much booty and
wealth from raiding, thanks to the speed and swiftness of
his. horse. When food ran short, his horse turned hunter,
and was the means whefeby his owner procured a delicious
(1)
meal. In one of his verses Al-Tufayl of (xhani writes:-
‘‘There are days for horses, and he who patiently waits
for them and knows their lucky days, they will reward with
good success.**
In a word, the horse of the Bedouin Arab was his
bulwark against misfortune-. In one of his verses 'Umayyah
(2)
ibn Abu As-Salt says:- ■* '*
!,We set against the vicissitudes of Fate short-haired 
horses whose backs are invincible bulwarks,
On account of their great importance to their 
owners we find that horses occupy a prominent place in rre- 
•Islamic Arabic literature, the- poets mentioning every detail 
relating to horses. And because of their great signifi­
cance in War, horses loom large in the martial poetry of 
the•Jahiliyah.
2, The physical description of the horses.
When the poet described the horse which he pre­
pared for war he naturally tried to portray in his verses 
the ideal horse on which he would ride into battle.,' calm
M Y  Al-Tufayl, Diwan," Krenkow1 s translation, ?*■6, verse 72.
(2) Shu^arS^ Al*ddasraniyah, IA 233*
(129)
and secure and with the certainty of success. Thus we 
expect verses of such a character to give a picture of the 
favourite horse for fighting. The Bedouin Arab had, as 
a result of years of care and attention paid to his steed, 
acquired a close, accurate and intimate knowledge of 
everything relating to horse-flesh. Thus the poet writes 
from close personal experience over a wide field, and gives 
an accurate, anatomical description of every visible part 
of the horse’s body, adding moreover details touching on 
invisible parts to complete the description. Thus we
find mention of ”Al-shaza” i.e. a small, thin bone of the
0 )  :
elbow, and of ’’Al-Nasa*' i.e. the Sciatic nerve.
Concerning the description of the body as a 
whole, the iDoets referred to their favourite horse as one
(2) (3) ( k )
which was slender’, ’strong’ ’strongly-built’ ’of
(5) (5)
great stature’ and ’tali’. In addition, they have des­
cribed almost every visible feature of the horse - mouth,, 
nostril, face, eye, forelock, neck, shoulders, withers, 
back, belly, flanks, ribs, haunches, tail, legs, hoofs, 
forepart, hind part and frog of the hoof, - muscles, skin 
and hair;
Many colours are mentioned, but the one most
(1 )' Kitab a 1 -Khai 1 of Al-Asmaci. I-. 8 (ed.Wien *1 89b) • _
(2) Tarafah, Shu.Nas, i'.31 Ip, and Al-Nabigah of Dhubyan, 
Shu. Nas.
(3) ”cijilllzah”, Abid, Diwan, lA2h, Verse 10.
(If.) Mudabbarah, cAbid, Diwan, D. 2 k s Verse 10.
(3) "haykal” , Amir, Diwan_, i . 157-
(6) Amir ibn Al-Tufayl, Diwan, I:. 157* verse 8.
*
(130)
(1)
often mentioned is ,fKumayt,r i.e. dark bay. When men­
tioning any of the horse’s parts or its colour an appropriate 
adjective was added calculated to excite both awe and ad­
miration.
3« The strength and activity of the horse: its suitability 
for fighting and its powers of endurance in battle.
This section is, of course, the natural outcome 
of the two previous sections, namely the care and attention 
paid to the horse to keep it fit and well, and the strength 
of its body implied by the poets in their descriptions of 
the body as a whole or of the separate parts. This third 
section therefore emphasises the main purpose of keeping 
horses. To illustrate the horse’s activity and ability to 
perform its part in the fighting the poets have used a 
variety of metaphors and images, (as we shall see in the 
section on poetic images). Most of what they have said 
refers to the strength of the horse, its speed, its ac+^ ^  4g 
in battle, and its condition after the battle.
The horse must be light, very speedy, and fond of 
open places where it can satisfy its love of speed. In 
running it must show great activity, combined with a 
serious steadfastness of purpose, and resolute courage,
Its pace must be very swift, yet easy and smooth. When 
led alongside the came1-mounts, it would vie with them in 
speed and endurance $ and when led in troops each horse
(TJ Muraqcgish,_the elderT Shu.Nas. r, 285* and I D — Tufayl of 
G-hani, Diwan, r ,  7, v. 2 k $ and’Muzarrid, Muf. 161+.
(131)
would vie with the others lest one should excel the rest..
' V In-, running its exertipn must be. so. great that the sweat 
"pours from its body, and;the mares would exert themselves 
: so.that .they brought on a miscarriage arid foaled prematurely. 
So. strong must it be that it can run ahywhere, in the valley 
or;over the mountain, over hard ground or soft, by night or 
by day and when the heat was over-powering. When about' to 
go into battle its vigorous neighing would testify to its 
virility and energyj and in the battle itself it- would 
attack the enemy with violence, indifferent to the blows and 
stabs rained down upon it, patiently enduring to the end 
the most severe fighting, never once turning away or yield­
ing to the pain of its wounds* „
A. . Jn some instances we find poets, wishing to •
exaggerate the ,horse1s powers of endurance and great
(1)
physical strength, describe its condition after a battle
as still lively and possessed of considerable strength and
energy. Others, however, paint a more truthful picture
when they tell us that the horse looked worn out, lean and
wasted, with sunken, bloodshop eyes and quivering, foam-
flecked nostrils -"mere skin and bones,, a shadow of its
(2)
former glory. In poems of praise, we find the poets 
describe the horse of the hero they laud, as so exhausted 
after the battle that it is without halter or bridle, to­
il) Muzarrid, ±‘. vv* 23-25*
(2) cAbid_ibn al-Abras, Diwan,jl. 28, yv*8-9> and 1^59 v.iO, 
and Amir ibn al-tufayl, Diwan, v.8^-
(132)
mark the great and glorious part it has played in the fight 
and to throw into relief the outstanding strength and 
courage of its master,, who has endured such a terrible
( D
fight so nobly.
Poetic images of The- Horse:
By means of their poetic images, the poets tried 
to convey to the reader the great value they placed on 
their horses: they described their bodies and limbs, their
speed and agility, their readiness in war and their con­
dition after severe fighting. The horses were likened to 
the fortress (211-212) because of their great importance 
to warriors who relied on them in time of danger. Again, 
because the horse was man’s constant companion and a great 
help in warding off danger, he was compared to the staff of 
the man who^goes to a remote desert (28A)*
The general appearance of the horse was likened 
to the frame-work of a tent upon rising ground.(266) and 
to the ogress .(30ii-3 0 6). The height of the body was 
likened to that of the palm-tree (29 0,292,293s297). The 
colour of the hide was compared to that of Al-Sirf,(285)s 
to a green garment (265) in darkness, and to gold (298).
The whiteness of the horse’s forehead was likened to a 
woman’s veil (263). The horse’s beauty was likened to 
that of a new bracelet (327).
(T) cfb the poems of praise of Zuhayr ibn Abu S'ulma.
0 3 3 )
To convey to the reader the power and the appear­
ance of the horse1 s limbs, the poet compared the horse*s 
neck to the palm-tree trunk stripped of its.bark (295-296- 
298), the breadth and smoothness of the -chest to the stone 
which grinds the perfume (328-3 2 9): the back, in hardness
and stiffness, to the well-twisted-cable (27 9 & 281), and 
in smoothness, to the slides on which children played (233). 
The ribs were compared to arrows in stiffness (232), and to 
bows in stiffness and curvature (221). The shining of the 
flanks was compared to that of ointment (288). The hind­
quarters were likened to the back of a-leather tent (267), 
and to bottles in roundness and compactness (286-287).
The legs, being lean and spare of flesh, were compared to 
the pole of the litter (366). The hooves were likened to 
stone in hardness and stiffness (2b.1“2U 2), and to a pickaxe 
in sharpness and in the effect they had on the rocks (271- 
272). Similarly, the effect of hard ground on the hooves 
was likened to the effect of the file (2 7 3): the foot­
prints were likened to a well (2Uk-2b-5)* and the hooves to 
a cup in roundness (269)5 and the frogs of the hooves to 
date-stones in hardness and stiffness (302). The tail, in 
its luxuriance.and blackness, was compared to the fruit- 
bearing young palm-trees (291). The alertness of the 
horse and sharpness of his sight were likened to those of 
a shepherd who in his sleep has left his flock to a wolf 
and wakes in alarm (32b*) and his hearing was likened to
13U)
that of those who had perceived some object of fear and 
were striving to catch sound of it (b-03).
Many images were used to picture the•strong-made 
yet slender body of the horse. It was likened to the stone 
in solidity and compactness (239-2U0) and,in smoothness and 
cleanliness, it was compared to the rock (237). In slen­
derness, rigidity and strength it y/as compared to the arrow 
(231)5 to the staff (282-283)5 and to the border of a 
length of cloth (26k) and to the well twisted cable (278-280) 
in stiffness. The body was likened to the spear (213-220), 
in length, slenderness and stiffness; to the bow (222-223) 
in slenderness of bending, to the bow’s wood trees (22U-225) 
in strength, to the bridle (276), and to the date-stone (300- 
301) in slenderness and stiffness, to the palm-tree trunk 
stripped of its bark (292-29b-) and to the thorn (299) in 
the slenderness of the front and in the thickness of the 
hind-quarters. (This may be a simile for the leg of the 
Horse).
The movement of the cheeks of the horse to the 
right and to the left was compared to the adversary, who, 
when vehement in his contention, casts his hands this way 
and that (b-01). His habit of raising up his tail when he 
runs is expressed in the picture of the pregnant camel 
urged to yield the remainder of her milk (363)5 and his 
neighing to the sound of bells and reed-pipes of revel­
lers (323).
(135)
The agility of the horse and his readiness for 
battle were compared to the readiness of the man who tucks 
up his garments (307)* His ease and smoothness in speed 
were likened to that of the swimmer (308-321)? to water' 
poured down from a full bucket (253-256) and to the move­
ment of a lad1s bull-roarers (236). The horse*s neck with 
streaks of blood were likened to the stones where victims 
in Rajab. were slain (243).
His lightness? strength and swiftness were com­
pared to that of a rock falling down from high ground (238)? 
to that of flying arrow (227-230) and to that of the wind 
(246), the bird (333) doves (335)? kites (336-337)? the 
hawk-(338-342)$ the eagle (343-347)? bees (349)? thirsty 
sand-grouse (353-354)? sand-grouse which hawks pursue (355)? 
the full-grown locust? yellow one (357)* the gazelle (369- 
373)s the ostrich (367-368)? the mountain goat (374-380)? 
wild beasts (381)? hounds (382-385)? and the wolf (386-399).
The dust-clouds stirred up by galloping horses 
were compared to smoke (249)? to the clouds (250), and to 
a fluff of cotton (303). The sound of their galloping was 
compared to that of the bull-roarer (235)-? to the crackling 
of burning palm-tree boughs (247)? and the crackling of 
burning °Arfaj-wood (248).. The noise of the horse1 s 
nostrils was compared to the sound of the blacksmith’s 
bellows (274).' The sound of the horsemen* s iron coat-of- 
mail when the horses gallop was likened to that of the 
down-pour from an evening cloud (253).
(136)
The sweat was compared to water sprinkled through 
a light water skin (259)? and to the garment of a man draw­
ing water from a well (260)'. When the sweat is dry it is 
compared to a mat strewn with salt in the home of the owner 
of mangi— camels (3 6 5)? because the sweat drying on the 
black sk ns gives them, by reason of its saltness, a 
whitened and dusty appearance. The horse's habit of 
constant galloping made the poet compare it to the inviolable 
vow (402), The impact of the hoof 011 the rocks was lik­
ened to the thunderbolt (251) and when it caused the flint- 
stone to fly in fragments it was likened to hail-stones_ in 
a torrential down-pour (252). The horse's dashing against 
the enemy was likened to that of one who attacks those who 
kidnapped his baby (400).
\
Troops of horses were likened to swarms of birds 
(^30) and of sand-grouse (350-351) 1 and of locusts (358- 
3 6 2); aud the constant flow of galloping horses was lik­
ened to a heavy down-pour of rain (254)? and over flowing 
streams (258), and their continuous presence in the raids 
was likened to the restless, circling of the birds* in the 
sky (331). The place where the horses stayed was likened 
to the traces which children leave in their sporting 
ground (234).
The tired horse after the severe battle was des­
cribed in the following images.. On his return, the blend­
ing of the dust and sweat makes his hide ash coloured like 
the goldsmith's bellows (275). His eye is sunken like
(137)
a hollow in the rock where water gathers (261); his ribs 
are like the palm-leaves laid side by side to make a mat 
(268); his cheeks are like an old water-skin (270): his
head dishevelled and unkempt like that* of a woman who has 
none to dres.s her hair (326)., and the outlines of the foals 
in every halting-place vrtiere the mares cast forth the sec- 
undines were likened to the streaks of slime (262).
Extracts illustrating the description of the Horse.
(1)
(1) Muzarrid's war-horse.
, x n (2)(2) Sal amah ibn Jandal of SaGd describes his tribe's 
horses.
(3) Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma said in one of his poems praising
_ (3 )
H arim ibn Sinan:
He (the man who is praised) leads the horses, the hind 
parts of whose hoofs have been hurt in their wearisome run­
ning over hard, rocky ground, well-built like the well- 
twisted ring of bridles wrought of leather and flax;
They set out on the raid fat and in good condition; 
they returned lean, having brought forth their young before 
time, after they had been led alongside stout and pregnant.
He returns with them bent and crooked, unshackled, 
complaining of pains in the hind part of their hoofs, in 
their sciatic nerves and inner skins.
T1) Mufaddaliyat, PpTl64-172, verses 15-37? Sir C. Lyall1s 
translation, Pp.58-59.
(2) Mufaddaliyat, Pp.229-236, Sir Charles Lyall’s trans­
lation, Pp.79-80, verses 5-15*
(3) Shu.Nas, Pp.536-537.
(138)
( 1 )
4. The Horses .of Al-Tiifayl of G-hani.
- ^
5‘. Tarafah. says:-
with fleet horses, reddish bay and sorrel.
Offspring of cA cWaj, you see them lean to one side in 
their running, straining and stretching their bodies 
with the effort of their running.
Long-bodied, male* hard-hoofed, sturdy, with long 
cheelc-straps to their bridles,
Very swift, their flying legs crooked and set with 
dark pick-axes (i.e. the hoofs).
Necks rising long and slender like the palm-tree trunk
which is stripped of bark.
Over the fore-legs swell out wide chests, and they have 
never been left breathless and gasping.
They gallop, and when they become fiery in their run­
ning the tied waist-wrappers fly loose with the heat
(of their running).
(The horses) rush forth in the raid, poured forth like 
swarms of birds which pass by in groups.1’
5. THE CAMEL
The camel was not given as much prominence as the 
horse in the martial poetry of the pre-Islamic period. The 
horse is mentioned many times in War poems, but relatively
(1) Al-Tufayl, Diwan, pT"5 sq, Krenkow’ s translation,
P.. 2*v. 13-42.
(2) al-cIq_”th. , P.63.
(139)
few poets have mentioned the camel, and then only briefly. 
However, these martial vefses concerning camels* illustrate 
clearly the rblo played by the camel in the pre-Islamio 
conflicts; . . :
■ AS was stated, in the first chapter, the people 
were nomadibj dependent oh their camels; Their flesh was 
their food* their milk*.their drink, and Wealth was estim­
ated by the number of cameis possessed* The status of the 
camel by this time had affected the mode of warfare; Being 
nomads, when danger arose they were at liberty to remove to
a safer area taking their cameis with them.
V/hen Kisra of Persia threatened Al~A°sha* s tribe., . 
Al-Acsh£ replied as follows "That they were not a people of 
farms, neither were they bound by chains, strong doors* and
( a
high gates which could be locked.
"God has given us an inexhaustable supply of food in the 
shape of our camels.
They (the camels) are massive like rocks and are ready 
for slaughtering by our swords; in spite of being fright­
ened they would not be driven away.
Their hindquarters had guaranteed (to supply) our 
cooking pot and their udders, pure frothless- milk for us.” 
For these reasons the cameis were the cause of strife. 
Constantly men attacked in order to capture the camels.
The owners then, had to -protect their camels and always had
TO A 1 -A0shUT s Diwan, P.I5J4 v.35-37.
( 1 4 0 )
to be prepared to Ward off the plunderers by severe fighting. 
In his verses Al-Mu$aj/^ft^ says:-
”They (i.e; the enemy) have seen the black camels.
They intended to take them away when the noble animals 
gathered apart from the rest of the cattle.
(But) before this there is much bloodshed. Blood 
flbws like water out of a watef-skin* and the spearheads 
drip blood.”
(3)
Al-Tufayl of G-hani says:- 
«
’’We have captured their (camels) father; by cutting the 
enemies up into pieces by our swords, we have gained poss­
ession of their offspring.”
The significant importance of camels in Bedouin 
life is obvious. Anyone who owned camels, rather than 
lose them, would risk his life protecting them in time of 
imminent danger. In one of his verses warning his people
u >
of a Persian raid, Laqlt of lyad said:-
”Do not let the camels claim all your attention. May 
you have no camels! The enemy is aiming to strike your 
very bones!”
The pre-Islamic poets have sung of the part which 
the camels played in war in the following ways:-
(1) The camel was used as a mount to be ridden by one of the-
tribe when he realised that an enemy was preparing to
attack*,., This was due of course to the speed of the camel
TlT^T-A^Sha’ s l3lwlin,P, 358? Poem verses 3 & 4*
( 2) Black camels are said to yield most milk.
(3) Al-'Jufayl’s Diwan, P. 46_?- V. 28.
(4) Mukhfcrat ibn al-Shajari, P.4? v.27.
( 1 M )
in the desert over sand or rock and its ability to fast for 
several days. Here the poet would describe the strength 
of the camel, its speed, patience, endurance and energy 
throughout long journeys in unknown and dangerous places. - 
When the enemy of Banu Yarbu0 set out to attack them, 
°Amifah ibn Tariq. took his camel and straight away he went 
to warn his people. In his verses he describes his camels
CD
throughout his journey,- he says:-.
”1 caused much hardship ;to a well-built, strong-legged, 
cheerful and fearless she-camel, who had all the attributes 
of the male who travelled day and night through known and 
unknown deserts.
I drove her to a water place which was now desolated 
waste land, covered with pigeon feathers which were like 
arrows without heads.
And I lowered down a small bucket in tainted water 
(but with no avail), in order- to give a drink (to the she- 
camel) .
(I got a) little (of the water), but she did not 
touch it, and so I urged her (to run fast) in spite of her 
desire, without being offered another drink.
Therl she fled away as though her saddle was over a 
sand grouse in Bhat-as-sitar which had escaped the traps 
of the hunter.”
(2) The camels were used to carry provisions, and equipment
(T) Naqa id? P. 557 vv. 5-TO.
( 1 4 2 )
as well as being mounts for the warriors. They led the
horses alongside to preserve the horses’ energy for the
battlefield. Here-the poet would speak of the strength of
the camel, 'the abundance of her milk and flesh, the size of
cher body and her experience in travelling. Alqamah 
describes the camels which his horse was following thus:- 
’’She (his horse) follows black camels, when they are 
driven to be milked; they make confused yearning noises as 
though a timbrel with its parchment broken were being sound­
ed on a hill.
They are led by a male'camel of tawny cheeks, well 
experienced in travelling, and of stature great like an 
elephant.”
Amir ibn al-T.ufayl, describing the camels carry-
(2)
ing the warriors and their equipment sayss-
"There, white camels whose saddle straps creak bear them 
V/ith deep sunken- eyes, as walk forth a herd of white 
oryx,
They have taken with them in the saddle bags mail-
coats of iron,
And anong them are steeds led alongside with white
patches on their sides (where the rider’s heel
smites)V
c ”Al-A sha says about the camels carrying the water
(3)
for the men going to fight:
(1 V Al-^IcLdu-l-thamln, P. 113? vv. 50-51•
(2) Diwan,P.14? vv.14 & 15? Sir Lyall’s translation P. 22.
(3) Diwan,F.119? v.38.
(-1U3)
*»------- They set out by night on a raid, Their mounts
were camels with sunken eyes, and on whose backs the re­
mainder of the water was in the water-skins.1
(3) The poets also tell us how the camels were taken away 
as booty after a raid* The poet takes pains to emphasise
( a
their value in enemy respect.. Tufayl of G-hani said:-, •
f,As you know we have taken as booty black, branded, fat 
camels."
In one of his verses praising Harim ibn Sinan, Zuhayr ibn
(2) ■
Abu Sulma says:-
"V/hen they gain a booty his (i.e. Harim1 s) share would 
be the best of the she-camels. Those which were nearing 
their time and those in the tenth month of their pregnancy.11
0 , (3)
And Sa idah ibn Ju ayyah says:-
"They went quickly with their captives in chains and 
along-side were the camels like lofty mountains. These 
were shared (among them),1’
(U) Camels were often paid as ransom or as bloodwit for the 
dead, in order to reconcile their relations or to reach an 
agreement or peace treaty. This, if accepted, was paid 
either by the killers themselves or by those who were
making peace*
c cAbdullah ibn Anamah said:-
111 have seen warriors whom we would never sell, sold
( 1 )  h i w S T T h S ^ ^ T s :  ~
(2) Diwan, (Darul-Katubced) P.298.
(3) Ashcaru~l~Hudhaliyin, P. 21, v.i+6.
(b) Haqa id, P.58.
(*1 i+i+)
for camels iii ones or twos.!f
Here is a poet expressing his sincere wishes that
the foe would accept the camel to- end the dispute. He used 
the two words "al-mal**, the wealth, and !,al-laban,r i.e. the
• milk. Referring to the camels, he saidi-
H1 wish that there was a tribe which ?/ould accept 
wealth as a bloodwit, Then we would drive to them an 
over-flowing stream of wealth.
But the people who lost their brother refused to accept 
the shame and preferred the blood to the milk."
his friend Al-Harith for their payments of the bloodwit to 
the two parties who were fighting in the war of Dahis and
Al-G-habra0, Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma sayst-
"(The memory of the) wounds is obliterated by the hun­
dreds (of camels) and he,'who commenced paying off the 
blood money be instalments was not guilty of it (i.e. of 
making war).
A people pay it to others as an indemnity while they 
(who give the indemnity) did not shed blood sufficient for 
the filling of a cupping glass.
Then* there was being driven to them from the property 
you inherited, a booty of various sorts of young camels with 
slit ears."
(1)
In his Mu allaqa, praising Harlrn ibn Sinan and
(2)
1) Haraasah (Cairo) Vol.1., P.70.
2) EluGallaqa, Vv. 23-25-
(1U5)
The Camel's "poetic Images (.393-UOO) (P.31?).
The camels were likened to the lofty mountains 
(4'10) in height and greatness; to the elephant (408) in 
size; to the anvil (404) in compactness, hardness and 
indifference to pain; to Q -p y x (409) in the beauty of the 
body* and to the cloud driven by wind (411) in numbers and 
movement'. In speed they were likened to the sand-grouse 
(404); their legs when galloping, were likened to the hands 
of a woman wailing at a death gathering (406) in ease and 
continuity, and their yearning when milked to the sound of 
the timbrel with its parchment broken (407) in confused 
noise*
6. War Equipment 
As has been explained in the first two chapters, 
during the Jahilijrah period the Bedouins' environment and 
circumstances were such as involved continual fighting; 
consequently weapons and their accessories played a great 
part in their lives, and accumulating as many as possible 
was one of their essential tasks. In their verses, the 
poets explained why their weapons and equipment were of such 
great importance and significance to the Bedouin - they were
his means of protection in times of danger. In some of his
c c -verses Umayyah ibn Abu-al-Salt sayss-
HWe set against the vicissitudes of Fate shorthaired 
horses, whose backs are invincible bulwarks,
(1) Shu.Nas. P.233 Ls. 17-187
(1j+6)
"And Khattite spears like the ropes of wells, and 
straight swords ready to be bent (i.e. with the force of the 
blows inflicted on the enemy).
No Bedouin would willingly expose himself to dan­
ger unless he were fully armed; only then woiild he feel
O)
secure. In some of his verses Rabi alja ibn Maqrum says:- 
"And many the dreaded breach, v/here we stood as its 
defenders,
Ytfhen all except us shrank in fear from standing there, 
We made our bulwarks there our swords and our spears, 
And the mail^oats of iron rings strung together.
And short haired steeds, preferred to our children in 
nature
In the midst of our tents they champ their bits.”
He was proud of his abilities in defence with his
c- (2)
weapons, as Amir ibn al-Tufayl says:-*
"And there was not another tribe that could hold our 
place: we sought no help from aught but our spears,
in the day of alarm, or when bent on some violence. 
With his weapons the Bedouin preserved his dignity 
protected his honour and took revenge. In some of his
o- (3)
verses Amir ibn al-Tufayl says:-*
"Yea, none gets vengeance so well as he that seeks it 
earnestly, mounted on a short haired steed, spare and lean
( 1) Muf. P. 3635vv. I4.2-UH* Sir Lyall's translation P.13U*
(2) Diwan, P. 120, v. 2* Sir Lyall's translation P. 10!]..
(3) Diwan, P.152, vv. 5 - 1  > Si^ Lyall's translation P.120.
(1U7)
"like a palm tree branch pruned If leaves and thorns.
With a brown spear of Al-Khatt and a bright keen sword- 
and a fifli£ly-woven mailcoat shining like a pool with glitt­
ering wavelets:
The gear of a man whom all men know well that he is a 
steady seeker of vengeance, himself the object of many an­
other* s ^|pest. "
With his weapons the Bedouin was able to ward off 
his enemy, protect himself against humiliation, and feel 
secure against the possible threat of danger.
As a result of the conditions and their way of 
living, the life of the Bedouins was naturally precarious, 
and fighting was inevitable. A man might at any time find 
himself threatened with danger, and for this he must be 
alert and have his weapons prepared. Preparations for 
battle were a topic praised and boasted of - Al-Acsha
(1)
said:-
"And you have prepared your equipment for battle, long 
spears and male horses;
And from the weaving of David, a closely woven coat-c" 
mail which would be driven with the host caravan after oar:- 
van. "
The violence and the outcome of the fighting 
would depend on the quantity and quality of the weapons.
This can be illustrated from the verses of Bashamah ibn
T1‘) Diwan, P . 7 1 Vv. EjA-i+5•
°Amr: -
’‘And raise high the blaze of War’s fire when once it is
kindled, with long lances and stallion steeds,
And double mail coats’ of David's weaving,
- see how the sharp swords ring as they smite them.”
(2) -
And SaGd ibn Malik said:-
*'War burns away in her blaze all glory and boasting of 
men;
Nought stands but the valiant heart to face pain, the
hard hoofed steed,
The ring mail set close and firm, the nail crowded .
helms and spears."
In time of danger, the Bedouin demanded nothing
more than his weapons - these comprised his wealth. cAmir
(3)
ibn At Tufayl said:-
”0n the day when the wealth of the warrior in fight is 
in naught but the point of a tawny spear,
A bridle in the mouth of a short haired steed, tall as
a palm-stern, ^nd a glittering keen-edged sword,
And a mail"coat like a shining pool, with ample shirts - 
these in the medley of fortune, these are my wealth.”
So highly did the Bedouin value his war equipment 
that even if he possessed nothing else but that, he would
consider himself wealthy, and would be satisfied to die
leaving such riches to his heir,,. In some of his verses
TV) Muf. P.89* vv. 3U-33* Sir Lyall's translation, P.27.
(2) Sir Lyallrs Ancient Arabic Poetry, P.31.
(3) Diwan, P.157* vv.7-9* Sir Lyall's translation, P .125 .
(1)
( 1 1 * 8 )
. , (1U9)
0)
Hatim al Ta 1 said:-
"When my heir comes (i.e. after my death) looking for 
riches he would find that the money would neither fill nor 
Cmpty his: hand;, he, would find a slender horse, like the 
bridle,.and a strong sharp-edged sword, which when bran­
dished would never be satisfied with merely cutting the 
flesh, but would pass through and Cleave the bones;
And a tawriy Khatt'I lance whose knots were very hard, 
like the stones of the dates of al-Qasb, and one cubit 
over ten in length;”
Prom a study of the martial poetry of the 
J&xiliyah we find that the war equipment used falls into 
two categories:-
(1) that used for attack i.e. the spear, the sword 
'and the bow and arrow.
(2) that used for defence i.e. the mail-* coat, the 
helmet and the shield.
The following account is an analysis of what 
the poets have said about each of these items of war 
equipment.
The accompanying table shows the number of 
verses and times where the poets have spoken of each of 
the war equipments.
(1) Shu.Has P. 132, Ls. 13 - 15*
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A, The Spear,,
The spear consists of three 
pieces:-
(1) The Sujj - the iron foot of the
spear, (Probably to assist in 
standing the spear erect.)
(2) The shaft, the lower part of
which is called "al-SafHah11 
and the upper ”al~cAliyah”.
(3) The spear head.
The is fixed at the lower
end of the shaft and the spear head 
at the upper end. The part of the 
head into which the shaft is inserted 
is called ”al~jubbah” and the section 
of the shaft inserted is called 
!,al~Tha’ lab”.
Usually the foot and the head
1
were made of iron: the shaft,
«»ooM iM  to Abu M.usib a!-T»a S U b #
was made of the wood of A 1-Murran
(dog wood tree) and al-washij (ash),
( 2)or according to Lyall,x ' it was made 
of bamboos imported from India, This 
seems demanded by the presence of 
hnots.
( i ) Fiqh al-Lughah (Cairo 1 9 3 6 )  P. 370
(2) Mufaddaliyat - translation p.-82 
*' footnote 1 7.
(15-1)
The poets spoke of each of these sections of the 
spear, but they devoted their attention especially to the 
spearhead and the shaft* In their verses they described 
each section in such a manner as to portray what they, 
considered the characteristics of their fovourite spear;
The most favoured spearhead would be that made of 
pure steel, gleaming, sharp and highly polished; they 
preferred a shaft that was not hollow, but solid, straight 
and smooth-; it should be hard but not stiff, pliant in use, 
and quivering when shaken; the knots must be even, regular 
and sound.
The favourite colour for the spear was dark, 
or a reddish hue, indicating maturity; the spearhead was 
sometimes described as being dark blue - which was proof that 
it was of pure steel.
They liked their spear to be of medium length. It
(1 )is said ■' that the average length of the Arab spear was
(2)eleven cubits:- '
vtAnd a dark Khattite spear whose knots are hard like — 
stones of the date al-Qasb, and his length is one cubit over 
t enw.^  ^
However cAbid ibn Al-Abras mentioned in one of his
- •
verses that his spear was five cubits long:-
H  ) Simtu-1-La-1 all P. 686
(2) Thife line was attributed to Hatim of Tayyi"'in Shucara 
.al-Nasraniya P. 132, but in Simtu-1-La*cali to GUtaybah
ibn Mir das of Tamim.
(3) In S i m t U “ l.“L a cali P.686 he supplies another verse by 
Al-Buhturi in which he mentions eleven cubits as the 
length of the m e d i u m  spear*
(152)
"This (mare of mine) shall carry me and a bright keen 
blade* and a sharp spear-head set on a pliant shaft five 
cubits long"*^^
In their verses the poets mentioned the following 
types of spear:-
i* The Khattite; that is* of al-Khatt. Here the -problem of
n u , -iip "y* 1 7  -1-1 j—4-~* ©  «
the meaning of al-Khatt arises^ and different explanations* t
have been given-.
In his commentry on “Amir ibn al-Tufayl1 s Diwan* 
Al-Anbari said (p 137 v.6) "Al-Khatt is a village ino •
Al-Bahrain", and in another context (P.153 v.6) he stated
"It is an island in Al-Bahrain".
*
_ (2)
But Al-Jawhari said' ' "It is a place in 
al-Yamamah, and it is the Khatt of HajaJiu to which the spears
are attributed* as they were imported from India and straight-
it
ened at Khatt*
• •
In al-Qamus al-Muhit (Volume 2 P.367) ^  said*
"It is a port in al-Bahrain to which the spears were assigned
because they were sold there* although the wood was not
produced there".
In Lisan al~cArab (Volume 3 ,  P.160) it is said,
"It is a land to which Khattite spears were assigned.
It is said that it Is the Khatt of GUman": Abu Mansure
* * 7 *
al-Tha alibi said: "It is the whole sif (i*e. coast), and
Al-Qatif al- Uqair and Qatar are some of the villages of
nyiDiwan P. 43 v.f9 Sir.Lyall1s translation, P. 38. n
(2) Diwan of Hassan P. 131 footnote 3.
0 5 3 )
al-Khatt" Ibn Sidah said that it is the shores of both 
al-Bahrain and GUman and that Khatt comprises the entire
V , ♦ *  *
coast.
Prom the above quotations we can draw certain con­
clusions regarding al-Khatt:
1. Al-Khatt was a place by the sea.j or was the whole of the 
Arabian coast of the Persian G-ulf.
2. The name did not refer to the place where trees were
planted and grown to be made into spears, but rather to
a place which imported the wood; that is, al-Khatt was
• #
used as a port.
The question then arises whether al-Khatt was the
• *
origin of all spears called Khatt ite.. Some scholars have
suggested that this conclusion does not necessarily follow:
in a footnote (No*3) in the Diwan of Hassan, page 131, it
is stated that it is an adjective used as a proper noun.
(1 )
Al-Asma°i said:
"There were no spears in al-Khatt, but in ancient times
• •
a ship laden with spears came to port there. Their spears
were called the Khattite spears; this adjective then came
(2)
to be used for every spear until today."
2• The Rudaynite spear.
This appellation is derived from the name, 
Pudaynah; she was believed to be a woman of al-Khatt whose 
tash it was to straighten the spears.
(TV Diwan of^Amir ibn al-Eufayl, P. 153s V.6.
(2) Al-Asmaci died about 830 A.D.' * •
(1'5U)
3* The Samharite Spear.
This derives from the name Samhar, who was the 
husband of Rudaynah, and was, like his wife, a spear 
straightener. It is also said that Samhar was the name of
( a
a villege in Abyssinia*
4• The Yazanite Spear;
This was named after Dhu Yazan, one of the kings
of Himyar.
5* The Indian Spear - that is the spears were named after 
the country.
, - c(2)The poets also mentioned the names Abza, Shar ab 
and Qacdab; they-were spear-head sharpeners*
Spears in battle 
A vivid description was given, by poets, of the 
spears during the actual fighting: they pointed towards
one another, thrusted and parried, moved back and forthj 
some were left in the bodies of the victims, others with­
drawn dripping with gore.
Poetic Images describing the Spear.
The spear was compared to the well rope (41 2-420) 
in straightness., length, and smoothness, and to a well- 
twisted rope (421) in stiffness and compactness. It was 
said that its surface was so smooth and shiny that it 
appeared as though the spear had a. stream of oil flowing 
over it (422).. .It was as pliable as a cane (425). The
(1 ) Al-Qamus al Muhit Vol. 2., P. 52.
(2) Al-^Asha1 s P.iwan P..138* V.26.
  _______________
(-155)
way it quivered when shakened was likened to the running of 
a f o x  (4-26) and the writhing of a snake seeking a place of 
refuge (427). The rapid flicking movement inspired this 
last mentioned simile; A comparison between date-stones 
and the knots in the spear was used to emphasise their 
hardness: and impenetrability (428-430); because of the 
glitter and shine of the spear it was likened to a lamp 
(441-443), because of its gleam and its fatal effects, it 
was compared to the fire blazing (431-440), and the image 
of the new moon (444) was used to describe its shining 
shapeliness and slenderness. The spear-head was likened 
to the beak of a vulture (447) on account of its shape and 
its deadly effect on the victim, and to a beast of prey 
(448) because of its eagerness for the flesh of the quarry;
other similes used to describe it were that of a thirsty
animal (450) consumed with the desire and urgency to quench 
its thirst, and that of the thirsty animals quenching their 
thirst with their first drink (451-453) to satisfy their 
needs, and those who then continue drinking for enjoyment 
(U5k-k57).
The noise caused by the impact of the spear 
striking the body of the enemy was compared to the sound 
made by a bent spear when straightened (458).
The effect of the spears was described as being
like that of a deadly poison, in its immediate and horrible 
fatality (459)- Their density, their number and their 
height were compared to a forest or thicket (423-424).
(156)
The debris of broken pieces of spears, left on the battle-
f
field was described as resembling pieces of palm branches 
used for making mats (460).
In irony the spears were described as being the 
best resting place for the enemy (445) as they would lie 
there calmly, arid they were compared to the sportsman en­
joying his game (449).
B - t h e s w o r d .
The Parts of,the Sword.
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
al-QaJim - the hilt.
al-Kalban - the two nails across the hilt, the upper
of which is called irDhu'Jabah. **
 c
al-Qabi ah - the pommel at the upper end of the hilt.
al-Shariban - the iron with two ends (left and right)
at the lower end of the hilt,
al-Nasl - the blade.
«
al-Shafrah - the edge of the sword*
al-Silan - the end of the blade inserted in the hilt.
al-Rawnaq - the wavy streaks in the sword.
al-iCall - the blunt edge of the sword.
The Sword in Poetry.
In their martial verses, the poets, when they t 
mentioned the sword spoke of many aspects - the metal from 
which the weapon was made, its sharpness, the type of 
sword, and the care taken of it. The descriptions are 
enlivened and made more vivid by poetic images and similes.
The Upper Hail. 
(ul-Dhu5abah)
al-Shariban'
The Wavy Stroaks 
(al-Rawnaq)
(157)
Tho Hails 
(al-Kalban)
Jommol 
.-Qabl/ah)
-i ’ n
Tho Hilt 
(al-Qa^im)
Tho Edge 
(al-Shafrah)
Tho Blade 
(al-Nasl)
They praised the swords which were made of the 
best and purest metal; this was selected by the sword 
makers with the greatest of care, and then refined to their 
satisfaction. They took great pains and care over their 
workmanship, so that their swords became the finest and the 
best. It was stated that when a sword could be drawn ab­
solutely silently from its sheath that this was an indica­
tion of skilful workmanship, and high quality.
They favoured a light sword with a broad blade, 
neither rough nor rusty, but smooth with glittering blade 
and edges. Moreover, they were proud of the care taken 
with their swords; of cleaning and polishing them regularly, 
decorating and gilding them. Often they embossed them 
with designs and figures of serpents or fish. Then we 
find that some heroes gave names to their swords, according
(158)
to the figures displayed upon them: because of the figures
( D
of two serpents drawn on it, the sword of al-Harith ibn
Zalim was called ”Dhu al-Hayyat? and because of the figure * .
of a fish depicted on it the sword of Malik ibn Zuhair was 
given the name ”Dhu al-Nun. ”
Naturally the poets laid great emphasis on the. 
keeness of the blade, and many are the words used, all 
meaning sharp swords; moreover they qualified different 
swords with some adjective implying some special quality; 
such a word is ’’Rasub” meaning ”deep-thrustingV or the 
sword which bit deep into the wound. They lauded' the
sword to such an extent that this naturally led to con­
siderable exaggeration of the sharpness of its blade. One
  Q
example of this may be seen in the claim of Dhu-1 Usba
of G;|)dwan that a light touch with his sword would cleave
(2) (3)
the bone, and another in the words of al-Muzzarrid:-
"A smooth blade of India - when its edge is raised to
smite the tops of the helmets, the shoulders beneath
are not safe from its stroke.’1
Al-Nabigha of Dhub^'an, however, went further still when he
(U) 1
said:-
’’They cut straight through the double woven Saluqite 
coat^of-mail, so that striking the ground they kindled 
sparks from the broad stones.”
(1) Mufaddaliyat P. Si'S, v.5«.
(2) Shu-ftas, P. 631 *
(3) Mufaddaliyat P,175* v.U6, Sir Lyall’s translation P.60. 
(I4.) al-Iq&u-l-thamin, P. 2, v. 2*1.
05 9 )
The poets also praised old swords as being ex­
perienced in war, especially if they had assisted at the
0 )
winning of famous battles in the past;
The Types or Makes of Swords,
The poets mentioned the following types of swords. ■
1. The. Indian Swords.
(2)
Ibn Sidah stated that this name was given
because these swords were made fhom Indian iron. Al-
c- . - (3)Tha alibi said that these swords were made in India.
Therefore, we can safely assume that by the term ’'Indian 
sword” is meant a sword made in India from Indian iron and 
imported by the Arabs of the Arabian Peninsula.•
2. The Mashrafite swords.-
It is mentioned by some that this type of sword
(U)
was named after iviashraf, a swordmaker of Thaqif, but the 
more widely accepted explanation is that the name is derived 
from the Masharif region, which consists of a group of 
villages on the border of the Arabian Peninsula. They
were either in Syria or in al-Yaman where swords were made, 
or sold.
3. The Yamanite Swords,
- -(5)
According to al-Tabrizi this sword was made of 
al-Yaman1s iron, but it is not clear whether he meant that 
this iron is mined at al-Yaman, or whether it is imported
(1) c. f. Muzarrid, M uf a d d ally at P.175s vTTJ 3l and Nabigha^ 
Iqdu-l-thamin P, 2 v#. £0.
(2) Mukhassas Vol.6, P. 25.
(3) Fiqhu-l-Lugha P.368.
(U; Mufaddaliyat P.106, v. (3) Hamasah (Cairo) P.33sv.h.
( 1 6 0 )
there.
4. The Busra,•" ”   1— _
Busra was a well known Roman capital in the
. .  d )  •
Iiauran; it is said that these swords were actually made in 
Busra.
5• The Ruman Swords.
This term comes from al-Rum, the G-reelcs of Asia
(2)
Minor. There are two other types of sword mentioned in
our poetry - these are tfSurayjiten and- 11 Alryahite”. The
first name is derived from Surayj, who was a blacksmith and
a sword maker, and the second from ^Aryah, a village in
(3) (20
Syria. or perhaps from the adjective meaning happy and 
bountiful (used here in metaphorical sense).
The swords most frequently named were the Indian 
and the Mashrafite.
The Poetic Images occurring in connection with the sword.
The metal of the best sv/ords was compared to the 
ingredients of the finest wines (462) in purity and quality, 
and in the enjojmient derived therefrom; because of its 
lightness the sword was likened to the leaves of trees (481) 
and to the stick (490-492) for its lightness, and being 
continually with its owner. For somewhat similar qualities 
again - its lightness, indifference to danger and the en­
joyment to be had in its use - it was compared also to the
TT) Mufaddaliyat, Sir Lyallrs”translation P.38,Footnote 15.
(2) Mufaddiliyat, Sir Lyall’s translation P.260,Footnote 10.
(3) nl-.Qamus Vol.1 , P. 226.
(4) Hamasah (Cairo) P.319? v.3*
/
(161)
twisted'kerchief used in a game (in vogue at that time) 
(*4-88-489).
When- they spoke of the appearance of the sword 
the poets compared its whiteness to that of salt (463-466) 
and to a pool of water (467-469) and to silver (470) when ' 
they wished to stress its glitter and sheen; because of its 
dazzling brightness they compared it also to a lightning 
flash (471-477 ) * This last type of image was generally 
used in the description of the sword in action in the battle 
field, when it was raised up amid the clouds of dust. The 
continuous glitter of the sun's rays reflected on the blade 
was said to be like the movements of swarms of ants on an 
ant.heap (483-484)* A comparison with fire (478-480) was 
also used to emphasise the sword's brightness and destruct­
iveness ;
Further comparisons are those of the violent and 
unmanageable she-camel (488) and the homicidal maniac (487) 
because of the recklessness, cruelty, and violence of 
attack.
The poets sometimes made use of irony - they com­
pared the sword to an orator (486) in ease, great effect 
and influence over the opponent, and the satisfaction and 
pleasure in action.
C. THE BOW.
The bow has five parts - the two sections of the 
Hsiyahu, the two arms and the grip.
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The Fingernail (al-
Zifr)
The Hook (al4.fa£d)—
The Upper Siyah -
The Heck 
(al-TaHf)
The Spine - 
(al^Abhar)
The Kidney _ 
(al^Kulyah) ‘
al-Kabid
The Cooks-.
Comb (al- 
eUrf)
Baok of the 
Bow
The 
(al
!
,^/The Middle
The Grip
x.:The Belly
*
i
The C u t i c le
( a l - ,U t r a h )
The Siyah
This is the curved or
reflected ends of the boW.
The indentation of each
siyah where the string is
held is called the Nock
(fard). The part between 
»
the .nock and the extremity
of the sujah is known in
Arabic as the fingernail 
String r _ . „ v
V/atar) \ai-2ifr). The project­
ing -part at the lower edge 
of nock is called the 
cuticle (^utrah).
The Arm
This is the part be­
tween the siyah and the
grip. Next to the siyah 
/ 3is the neck (ta if, or 
cUnq_).
The part of the arm 
next to the Kabid, which is 
thicker and slightly higher 
than the grip is called the 
kidney (Kulyah)9 and the 
part of the arm next to the 
kidney is called the spine
(16?)
(abhar),
This is the part held by the archer when shooting;
The Rabid.
This is the middle of the bow; It lies on the
grip one finger1s width from the upper arm and is the place 
where the arrow passes the bow at the time of shooting.
The sinew, which is on the back of the grip, is called by 
the Arabs the cockscomb (al~°Urf).
The bow has a back and a belly. The back is the 
side reinforced by the sinew, and faces the archer at the 
time of bracing. The belly is lined with horn, and faces 
the archer when he is shooting.
"The bow was made of nabc, shawhat, or shiryan wood.
It is held that these three names are given to the same 
wood. Nabc grew on the summit of the mountains, Shiryan 
on the mountain side and shawhat at the foot of the moun-
(1) . • *
tains. 1
"The strings are made of hide, of which the best is
that of a lean camel, since such strings, if they are well
(2)
made, are suitable for all seasons? cold, hot or otherwise. 
The Bow in Poetry
The poets spoke many times in their works, of 
their favourite bow. They talked particularly of the 
wood from which it was made, its quality, and the skilful
(1 ) Arab Archery, P. id. (2) Arab .archery, P. 94*
(164)
workmanship that had gone into making it.
They asserted that the nab° wood, whioh was to be
found on the mountain tops, was the best for making a bow,
because these trees had been watered.by rain, and not by
the waters of irrigation which was reputed to make the wood
(1) (-2) 
soft* In one of his poemS Aus ibn Haja4/ said that the
best and most suitable wood for the making of a bow was to
be found on the rocky mountain tops, and that the best
branches of the tree for the purpose, would be the topmost
because they grew perfectly straight.
They praised the craftmanship which was unhurried,
and executed slowly with loving care so that the perfect bow
resulted., The best bow was neither too long nor too shortj
it was sound and strong and had no cracks, yet flexible
enough to speed the ar-rc.v through the air*
Yellowness was a sign of maturity in the wood of
the bow, therefore we see the bow of yellow wood praised by
the poets,
Different_lmakesj of bows*
The poets mentioned the "Bows of Zarah" (a branch
tribe of ^Asd ah-Sarah). There were also the Masikhite
Bows: these were named after Masikhah, an cazdite bow
(3)
maker, who was said to be the first maker of the bow.
As trees were plentiful on the mountains of Al-Sarah It is
TTT~Rashid ibn Shihao, Ik617* v*6. (MuSh)
(21 Shuras. P,U95«
(3) Li sail al~ °A r ab s Vol. k, P. 23.
(165)
said that many of the people living in the area were bow 
and arrow makers, Masikhah was the first of them to do so, 
and the bows were named Masikhite after him. In course of 
time this name was applied to any bow, and every bow maker
(1)
was known as Masikhiyy,
Poetic Images describing the Bow
The bow was compared to a rib (494) in its 
strength and shape, and to the border of cloth (499) in 
strength. The shavings of wood which fell off when a bow 
was being made, were compared,in their thinness and length, 
to the prickly ends of ears of barley (493), The colour 
of the bow, its beauty, and the perfect workmanship in­
spired the poets to liken it to gold ingots (493-496)* The 
twang of the bowstring was said to be like the buzzing of 
bees (497) and its hum when an arrow was released from the 
bow was compared to the sound of a destructive gale (498),
D. THE ARROW
(2)
Before a shaft is fletched it is called feather- 
less (Qidh). After it has been fletched it is called 
feathered (Murayyash) and after the head has been added it 
is called an arrow (sahm), The notch cut into it for the 
string is called the Hock (Puq. of Kazz). The two cusps 
(sing;sharkh) are known as the two branches, or edges or 
sides. The sinew whipped around the base of the nock is
TTl”^ Li s an a 1-UA r ab, V o 1,4, P • 24.
(2) This description is from Arab Archery, P.103, and 
Al-Kukhassas, Vol. 6, P.. 64*.
Tho Breast
33S==
The Body,Trunk or Stem
. ' . / c t f ' ( al-wafirah) (al-Mutn)
Tho Cusp 
i ul-Sharkh)
\ Tho R3n&---  — .
Tho Sockot 
Tho Ligament (al-Sinkh) 
(al-Rasfah) /
The Kidney 
(al-Kulyah)
I Tho Scraped Plaoe
Tho Poathers (Hafw)(al-Hafw)
(al-Khasr)
The Arrowhead 
(al-Nuelor r.l- 
HadTd) •
called the ring ( Utrah). The part between the bases of 
the nock, and the feathers, is called al-Khasr. The part 
where the feathers are fixed is called the scraped place 
(Hafw) while the part next to it is known as the breast 
(literally - the copious portion) (Wafirah). Next to the 
breast is the body or trunk or stem (matn), which is the 
section tapering towards the arrow-head. The sinew whipped 
around the end of the shaft for the purpose of securing the 
arrowhead is called the ligament (rasfah or rasafah).
The part, at the end of the shaft, which is in­
serted into the arrowhead is called al-Rucz; the place in 
the arrowhead into which al-Rucz is inserted is called the 
socket (al-sinkh); the arrowhead itself is called al-Nasl 
or al-Hadid, and the extreme metal point is called al-Zubah.
(167)
The edges Of* the arrow-head are called al-shafratan or
ghirarail* arid the broader part of the arrowhead is called 
the kidney (al-Kulyah)*
The Arrow in Pre-Islamic Poetry
Naturally, arrows were always mentioned by the 
poets when they described military equipment, and they 
boasted of and praised the high quality of these weapons.
The most favoured arrows were those made of the best wood, 
which could be light and hard, and possess a smooth sur­
face free of knots; it must, of course, be very strong, 
but at the same time easy to split lengthwise, though, of 
course, difficult to split across.
Their greatest praise was reserved for the arrow 
which had been made by the craftsmen who had lavished on 
his task his patience and skill until the perfect specimen 
was complete. Those arrows made of yellow wood - strong, 
light and straight, and equal in length, one to another, 
were highly valued.
Pour kinds of arrowheads were mentioned by the 
poetss al-Salajim (the long); al-Mabacij (the broad); 
al-Macabil (the long and broad); and al-Thujr (the medium 
and broad). The arrowhead should be light and strong, 
shining and very sharp, but not so thin that it might be 
easily broken.
When they spoke of the feathers, which were known 
as vanes (qudhadh), the poets praised those which were 
taken from strong wild birds such as the eagle, the vulture,
(168)
and the falcon, those which were straight, or medium size 
and weight, smooth, aiid firmly fixed into position.
They lauded particularly also, the swiftness of 
the arrow1s flight, and the force of its impact on its 
target,
The Poetic Images describing the Arrow
In length and smoothness and slenderness, the 
arrow was compared with leather tongs (500-501). The ring, 
because of its hardness and stiffness, was compared to the 
tendons in legs of the sand-grouse (517). Its yellow 
colour was said to be that of saffron (503)a and the image 
of the neck of a gazelle was used to portray the shapeli­
ness and beauty (513). During the battle the arrows were 
said to fall thickly and continually, so they were likened 
to the autumn rain-shower (505) and to hailstones (506-510); 
because of their swift and darting flight, and injurious 
stinging, bees were used as a comparison with the arrows 
(514-516); the arrow shot straight at its target with sev­
erity was compared to an angry creature (518), The dead­
liness of the arrows was said to be like that of poison (504) 
and the devastation caused, said to be like that caused by 
fire (511-512), Their worth during danger or emergency 
was estimated as being equal to that of a fortress (519); 
the arrow1s shape was likened to stalks of leeks pulled up 
from the ground (520), because it has three leaves like the 
feathers of the arrow.
(169)
E. THE HELMET
The head protection which includes a crest or
peak (qaunas) is called al-Baydaln Without this crest or
-peak, it is .known as a Tarkah (or tarikah)-, It is some­
times decorated with stripes (Taraviq or Hubuk). The sec­
tion of mail hanging down from the helmet, to protect the
(2)
neck was called the coif (al-Mighfar).
The Helmet in Poetry
The poets name the helmet as part of their 
military equipment Y/hen they describe or boast of it, or 
when they threaten their enemies.
They speak particularly of the metal from which 
the helmet is made, its fine quality, its impenetrability 
and its beauty. Most highly praised., v/ere those made of 
the finest materials, so strong that they could resist the 
sword stroke, and stones could be shattered to fragments 
against them, and which v/ere,in addition to these qualities,* 
beautiful Str&'we 11 -polished, shining and inlaid with decor­
ations of gold.
;The Poetic Images describing the Helmet.
The poets compared the helmet to a stronghold (526) 
because of its trustworthiness and reliability as a protec­
tion., The bright and shining helmet (521) to a fire blaz­
ing on high ground (522) to the radiance of the stars (523- 
___________________     525)*
0 7  It is held that it . is called Tarkah because it looks 
like the shell of an ostrich* s egg after the chick has 
been hatched out. (of. Mukhassas, Vol.6, P.73).
(2) In al-Mukhassas Vol.6, P.72 this is called Rafrab al- 
Dirc, but al^Mighfar is a head covering worn under the 
he lme t.
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F. THE SHIELD
The poets listed the shield among their protective 
equipment. They praised it for its hardness; the skilled 
workmanship and the excellence of the materials used to 
make it. Camel-hide was mentioned as a material from 
which they were made: Tufayl of G-hani said:
"When the supply of arrows in the quiver was exhausted 
they betook themselves to sword-play, with concave
(1)
Shields made of camel-hide from beasts of good stock.
Shields were described as being concave (muhdaudib) 
and of a tawny colour* Those highly praised were strong 
and skilfully made to withstand the hardest blow.
Poetic Image describing the shield.
The shield was compared to the appearance of the 
sun seen through a dust-cloud on a dark day (527).
COAT-OP-MAIL
If the coat-of-mail was made of iron links locked 
together, it was known as 1lal-I)irc"( i, e . mail-coat); but 
if it was made basically of hide it was called 11 al-Yalab". 
Al-Shalil was the name given to the garment worn underneath 
this armour.
All these items of protective equipment are men­
tioned in the ancient poems, and the iron coat was des­
cribed as being so heavy that the Arabs had a hook on the 
sword scabbard on to which they could fasten up the shirts
r r r S i S S n  ”Tr734 V.6o7 From the Translation P. 5*
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of their mail and so take the weight from their legs.
The poets described their armour when enumerating 
their military accoutrements and they praised great and 
outstanding men for possessing mail-coats of high quality.
They favoured those made of pure iron chain, 
skilfully made, and with the rings woven evenly; closely 
locked and firmly held together. Boasts were made of the 
possessing of ancient coats-of-mail, or those which were 
double woven, large, well-fitting and not stiff, yet so 
strong and supple that they could withstand ally blow - the 
arrow and spear could not penetrate, nor could the sword 
cut through them. They told of the care taken of their 
ohain-mail coats - they were.cleaned and polished and
(1)
stored so that they should not rust.
The different ’makes* of Mail-Coat.
The poets have mentioned the following:
(1) The Mail-Coat of Davidfs Weaving.
Here the prophet David is referred to. In the 
Our an (Sur.XXI 80 and XXXIV 10) God is said to have taught 
him to make iron become soft as wax in his hands. It was 
held that David was the inventor of chain-mail.
(2) cA dite.
This is derived from the name cAd which was the 
name of an ancient Arabian tribe whose prophet, according
T1) Both al-Ausha in one of his verses (Diwan P. 11-, V. 59) ”
and al-H abighah of Dhubyan in one of his verses (al- 
GIqdu-l~Thamin P.21, V.26) mention the materials used 
in the coats-*of~mail so as to prevent rust - dust 
mixed together with dregs of oil, and camel1 s dung.
to the Qur"'an was Hud. It is worthy of note that Ad is
reputed to have existed at a much earlier date than David,
, (1)
who was believed to be the inventor of the chain mail.
(3) Tubbacite and Himyarite.
Tubba0 is the name by which the last national 
dynasty of Yamanite kings (those of Iiimya&) before the
t
Abyssinians supplanted them, that was known to the Northern 
Arabs.
(4) Saluqite.
JThis name comes from Saluq - a village in al- 
Yaman, o ^the borders of Armenia; or possibly from 
Salaqiya, a town in al-Rum.
(5) The Persian. (Farisiyah).
(6) The Hutamite.
* *
This is named after Hutamah, son of Muharib of
* • •
the tribe of °Abd al-Qays, and a celebrated maker of coats- 
of-*mail.
(7) The mail-coat is referred to as the outfit of Muharriq, 
a nickname of King cAmr ibn Hind (A.D. 554-69). He was an 
ancestor of the Kings of the line of Lakhm, rulers of 
al-Hirah.
Poetic Images describing the mail-coat.
The coat-of-mail was likened to the back of a
X*1 ) So it is more than possible here that cAdite mail-coats 
does not necessarily mean they were made by, or at the 
time of, °Ad. It is quite reasonable that this may 
mean very ancient mail-coats, especially if we bear In 
mind„that the Arabs always attribute the ancient things V 
in cAd and say: "It is GAdi'te."
(17 3 )
f i s h  ( 528)5 because o f  th e  shape o f  t h e  s c a le s  and th e  
s h in in g  sm oo thness , and th e  head o f  th e  n a i l s  was s a id  t d  be 
l i k e  th e  eyes o f  l o c u s t s  (5 3 0 -5 3 1 )*  Because o f  i t s  f i n e  
wavy r i d g e s  th e  m a i l - c o a t  whs compared t o  a f i l e  ( in ib ra d )  
(5 2 9 )  and i t s  i n d i v i d u a l  r i n g s  t o  s p l i t  beahC (5 3 2 ) .  I t  
was f r e q u e n t l y  s a id  t o  be l i k e  th e  s u r fa c e  o f  a p o o l  s t i r r e d  
by  th e  w in d  ( 537-551 ) i n  " i t s  p u r i t y  and th e  in c e s s a n t  move­
ment o f  s h in in g  r i p p l e s .  The way i n  w h ic h  th e  m a i l - c o a t s  
f i t t e d  th e  body b ro u g h t  t o  th e  n iind  o f  th e  p o e t  th e  image 
o f  a f l o o d  c o v e r in g  th e  g round  a f t e r  heavy  r a i n  ( 5 3 3 ) .  The . 
r u s t l i n g  n o is e  i t  made was compared t o  th e  sound o f  th e  . 
w in d  i n  m a tu re  d r ie d  c o rn  (5 5 2 -5 5 3 ) .
E x t r a c t s
'(1)
( 1 )  M u z a r r id ! s W a r-e q u ip m e n t :
(2)
( 2 )  The E q u ip m e n t o f  cA us  ib n  H a j ’a r :
I  am a w a r r i o r ,  who* when I  have seen h e r  c ro o k e d  and
e v i l  fa n g ,  have p re p a re d  f o r  war ----------
A q u iv e r in g  R u d a y n i te  s p e a f ,  s o l i d  r i g h t  th ro u g h *  w i t h  
k n o ts  l i k e  v e r y  h a rd  d a te  s to n e s ,  and w i t h  an i r o n  f o o t  and 
head.
I t s  head a t  th e  to p  ( o f  the. s h a f t ,  g l i t t e r s )  l i k e  th e  
( 3 )
lam p o f  a monk who has f i l l e d  i t  w i t h  t w i s t e d  w ic k  and
T lV  M u fa d d a l i y a t  P . 1 7 3 .S i r  L y a l l f s t r a n s l a t i o n  P . 6 0 ,V v . 3 8 -5 2 .
( 2) Shu.Nap Pp. b.9b.-496.
( 3 )  I n  th e  t e x t  th e  w ord  Ca l - A z i z  d o e s -n o t  mean monk, b u t  
a lm ig h t y ,  K in g  o r  c h i e f  -  none o f  w h ic h  i s  s u i t a b l e  h e re .  
The sp e a r head was o f t e n  compared t o  th e  monk1s_lamp 
w h ic h  i s  k in d le d  as a g u id e .  So th e  w o rd  Ca l - A z i z  may be 
used h e re  m e t a p h o r i c a l l y  t o  mean monk, as th e  monk i s  a 
c h i e f  i n  r e l i g i o u s  m a t t e r s . '
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kindled it to celebrate the feast of Easter.
I have prepared also a smooth,.year-old coat-of-mail; 
like a quiet pool stirred by a wind blowing over it so that 
it ripples with waves;
It gleams like the fifst rays of the rising siiii when 
they extend over an isolated tract of sand supporting no 
vegetation; Hays of light are reflected from it. What 
a fortress, and What an ornament it is for the man who 
wears it!
— * * *
I have prepared also a glittering Indian sword, with 
an edge shining like lighting in thickly piled clouds.'
When it is drawn from the scabbard its surface gleams 
brightly as that of a silver dish,
(Or) as if there were crawling ants ascending a hill, 
and wriggling grubs descending in the fear of the cold,
On its two smooth surfaces, so well are they polished. 
The excellent sword is that which is beautiful and has been 
well-tried.
And (i have prepared) a bow, (whose wood was) out from 
the topmost branch of a tree growing on a lofty mountain 
which you can see capped with clouds,
On the top of a rooky mountain whose slopes were very 
smooth, as though they had been anointed with grease, so 
that he who descend0* f+hprrn slithers speedily downwards;
(175)
Around it (i.e. the three) walked a shepherd, in-
flicting upon himself thus a painful task, and gazing atten­
tively at it.
Then, while his heart was full of despair, so that he 
was in desperation, he met a man from Mayda°an,
Then the man said to him uDo you recall an informer 
who guides another to a fortune, and himself fails to 
attain it?
This is the best material, for one who seeks to sell 
it, or to inflict an exemplary punishment with it, that you 
have ever seen:
It is the tree on the crest of a steep and lofty moun­
tain, which he could not reach until he has exerted himself 
and is weary.u
Then he saw beneath the tree, rocky peaks and between 
the two of them there was a steep cleft.
Then he made ready, and prepared himself for danger, 
held fast (to his courage) left his perplexity behind him, 
and continued to climb.
The rocks wore away his nails, when ever the long 
ascent became too difficult for him he slithered downwards 
again.
He continued his attempts until, in a pitiful condition 
he attained a position, where, should his foot slip, he 
would be. cut to pieces.
Then he became desperate when he considered his own 
position, and what he had made the climb for, and regarded
(176)
both as a hope to be fulfilled.
When he had obtained what he sought and had descended 
with it coveting it eagerly (or possibly gloating), after 
a long while,
(He began making the bow); he shaved it down with a 
thin sharp edged tool, and burnished it with polishing 
stones:
# On his lap lay slivers of wood, left from trimming the
wood (for the bow), like the twisted prickles of the common
barley-grass. (Hordeum, murinum).
Then he trimmed it perfectly, and it was yellow with
neither the defect of being too long nor the disadvantage
of being too short which would have rendered it useless.
When it is handed from one to another while the people
examine it, when they pluck its string you can hear the
twang and murmuring sound.
And when the bowstring is tautened with the arrow, the
arrow draws backward until it reaches the end of the grip,
then it shoots forth.
_ * * « _
And the filling of a quiver with arrows, which are 
made of wonderful topmost branches; whose maker had dem­
onstrated skill and lavish attention in the making of them.
They (i.e. the arrows) are of selected wood, and the 
arrow-heads attached to them are like the blazing fire of 
Ghada-wood on a windy day.
After the maker finished making them, with skill, and
(177)
nothing remained, but for them to be sharpened and polished.
He feathered them with harrow black Yamanite feathers* 
fastened back to belly, eqiial to one another in; size, smooth* 
soft, and the colour of abh*
These are my weapons when war flares up, and the mis­
fortune of war follows quickly after.11
0 )
(3) The equipment of Abu Qays ibri • al-^Aslat.
• _ ( 2)
(4) Verses of Rashid jbh Shihab.
c (3}(5) The Spear of Sa idah ibn ffu^ayyah
"They exchanged blows and directed towards one another 
the points of spearheads that the smiths had fashioned and 
fastened (to the shafts),
Of every dark speari which was not menaced by shortness 
or weak knots, nor broken dnd fastened together with sinews 
from the camel1s neck,
The Khattite spear* bountiful in slaughter, sharp-edged 
shines like a fire, glitters when it is upraised;
Of those which are corrected in the straightening 
instrument, ornamented with a long and slender spear head* 
like the feathers from under the wing of an eagle, eager 
for blood,
Pleasing when shaken in the hand, its shaft quivers like 
a fox running over the track;"
( 1 ) Ivlufaddaliyat, P. 567/ Vv, 6-9,Sir Lyall1 s’" train si at ion P; 226..
(2) Mufaddaliyat £Pi_6i 2, Vv,5-9,Sir Lyall's translation P. 2l|7*
(3) Hhdhalites Diwan, Voll2, P. 13, Vv. 57-61.
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(6) The Spear of Salamah ibn Jandal. 
(?) The Sword of Tarafah ibn al-cAbd.
(3)
(8) The Sword -praised by al-Nabighah of Dubvan.
"They give each other the drink of death, in their hands 
are sharp-edged swords,
Among them.* the tapering top of every helmet is shatter­
ed to fragments, and after that the bone of the skull, above 
the eye, (because of the violence of the sword blows).
In these people there is no defect, save that in their 
swords, there are notches caused by continuous striking on 
the hosts (of their enemies),
They (the swords) have been passed down since the days 
of Halimah, until today; so that they have been tried in 
every circumstance,
They cut the double-woven Saluqite mail-coat, and 
kindle the fire that look like fireflies, on the stones 
beneath."
(11)A1-Ausha said: ■
"I have prepared weapons for war, long spears and male 
.horses,
And mail-coats of David's Weaving, closely linked,
(17 Mufaddaliyat, P. 237/ vv. 17-21, Sir Lyallv s' translation
P. 80.
(2) His Mucallaqa Captain Johnson's translation P. 59? Vv.86-9.
(3) al-Iqdu-l-Thamin, P. 2, vv. 17-21.
( k )  Diwan, P.13» vv.57~593 Krenkow's translation P. 5.
(5) Mu°alla<pah, Johnson's translation P. 156, vv. 80-83-
(6) Diwan, P.71* vv. l|i+-U7.
U )
r ibn KulthUm verses
(9) The bows and arrows of Tufayl of Ghani:
(■179)
which would be driven with.the host, caravan after caravan. 
Vi/hen they are crushed together in the press of the 
army, the pressure would rub off the heads of the nails from 
the chain*mail,
Its (i.e. the mail-coat's) hum is like the rustling 
sound of the dried wheat when it is struck by the south 
wind blowing in the night."
d )
VII The Squadron and Army
When the poets described warfare and military 
strength, when boasting and praising, defaming and threat­
ening their enemy, or when stirring their people to action 
they spoke of the squadron, (Katibah) and the larger unit - 
the army (al-jaysh).
They emphasised the great number of warriors in 
the army, their equipment and weapons; they spoke of 
the preparations for war, of the banner, the spies, and the 
scouts sent ahead to reconnoitre and discover the position 
of the enemy, the discipline before the attack was launched, 
and the encounter of the opposing armies.
The stress laid on the courage of the army is 
similar to that laid on the valour of the individual -heroes, 
the theme for the whole being the same as that for the 
separate individual who comprised the army. The main
(1) The two terms are frequently mentioned in the poetry; al- 
Tha_calibi, in his book, Fiqhu-l-Lughah P.329*says "Al- 
Katibah,* the squadron' is from four hundred men to a thousand; 
al-Jaysh, 'the army' is from a thousand to four thousand, ai~ 
Khamls is from four thousand to twelve thousand and al-°askar 
covers all these terms.
(180)
characteristics which the poets praised here were dignity 
and haughtiness., refusal to submit, or accept humiliation, 
and the defence of territory, honour, and the reputation of 
their tribe, they praised also courage and patience in ad­
versity, and grimness in attack sc> that, indifferent to the 
peril they might advance into the thick of the battle and 
attack their enemy openly*
Often, they boasted of the purity of the army,
'(1)
with no admixture of strangers and foreigners. Tufavl
(2)
of Ghani saidi
i
’‘Tribesmen are they of two noblest clans of dhani, by 
the side of whom amble with equal pace, the steeds (as they 
ride on their camels) - They are not without weapons, nor a 
motley crowd.”
(3)
And al-Mbighah of Dhubyan said:
”1 was confident of his (the praised man’s) victory 
when it is said that unmixed squadrons from Ghassan have 
set out for raiding,
(they are) his nearest cousins and the branch of cAmr 
ibn °Amir; they are a people whose strength is trusty.”
The poets always boasted of the great numbers of 
the army, and for effect they exaggerated either by allusion, 
or by straight-forward overstatement. In one of his verses
( 1 ) 1 t is held.that the armies of' the Arabs would be strong­
est when drawn from one tribe and with no admixture of 
strangers;. but the kings’ armies would be strongest when 
drawn from several tribes,- so that should one disagree with 
the king they can be quelled by the others (cf.Simtu-1- - 
La'all P.698).
( 2 )  Diwan, P.6 v.19s Krenkow’s translation, P.2.
(3) al-Iqdu-l-Thamin P,2, vv. 8-9.
( 1 8 1 )
. 0) 
al-Jumayh said:
’’A host so vast that the wide open (space) is too strait
for it, huge, with vanguard whose dust floats hither and
thither. ”
(2)
And Q,ays ibn al-Khatira said:
”Our army was so crowded in that place that, if you had 
thrown colocynths on our heads they would have rolled across 
our dense crowd of gilded helmets.
(3)
And al-Nabighah of Dhubyan said:
”A host so numerous that it makes the open space seem
narrow, and the steep uplands like the wide smooth desert,11
(*0
And °Aus ibn G-halfa said:
"A vast host that (by shaking the earth) drove the field 
rats from their holes, mighty in its array, a sure defence 
against enemies.”
Al-Nabighah of Dhubyan speaks again of the great size of
(5).
the army:
”He sets out with a vast host, which has no equal,fully
equipped, (and so numerous and spreading over such distance)
that it drives away the wild beasts from the desert.’1 
_ (6)
Al~Acsha, too, speaks of the same topic:
”So great a host that the extensive desert would not 
accommodate it, and its vanguard would exhaust every abund­
ant source of water, and leave nothing for its rear.”
TTT Muf^, P.719* v.8, Lyall’s translation.P.305.
(2) Diwan, P. 11, v.17. (3) al-Igdu-l-Thamin, P.13,v .19«
(1+) Muf. ,P. 736, v. 2^ Lyall’s translation, P.325.
(5) al-Iqdu-l-Thamin, (6) Diwan, P. 136, v.27.
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The poets also praised an army for being fully
c - 0 )
armed and equipped; Abid ibn Abras spoke on this topic:,
’A... a mountain-like host? whose dust does not drift 
away; all helmeted and bristling with steel - a mighty 
concourse.
Mail-coats are there, and bows of nabG wood, kept with 
care against time of need, straight spear-shafts and keen 
swords."
This admiration' of the well equipped army is manifested in
the poetry by the frequent repetition of phrases meaning or
implying ’fully armed’. There are numerous examples of
this - ’’Katibatun shahba ” - a glossy or gleaming squadron,
signifying the sheen of the steel weapons; !,Katibatun
IChadra - green squadron, describing the. appearance of the
iron; ’’Katibatun baidir ” - the white squadron, so called
• *
because of the whiteness of the iron; ’’Katibatun Kharsa/’? 
which implies deafness, because of the numerous heavy mai-T*- 
coats which would not make much sound; "Katibatun Ja-’wa - 
brown, describing the rust of the iron and Sahikuna-min- 
Sada"‘i~l-hadid, referring to the stench caused by the con­
tinual wearing of iron.
On the other hand they boasted of neither being 
incompletely armed, nor of being totally without weapons; 
a few examples of this are: ’Laysu cUzlan’- unarmed;
) Biwan, P* 21, vv.V 1 2-13? Lyall’ s translatTon P. 25* ■"
(slightly amended.)
- ■ ■ o 03)
*
'laysa akshaf' - not without a shield; 'laysa ajamma’ - 
not without a spear, and 'laysa ~ankab' -;not without a bow* 
This study makes apparent the great importance 
attached to arms, and their attitude towards their equipment, 
and moreover the opinion that it was better not to fight
O )
unless fully arnied, , :'
The M i 1 i t ary'• Maifsuvrd s» o f t h e 1 A rrny
The main- features-ldf this 'have, been described in ■
. *
the poetry*; ' -- ‘ v •
■ A ‘ Before’ a raid was made, the men would prepare
themselves, make ready their provisions and sharpen and
polish their weapons. Describing such a time, Tufayi of
$
G-hani said:
"The band , of warriors spend the''night.'like eagles of 
•ash - Shurayf, whenever they purpose to carry out an under­
taking which brings'death. "
(1) This really was a prevailing belief. We can see, however, 
that in some poems the poet praises the hero and describes 
him : behaving in an unnatural way during the battle. The 
following story may be of interest" (Muf^P.174)* When 
Kuthayyir of cAzzah praised cAbd- il-Malik ibn Marwan the 
'Umayyad Caliph he said:-
^0n^ the son of Abu~l~cAsi, there was a furbished and in­
vincible coat^of^mail, and the weaver had made the mail ex­
cellent, wi.th a long shirt."
A ;b,d-ui-Malik said to him "A1- A csha was a better poet than 
you when he said:-
"When the squadron is assembled, all clad in coats-of- 
mail, and the courageous heroes fear its severe attack.
You would advance wearing no protection, with the swora you 
smite its heroes, and attain distinction in battle."
Then Kuthayyir said:-
"Al-'Acsha described the man he praised foolishly, but 
I praised you with wisdom.
and in another verse:^
’’They spend the night sharpening the spear-heads, and 
whenever they are called together they come like a swarm 
of bees which hang together in clusters#”
They would make ready their banner and distinguishing signs 
for the battle, and when they set forth, their chief would 
be at their head to issue the orders# Usually the army 
was preceded by a scout (rabi^ah) whose task it was to spy 
out the position and conditions of the enemy army, and dis­
cover the most advantageous means of attack. Then he 
would give his people the signal to advance.
The man delegated to this responsibility would be 
courageous, intelligent and cautious, and must in addition
have good quick eyesight. Such a position of trust was a
(1)
topic for boasting. Rabicah ibn Ivlaqrum said:
"And many a watching place have I mounted as the evenh" 1 
drew on, like as the falcon takes up his place to’ watch fc~ 
the prey,”
The army, and even each squadron would have its own stan­
dard; and many descriptions are given of this. In one c
c - (2)
his verses 'Abid ibn al-Abras said:-
"V/ith a host full of clamour - the place was too strait 
for theni: their eagle (their standard) on the head of a
lance, fluttered like a trembling bird,”
And °Antarah spoke in a similar manner
(1) MufV P. 736, v,.ib? Lyall* s translation P.315-
(2) Diwan, 3?* 15* Y*. 21, LyallTs translation, P. 31 5*
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"Squadrons have been urged on, and with each of them
Was a banner like -§he shadow of a fluttering bird."
; * . - 1 *
The man who cafrie'd tile standard was considered a great
hero --thiil is borne out by the words of Al-Nabighah; -
"Their banner was in the keeping of a noble hero, who
ddvatices ahr'dss opeii Coiititry, looking to neither, left nor
right*"
Widen tile army set out, they rode and put their equipment 
and provisions on the camels, while the housed wetfe led'
alongside, to conserve their ehergy for the battle.
0 _ . (1 )
Describing this Abid ibn al^Abr'as said:-
"There bear them White camels whose saddle straps 
creak, with deep sunken eyes, as walk forth a herd of 
white oryx.
They have with them in their saddle-bags mail-coats 
of iron, and among them are steeds, led alongside, with 
white patches in their sides (where the rider's heel 
smites)."
When they drew near the enemy position, and the 
scout gave them the. signal to advance, then they pre­
pared themselves for the battle - they knelt their camels, 
and made ready their horses, equipped themselves in their 
mail-coats, and took up their weapons. Then they mounted 
their horses, and,on the order from their leader, advanced 
to the attack.
(i) iiYwan, P. 1U, vv. Lyalins translation.
. . o  -  (1)
A description of this is given by al-A Jshas-
"When the scout signalled with his robe, the horses 
were watered and the grooms poured away the remainder.
,-Theri the attendants took charge of the camels, while 
the cavalry raised against the enemy were given the order 
by their-trusty leader to range over enemy territory."
When they encountered the enemy, they gave a battle-cry as 
a starting signal, and- then engaged.
Poetic Images describing the Army.
On account of its- great numbers and Its ease in 
movement the army was- compared to heaps of sand (581), and 
the image of the night described the way in which it .ex­
tended widely and over-whelmed everything with darkness 
(559“565)*' This same idea is to be found again with a 
slightly, different application when the gleam of weapons 
is compared to lightning striking through the darkness (SOdf 
and the. same underlying idea can be seen in the comparison 
with a cloud crossing the horizon and covering the land with 
darkness (591^-596),
The army is also likened to a mountain (566-580) 
because of its size, height, and immovability, its imperv- 
iousriess to peril, and to a valley clothed with thick trees 
enveloping all with dimness (582). Its vastness inspires 
the image of a great’ building (625) and its great numbers, 
those of swarms of locusts (629-631) and grouse (632)
( 1 8 7 )
bees (633) and flights of birds (634-635).
The recruiting of the army was likened to times of * 
rain showers (621) and to the side teats of the. she-c.amel’s 
udders (653)*
The army on the move was described by a number of 
similes according to the point emphasised. The movement of 
the v/arriors weighed down by heavy equipment was compared to 
the ponderous slow step of camels bearing weighty burdens 
(647-648); the gleam of the weapons was compared to -the 
star (554-558), and the way in which they shone and extended 
across the horizon, to the mirage (590)3 and their flash was 
compared to lightning in the clouds (600-605). The simile 
of lightning was also used in conjunction with that of thun­
der to express the sound and appearance of the equipment 
(606) and the image of the hailstones described them further 
(607-610). In its indifference to the fighting, the army 
was likened to a party at play (628). The way in which it 
rushed forward and drove back or engulfed what lay in its 
path caused it to be compared to a torrent (616-620)'and the 
sea (591-592). A similar idea was expressed in the simile 
of a cloud driven before the wind (597-599); and the speed 
and violence of attack was likened to pebbles scattered by 
the wind (593).
Another comparison was that with fire (584-588), 
because of the quickness with which it flares up, its 
light, and the devastation caused by it; the quick move­
ment of the army in.action and the destruction of whatever
(188)
came into their power inspired the image of the hand-mill 
(623-624). The prints of its hoofs was likened to the 
cutting of water-channels (583) and the dust stirred by the 
army was likened to the smoke and to the veil of a bride
(589 & 626);
The warriors, advancing straight to their ob­
jective were likened to the bellowing of bulls (646). 
Various other qualities caused the poets to use other com­
parisons with animals - the attackers were compared to 
hawks (644)9 to the she-camel (driven to water after five 
days or bending to bite), because of the way it rushes, 
and its violence (649-652) to the leopard because of fer­
ociousness, and cunning in choosing the opportunity for 
attack (654-655) and to the lion for cruelty, fierceness in 
attack and courage (656-666).
The waving, fluttering banner was. compared to a
bird in flight (636-640).
Because of his alertness and keen sight the v,/" 
scout was compared to the hawk (645)*
EXTRACTS
/ \(1) Al-Jumayh said;-
"G-ive me naught to drink if I bring not on Ghatafan by 
night the marching of a great and numberless host,
Clamorous when (its enemies) beset its companies on 
both flanks, like a lofty mass of cloud on the day of the
"Cl ) Muf. P.71 8, vv.6-8, Lyall' s translation P„306.
(189)
set ting-in of iie§V3r autumnal rain —
.A host so vast that the wide plain is tod strait for 
it, huge' with a vanguard whose, dust floats-hither and 
thither*"
(1)
(2) Abu f^ays ibn al-Aslat said:-M '
f*W©. repelthem from us with a host full of alacrity, 
well furnished - with captains 'and champions,
As though-they ;,wer^ ^ lions.-standing over thin whelps, 
roaring in the; ’thickat-iundyHliev,.valley sides,
Until.our warfare) clears.1 And a . flag we have in 
the midst of arhost (df;'one' istock) no medley of men drawn 
t o g e t h e r . .
(2)/ \ c - “ *(3) Abid ibn al- Abras said:-
"Then had they.come to thy help with a host that has no
peer,, a folk that are famed-among men to the furthest limit
of fame,.
A host like the blackness of night when they wend to
their enemy* s land, that swallow all things' in their way,
in number beyond'all count.'*
■ ■■ _ (3)
(U) al-Uabighah of Dhuby.an said:- /
" . . . a host shining in the darkness, like night,
mingles orowds; it has no peer.
In front of them, storing the shining bright mail- 
coats in their bags, there.are. aquiline-nosed warriors,
(1) Muf/"P. 5S9 vv. 13-1 3 ~ hyall' s, translation P.30^
(2) Diwan, P*^6, vy.5-8, Lyall*s translation P.bU.
(3) al-Iqtdu-l-thamin, P. 27* vv. 6-9*.
who are accustomed to smite off the heads (of their enemies 
Their banner is in the keeping of a noble hero who ad­
vances cross open country, looking to neither left nor righ 
He guides the dark squadrons who seek no refuge, but
advance to Death in desperate battle,1
-  - - c  . ( 1 )
( 5) °AbdU&l-Shari<q ibn Abd al-cUzza said:-
"We sent 'Abu cAmr as a scout; then he said: "Rejoice 
at (the fortune you may gain from) the people!"
They (the enemy) secretly sent a warrior from among 
them to spy on us. (We recognised him but) we did not be­
tray their warrior (when we recognised him close) to us.
They (the enemy) came like a cloud across the horizon, 
with a heavy shower of hail, and we advanced like a raging 
torrent,"
VIIT THE BATTLE
Now we shall examine how the poets have described
the battle, from the encounter of the opposing armies until
the close of the fighting, the day of battle and emotions
and reactions of the participants, and what has been vritte'
of the warriors themselves and their methods of combat,
1 * The .Description-,
Here, the poets described the scene of attack - 
a scene of confusion in which the attacked, taken by surpri 
were in a- state of fear and bewilderment, especially the
X 1 ) Hamasahl (Cairo) P. iYO.
( 1 9 1 )
women, who were terrified, and unveiled, picked up their
skirts in their distress and fled with horror. Everywhere
there was disorder and noise, and from the thick clouds of
dust rose a confusion of sounds and loud and perplexed
shouts. In some of his verses cAuf ibn cAtiyah said:-
»
"Noble indeed were the young warriors of the morning 
raid whom you met, when the women with heads bare, were, in 
their fear, pale like the white root of the papyrus. One 
of them casting aside her veil, and her sister with her
(1)
girdle slipped down to the place of the 'izar',”
And Al-Barraq. said:~
"What a cry! disgrace! and spreading of dust among the
(2)
e n c amprne nt s
When'the two armies encountered, the leader of 
each would summon his army, usually calling out the name of 
the.tribe, as for example "Ya-la-cAbs,r (Oh people of °Abs), 
and' if the battle was for revenge this would be followed by 
a cry such as MYa-la-tharat~el~malik,f (0 for the revenge of 
the king). This shout served not only to incite and en­
courage the warriors but also as a starting signal for the
(3)
battle, which then commenced.
TTT-Muf.P.638 v.1-2. (2) Shu.Has, p SlST'
(3) It is held that it was the' custom of the Arabs when they 
encountered one another to point first the butt of his spear 
as an invitation to peace negotiations. If this was refused, 
then they turned their spears around and directed the spear­
heads towards the opponents._ This may be illustrated by a 
verse by Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma who said, (Mucallqah,v.56;
"And he who rebels against the butt ends of the spears, 
then indeed he will'have to obey the spear points joined 
to every long spear shaft."
There is, however, another interpretation: some take the
(oontrd p.* 192)
(192)
In his verses 'Unayf ibn Zabbanof Tayyi said:-
*
"When we came to the foot of the mountain at Batn - 
Ha ' il where the acacia and wild artichoke trees
They cried out saying ’Ya-la-Nisar1, and we cried out 
saying fYa-la-Tayyi"f , we v/ere like the lions of Shara in
d)
their bravery and attacking-."
The fighting can be divided into stages-. The
first, fighting with bows and arrows, took place while the
two armies were still some distance apart, and continued as
long as the supplies of arrows lasted.- When these were
exhausted and the opposing armies drew nearer to one another
the second stage commenced - the thrusting with spears; and
when they were at close quarters with one another they
fought with swords. cAmr ibn Kulthum said,
"V/e fight with spears when the people are far from us,
and we strike with swords when we are attacked at close
(2)
range."
This fighting with swords may be considered the 
third stage. If this did not put an end to the battle, 
then, when the fighting became fierce they dismounted and 
fought on foot.
Thus it can be seen that each stage of the battle
’("3) (Continued) butt end (in this verse)' to mean easy terms, 
or an agreement, and the spear points to mean the opposite - 
conflict and evil. The verse would then mean:-"He who 
does not yield to an agreement, will have to suffer great 
distress".
(1) Hamasah (Cairo.) P.l|9*
(2) Mucallaqah, v.39*
(193)
was progressively more violent and dangerous than the pre­
ceding one, and fiercest of all was the fighting on foot, 
so the poet would praise those who carried the battle con- - 
tinually one stage further than their enemies as the sup­
erior and .nibre courageous warriorsi - Praising Harim' ibn 
Sinan in one -of his. poems, ZUhayf ibn A b u .Sulma said:- 
"He thrusts at them with spears when they shoot with 
arrows, and when they thrust with spears- he strikes with 
the sword, and when they strike with the sword; he dis-
(1)
mounts and seizes the opponent by the neck."
The hand to hand combat on foot was considered the
most deadly, and its danger more feared than that of any
other method of fighting, so naturally in the poetry* the
praises of the courageous warrior who 'engaged in such fight-":
ing repeatedly found mention* ' In his-boasting verses
pAntarah of °Abs said;-
"When they (my people) are encountered, I attack; and
when they are surrounded by' the enemy, I dash fiercely to
battle, and when they are in peril, I dismount (to fight
on foot), When every confused and fearful person flees,
(2)
then it is our desire to dismount (to fight on foot)."
And praising Harim ibn Sinan, Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma said in 
one of his poems:-
"What an excellent man to wear the mail-coat you are, 
when ’Dismount1, has been shouted out, and the terror is
T 1T A 1 -1 qdu-1 -1 hamin P. 8'5, v.3'1"
( 2) Al-I q.du-1-thamin P. M  , vv. 1'0-11,
(194)
(1)
overwhelming.. "
The most highly-estimated warriors were those, of
course, who showed the greatest courage both mounted, and in
fighting on foot: valour in both was a subject for praise.
Al~Acsha said:
"They (the enemy) said "Mount (and fight)". Then we
replied "That is our custom, and if you dismount, we are a
(2)
people who will fight hand to hand, on foot."
In their accounts of battle, the poets described 
a scene of swirling clouds of dust in which the warriors, 
their spirits roused, fought ardently, attaching and wheel­
ing round in the combat. Attention was drawn to their grim 
expression and red eyes, the heaving of the chest and the 
pounding of their hearts, the thick .panting of their breath, 
the rapid movements of their hands, as they fought. There 
were showers of swift-flying arrows, the thrust and with­
drawal- of sharp spears and the clashing as they struck to­
gether, the resounding of sword against sword, the clinking 
of the mail-coats. The horses moved hither and thither 
champing their bits or neighing. Here there were broken 
spears, and bent and blunted swords. The vigorous and 
active movements of the warriors were described, also the 
force of their thrust and fierce blows, the falling victims, 
the groans of the wounded, and the blood flowing over the 
horses’ breasts and streaming in a flood over the battlefield.
O T  Ai-Iq.du-1-thamin, P. 8 1 ™  v~*7n
(2) Diwan, P.48, v.66.
(195)
Most outstanding in the poets’ accounts of the 
activities of the warriors was the description of the 
thrust with the spears and the striking with the sword; 
therefore we shall now analyse what has been said about 
each of these, 
ft-* The Thrusting.
Hefe, the poet’s main object was to describe the 
thrust as so deadly and terrible that there would be little 
hope of surviving it, and so emphasis is laid on such 
points as will convey this impression - the emotions of the 
attacker when he strikes, the part of the body in which 
the stab is given, the appearance of the wound with the 
blood flowing from it, and the effect of this on the on­
looker.
Varying descriptions are found of the spirit in 
which the blow is struck; some describe It as that of a 
man seeking revenge for blood, some as a hasty action, so 
that no blood might be seen on the spear-head, while others 
describe it -as given in nervousness and confusion. The 
most vulnerable parts of the body were mentioned as the 
objects of the’blow - the throat and the belly, the joints 
in the armour, the middle of the back and the kidneys.
The appearance of the stabbing itself was fre­
quently mentioned by the poets, described as being so pen­
etrating that the shaft of the spear pierced the body com­
pletely so that one could see right through the wound, 
which was so gaping and terrible that it could not be
(196)
healed. The blood flowed so abundantly that it covered ii.v 
ground, laying the dust, and gushed out with such force thn 
one could hear it distinctly.
All this struck the onlooker with horror-. Y/arrio ^  
and the women were terrified and beat their breasts with 
fear.
Its effect on the enemy was described: fcr them
it was like a terrible disaster, but to the victorious it 
was a source of comfort and a fulfilment of their hopes, 
gratifying to their hearts, and a discouragement to their 
enemy who might consider attacking.
The Poetic Images of the Thrust
The stab was compared in width with the collar of 
a foolish and frightened woman in flight (673-674) and wixh 
.the cutting of hide on every side so that it could hot be 
mended (671-672)*
The movement of the fighter who lunged at his 
enemies’ bodies from the front and then from the side was 
compared to the movements, especially of the hands, of a 
man who passes arrows to another who is shooting (675)*
The spurt of the blood was likened to a fire 
flaring up (676-678), to the movement of a she-camel’s leg 
when she wards off someone trying to, take her milk (680), 
to the she-camel urinating (681-682), and because of the 
force with which it gushes out, to the liquid being poured 
from a milk-skin or a water skin (683-689). The sound 
the continual thrusting of the spears was compared to that
(197)
of the comb on cloth stretched-on the loom (690). And the 
image of a camel’s lips was used to convey the appearance of 
the flap and looseness of wounded flesh (679).
The stab itself was ironically described as a 
gift to the victim (667-670)* a gift given•with pleasure 
and generosity as a welcome gift without expectation of any 
return.
B . The Striking with the Sword.
Striking with the sword was often mentioned in 
conjunction with the spear thrust, and like it was des­
cribed as horrible and terrifying - ’a blow of such strength-, 
and violence that it cut through the flesh ahd cut the bone, 
cleaved heads and shattered the helmets, pierced the coat-of* 
mail', and struck dread into the hearts of the enemy.
The. Poetic Images of Swor d • Str 1king. .
The blow with the sword was compared to the cutting 
of hide on every side (693)* to the cutting down of branches 
of the palm tree to make mats (694-695)* Another image 
used was that of the rents in the garments of a foolish 
woman, who, having had a sudden fright fled through wild 
thorn bushes which ripped her clothes to pieces in jagged 
tears running in all directions so that mending could be 
impossible (696). The stabbing was also compared with the 
cutting of ears of corn with a reaping-hook (697) and to 
fife in its pain and deadliness (698). The swords’ 
striking heads were likened in sound to heavy rain pouring 
down on a leather tent (699); and because of speed, the
(198)
the apparent ease with which heads were struck off the 
scene was compared to that of ears of wheat burning before a 
strong wind so that widespread devastation was caused (700).
In irony the blow with the sword was described as 
the entertainment of a guest (691)°. the host quickly serves 
his wants, and exerts himself with pleasure to offer his 
best. The imagery of clothing was used in similar fashion
(692).
2i The Day of the Battle.
The day of battle was portrayed as a time of 
horror, mishaps and disasters; a grim day, hated by all, 
when calamity and bewilderment prevailed, and loud cries 
and weeping could be heard. It was described as so terrible 
a day that no one would wish to see it:-
"And many were the days when a man might wish that he 
had died before facing them, yet we steeled our hearts to it,
(1)
terrible though.it was."
For this reason they boasted of being patient and 
controlling themselves, and conducting themselves with cour­
age and steadfastness. In his writings Tarafah said:-
"And many a day I .strengthened my spirit at the time o 1. 
its press in war protecting its objects of defence against 
the threats of the enemy.
In a place where the brave man fears destruction, when
the shoulders of the warriors clash together there, and the^
(2)
shake with terror,"
(1) A 1 ~Kha s a f iTM u f. P . 6 26 v. 7* ( 2) Mu u all a qa, vv .'102-3-
(199)
Describing the difficulties and hardships for the 
defeated enemy on the day of battle, the poets have exagger­
ated in their account: because of the great losses incurred
and the overwhelming sorrow, they described its apparent 
length, not as that of one day, but many days passing slowly, 
and as the :black darkness of night and with the stars shin­
ing.1
"Its stars appear while the sun is shining, neither the
(1 )
light is light, nor is -the darkness darkness."
This was a harsh and evil time of griefs and disaster, caus­
ing pregnant women to;miscarry and the children’s hair to
turn grey. Referring to Tamim, his enemy, Amir ibn al-
(2)
Tufayl said:-
"Yea, long was the day to them there, as when thou 
pilest on a blazing fire fresh wood;
Unlucky was the day we brought upon them in their own 
country, poison was the draught they were given there to 
drink."
When, however, the poets told of the day of
battle from the point of view of victors, they praised it
and were proud of it, for although it was described as being
a very long time to the defeated enemy, to the triumphant it
seemed short. Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma said:-
' "Xt was a short day for his people, and for the enemy’s
(3)
people a long day."
f
Al NUbigha of" DhubyHn { al-I qdu-1-Thamin P. 27, v. 5)
Diwan P.99*vv.26-7, Lyall’s translation P.97* 
al-Iqdu-l-Thamin, P*87* v.17* •
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For the victors it was a day of distinction on which they 
proved their strength and courage, and preserved their hon­
our and dignity.
"Our days against our enemy are famous, (brilliant and 
shining as if they) have obvious blazes on their foreheads
d )
and white stockings on their legs.
Q
Alqama, combining the descriptions of the day of battle 
from the point of view of the defeated, the.victors and 
others, in one verse wrote:-
"I have never seen such a day with so many people weep­
ing (because of their great losses) feared, exultant (be­
cause of their gains) and emulous (desiring gains similar
(2)
to those of the triumphant)."
The Poetic Images describing the Day of Battle
In length the day of battle was compared to many 
days (701-702) as if there were no hope of its ever coming 
to a close, for a time of grief and hardship seems very long.-
(3)
It was also reported as a day of dense clouds (705)5 or
(1) Al-Samau'al ibn cAdiya”(Hamasah (Cairo) P.-30).
(2) A 1 ~Iqdu-r-1 -Thamin, PiUO/, v.7.
(3) This may be referring to clouds of dust raised by the 
combatants so that the battlefield became as dark as 
night and the light gleaming on the weapons as they 
moved appeared like stars. It may be also that it was
a description of the reactions of the defeated army to 
whom everything around would have seemed dark; afflicted 
by great losses and sorrow, which made everything black 
in their eyes and minds so they could not think what to 
do - as though they had gone astray in darkness black as 
night. This may be the origin of the saying "la- 
ctJriyannaka nujuma-Az-Zuhr" i.e. I will show the stars 
of the mid-day. ,
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likened, in its dimness,to night-time when the stars are 
shining (703-70^). Another image was that of an animal 
baring its fangs (706) - this emphasised the violence, and 
dangers to be undergone* Because of the certain signs 
whi'ch would make them.distinctive, the days of the victors 
were compared, in their fame and reputation, to horses with 
blazes on their foreheads and white stockings on their legs
{707).
3i The Emotions
We mean by this what the poets have written about 
the inner feelings of the people and the consequences in 
their actions, from the events causing the battle until the 
end of the fighting. We will now examine the poets’ des­
criptions.
They describe the distress suffered by an Arab 
when sufficient pretext rouses his emotions to go to war. 
This distress was apparent when an Arab lost one of his 
kinsmen; then he endured agony and restlessness of mind 
which was reflected in his physicalstate so that the suffer­
er was deprived of sleep, appetite and health. He was in 
a condition of unceasing pain, deep sorrow, and an inner 
burning until he had taken revenge for his loss. In the 
meanwhile he remained unkempt and abstained from wine and 
women and always carried his weapons with him.
Then,when he encountered the enemy, he would 
constantly summon up his indignation, and rouse himself to 
a state of intense hatred which acted as an incentive for
(202)
a fierce attack*
The reaction of the attacked* taken by surprise, 
was fear and bewilderment - the women, their clothes in dis­
order fled in panic, and the men were perplexed and horrified; 
but the valiant warrior restrained his emotions and renewed, 
his courage*
"When I saw the cavalry dashing to attack, as if they 
were torrents spreading out when the dams had been opened* 
Then my spirit was at first agitated with fear; Then 
I calmed it, arid in spite of its inclination it rested and 
was still.-
(I said to myself: )• "Why do I carry a spear weighing 
down my shoulder if I do not thrust when the cavalry
(1)
attack? ”
The emotions when the two armies encountered was 
such that their hearts ’’beat hard and leapt into their 
mouths” ; then their expressions would be grim and frowning' 
and their eyes red; and when the battle became intense and 
the fighting desperate then the lips would be parted so that 
the back teeth could be seen.
The emotions of the coward when he saw the attack­
ers were described as a state of confusion and overwhelming 
fear; he could not think what to do — whether to flee, or 
whether to stay and lose his beloved life. He would be so 
overcome by this violent feeling that his shoulders would
( l ) ^Ard/r ibn Ma^ikarib, Ham^sah (Cairo)’ P. k k .
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tremble with' fright-, his muscles quiver and his mouth and 
throat become dry and parched; he is so overmastered by 
fear that a sparrow seems like a horse to him (i.e. he is 
afraid of the most harmless thing). The emotions of both 
sides after the battle was over were described: those of
the defeated were of grief and sorrow for their losses, b u t  
the victors were happy, and rejoiced, especially if the 
fight had been for revenge: then, the triumphant man en­
joyed a feeling of relief - his distress v/as cured, his 
burning for vengeance was cooled., and his spirits calmed; 
he could now return to normal life, and return to the 
things he had denied himself. If he died now he could do 
so with a happy and satisfied hearte
"When Death comes (after X have taken my revenge) there 
will be no desire in my soul ungratified*
(My revenge) was (like) a bone (sticking) in my 
throat, (but now) I return with a soul whose recovery I
o )
have obtained."
Some poets, however, disguised the true feeling
of fear and panic, in boasting, saying that they spent the
night before the battle, when they realised the enemy would
be waiting for them on the morrow, in singing and dancing.
"They (the enemy) spent the night (in our territory)
as our guests, and we spent the night in pleasure with sing-
(2)
ing girls with tambourines, and men playing upon reeds."
T T T ” Qays ibn al Khatim,-Diwan7~Pp*_3-U / vv.3^h
(2 )  al-Mu°aqqir The*Bariqite. Naqa id, P. 676.
(202+)
Another poet claims that he fought as though he
were playing games in a playing field:
"I fought them in the Day ofal-Hadlqah wearing neither
helmet nor coat-of-mail, as if the sword in my hand was a
0)
handkerchief*"
Poetic Images of. the Emotions (694-698)(P.69)
The enemy1s condition when suddenly attacked by 
large numbers was compared to that of a.woman purifying 
butter over a fierce fire; the butter rises to the top of 
the pot and is about to run over and she does not know What 
to do. In her perplexity she cannot decide whether to 
take the pot off the fire in an attempt to save the butter * 
which may perhaps be spoiled, or whether to leave it on the 
fire and lose it (708).
The image used to describe the quietness of the 
frightened coward amongst the enemy was that of a silent 
ass (709). The people fleeing in panic were likened to a 
frightened antelope pursued by a hunter (7*10). The state 
of the bereaved was compared, in the great sorrow and lack 
of anything which would take the place of what they had 
lost, to the plight of a she-camel who has lost her baby 
offspring (711-7i2).
EXTRACTS (2)
1* cAbd al-Shariq ibn cAbd al-GUzza said:-
,rThey came like a cloud across the horizon, with an
T  1 V Qays ibn al Khatim, Diwan, P. 11, v.2l7
(2) Hamasah, (Cairo)P. 170.
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abundance of hail, and we came like a torrent; both of us 
were in a frenzy.
When -they saw us they cried out (calling their people) 
'0, people of Buhthah!’ Then we called our people saying 
’0 Juhainah, direct aright the thrusting and striking.’
We heard a voice calling from an unseen place, then we 
ranged about and returned to our places.
After pausing for a little while, facing each other,
■we dismounted and shot our arrows,
. When our arrows were exhausted, and our bows no longer 
of use, we advanced toward them,’ and they toy/ard us.
Both of us were glittering (because of the gleaming 
v/eapons) like two gleams of lightning in the clouds; when 
they stepped forward with swords we!ran at them,
We attacked them once, and I killed three of them,, and 
their leader, Qayn.
Then they attacked again and deprived us of three of
(1)
our number and shot Juuayn."
(2)
2. Antarah of cAbs said:-
tfAnd the warriors marched towards one another with 
their iron equipment (so heavy that it made them move slowly) 
like camels walking under heavy burdens.
When they(our warriors) walk in their ample mail-coats 
you would think they were swollen torrents, spread over a 
wide river, bed.
(f) literally - dragged the legs 'of three from us.
(2) Iq.Th0, P*3 6 .
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’’The standards were raised and beneath these shadows 
there were among my people the composed sons of war.
The people of- °Abs called to one another; they bore 
the Indian sharp-edged sword which can sever a head instant­
ly, and the ranks of soldiers advanced on the enemy.
And every Rudaynite spear whose head was like a 
brightly shining fire in the darkness of night.
Then we turned around each other as the hand mill 
turns on its pivot, and the broad swords struck the heads 
of warriors.
During the hottest hours of the day until the light.of 
the sun vanished and night which robs one of sight spread 
over the. earth. ”
0)
3. Qays ibn al-Khatim said:.-
”1 struck the son of cAbd al-Qays with the blow of a
man who seeks for revenge for blood, and had it not been for
the blood welling up and pouring from it one could have 
seen through the wound*
I gathered up my strength into my hand for the thrust, 
and inflicted a wound wide and running like a stream, pen­
etrated so that, standing before the man, one could see 
through to what was behind him.
Though it should cause the nursing women to avert 
their eyes in horror, that would not move me so long as the 
end was pleasing to me.". .
"0) hamasah, P.5U*
A. Qatadah ibn Ivlaslamah of Hanifah said;-
"When the ranks of the two armies met and, pointed their 
spears toward one another, and amidst the swirling dust the 
horses champed on their bits.
And in the dust clouds they were of grim appearance, 
and wounded from the thrusting of the' spear..
I directed a decisive blovj at their leader; he fell, 
and the beauty of his face was distorted into ugliness.
There were with me, warriors from Hanifah, who are 
like lions in battle; their heads were distinguished by 
their helmets
When clad in steel, and wearing their helmets and the
smooth gleaming mail-coats, these warriors look like stars’.*
(2)
5* Verses of cAmir ibn al^Tufayl describing the battle-
*
field.,
(3)
6-. A 1-Husayn ibn Al-Humam.
(kV
7. Tarafah said:-
"And we are renowned for heroism when the blows which 
cause blood to gush noisily forth, slaughtering and causing 
sudden death, disperse the cavalry;
And when the women of the tribe wander from place to 
place like a herd of oryx ■and the points of weapons are 
dripping blood,
XT) Hamas ah, P. 321,
(2) M w a n ,  P. 105, vv.6-9* Lyall* s translation P. 99.
(3) Muf. P. 105., vv. 8-16, Lyall’s translation P. 36.
(A) al-cIq.du-i-Thamin, P.6b, vv.6-8.
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"And when the territory of the tribe is defended by 
none save the son of a noble woman, and when overtaken calls 
on all for help (i.e. not only on his own kinsmen)."
•O)
8,. A duel by Abu Dhu ayb of Hudhayl:-
(2)
9. When his brother was killed Al-Muhalhil said;
"I consider the prosperity of life gone, like a borrowed 
thing that has been taken back,
When I was informed of the death of Kulayb, it was as 
though sparks entered my sides.
I felt giddy and my sight grew dim for his sake - lifce 
the effect of wine on the man who drinks deeply."
"X take upon myself a steadfast vow that all my life I 
shall give up all that our territories offer,
Forswear women and drink, and wear a robe which could 
never be borrowed.
X will never abandon my coat-of-mail and my sword until 
day abandons night.
And until the noble men of Bakr perish so that no trace 
of them whatsoever should remain,"
10. ’Umru5 al-Qays said after he had taken revenge for his
(3)
father’s death;
"My eyes have been cooled by what befell the people of 
Malik, people of cAmr, people of Kahil,
T l ) Muf., P. 880, Vy. £7“62, IiyallTs translation P. 359* 
i 2) Shu-Nas, P, 1.6ln ' ,
(3) al-Iqdu-l-Thamin, «
(209)
"And people of G-hamn son of.Dudan, when we smite down 
the noble and the common people together;
We struck them with blows from the front and blows 
from the side (with the spears moving like) the movements of
a man handing arrows two by two to an archer,
When the cavalry advanced in troop like swarms of 
locusts or thirsty sand-grouse of Kazimah
Until we left the slain heaped on the battlefield with 
none to tend them, until they swelled and their legs were 
raised up like gathered wood.
And wine becomes lawful to me again, after I have been
occupied with my task, and had no time to drink it,
Today I drink, committing no sin punishable by God and 
not hiding my action."
What happened: to the Foe.
By. this, we mean what the poets have said about 
the conditions of the enemy - in their encounter with the 
opposing army, during the fighting until the close of the 
battle, and in its outcome. In this, nearly all the poets 
describe the total extermination of the enemy' - they all 
perish so that not one among them is left alive.- Only a 
very few poets have not exaggerated but have maintained a 
moderate approach to their subject and given a probably un­
biased description of the situation, not only for their own 
side but that of the enemy also; they maintained that the 
damage and hardship inflicted on the foe was similar to
(210)
what their own army endured, and they described their enemies 
fairly. These poems, in which justice is done to the 
achievements of the adversary, and due praise conceded to 
the enemy, are known as "al-Munsifat".
"When our arrows were exhausted, and our bows no longer 
of use, we advanced towards them, and they towards usl
Both of us were gleaming (because of the glittering 
weapons) like two lightning-rain-clouds flashed to one an­
other, whenever they advanced with their swords, we harried 
them (and smote them.)
We attacked them once and I killed three of them and 
slew (their famous knight) Qayn,
And they returned the attack and then deprived us of 
three of our number, and shot (dead) our (famous warrior) 
Juuayn.
My brother Juuayn a defender of glory (i.e. he pre­
served the reputation and honour) and slaying is an honour 
to the warrior.
The enemy retired with their spears broken, and we with 
our swords bent.
They spent the night lying on the ground groaning and - 
with shrieks of pain* and if our wounded warriors could have 
walked with us, we would have left (the battlefield) by night!
To quote an example from them, Abd al-Shariq.
(1)
ibn cAbd al-cUzza said:-
Xl) .IJamasah (Cairo) Vol. 1, P. 171*
(211)
5 . <1)
And Umayyah ibn Abu-as-palt said:
’’They (the enemy) advanced like a cloud of hail crossing 
the horizon, and we advanced like a torrent rushing so vio­
lently that it denies those who come for water.
The terror which causes the hair to turn grey is less 
than their meeting, when they, facing each other, shake the 
spears. Their spears were dripping with blood like an 
overwhelming torrent, and straight like ropes in the hands 
of those driving cattle to water,
Then when we had not a bow or arrow left we marched 
half way toward them and they marched towards us;
They drove us back with the white swords, sharp-edged, 
and we drove them back again (with the white sharp-edged 
swords) until we had quenched our thirst.”
In many of the poems telling of revenge, when the 
poet described the achievements of his own side and the 
losses sustained by the enemy, he depicted them as similar 
to what had previously been inflicted on his own people.
In so doing, he is indirectly praising the enemy, although 
this, of course, was not the object of his composition: 
he praised his own people and boasted of their taking ven­
geance, but,in so doing, he described the achievements of 
the enemy that had led his people to seek revenge. An
example will illustrate this point: in some of his verses
(2) :
al-Tufayl of G-hani said:-
Tl.) His DI wan, (Beirut 19 3 k )  P. 66.
(2) His Diwah, P.-21*-, vv. 2H-29* Krenkovfetranslation.
(212)
”We obtained (in requital) for our slain, an equal 
number (of them) and for every fettered and shackled one 
of our people,, there was one shackled (belonging to them), 
And for our robbed cattle the same number; for cap­
tive women, captive women, and for every warrior, a warrior.
And for captive women which, after spending a life of 
comfort, were made to ride pillion in spite of uneveness of 
the ground, while their eyes were flowing with tears,
(We captured) maidens trailing their skirts, resembling 
among the people a flock of antelopes, as they minister to 
the hirelings;
(Maidens) belonging to every branch of the loftiest of 
the tribe of Tayy, when their pedigree is traced, or their 
geneology is inquired into.
And for the invaded centre of the camp in the midst of 
our landed property (we obtained in requital) robbed plunder, 
in the midst of which our horsemen call to one another.”
In their accounts of the enemy’s reaction when 
faced by the opposing army, the majority of the poets have 
exaggerated, describing their foe as in a state bordering on 
panic, and as being so confused and fearful that they did 
not know what to do, or which way to turn. They claimed 
that their people slew the enemy1s chiefs and kings and 
that no-one remained alive except one who fled in fear, or 
a dejected captive, a mourner wearing black - widowed and 
humiliated, or sighing children, orphaned and poverty-
(213)
stricken. Some poets maintained that their people had 
inflicted a dark and terrible day of disaster on their foes, 
who perished entirely so that it was as though they had 
never existed, and the victims were so numerous that they 
provided weeks of gorging for the‘wild beasts and the birds 
of prey.
Descriptions, such as the following of the afflic­
tions of the enemy, may be found repeated’ over and over in 
the martial poetry:-
We humiliated the enemy and crushed them, we branded 
them with the mark of everlasting shame and disgrace; we 
overpowered them and subjected them - they became our slaves 
and were in bondage to us so that we could do with them 
whatever we pleased; they received the severest punishments 
so that they howled and whined like dogs. We stripped them
of all their wealth and property, dispersed their tribes and 
drove them from their territories, drove them from their 
lands and occupied them ourselves; deprived them of their 
fertile places andi drove them to the waste,and barren up­
lands, and unknown places which had never before been inhab­
ited because of their bareness and unsuitability for the 
support of life.
The points in their description which the poets 
stressed were the following - the slain, the wounded, those 
who fled, and the captives both male and female.
(1) The Slain.
The poets boasted of killing everyone of their
(21U)
enemies, and they were especially proud of the slaying cf 
noblemen, chieftains and Icings.
With regard to the manner in which the victims weie 
killed, the poets exaggerate in their description of the. 
stabbing and striking with spear and swords, (as has-been 
already stated) and they mentioned as the objects of the 
blow at the most vulnerable parts of the body - the abdomen, 
the chest, the base of the throat, the head, the joints, the 
ears and the spine.
As for the slain themselves., they were described 
as falling, immediately on being struck, or with the spear 
still'in their body, falling where they found no pillow for 
their head* Their bodies and clothing were soaked with the 
flowing blood, and their faces caked with the dust; they 
fell in the desert where they had none to weep for them or 
pity them, nor relative to tend and bury them. They were 
left in a forsaken place where none visited them save hyenas 
and other wild beasts, and the birds of prey hovering above 
them, For these they provided a feast: the beasts would
tear them joint from joint and eat their flesh, extract the 
marrow from their bones and crack open their skulls.
Otherwise they remained where they fell slain, 
until their bodies covered with dried clotted blood, 
swelled up and the legs -were raised. And there they were 
left for so long that the bodies became stiff and crumbled 
+-o ^mall dry pieces.
(215)
2, The Wounded
Not a great deal is said about the wounded in the 
battle, and they are seldom mentioned in the martial poetry. 
The description given is the state of the injured just after 
he has received the wound, and is about to die. This was 
introduced either when the victorious warrior dealt his 
opponent a fatal injury and did not trouble to kill him out­
right but left him to die from his wounds,or when the victor, 
having wounded his foe, did not remain to know whether he 
was dead.
In their verses on this topic the poets emphasised 
the severity of the stab or blow, the flowing blood, and 
the approach of death. Antarah of Abs said:-
”And I have left many an opponent on the battlefield, 
and- on him the garments of blood were like purple,
I left the birds flocking to him as beautiful girls 
hasten to a wedding party.
But the movements of life in his hand and leg prevented 
them from eating him.”
(2)
And Yazid of Sinan saids-
”1 burst the joints of his harness with a thrust that 
went straight through him, in spite of haste and nervousness.
I left the spear point gleaming in the- middle of his 
back, looking as though its blade were the beak of a vulture;
T 1 ) al-*?I qdu-1-Thamiri, pTjjO,' vv.6T8. ! "
(2) Muf. E. 122, v v . 6 - 8 3 Lyall's translation, P.UO.
(216)
And if he recovers it will not be because I used 
charms over him and if he dies, that was my purpose.”
The main purpose in the description of the wounded 
man was to portray the fatality of his position, the wound 
was a severe one., and blood poured heavily from it, the man 
was about to die and there could be no hope of his recovery.
(3) Those who escaped.
When the poets wished to taunt or defame their 
enemies, they spoke of those among their number who fled in 
time of battle when they saw the overwhelming might and 
strength of their opponents and the severe perils around 
them-. The poets attributed, their escape to cowardice, to 
fear, lack of experience in war, lack of dignity, or to a 
yearning for a long life with its pleasures and comforts.
O)
Mirdas ibn cAmir said:- 
”When swords were quivering over the place of the neck­
lace, he (fled because he) remembered the dates and the 
comfort of Iraq. ”
The poets declared that the deliverance of those 
among the enemy who fled was due to the speed of their 
mounts. These, they stated, were so fleet that it was im­
possible to overtake them, and here they exaggerated the 
speed to such an extent as to make the horses appear ab-
(2)
normal. In one verse Salamah ibn al-Khurshub said:- 
”Had she been galloping on the ground, she had been
X T )  Naqa^id, P.&71.
(2) Muf. P. 36, v.8, Lyall’s translation P. 10.
(217)
overtaken* but she flew through the air with thee like an 
eagle.,f
The poets claimed further that had it not been for the ab­
normal speed of their horses, the escaping people would have 
suffered disaster, as Maq.qas ibn cAmr said:-
”And by God! if 'Irnra' al-Qa;:s had not been able to out­
strip our horsemen at Falj, he would have spent the summer 
as a prisoner, or would have had to treat a spear wound from 
which you might have blood sprinkled and oozing in drops 
behind him.1
By this we may see that the poet would mock and defame his 
enemy by attributing the length of his life to the horses 
which caused Fate to pass them over; and even more - the 
poet would ask the foe to thank his horse and be grateful to 
it for delivering him from most certain death. This can be 
illustrated from the. verses of QujSbah ibn Sayyar and 
Salamah ibn Al-Kurshub:-
”And a big-bellied strong horse saved Abu al-Sehba, 
postponed his fate (i.e. prolonged his life).” 
and
"So praise her well for her service to thee, as is
fitting, and be not ungrateful to her - the ungrateful has
(3)
no prosperity.
The poet further discredited the enemy b«/j stating that when
( 1 V Naq& *^ id, P. 586.. ( 2) Naqa^idf P.585.
(3) Muf. P. 35* Vo 7* Lyall1 s translation, P. 10.
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they fled they were in such fear and panic that they threw 
off their equipment and clothing so as to lighten the bur­
den on the horse so that it could run faster, and that such 
was their confusion that they missed their way and went 
astray through unknown parts.
(k) The captive men.
Here the poets found a topic for boasting and 
praising, for lampoons, taunts and threats. They spoke 
of the social rank of captives and their condition at the 
time of their capture and during their captivity.
The poets boasted particularly of their people 
taking those of high rank - chieftains and kings, and of 
holding captive large’ numbers of the enemy. The prisoners 
were described as being made to wear collars of rope, stiff 
leather or even iron, they were fettered and manacled and 
were driven alongside their captors; bound together with 
rope they were compelled to travel, ascending the uplands 
and descending again into valleys and being allowed no 
rest even during the hottest time of the day.
Referring to the condition of the captives the 
poets described their torments as being both mental and 
physical. They were deprived of all they had owned, and 
had to suffer the humiliation of being prisoners; their 
fetters and chains caused them pain by biting into their 
flesh, and these men who among their own people had lived 
in comfort and luxury now never tasted the best foods, and 
had to drink, if anything, only that which was left over
(219)
by their masters.
The end of captivity came either by ransom, or a 
man was granted his freedom and his forelock was shorn off.
(5) The captive women
Very much more has been said of the captured 
women than of the male captives, and this, it may be assumed, 
is because of the great attention paid to women, and the 
close connection between the women, and the honour and dig­
nity of a tribe. The honour of women was regarded as the 
most important honour amongst the Arabs, and any ill-treat­
ment of a woman was a breach of the honour of the whole 
tribe and a never-to-be-forgotten disgrace.
The capture of women provided the poets with a 
topic which allowed of various' treatment- - boasting, prais­
ing, lampooning, defaming, threatening and warning.
They boasted of the capture of women, young and 
middle-aged, virgin or married, but especially of those who 
were of noble rank, the daughters of distinguished men, the 
wives of chieftains and those who had been delicately nur­
tured and lived a life of luxury.
Both taunting and in warning, the poets described 
what conditions were like for the women when captured and 
during the period, of their captivity. Theydescribed how 
they were carried off riding uncomfortably. They beat 
their faces and rent their clothes, beat their hands against 
their breasts, shed tears and cried out for help; they 
turned to every side hoping to see someone of their kin
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coming to their rescue. They were forced to appear un­
veiled and become concubines to their masters.
Stricken with grief and sorrow they sighed and 
wept continually and their thoughts dwelt on their condition 
of humiliation and submission, while they could do nothing 
to resist. All that they longed for was their freedom.
All poets who have spoken of the capture of women 
have laid great emphasis on the description of their physical 
beauty and have described them as being lovely and fair with 
fine faces and bright complexions, beautiful black eyes and 
white teeth and cool saliva; they had attractive figures 
and round breasts, and full shapely legs, soft delicate 
fingers, and a pure, fine skin.
The Poetic images describing the condition and experiences 
of the enemy.
The continual thrusting and stabbing that the 
enemy endured were compared to heavy and abundant showers of 
rain (739-7M) and in weight and speed to water poured from 
a bucket (76^-765).
The victim falling to the ground when he was 
struck was compared to an object thrown in sport, and in the 
way in which he fell immediately on being stabbed was des­
cribed as like a tree cut down (770-771)*
The heads which were struck off and thrown to the 
ground were likened to colocynth (7L \ . 3 - 7 h k ) ; and the way in 
which they fell, scattered over the. desert sands was com­
pared to burdens fallen from the camel (767); and their
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appearance when pierced with arrows was described as that 
of the quiver containing arrows (766).
The image of a muffler was employed to describe the 
appearance of the blood covering the face and disguising 
the features (753); and the victim pierced with a spear, 
with a spear-point still sticking in him, pulled forward by 
his assailant, with his arms outspread was likened to a 
swimmer (749)*
The penetration of the weapons 'into the body and 
the withdrawal of them smothered with gore inspired the 
poets to speak of them as though they (the weapons) were 
satisfying their wants by drinking, and quenching their 
thirst with the blood of the victim (716—717)*
The enemy, plundered and deprived of all their 
property,were compared to the branch of a tree stripped of 
bark and leaves (768-769); and the laments and sighs of 
those defeated by a grim opponent to the whinings of a dog 
bitten by snakes■(773); their painful groans and cries for 
the heavy losses they suffered were compared to the protests 
of overloaded camels (780). This image of the camel recurs- 
the poet speaks of the camel kneeling (778) and of the 
tread of shackled camels (782-783) when depicting the press 
and hardship of the fighting, and the difficulties and the 
consequences of the battle.
The weakness of the enemy and their lack of resis­
tance to the overwhelming power of the enemy, their inability 
to stand firm and the manner in which they perished was
( 2 2 2 )
presented with the image of a bank crumbling before the 
rushing torrent (742). This lack of resistance, and the 
superiority of their conquerors who slew them and felled 
them to the ground, caused the poet to compare them to < 
slaughtered sheep (774) and slaughtered camels (777)* and 
in their numbers and their submission the defeated troops, 
driven off, were said to be like cattle (78^)785). In the 
way in which the foe were expelled from one place to another 
by the victors, the poet saw a likeness to pups being driven 
by the bitches (772); and the humility of the enemy was 
compared to that of the modest young camels among the milch 
camels (779)* They were also compared to the flour (775- 
776) and in their complete slaughter, so that not one of 
them survived, to the perished ancient tribes (787-790).
The image of beautiful young girls going to a wedding party 
was employed to portray the haste and eagerness with which 
the birds of prey gathered over the bodies of the slain(754).
We have already remarked on the use of the camel 
in the imagery, and the poet employs this again in his de­
piction of the defeated enemy driven back like thirsty 
camels restrained from water (781), or like strange camels, 
which in spite of their own powerful desires are driven 
from water by the others (786). The stamp of disgrace, a 
mark of shame which cannot be removed was compared in its 
permanence to the lasting marks placed on the nose of camels 
(715) and also to an ugly and humiliating garment which 
overwhelms and conceals everything else (751-752).
( 2 2 3 )
In irony the poets described what had befallen the 
enemy as though it were a medicine (713-714) given to cure 
a disease, and so that the recipients might be made healthy 
and normal; in its effect on them bodily and mentally they 
describe it as the drinking of water and wine, (718-738), 
and speak as though the enemy enjoyed it; they speak of the 
booty as though it were the gain of the foe (745-746); The 
enemy who received the spear-thrusts were depicted as an 
object with which the spears were playing a game (748), and 
as if they, i.e.-. the spears or their owners, enjoyed this 
and the lack of resistance of that with which they were 
sporting.
The injuries inflicted on the foe were ironically 
compared to the hospitality and entertainment offered to a 
guest (755-763) and the way in which the host hastens to 
please his guest most extravagantly, exerting himself to his 
utmost so as to gain the greater reputation and praise.
The poetic images describing the slain.
Their swollen skin was compared to the bark of 
the tragacanth after rain (791) and their dried bodies with 
the arms and legs raised, to the wood of branches of trees 
(793-796). The bodies, crumbled to small,dry pieces were 
described like fallen leaves, crushed and dried up (792),
The poetic images describing the fleeing people
The speed and noise of the pursued persons was 
compared to the running and bleating goats (797)* to an 
eagle soaked by heavy rain (799); and their great speed
(22k)
was likened to that of a heavy rook falling-from a high- 
mountain (809); in their haste and fear they appeared like 
frightened ostriches (800-805), they were compared to an 
oryx frightened by hunters (782), to an ass (791) and to 
sheep chased by wolves (798). The image of a man who 
collects dry wood was used to depict the manner in which 
they went astray into unknown ways, into thickets and remote 
places (808).
The poetic images describing captive men
The captives stricken with grief, dirty and 
shabby, being driven along in their coats-of-mail were corn** 
pared to scabby camels painted with tar (810), and the 
sound of their fetters and chains as they moved was des­
cribed as though it were singing for them (811-812).
The poetic images describing the women captives
The captive women in their state of unattractive^ 
ness and in their dishevelled appearance were sometimes 
compared to ogresses (815)* Comparison is made between 
the tightness, the hardness and the severe pressure of the 
instrument for straightening lances and the iron fetter-s 
biting into the flesh of the prisoners (818).
The beauty of these women captives was often des­
cribed as like that of statues (813) in fairness; their 
grace of form was compared to that -of the oryx (814) the 
antelope (817) and the gazelle (819)* Their breasts were 
likened to pomegranates (816) in their roundness and full­
ness, and their faces in their fairness and brightness to
(225)
the new moon' (820) and the sun (821).
\
EXTRACTS
1. Bishr-ibn-Abl-Khazim’s verses oh what his tribe had-done
(1)
to its enemies.
-c - (2)2. Rabi ah ibn Maqrum said:-
n because of them (i.e. my people) cAmir met with
a disastrous day at al-Nisar^at tfee Tikhfah:
They (i.e. my people), at that battle forced the whole 
tribe of Hawazin, rich and poor alike, to yield to them one 
half of their possessions.
And at al-Kulab, Madhhij led against us all their 
forces, including all their confederates as well as their 
own pure stock:
Then our war-mill whirled, grinding up their horsemen
and they became rotten bones, and as though they had never
existed.
With spear thrusts from which the gushing blood spurted, 
and with sword strokes that clove the skulls (on their 
shoulders);
And their bodies lay in Tayman in such a state that he
who saw them there would perforce compare them to crushed
dried leaves from the trees.
And we left cUmarah among, the spears; cUmarah of
GAbs, wounded and drained of blood. M
(3)
3. Zuhayr ibn Janab said:-
TTTTMuflT P* 61-iA, vv.T3~21V Lyall1 s translation P*270. ’
(2) Muf. , P.361, vv. 30-36. (3) Shu.Nas, Pp. 2.08-209,
( 226 )
!,Whither can one flee from the fear of death when they 
(the enemy) defended themselves against us by (leaving their 
possessions fur as as) booty.
When we captured Muhalhil; his brother; the soii of cAmr 
in shackles, and the son of Shihabj
And we captured from Taghlib every fair woman, bright 
a s .the light of (the sun before noon) and with cooling 
saliva,
While she shouted at Muhalhil (saying) ?,0 people of 
Bakr is this the defence of the glories?
Woe to you, woe to you5 we now have right to your 
territories, people of Taghlib, I am the son of battle, 
raining down;
While they were fleeing in every direction like fright­
ened ostriches running on the mountain tops,
And the death-mill whirled upon them with (warriors 
like) lions from °Amir and Janabi
They were either people fleeing and with no care for 
anything, or the slain gleaved with dust;'**
Sh°idah ibn Ju ayyah of Hudhayl said:- 
^They pointed the grim,threatening Yazanite spears, like 
stars, and gave the poisonous drink to one another,
The Busrite swords among them were shearing through 
limbs and neck as though they were cutting straps (of stiff 
leather).
(1) Hudhayl’s Diwan (CairoJ^TolTi (Pp. 203-20777
(227)
"TJaey(struck into) the sides of Kings and slew them* and
. 0 }hackied them into small pieces, like cutting the hide (of 
cattle).
How great a mim|Der of the sad and grieved there were, 
and how many thirsty Y/ounded men, in whom broken lances were 
still lodged; ho?/ many were slain of the generous lords of 
noble birth who cared for the orphans (in time of stress) 
when none care for them;
And how many a tall well built warrior, whole throat 
and neck were (now) bleeding and who panted like the heaving 
vulture^
And he.drove back to the rear the foremost horses, 
charging and attacking repeatedly, like a v/ild stallion 
among the herd of camels,
And a great number of noble women lying (sideways on 
their sides) behind the camel-saddle, and riding with dis­
comfort, or walking v/ith great difficulty,
They (the captive women) were shedding streaming tears, 
were unbecomingly clad in ragged gowns in place of luxurious 
garments striped in red and green.
The. victors made the enemy turn back, and pursued them 
and destroyed them as though they were a weakened bank •under­
mined and swept away by the powerful tide.
Then the triumphant returned with captives bound and 
fettered and (booty, of) camels like the middle of a lofty 
mountain, which were shared (amongst them).
(1) or possibly he means ulike butchering an animal11.
(228)
(■>)
5. A poem of Amir ibn al~Tufayl in which he describes
what happened to several tribes who were his tribe1s enemies*
(2)
6. cAntarah of °Abs said;-
HThey (i.e. the enemy) left behind for us women who had 
recently borne children* and they fled in haste and scatter­
ed* some running directly away; and others running this way
and that;
And they left behind also; every girl with round 
breasts and plump* shapely legs and of the great and noble 
stock of the people of pabbah;
We left there the "tribe of Dirar, some* as fettered cap- 
tives, and sortie killed from whom the wailing-women were 
absent.
And we left °Amr and Hayyanrin a desert Where the grim
• *
hyenas visite'd them from time to time*
They (the hyenas) dragged off the skulls, split by our 
spears and removed their beards and the locks of their hair.”
II BOASTING
There are 23A0 verses on boasting out of our 
collection which is 3080 verses. The poets chose two ways
by which to boast of glory in war. They either express it 
trihally or personally. I6I48 verses are of the tribal type 
and 692 are personal. The boasting would appear to deal
( i j Diwan, P. 95* vv7?>-27* Lyall's translation P. 9 6 ,  
(2 ) al-Iqdu-l-Thamin, P. 36, vv. ’17-21.
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with three major topics:- boasting of heroism, of horses 
and of weapons. Out of the 23^0 verses there are *1882 
verses on heroism, 269 cn horses and 189 on weapons.
A-* Boasting of Heroism.
The poet boasted in these verses of a hero who 
had performed exploits in the field bf which he cduld boast 
or which his tribe could glory in. Of 1882 verses, 1^07 
express this pride tribally and V75 are personally expressed 
by the hero himself.
Military glories were extolled, i.e.' tribal vic­
tory in their Ayyams and brilliant action in battle.
There are twelve main points to be considered 
under this heading.
1. Chivalry
Here the poet boasts of the great moral virtues 
of his kinsmen. They praised such virtues as that of 
keeping faith with those who showed goodwill towards them, 
helping the weak and oppressed,-, giving help, to all with no 
thought of gain. In war they liberated the prisoners with­
out awaiting monetary gain or thanks', were not interested in 
looting but In dispensing justice with.no thought of per­
sonal or tribal gain,
2. Defence
Here the poets boasted of the way in which women were 
protected - by a high code of honour; territory, horses, 
camels, clients, (maulas) refugees,, and sojourners were all 
respected and breatea well.. This action of doing dood
(230)
without thought'or expectancy of reward is mentioned fre­
quently.
3* Nr.rnerical Superiority
Tribes were proud of their great Numbers, their
personalities* the vastness of their armies and their
squad??ons, and their poets showed how proud they were, not 
only of the actual numbers, but also of the fact that no
outside assistance was needed and no foreigner had to be
brought in to swell their ranks..
^ - S t r e n g t h
Numbers meant strength. Bravery and stamina also 
meant strength. In this connection, the poets spoke of 
power on their own side, bloodshed and terror on the oppos­
ing side and proudly stated that the blood of their slain 
has not been shed in vain, for it v^ill be avenged. They 
boasted of their ability to suppress risings, oppress their 
enemies, attack them, occupy their lands and of many things 
of which they smew themselves to be capable whereas their 
opponents could not treat them in the same way. They were 
so powerful that they were able to control vast areas of 
enemy country and to graze their cattle on all the richest 
and most ferhile areas with no fear of reprisals. They 
were so fearless that- they were able to camp in unprotected, 
places '/here no rocks or mountain ranges helped them should 
their enemy attack. So great was their reputation for 
strength end ruthlessness that all, whether women, refugees 
or cattle under their protection enjoyed complete safety.
( 2 3 1 )
They were also proud of the fact that drought and other 
difficulties did not lessen the severity of their attacks 
or prevent them from carrying out their raids.
5* Death in battle
This boasting took the form of saying that the 
heroes had a complete indifference to death, and even wel­
comed being killed in action. They also said they were 
proud of sacrificing themselves and boasted that no hero 
died a natural death but shed his blood in the cause of 
honour and dignity - as death is inevitable they saw no 
reason to fear it.
6. Chieftainship
Many poets stated that•they themselves had been 
successful leaders in time of battle.
7• Experience and continuity - of war
We find here that the poets’ main boasting is 
that their heroes were experienced warriors, descended from 
great fighters and that their kinsmen were fighters-. They 
praised their bitter fighting, their excellent shooting and 
the management of their horses in the fiercest battle.
They boasted of their pleasure in fighting and of their 
splended carriage and excellent horsemanship* They were 
particularly boastful of the fact that they were always 
fully armed and ready for battle and that,be cause of this, 
men and horses suffered - the men becoming thin and unkempt 
and the horses weary and exhausted - the mares even losing 
their foals.
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8. The fate of the enemy
In order to extol their heroes’1 piowess the poets 
used to magnify their enemies’ attributes. They would men­
tion the names of the various enemy tribes saying they con­
sisted of experienced and great warriors; They would ex­
aggerate the size of their numbers and equipment; In thib 
way greater glory was given to the poet’s army which could 
defeat such powerful enemies. Then they boasted of their 
warriors’ treatment of the beaten enemy, such as driving 
them from their homes, occupying their lands, appropriating 
their wealth and cattle, capturing their men and women and 
leaving the dead and wounded to the wild beasts and birds*
9• The hilling of distinguished- men
Great credit was paid to .heroes who had slain 
kings, chiefs, leaders and other well known men. They made 
a great point of mentioning them by name.
10. Courage
Under this heading we find the poets boasting of 
their heroes’ great courage - their fearlessness, self- 
confidence and alertness in action. They boasted that thei^  
resolutely faced enemies v/ho far outnumbered them and who 
possessed the finest horses and the best of weapons. They
said they made repeated violent and severe attacks: that
they were not afraid of the largest army or the sharpest
weapons; they attacked openly even marking themselves so
that they were more easily seen by the enemy. They called 
them the "Warriors of the Morning" because they were always
(233)
prepared for sudden raids which usually occurred in the 
morning. They boasted of their trustworthiness, their* 
powers of .resistance and their ability to carry out danger­
ous operations as spies and scouts.
11. Patience
Great praise was given by the. poets to - the war­
riors' steadfastness in battle and their determination to 
continue the fight until the enemy was completely overcome 
or they themselves were killed.
12, Military Glories
The heroes were extolled by the poets for their' 
great victories.' They wrote of the glories of their own 
days and of those of their ancestors showing that they were 
following the glorious traditions of their forefathers.
B . Boasting of horses
In their description of horses, emphasis is on 
the high quality and the vast numbers used in battle.
There are 269 verses on this subject, i 58 tribal and 111 
personal.
C . Boasting of Weapons
There are 83 verses boasting of the tribes vast 
collection of weapons and 106 verses praising the weapons’ 
of individuals. The accompanying table shows the number 
of verses and the repetition of ideas.
Motives for Boasting 
The following motives inspired the poets to boast 
of their warriors' military prowess.
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( 2 3 4 )
1 , Excitement of victory *
Military victories provide an admirable inspiration 
to the poets. His senses are stirred, his imagination fired 
and he becomes inspired with many thoughts and fancies.
Poets themselves have confessed to this influence and have 
also stated that defeat has the opposite effect. In one of
C
his poems Amr ibn Macdilcarib said on the day of Nahd and
0)
Jarm when his people were defeated.
,fIf the spears of my people made me speak I would find 
myself composing verses boasting of and praising them be­
cause of their victory. But because of their defeat the 
spears have slit my tongue,1*
So we see military victories were an important factor in 
inspiring the poet and providing a great opportunity for 
boasting. Then the poet would sing of his peoples1 glor­
ious actions, publishing them abroad so that all would hear 
of them. These songs served as records which would go 
down in history bringing great honour to the people and 
providing inspiration to the coming generations.
On the other hand, defeat causes great depression 
in the mind of the poet and he deeply regrets that he has
Q
no opportunity to praise his people Defeat, as Amr- ibn 
Macdikarib says in his above quotation, cripples the poet’s 
ability and may even result in stifling his art altogether.
In one of his poems, A1 Shamaydhar of Harith says, when his
people were defeated:
,{0 our cousin, do not’mention poetry after you have
buried the rhymes in the desert of A1 Ghumayr."
As has' been previously stated the treatment of
*
the defeated- enemy was a stfoiig motive for boasting and the
poet dwells on the strength of his own warriors in defeating
him. When'Bakr defeated the Persians on the day of Dhu
(2)
Qar, A1 A csha said;-
v,And the army of Kisra were faced in the morning by our 
noble heroes who have no fear' of death and they fled.
They had been attacked by a large well ordered well 
equipped squadron whose sole aim was to kill them. Their 
leader was a chief who was neither weak nor foolish.
A noble man of noble origin, proud, supcessful and 
resolute.
The squadron consisted of warriors praiseworthy, res­
olute and determined in battle*
Their forces shine in time of danger'* that you ?/ould 
think they were the "genii of cIn.H
When they faced us we uncovered our heads in order to
let them know we were Bakr and would not flee.
We fought them so severely that'- they cried "Have mercy
on us," while the Indian swords were reaping them but there
was no mercy for them only the sword,.... Then their shame 
was laid bare.
(236)
If every Macaddite had taken part with us on the day 
of Dhu Qar they would not have missed' the glory.
When they came towards us they were so numerous that 
it seemed as if the night was advancing before them cover­
ing the whole earth with overwhelming darkness.
They consisted of patricians, sons o'f kings and Satraps 
of Persia with earrings on their ears.
rfheir spears and swords among their troops were glitter­
ing like lightning in the pouring rain.
Whenever they bent to pick up their arrows we attacked 
them with our shining swords, striking off their heads so 
quickly that it seemed as if they were being snatched away* 
And with the cavalry of Bakr which did not cease to 
grind them until just before noon they fled."
2- Stirring of Emotion by honour being attacked
When a poet finds the honour of his people has 
been slighted for any reason he is roused to pour out poems 
of boasting. This is to show the enemy the greatness of 
his people and how they are prepared to fight for their 
honour.
The following reasons are means of arousing the
poets’ emotions,
a) Unjust treatment
It is related that cAmr ibn Kulthum composed his
Mu°allaqah in which he attributed to himself and his tribe
(1)
the .ideal qualities of manhood and glorious deeds, owing
XTfTfee hi^ M u ^ a l T ^ i r i f o m  v. 23 "to end in tiie translation 
of Mucallaqat.
(2 3 7 )
C *to the unjust treatment he received from King Amr ibn Hind,
b ) b ach of Wealth or of noble lineage
People who lacked v/ealth were looked upon with 
contempt; also sons of unequal marriages, where one parent 
is of nobler lineage than the other,' were scorned. The 
poet maintained that wealth, and noble lineage were matters 
of fate and the real nobility was that of noble actions, 
he was moved to write verses in iDraise of such heroes1 
bravery and glory, stating that they should be more worthy 
of esteem because of their handicap... He would protest 
against those who did not respect their honour and dignity*, 
boasting of their heroism, courage and mighty deeds in 
battle.
When cAntarah of cAbs was despised because of his
( a
mother being a black non-Arab captive woman he said:-
n I  am a man, half of me is from the noblest of cAbs and 
I protect the rest (i.e. his mother's side) with my sword." 
After he had explained his heroic- characteristic Antarah 
said:™
"And when the squadron refrains and the men look side­
ways at each other (because of fear) I am found to be better 
than he whose both parents are of equally great nobility.'* .
In his iviucallqah, Tarafah, expressing his poverty and .
(2)
boasting of his heroic -characteristic says:-
"And if my Lord willed it, I would be like Qays, son of
( T) I c|du-X-Thairiin, P* 'U1.
(2) Johnson's Translation, P.58.
C” c ■ ■Asim and" 'Amr, the son of Marthad.
*
Then (if like these two people) I should be possessed 
of much property, noble sons would visit me- chiefs of a 
recognised chief.
I am the energetic man whom'^ou know to be venturesome
and sharp as the head of the sharp snake, -
And I swear, my waist does not cease to be the lining 
for an Indian sword, sharp as to its two-edges."
After describing his sword he continues:-
H?/hen the people hasten to arms you would find me in­
vincible if my hand held the handle of it."
Tarafah continued until he said:- *
"If I were coward amongst men, verily the enmity of him
possessed of confederates and also of single ones had hurt
me. But my bravery which I showed against them, and my
boldness and sincerity and the nobleness of my origin re­
pulses the people from me."
"And many a day I made my spirit firm at the time of its 
press in war, protecting its'objects of defence against the 
threats- of the enemy.
In the place where the brave man fears destruction, 
when the shoulders of the warriors clash together in it and 
they shake with terror."
X 1Y Clays”ibn L'Asim of the tribe of Shayban and GAmr ibn 
Marthad of the tribe of Bakr ibn Wa'il were two Arab 
chiefs renowned for their high birth and great wealth.
(239)
G) Dispute and Anger
A quarrel‘between two people or tribes'incited the 
poet to compose poems of boasting. A dispute that is not . 
settled amicably gives rise to reproaches, blame and threats. 
The poet would uphold his own tribe especially if it had 
received most of the blame. He would extol its heroic 
actions and glories and declare that a tribe with such 
brilliant records could not be in the wrong. He would 
magnify any favours they had received and urge the people 
not to deny their prowess but to act in accordance with 
their reputation. In a dispute between the people of Ja- 
°far and those of G-hani, Tufayl of Ghani composed some 
verses addressed to the Ja°farites, in which he urged them 
not to show ingratitude for the kind deeds done by his tribe 
towards them and he continued displaying the heroic actions
o )
of his tribe and those of himself, 
d) Description of the Hero's unkempt appearance
We notice that the poet often precedes his praise 
of a hero with a kind of disapproval of his appearance. He' 
would describe him as pale, thin, emaciated and unkempt.
This he said was due to the fact that he was so fully en­
gaged in fighting that he was forced to neglect his appear­
ance, Also that war affected him so terribly that he was 
completely worn out as he had no time for rest or comfort. 
This kind of poetry must not be considered as verses composed
TP” Diwan, P. 37* Vv, 17-33* lirenkow1 s Translation Pp. II4.-16.
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to excuse such appearance but to show the greatness and en­
durance of the hero in trouble and danger. Abu Qays ibn 
al-Aslat is said to have been absent - from his home for a 
long time in the prosecution of warfare between his people 
al-Aus and the tribe of Al-Khasraj, giving up his whole 
mind to it.- After many months, he knocked at his own door 
which was opened by his wife. He made to embrace her but 
she repulsed him. Hardships of war had so altered his 
appearance that she did not recognise him. He called .her 
by name and she then recognised his voice.
It is with this incident that he opens his poem.
0)
He says:-
"She said - but she had no mind to say aught unseemly, 
'Stay! but now hast thou reached my hearing.'
Thou .didst not recognise my face when thou scanned its 
features: and War is a destroyer that changes men through
her pain.
Whoso tastes of war, finds her flavour bitter and she 
stalls him upon rugged lying.
The helmet has, rubbed the hair off my head, and I taste 
not of sleep save as a brief dose.
I labour on behalf of the greater of the children of 
Malik: every man labours for that which is his."
After describing his war accoutrements he continues:-
"The arms of a man accustomed to look death in the face,
'(TJ Muf. P. 563. . Sir Lyall' s translation P. 225t
( 21+1)
•wary, hard against Fortune* s blows and easily fluttered in
i. • ' i
spirit.
\
Prudence and firmness are better than dissimulation and 
weakness and a wavering mind.
The sand-grouse is not like her nestling and the herded 
folk among men are not like the herdsmen.
We lament not at slaughter but we requite it upon our 
enemies, full measure, peck for peck.
We repel them ffom us with a host full of alacrity 
well furnished with captains and champions.'1 
3* Singing of Heroism.-
A tribe's heroism and military glory is a cause of 
great excitement to the poet. As a result he composes songs 
in its honour. Here he appears to have four aims in view:- 
to bring out his and their high qualities so that the tribe 
may be held in high esteem; to affirm its supremacy over 
tribes less experienced in and unprepared for war; to 
extol its strength and power especially in attacking and 
defeating powerful opponents - such as a king; and to 
record their glory to provide a memory for themselves when 
old and an inspiration to the young to follow their glorious
O )
example. For example, in one of hi-s self-praising poems-
D amr ah ibn I) amr ah boasts of exploits he performed, and shows * *
his own high qualities.
And Muzarrid in some of his verses shows his
(1) Muff P.633, Sir Lyall*s translation, P.26k*
(242)
supremacy in botli heroism and preparation for war to those
0 )
who lack these characteristics.
Concluding one of his poems in which he boasted of
the heroic deeds of h‘is tribe and her previous glories,
(2)
A 1 -Tufay 1 of G-hani said:-
”The days thus have raised us to the foremost with our 
battles in warfare after warfare.
Men find in us nothing at which to point the finger of 
scorn when our days are searched through and explored one 
by one,"
And in another poem of his Al-Tufayl also boasts of his
people’s attack for revenge on the king of Al-Iiira, An-
c _ (3) •
Nu man ibn al-Mundhir,' m  which he says:-
*’We raided when the king made a raid among us to obtain 
requital and our tents were standing by his,
As a punishment what was done to cAbd, the son of 
°A idh - for we are accustomed to obtain vengeance on our 
enemies.*’
( W
In one of his verses jkmir ibn Al-Tufayl con­
siders his heroic characteristics as his equipment. He 
might mean that these are his weapons by which he wards off 
any scorn or shame and with which he would gain more glories
(T)" Muf. , P.1‘33j Lyall1 s translation,-?. 68’,. Vv 12 -
(2) Blwan, i . 1-6, vs. 76 , 77*^rerL^ owt s translation, P. 6.
(3) Diwan, P.55? vs.7 & 8,Krenkowrs translation, P.'22,
(ij.) Diwan, P. 126, v.6, Sir Lyall*s translation, P.-106.
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through the inspiration thereof. '
We find, too-, that -a poet often boasts of himOelf 
or his people’s glories as a king in answer to a question* 
Such a- question is obviously purely imaginative on the part 
of the poet. Sometimes it takes the form of a query about 
his tribe’s achievements and sometimes the poet urges some­
one, often his beloved, to abk about his tribe’s heroism.
Then he has a marvellous opportunity of singing 
the tribe’s praises and proclaiming his pride in it.
• The poet counting his life * s pleasures
In his best moods, the poet often, relates the 
pleasures of his life, They consist chiefly of heroic 
actions in battle and'are essential to him. They make his
life virorth while and without them life is worthless.
(1)In his Mu allaqah.Tarafah says:- 
”Now then Oh thou who art my reproacher because I take 
part in wars and because I am present in pleasure, will you 
perpetuate (my life when I refrain from them).
And if you are not able to keep back my death then let 
me hasten it with that which my hand possesses*
If it were not for three things which are of the plea­
sures of the young, by your fortune (I swear) I do not care
(2)
when the visitors of the sick commence to visit me.
And of these my preceding the reproaches with a draught
Tl) Johnson’s translation, P. v*v. 56-61.
(2) i,e. if it v/ere not for three pleasures which he
describes in the following .lines, he did not care how 
soon he was seised by a deadly disease.
( 2i*4)
of red wine, which, when it mixed with water it foams.
And my dashing on (a horse) with sloping pasterns when 
the one surrounded by- foes summons (me) as the wolf, of the 
thorny thicket whom you have awakened, going to water.
And the shortening of the day of. rain, while the rain 
is pleasant (to me) by (the society of) a beautiful woman 
in the tent supported by poles.”
Therefore we find the poet in his old age, unable 
to fight and carry out raids, lamenting his condition. He 
recalls the heroic actions of his youth and states what a 
pleasure they were to him. Then he expresses his deep 
sorrow in the loss of these pleasures now he is old. Listen
to
to Salamah ibn Jandal when he says:-
”Gone is fair Youth, that time whose gains are fullness 
of praise,in it was delight for us: no delight is left for
the old!
Yea, two days were good - the day of assemblies and 
moots of the tribe and the day of journeying through the 
light and darkness to fall on the foes, -
The day we pushed on our steeds homewards the way they 
had gone with hoofs chipped, jaded and worn by onset again 
and again.”
5* Boasting of his heroism to his beloved
In some cases a poet feels that he is not receiv­
ing 'the proper treatment from the woman he loves. He may
(1 ) Muf. P* 226, v v . 3 - 5 ?  Lyall’s translation, P*,.79*
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feel liis love is not reciprocated or that he is being 
soorned in his old age. This gives' rise to emotions which 
cause him to write verses recalling his distinguished qual­
ities and the heroic deeds of the past. It seems as if he 
is justifying himself and renewing his morale; He gen­
erally alludes to himself as bleeding and declares that he 
should not receive such treatment from his beloved but 
should be admired and considered as he considers her. In
some of his verses cAntarah of cAbs, addresses his beloved
c (1)Ab1ah s ay ing:-
**0 Abayla, do not cut rue off, and reconsider your dec­
ision concerning me; as does the one who thinks deeply and 
thoroughly.
0 °Ablah, how many a difficulty I myself have exper­
ienced by your life - I swear - could not be cleared away.
If you see me become emaciated, verily, he who is a 
target for the points of weapons would become emaciated.
Verily, many a bright featured warrior, like your hus­
band, big,' stout, or. the bacu of a fleet fleshy faced horse.
1 have left with his joints soiled with dust while his 
people were v/ounded or knocked down dead.
And many a far-spreading host of horses and its troops 
I have witheld with a contracted teethed, fine flanked huge 
horse.”
-c - (2)In some of his verses Rabi ah ibn Maqrum said:-
<rAl-Ruwa° has cast off affection for me and determined
71) Al-Iqdu-l-Ihamin, P. U3* P-Oems Ho. 20.
(2) Muf. , P. 37*1? Lyallf s ' translation, P. *136.
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on separation from thee and farewell.
And she said "What is he nov/ but a w o r n  out old man? 
and repulsion was strong in her and she sought not to over- 
come it;
Yea, and if I haYe come back to my senses arid a veil of 
hoary hair gleams white o’er my brow
Yet I know how to cleave close to a friend though he be 
far from me and the fruit of hating me is an Unwholesome 
pasture*
And I guard, though they be absent, the cause- of my 
tribe and it is not neglected with me, nor is lost."
And so he went 011 describing his bravery, heroic deeds, ex- * 
ploits and his courage and military glories.
Ill LAMPOONING- 
Before studying this section we must note the 
following:-
The verses studied here are those in which the 
poet taunts the enemy directly, that is by addressing him 
in the second person. This excludes those studied in the 
previous section where the enemy is mentioned indirectly, 
that is, in the third person. The taunts appear to be dir­
ected to two main groups of people - relatives of the poet 
whom he considers lacking in bravery and those who are not 
relations. In the first case, the lampoon takes the form 
of a reproach and in the second a satirical taunt. Out of
( 2kl)
5030 verses of our collection there are 559 verses on lam­
pooning. There are 255 verses directed to the relatives of 
the poet and the rest 50k to the strangers.
The poet hopes to defame his enemy by attributing 
to him such shameful and disgraceful actions in battle that 
his reputation becomes infamous. The following attributes 
of the enemy were subjects for composing lampoons.
1. Want ing in he r oism-
This includes every characteristic which conveys 
the fact that the enemy is entirely lacking in chivalry, 
lie is accused of being ignoble and of possessing neither 
dignity nor honour. Their boasting is false: they are
said to be so much beneath their opponents that their blood 
does not satisfy the raiders; they are not worthy to be 
called men; they are ungrateful for favours bestowed on
i
them - such as being set free after being captured; they 
even deny such favours. They are also accused of neglect, 
betrayal and conspiracy against strangers living under their 
rule or taking refuge with them. Their.territory is said 
to be unprotected and those who seek their keep are ignored. 
They are further taunted and accused of being afraid of 
death because they love life and only care for pleasures 
which exclude war so they become weak and cowardly: thus
they lack the desire or ability to revenge themselves and 
become humiliated and submissive.
In reproaching his relatives the poets accused 
them of imprudent and un-heroic behaviour; that they did
( 2 4 8 )
not keep their c m  people and did not participate in fighting 
with them. They were abused for causing trouble among 
their own relatives, or attacking then even inviting strang­
er tribes to fight with them against their own families.
They nave also been reproached by the poets for neither 
hearing nor obeying sincere and faithful advice offered to 
them concerning fighting; for neglecting their chiefs' 
orders and for boasting against their own people.
In some cases the reproaches were made indirectly 
by mentioning other tribes and praising them very highly, 
thus drawing attention to their own inferiority.
2• What has befallen them
The poet here taunts and reproaches his enemy v/ith 
what has happened to him. He taunts him with his losses 
and how he had been driven from his home to barren places 
while his opponent occupied his land and inflicted unbear­
able indignities on him. This has been explained in the 
chapter on "Description."
3* Cowardice and weakness
The enemy here is accused of cowardice, fear, 
luck of courage and resolution which makes him unfit to face 
warriors or to become involved in fights with them. The 
poets said they were frightened of war, we ho ana unable to 
approach near enough to the cavalry to attack or kill. As 
this was apparent to all, they were attacked, frequently even 
before their wounded had been healed. He said they were 
unable to face their opponents but took refuge in their
(2 U 9 )
houses and buildings. ile reviled them saying they were 
poor fighters which made it easy to defeat them; they dare 
not graze their cattle far away for fear of losing them as 
they were unable to protect them; they were frightened to 
go far in open places and were always being attached in 
their own homes, their attackers occupying their territory. 
They were said to be always complaining of the heavy burdens 
placed upon them through war and this made them frightened 
and unprepared, 
h. Fleeing
Very often the poets taunted their enemies with 
fleeing when they saw the numbers and power of the attacker, 
or when the fighting became severe and very dangerous. The 
poets here made their lampooning very sarcastic by urging 
the enemy to be grateful to their horses who delivered them 
and saved them from inevitable death and calamitous conse­
quences.
5• Shame and disgrace
The poets reviled their foes by covering them with 
shame and disgrace because of their defeat in battle. They 
were accused of being under the rule of others, of being 
slaves and so humiliated that their* faces became black and 
their heads bowed down-.
They were taunted with their shame and bad re­
putation which they said was wide-spread. The poets men­
tioned and counted the' days in ’which they were defeated and 
magnified their disgrace.
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The accompanying table shows the number of verses 
and repetitions of each characteristic in lampooning. 
Motives for lampooning 
The poet naturally composed lampoons aboiit their 
enemies simply because of the’enmity between them. He 
would heap contempt and scorn on them as if they were full 
of defects and not fit to participate in fighting.
But on various occasions the motives of lampoon­
ing would be something more than enmity especially if the 
poet's tribe was victorious. Here the poets* besides boast 
ing of the victory would belittle their foes, revile them 
and rejoice over their calamities. Such motives are found 
to be one of the following:- 
 ^- h-ggression and Injustice of the Attackers
When a tribe had unjustly attacked another and 
were defeated the poets of the victorious side would be 
driven to abuse the aggressor. They would exaggerate what 
had befallen him with mockery and sarcasm. In the day of 
Dhu Hajab it is said that the tribe of Yarbu0 of Tamlm was
victorious over a joint attack made upon them by the tribe
of °Amir ibn SacSaeah* and Yamanite’ prince called Hassan• * *“ *
ibn Kabshah of iiindah. One of the leaders of the defeated
side was named Yftzld ibn ml~Saciq. who was severely wounded.
/ 
k
On that occasion* Aus ibn G-hulfa in some of his verses 
satirised Yasid and his troops* defaming them with his
M )
i )  M u f . * P. 757? v s .  2+-1 7 5 L y a lJ ^ s  t r a n s ie n t  io n *  P. 325.
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wounds and what had befallen them.
2. Answer’ to a lampooning or a boasting foe.
The boasting of a poet over his foe would arouse
the emotion of that foe. If the-latter had been held in
contempt hewould say his opponent had been lying and try to
disgrace him by mentioning some of his defects. In the
same way the poet would answer those who had taunted his
people by displaying their shameful history and reviling
them. In the day of al-Raqain* the tribe of °Amir ibn
Sacsacah had been defeated against Fazarah and other branche
of G-hatafan who rejoiced in and boasted of their triumph
0 )
and taunted the tribe of cAmir, In one of his poems* we
find cAmir ibn al-Tufayl replying to the verses of the 
( 2)
victorious.
3. Desertion
Sometimes the enemy deserts a tribe who has helped
him in battle. The poet then composes lampoons taunting
him with insincerity towards his helper.
In the first Day of Al-Kulab* Sharhabil son of
Al-Harith was defeated and killed. This* it is related*
was because the tribe of Hanzalah abandoned him* fled away
and did not defend him. In some of his verses lampooning
(3)
them* 'ImruJ ' .1-Qays said:-
M0h Hanzalah if you had defended (him) and shown good • •
(1 ) See_Muf. P. 29.
( 2 )  Diwan, P. 111, Lyall's translation, P. 101, Poem Y l- II*
(3) Muf., P.U36.
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qualities, I would have praised you with true good characters 
which would have surely satisfied me;
•But your desertion prevented it therefore you have been 
ashamed and have disgraced every good because of your behav­
iour;
he had had the sincerest affection for you over others 
but you have been most wicked.friends;
Many times had his.twcl hands rained on you generous 
graces spreading amongst you, and many a cap>tive had he set 
free.
* v *
Oh Hanzalah, is there neither gratitude for his good 
♦ «
deeds noT a refrain from evil conduct wrhen your help is for­
saken and remiss..
j
You have been found contemptible at the time of so-
i
journing (i.e.. unable to defend those who are sojourning 
with you) and your branches in the time of difficulty are 
the weakest.
Oh Hanzalah, this is the memoir of what you have done * ■
and I shall elucidate the talk with explanation.
I shall kindle great fires on the high lands so that
(1)
the people wrill know your treachery.
You came back with neither benefit nor -safety!
0 most evil followers and most wicked friends.1
The poet usually reproached his relatives or close 
friends if they had done something contravening the recog-
X 15 Th~TToet^m^ans a flaring up lampoon and let it be wide­
spread, so that the people would know their bad charac­
ters.
nised tribal laws. Laws such as: unity of the tribe;
loyalty to one another, co-operation; defence of honour; 
fighting the common enemy and obeying the orders of their 
chiefs, leaders and men of wisdom and experience. There­
fore we find the poet making reproaches for some of the 
following:-
1. N on-Participation in fighting
When a branch of a tribe refrained from taking any 
part in fighting with other branches against the enemy the 
poet would reproach them for their conduct either openly or 
by hints.
In the war of A 1-Basus between Bakr and Taghli.b, 
a division of Bakr headed by al-Harith ibn cAbbad stood 
aloof. They were taunted for this by some of the x^oets of 
the other branches of Bakr* It is related that on the 
occasion Sa°d ibn Malik of the tribe of Qays ibn Thaclabah
( p
of Bakr reproached Al-Harith and his followers in his poem, 
which begins:-
11 How evil a thing is Aar that bows man to shameful rest.** 
2* Fighting against each other
Occasionally two branches of the same tribe would 
fight against each other* The poets of the victorious side 
would then pour abuse on the defeated side reviling them for 
their lack of propriety and saying that what had befallen 
them was their own fault and -the result of their own fool-
(254)
ishhess* The reproach was more severe if one side had
sought the aid of some strange tribe to help him. In the
Y/ar of the Huraqah between Bahm and Sirmah the two branches
of Murrah, a strange tribe al-Ivhudr of Muharib took part• •
in it with Sirmah. Nearly all the divisions of G-hatafan » *
sided with Sirmah even in Sahm itself there was one division 
standing aloof. Sahm was in the fighting headed by al~ 
Husayn ibn Al-Humam who won the war. Then al~Husayn com-
(1)
posed some reproaching verses in some of which he said:- 
"No wonder! But when Muharib came upon us with a thou­
sand horsemen, eagerly pressing on in a host together -
They, the clients of our clients to take captive our 
women! 0 Thaclabah, verily ye have brought here a hateful 
thing. • Thaclabah! I said to them - Ye house of Dhubyan, 
what has come to you - may ye perish! - that this year ye 
walk not in the right way’
The chiefs invited one another to the worst of deeds 
and MaudtL0 has become thereby that (shame) will cleave 
forever!"
3* Fleeing (of relatives)
When relatives fled in the thickest of the fight 
the poet found another reason for reproaching them in verse.
In the day of Nicf Qushauah, the tribe of Shayban 
of Bakr defeated the tribe Yarbuc. On that occasion the 
branch of Sulayt, who were siding with Yarbu0, fled. In
m
Xl) Muf. p7623, vv.9“i2, Lyall’s translation, P.257*
(255)
some of his versos taunting Sulayt and abusing them for
0)
fleeing Malik ibn Nuwayrah said:-
'A/iay G-od cover the horsemen of Sulayt with shame espec-
tally as th^have returned" safely.
Did you come seeking excuse to me, while no skin of
yours has been pierced.
Your milk skins with cream on the top called you and 
(2)
you answered them.
Whenever you meet you disgrace your families honour! 
there is no reproving you.
G ' /If the tribe of Ja far were present in it (the battle) 
they would have been the rescuers, but they were absent.
And if the warriors of cUbayd were present, then the 
return of the people of Bistam would have been late.
And if the people of Riyah had heard the call then 
angry warriors would have come from them.1 
If.. Rivalry
Often two branches of a tribe vied with one ano­
ther in honour and reputation. Then the poets W0Tl1$ be­
sides boasting of their own side1 s good qualities reproach 
the other side recounting their shameful actions and de­
feats and counting the campaigns which they had. met with 
disgrace and great losses. The best example of this can
■{*17 llaqh^id {Europe*) P. 22 (CairoT ' PT20. '
(2) The poet means they did not bear the difficulties of 
fighting but preferred to go back to their homes and 
drink their milk there.
( 2 5 6 )
0
be founc! in the Mu allaqah of Al-Harith ibn Hillizah. Itv *
is said that it was composed and recited in front of cAinr ibn 
Hind when he y/as listening to a case of dispute between two 
sister thibes Bakr and Taghlib in order to give his judge- 
ment to settle the dispute. In his Mucallagah* Al-IIarith 
ibn Hillizah of Bakr reproached Taghlib. In some of its
a )
verses he said:-
"Verily, our brothers the Araqim are exceeding limits in 
their spite against us* while there is every excess in their 
speaking against usf!
After some verses in which he boasted of his people’s high
qualities* Al-Harith reproached them sarcastically* concern^
(2)
ing some of their certain disgraceful campaigns* saying:-
A r e  we responsible for the crime of the tribe of Kindah, 
that the.ii warriors plundered you and must the fine be paid 
by us?
Or are we responsible for the sin of the tribe of 
Iyad as the burdens are hung to the centre of the burdened 
camel?
Those struck with sword are not" us nor is Qays nor 
Jandal* nor Hadhdhof
Or are we responsible for the crimes of Bani cAtig for
we are guit of the parties of such ones as act treacherously.
And eighty warriors of the tribe of Tamim attacked 
while in their hands were spears whose blades we fate.
(iT Johnson’s translation* P. 207* v-. j 7*
(2) Johnson’s ■ translation* P»231 * vs* 72-79.
(257)
ifThey left them (Bani Taghlib) cut to pieces and return­
ed with plunder while the great and loud shouting of the 
camel drivers made the people deaf.
Or are we responsible for the sin of Hanifah or for 
what the earth has collected from warriors ?
Or are we responsible for the crime of the tribe of
0,udaGah ? may we have no share in the sin they have committed1.1
■ IV SEE Kill G- EXCUSE
In this section we deal with those verses in which
poets have tried to find out some reasons for what has be­
fallen his tribe. They try to explain the reason for any
mistakes or unsuccessful actions and endeavour to distract 
the people’s attention from what has befallen them* To do 
this he may instance some of their successes comparing them 
with the disgraceful deeds of their enemies. There are 
comparatively few of this type of verse. Out of this 
collection there are only 8i-|. verses where we find the poet 
seeking excuses. .among them is seen the following reasons 
put forth as excusee.
1. For defeat or loss
There are several reasons put forward for'excusing 
any defeat. In some cases the poet says his tribe could 
not avoid defeat because it was so greatly outnumbered by 
the enemy, He asserts that had it been equal the enemy 
would have been completely wiped out. He sometimes states 
that its failure was due to having lost so many warriors 
through death and so the attack was treachery and betrayal
-
(258)
by the enemy, He then continued to extol his own side and 
pour threats on the enemy.
In some poems we see that defeat was attributed 
to the fact that the tribe had been deserted by their 
allies. These verses consisted of reproaches poured on 
the allies and deplores the fact that their own warriors 
had been inferior.
Then again defeat and loss were put down to Fate: 
they said their warriors were not the first of Fate's vic­
tims and that they had stood steadfast and firm against a 
well and fully armed foe. This led to praises for his 
tribe and threats to the enemy,
2* For flight and delay in attack
The poet here tries to explain that failure was 
due to some unavoidable occurrence or because his hero had 
to preserve liis own dignity, Where there had been delay in 
attack the poet said it was due to the fact that his horse 
could not gallop fast enough to reach the army in time. He 
then proceeded to bhmae the horse and express his deep 
sorrow in being unable to fight beside his dearest friends.
Flight or retreat were assigned to the great wis­
dom and prestige of the warrior. The poet said that as 
the enemy was great in numbers and so well armed there w as‘ 
no hope of their dc-ifent. Thus if a warrior continued 
facing them he would inevitably be killed and so be of no 
more use to his tribe. Also if he were captured by the 
enemy he would become subservient to low women of base
(259)
people. This would b.e shameful to him and his dignity
would be hurt and his prestige destroyed. An example of
c —this can be seen in the verses of Wa lah ibn nl-Iiarith of 
(1J
J arm.
3* For unsuccessful action
An unsuccessful encounter where thrusts and blows 
did not prove fatal caused the poet to write poems express­
ing his sadness for his hero’s failure. He makes excuse 
for him by saying this was due to the enemy1s being so 
strongly clad,, in armour. His verses here are often in the 
form of a joke or witticism.
c
After Tarafah ibn al- Abd overcame his enemy9 who 
*
was attacking him with a sword he took his foe’s sword and
struck him but he did not succeed in killing him. In some
(2)
of his verses describing this incident Tarafah saids-
!!If it had been my own sword I would have left him
prostrate on his side and elbow.
But it was your sword and it feared illicit action by
you and death is feared.”
Ibn Zayyabah abuses, his own sword accusing it of
(3)
treachery when it failed to kill his foe. He said:-
’’What r. thrust I gave 2Juhayr in the darkness at the end
A ’
of the night when the foes appeared.
The sword betrayed me when I smote Zuhayrl. It is a 
s tr aye d and inauspi c i ou s swor d!”
(1 ) Muf. P. 327a Lyall’s translations P..117*
(2) Hamas ah of A 1-B.uhtur i s P.ljA-
(3) ’ » ” ” ’ P. 45*
(260)
Motives of seeking excuse 
 ^* Defending their honour after a defeat;-
The poet was afraid his heroes would be thought 
weak and cowardly, so he composed poems extolling their 
honour thereby restoring his own faith and feeling for them. 
These are two ways in which he satisfied his own emotion and 
defended their honour. First he boasted of the abilities 
of the side which had defeated them and secondly he composed 
satires and lampoons on the victor. He addresses his hero 
as if he were replying to some query saying that the enemy 
was lying and that their boasting was false.. He reviled 
the enemy by numerating their disgraceful campaigns and 
compared them -with his own people who were active fighters 
showing great heroism and claimed their supremacy over the 
enemy and only failed in their attacks because they lacked 
the numbers;and equipment'of their foes. An example for 
this can be the verses of cAmir ibn al-Tufayl concerning
O )
the Day of Fayf-al-Rih, in which he was defeated and wounded 
2 * Reproaching
Sometimes a poet himself was taunted for his army’s 
defeat or loss. The poet replies to his accuser by trying 
to uphold his and his people’s honour by telling of their 
position in warfare, the heroism displayed by ‘them: the
great perils surrounding them and the difficulties endured 
by them. He did this in such a manner as to make the
TTy Dlwhn, Poem XI,~"pp. 11 f>-T267 Lyal 1 rs "translatiTi)nT~ Pp*
103-104.
(261)
accusers seem foolisn and stupid,
Qatadah ibn Mas 1 amah of Hanifah did this when he
( O
said:-
’’She (i.e. my wife) hastened because of foolishness to 
reproach me and insolently she reviled her husband with 
weaknes s and b1ame.
When she found I had lost my warriors and exhaustion 
and wounds apparent in my body.
I was not the first of those who had been struck by 
Fate and strong gallant warriors,
I fought them until their hosts retreated and the 
torses were Swimming in' streams of blood.
When the tribe of Tamim were taking refuge with the 
great men of Banu Maqacis from the edges of spears andswordsk 
iWhen the two ranks met and the spears were charging in 
both sides and horses were biting their bits in a cloud of 
dust.
In the raised dust they were stern faced and frowning, 
with wounds from the thrusts of spears.
1 aimed at their chief with a decisive thrust, and he 
fell on his noble face disgracefully
.and there were with me warriors from Hanifah, like 
lions in war, bald-headed because of their continual wearing 
of helmets.
Warriors, when they are wearing their iron equipments, 
XTJ Hamasah (Calroj P*319. ~
  (262)
loolt like stars in their helmets and polished coats-of-mail
If I remain I will set out raiding to obtain booty or a 
nobleman will be killed.” 
k . Wiping out shame
Sometimes things happened to a warrior which were 
unavoidable. Then the poet tried to wipe away his shame 
by trying to explain the reason for the calamity in order to 
keep his good reputation and to restore his honour and pres­
tige. Once during a battle, Qabisah of Tayyi" did not 
advance and attack and the people noticed what had happened.
Then he composed some verses making his excuses. He tried
0 )
to blame his horse and said:-
"Do you not see that Al-Ward turned aside with his chest 
from the care and the brightness of shining weapons.
And took me from the warriors whom I did not wish to 
leave while they were in the straight battlefield.
And he bit the bridle and became uncontrollable so
that I could not manage him when the true warriors turned.
Then I said to him when I saw his bad behaviour ’How
can I enjoy the sincerity of a friend who is going to leave
me!
I talked of his behaviour to whomsoever I met that day, 
but they did not believe me.”
(1 ) 8hu-lTas, P. 9.
Of this collection there are 386 verses consisting 
of threats; Studying these it is found that the poets have 
in their threats spoken of the following' points:
 ^* inscription off the wrongs
The poet begins by describing the crimes and 
wrongs committed by the enemy. He goes on to say that 
their dealings were evil, wicked and unjust; He exagger­
ates their treatment of his own people and says it was so 
unbearable that its effect was most severe; As a result 
they are suffering discomfort and pain because of the wrongs 
done to them. The only remedy he can find is the complete 
destruction of- the enemy and by this alone can comfort be 
restored and their honour and dignity retained.
2* Declaration of Vfar
The enemy was then threatened with a declaration 
of War which was the enforced result of the wrongs done by 
them and the inevitable reaction. The poet emphasises his 
ipeople’s intention of carrying out war against the foe. He 
usually gives an exaggerated description of the proposed 
war saying it would be most cruel and severe.
3. The Heroes
After describing the intended War, the poet goes 
on describing those heroes who would carry out such war.
He would magnify their greatness and the armies and squad­
rons they would form., He would emphasise the fact that 
they would be cruel and resolute; adamant in their demands
( 26Z*)
and would not abandon their revenge; they would be relent­
less in their' fighting and so strong and powerful that all 
foes must fear them and guard against them.
This has been analysed in the section "Description1.1
k * Horses
Horses play a great part in the war with which the 
poet was threatening his foe. These would be the steeds 
on which the heroes would be mounted to carry out the attack. 
The poet attributes to them every admirable quality; This 
has been described in section "Description”.
5. Weapons
These were the means by which tips war would be 
conducted. These include spears, swords, bows and arrows, 
helmets, shields and coats-of-mail, according to the poet 
these weapons were to be of the most wonderful quality and 
quantity.
6. Destruction
This is the main consequence of the whole story - 
the final result of all these threats. Here the poet 
terrorises his foe with threats of complete destruction; 
killing his warriors, leaving them to the wild beasts and 
birds; capturing their 'women and setting them to the most 
humiliating tasks, and inflicting unbearable losses and pun­
ishment on all,- This also has been analysed in the section 
"Description”. He then states with great emphasis that 
there could be no peace between them until the complete 
destruction of the foe has been accomplished.
c > /•/*
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Mg~tIves for threatening
The' following wrongs committed against him or his
people moved the poet to pour threats on his enemy.
1. Slaying of a kinsman
The slaying of a kinsman aroused the poet’s emotion
and stirred up his feeling especially if the slain happened
to be a chief or a leader. He would explain frankly and
openly to the foe that there could be no hope of settling
the matter peacefully. The only tiling that would satisfy
his people, the poet would declare, would be revenge and
the complete destruction of the foe.
When Kulayb ibn Wa il of Taghlib was killed it is
related, his brother al-Muhalhil was extremely disturbed and
continued eulogising him and threatening his foe in his
0 )
verses. He said;-
¥,3anu Bakr had acted wrongfully and we re unjust. And
one might know the right way.
The mounts of injustice have halted among the tribe of
Wa il in the branch of Jassas who are of heavy burdens A*
And in the same poem he said:-
"Say to the people of Dhuhl to return him (i.e. the
N
slain) or be prepared to endure an uprooting and calamitous 
war. ”
Further on he said;- r
’’If we do not, avenge him, then sharpen the edges (of
(i) Shu-Nas, P. 17i-i 73.
( 266)
0
uyour weapons) to out our[throats,
Slaying3 like the slaying of sheep whose slayer would 
hot be satisfied'but with streaming blood from the veins;
What is between us and the people of Wa'il has cut Ihe 
cord of relationship-after affection.
Tomorrow- know than - we would give ouf spear to drink 
of dark red blood like strong-pure winei
With eyery warrior of the morning who is predatory; 
severe and rushing blindly on noble and highly bred horses, 
Like ogresses carrying from the tribe of Taghlib, true 
warrior like the lion of the road.
Your brother is not abandoning his revenge and he is
(i)
not desisting from seeking you, ”
When the tribe of cAbs killed Nadlah ibn al-
Ashtar of ‘‘Asad in spite of a covenant of protection,
Al-Jamayh of 'Asad threatened the slayer, after bewailing 
(2) *
him.
2. The Defeat
A victorious people v/ere naturally proud of their 
success* This pride usually urged them to taunt the def­
eated tribe who in their turn would not keep silent*
They were roused to defend their honour and their 
poets would respond to the challenge. Besides defending
(j) He means he will always keep himself busy in killing 
them and he will never be satisfied with the killing. 
(2) Muf. , P.7‘l7!f Lyall!s translation, P.306, vv.6-11.
(267)
their iceopie they would threaten their conquerors and
express their decided intention of revenging themselves in
0 )
further, warfare. An example for this can be the poem of
C “ —
Ainir ibn al-Tufayl when disaster befell the tribe of cAmir *
ibn SacsaGah bn the day of al-'Raqam.
3. Victory
When one tribe defeated another, the victory en­
couraged the victorious tribe to look for a further victory
over the conquered.
c “■ o pWhen Amir ibn Ba sa ah were victorious against
the tribe of Tamim on the Day uf Shicb Jabalah, cAmir ibn
(2)
Al-Tufayl of hAmir said in some of his verses:- 
#
?tAnd if the changes of things do not hurry me out of 
life, they will go on paying tribute to us year after year;
They will pay it, though they loath it abased beneath 
us and will give into our hands the reins to guide them. 
h. A plot against them:
/
When the people discovered a plot had been laid y 7 
against them, through which they had or would have suffered 
defeat or great loss the poets would express in their verses 
their deep distress and threaten those that had conspired 
against them. An example of this can be found in the 
verses composed against °Amirah 'ibn Tariq who warned his own 
people against their enemy who was planning to raid them on 
the day of Dhu of Tuluh.
T T J T D f w a n V ' P o ' e m  5 0 0 0 ^ 7  ~ P .  T r j I p T  'i r T T T L y ' a l  1 T  1 f ~ t r a n s l a t i o n , P V " jI"16. 
(2) Diwan,P*100,vv.28-29? Sir C.Lyall's translation, P. 97*
(268)
5* faeply to a threat
V i
W'iien a poet was threatened with attack by a foe 
he woixld answer with a couri.ter-th.reat trying to frighten hi 
foe math complete destruction.
c c — 1It is related, when Zur'ah ibn Amir threatened
Al-Nab'ighah of Lhiibyan over a displite between themd Al-
0 )
Nab ighah in hi s reply s ai d: -
"Certainly poems will conie to you, and certainly a host 
will drive you, proceeded by saddled camels.
The people of the son of Kuz are among them, storing 
their coats-of-mail in bags and the people of Rabi°ah ibn 
Hudhar also, -f
Q
"And the people of Q,u 'in, no doubt are coming to you 
with their nails uncut
ji (2)With unpleasant sm£4# because of the rust of iron as
if they were, under their coat s-of-mail genii of Al-Baq_qar.
And the people of Sawa5ah are visiting you with their
troops in a host led by Abu-al-Mizfar,#
And the people of Judhaymah, a trusWorthy and noble 
tribe, have the rule over the places from Khabt to Ticshar.
VI ELEGISING-
We shall study here the verses which had been com
(269)
posed on the death of a warrior in action or in connection 
with battle. These verses were'usually composed by a kins­
man of the slain or a near friend but sometimes we find the 
warrior bewailing himself when about to die.
Usually the poets, on such an occasions besides 
reciting the high qualities of the slains threatened the 
foe who hilled him and emphasised their determination to 
avenge his death.
Studying these elegies we find their verses cover 
the following points.
1. The Calamity and its effect
The poet here describes the loss of their dear 
warrior, magnifying theooourrenoo ^nd portraying it as a 
momentous crime and a great calamity. he describes its 
effect and the reaction of the people to such a great loss, 
exaggerating its effect on him and on all the tribesmen 
and women.
In some cases the poet describes the effect that 
the death of a warrior had on himself. He says that when 
he heard the distressing and horrible news he felt as if 
the sky had collapsed, the earth trembled and the world 
became dark. His heart was deeply grieved; his eyes 
brimming over with tears; he could not sleep nor taste any 
food or drinn. He wished that he could have been present 
at the battle to have defended him and kept back the enemy. 
He said he would pray for him but he wished he could pay 
a ransom for his return to life - in fact he would have been
(270)
§
willing'to pay to keep him alive in the first placed He 
claimed that the whale tribe felt the bereavement deeply;
\ ' y j , .
the-women-appearing unveiled, continuously weepirig; scratch-
\
ing their faces' and tearing their garments in their great 
sorrowi He then attacked the enemy with curses, defamation 
and threats impressing upon him that his tribe was deter­
mined to avenge the slain. He himself vowed to abandon 
every kind of pleasure “'in-'iiffe; keeping away from women 
and from drink; neglecting himself and wearing his weapons 
continually until the whole tribe was destroyed.
2* Heroic characteristics of the slain
A warrior slain in battle was portrayed by the 
poet as being a perfect chivalrous hero. He attributed to 
him all the heroic characteristics studied in section 
"Description0 (hero). Here, however* the poet, besides 
mentioning them personally, pays great attention to those 
connected with society. .Under this heading we find gen­
erosity, sincere chieftainship, leadership in adversity, 
defence of the weak, protection of sojourners and refugees, 
care* of orphans and widows, help in times of difficulty and 
liberation of captives.
If the slain happened to be a group of warriors 
they were mentioned and elegised individually.
3* Courage and Military Glory
He then proceeded to portray him as a courageous 
warrior; a leader of severe raids conducting destructive 
war; steadfast in the time of danger; the first in the
field at all times deamending the most dangerous■positions;
never trying to escape even if he had the opportunity.
With great admiration the poet enumerated the
great deeds in every battle in'which he had been engaged.
\
U. Inevitability of Death
The fact that death is inevitable was mentioned 
by the poet to relieve the great sorrow felt for the death 
of a warrior. They tried to calm their agitation by remind­
ing themselves that death came to everyone in time - even
( D
to those who took great care and guarded against it.
Some poets emphasised their great pride at the warrior 
being killed in action pointing out the great honour achieved 
Others,, especially those who had lost a great number of war­
riors* tried to show that as they were men of war continue 
ally making raids and being raided they, did not weep for the 
slain* they had become much too accustomed to death.
Extracts
In an elegy on-the slaying of his brother Eulayb*
(2)
A1 - I v luhalhi i writes;-
“0 Eulayb,, there would be no good in the world and those
therein, if you leave it among those who have left,
0 Kulayb what a warrior of dignity and nobility under
the earch, when the dust blown by the wind comes on you.
The announcers informed us of Kulayb; then I said to
/
them 'Has the earth convulsed with us* or are its pillars
e l e g i s i n g
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swinging!
I wished the sky had collapsed on those who were under1 
it and the earth passed away and finished with those who 
were therein.
Resolution and firmness were his characteristics,
0 my people I cannot count his graces.
The slaughterer of big humped camels and did not cease 
to give it as food and the giver of a hundred red camels as 
gifts with their shepherd.
The leader of horses which gallop proudly in their 
bridles when horses are husky in their galloping,
From the cavalry of the tribe of Taghlib whose weapons 
you never see but dyed by the blood of its enemies.
lie used to lead the cavalry- in spreading' destructive 
raids under the cloud of dust frown-foreheads.
You used to be in front when they attacked and you were 
their protector by your attacking in the day of fighting.
Until you break their chests with the blue points of 
the spears when you quench their thirst. "
( u
And in some of other elegies Al-Muhalil said: 
take upon myself a steadfast vow that all my life I- 
shall give up all that our territories offer*
Break with women and drink and wear a robe which could 
never be borrowed
1 will never abandon my coat-of-mail and my sword until
(273)
"day abandons night.
And until the noble men of Bakr perish so that no trace 
of them whatsoever remainsi11
2. Durayd ibn al-Summah1s verse elegising a number of
O )
IVarriors from his kinsmen.
3* cAbd Yaghuth of Banu-l-Harith was captured on the second
day of Al~Kulab and fell into the hands of a man of cAbd
shams. They put him to death* but first asked him what
death he preferred to die. He answered 'Give me wine to
drink and let me sing my death song.' So they plied him
with wine Find opened a .vein; and as his life ebbed away he
(2)
recited his last poem elegising himself.
VII EULOGISING 
In this seotion we study verses where the poet 
praises warriors wrho were not his own kinsmen. It does 
not matter whether such verses deal with real or imaginary 
warfare. Praises of the poet?s relatives are looked upon 
as boasting and have already been studied under that heading 
in section No. 2.
We found that there were 5^ -3 verses in this coll­
ection dealing with praise but composed by comparatively 
few poets.
The following points are noted by the poet when 
praising persons they admire*
( 1,) Hamasah? i'Gairo7~P* 3*40' S~ir,^ lLyaTlT” tranSTatTon of 
f,Ancient Arabian Poetry11, P.ipt.
(2) Muf.,-Pp.315-320,Sir C.Lyall’s translation,P.112-113.
{2.1k)
1 * Heroism,1 courage and power.
These attributes have already been studied in the 
chapter headed ''Description (Hero)'’'. However, in this case 
we find the poet exaggerating these attributes. He claims 
that the hero cares for nothing save war and its affairs; 
attacks with severity, especially in dangerous fights when 
any other warrior would flee; fears nothing, not even 
death; has so much experience in warfare that he is contin­
ually stirring up strife; is steadfast and strong in battle 
and is so certain of victory that all realise it - .even the
birds of prey who follow knowing they will find all the food
they need among the slain. Iiis great admiration for his 
hero led him to say that he was of great power, feared and 
guarded against by all; that he attacked openly and in 
broad daylight uncovered and unveiled; that he never attack 
ed individuals but only large groups; and that he punished 
any who rose against him most severely. He continued to 
eulogise this hero saying .that he was so great that he
utterly destroyed any who might do him an injustice and his
enemies were totally unable to revenge themselves on him-: 
he could oppress many'but was never oppressed by them. On 
the; other hand he was always yendy to defend those who 
sought his help or protection and those who took refuge with 
him were as safe as if they were in an inaccessible fortress 
2■ Chivalry and Wisdom
Under this heading we find poems describing a 
hero's high qualities, both physical and mental. The poet
(275)
states that his hero is much to be admired and praised be­
cause he is a rrian who always keeps his promises and observes 
treaties and covenants; who never betrays his confederates 
and allies; who considers treachery as unforgettable 
shame and who willingly sacrifices himself in defence of 
dignity and honour. He describes him as a man of true 
nobility, bearing the burdens of others. He praises him 
because he does not increase his own wealth by oppression 
of his kinsmen or betrayal of those dependent on him: he
does not torture his defeated enemy nor does he humiliate 
his captives but looks after them well, often setting them 
free without any expectation of revoard or, thanks.
The admired person is also praised as being a 
lover of peace and that he willingly welcomes any opportun­
ity of the furthering of peace at great cost to himself.
He may even part with some of his wealth to avoid war and 
bloodshed.
When booty is to be shared the poet declares his 
hero never tries to get more than his fair share.
He boasts of him as being just in his judgements 
and his advice is sought and followed by all; he does not 
get over excited when his affairs are going well nor does 
he become unduely depressed in times of adversity; he has 
an exceedingly cautious disposition so that his actions are 
always suitable to the occasion, so that he can avenge or 
forgive ,as he wills.
Military glories were a great incentive to praise 
for the poet, A hero's victories were exploited and the 
effect on the enemy noted’. These victories were famous 
everywhere and the topic of conversation in every assembly. 
The poet enumerated the battles and drew attention to the 
fact that great suffering had been endured by the hero. He 
pointed out that battles which had seemed long to the enemy 
because of great hardship had seemed equally short to the 
hero because of the piea,sure he had found in the fray.
Great praise was due to the hero for all that he had inflict­
ed on the enemy; such as death to many, the capture of men 
and women, the acquiring of their wealth and the complete 
subjection of the tribe.
There were none, the poet said, who had not 
suffered in some way, but on the other hand all had received 
some benefit from the hero's overwhelming favours and grace. 
As a result he was feared and admired by all, 
k . Raiding
Skilfully conducted raids with successful results 
make a great topic for praise. The best raids were made 
in times of hardship - for example, during the hot season 
or time of drought when water and pasture woroscarce. P. 
hero is to be admired greatly if his raids are continuous. 
Because of this continuity and prolonging of the raid his 
horses have suffered so much that they have become canker- 
hoofed, sunken-eyed, emaciated and so tired that their foals
(277)
have been cast prematurely. Raids which covered a wide
area were praised especially if the raiders went to unknown 
and distant places and captured the camels of those living 
in solitude and unknown lands* taking them to remote pasture* 
a hero was acclaimed because they said his raids 
were always successful and were a source of great wealth to 
him and his fellow warriors. The poet declared that be­
cause of these raids many rich people had been plundered 
and their wealth divided among many poor people who became 
wealthy instead of living in miserable poverty.
5. Warriors and Armies
According to the poet, a hero who was being eulo­
gised possessed squadrons and armies of warriors of the 
highest quality They were all - young and old - noble and 
great. His armie.s consisted of great numbers - every war­
rior being a member of his own tribe - in fact the poet said 
they were numberless. Every good characteristic studied in 
the section headed "Description (Squadron & Army) was 
attributed to the hero as a matter deserving much praise.
6, Weapons and Horses
The poet assigned to his hero5 s v/eapons and 
horses every high quality put forth in the section headed 
"Description", He also attributes to them other character­
istics, thereby showing indirectly the hero's greatness in 
warfare.
Sometimes the weapons are said to have great his­
toric value having won many battles in ancient times; they
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(278)
said that they not only wounded bodies but could'break rocks 
and the .hardest ground-into pieces^ They said that the 
only defects in these weapons Were the notches left after 
the continual assault on the foe.
Regarding their horses* these were acclaimed to be 
of the highest quality and well cared for - even in the 
time of drought and hardship* They were said to be well 
built and strong but naturally after a bitter fight they 
became weary and exhausted* but the care of the hero com­
pletely restored them to the original strength and fitness*
Motives for Praising 
The two main motives for praising a hero seem to 
be firstly a wish or a desire for a gift or favour and 
secondly gratitude for a favour conferred on the poet or 
■his people Poets who devoted themselves to a special dis­
tinguished person usually praised him for gifts received*
For example* Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma who was devoted to Harim 
ibn Sinan* and al-Nabighah of Dhubyan who was first devoted 
to the kings of A1 Kirah, then to those of Ghassan.^ a
1 . Desire for a Gift
The desire for a gift is an excellent motive for 
praising a hero. The greater part of these poems are con­
cerned with praise for prowess in Y/ar. This is the part 
with which this study deals. Sometimes a hero is portrayed 
by the poet as a chivalrous warrior, a gallant leader and a 
distinguished fighter* his deeds in battle being greatly 
magnified.
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On other occasions, the poet praises the hero for
c „
his general military abilities. ,‘,mr ibn Al~Harith of
: ( a
Ghassan, is so praised by Al-Nabighah of* Dhubyan, He said
*
,fI am sure of his victory, whenever it is said that 
squadrons from Ghassan - not mixed - have set out raiding 
His near cousins and the people of °Amr ibn cAmir are 
people of strength that is not untrue.
When they set out raiding with their hosts there would 
hover over them groups of birds guided by groups.
They would accompany them until they finished the raid 
They are those who are accustomed to and fond of blood.
You could see them behind the people narrow-eyed, 
looking like old people sitting in garments of the fur of 
.hares.
Stooping, they are sure that his host when the two 
armies meet would be the first victors.
They have a habit with them which they have realized 
whenever the Khattite lances are put across the withers 
when they go fighting.
On horses accustomed to thrusting, stern with wounds 
both bleeding and dry.
When they dismount from them to thrust they hasten to 
death as hasten uncontrollable camels.
They give one another the drink of death while in 
their hands are thin-edged swords.
( 1 T a I-^I qd"u-"l-Thaiifn, 1\ 2. ~~
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Tlrnong them, the; tapering bop of every helmet is 
shattered to fragments and after that the bone of the skull 
above the eye,
In this people there are no defects save that in their 
swords are notches caused by continuous striking on the 
hosts*
They have been passed down since the days of Halimah,
■ t
until today, So that they have been tried in every circum­
stance, f
They cut the double -woven Saluqite mail*coat and kindle 
sparks that look like fireflies on the broad stones.'*
In his klucallagah Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma praising Harim ibn 
Sinan and Al~3Jarith ibn Auf, refers to their paying blood 
money and bringing about peace between Bani Dhubyan and
t, - 0 (1)Bani Abs.
2• Wish for setting captives free
The wish for setting captives free is another 
strong motive for inciting the poet to compose poems of 
praise. The poet here exaggerates the strength of the 
person whom he is praising and who has been victorious and 
taken many prisoners* He speaks of his forces, weapons and 
great military deeds, how they had fought until the foe was 
defeated and captives fell into their hands* Then the poet 
would ask for these captives to be set free thus bestowing 
on the poet and his people a great favour which would bring
tTfT^e’eTTis ' M uc all a g a h , ^ ~ V v 7 3 3 7 ~ " v v . 3 7 - 3 8  & vv. 1+1-1+5
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great glory to himself and which would never be forgotteh
by the poet or his peoplei
Iii the battle of cAyn GUhi.gh, al-Harith son of
*
Jabalah, the chief of G-hasqan defeated and killed al- 
Mundhir son of MalAs-Sama ' of al Hi rain Among the prison­
ers taken by Al-Harith was the brother (or nephew) of the 
c ppoet Alqamah Ibn Abdah named Sha' s. In his pleading for
c ( a
the release of Sha's, Alqamah praises the victorious king A
3. G-ratitude .
Gratitude to those -who have performed heroic deeds
is among the forces compelling the poet to compose eulogies^.
When a great man did a favour to the poet pr his people —
such as setting their captives free without taking ransom
or defending refugees - the po.et praises him who. could do
such a chivalrous deed; Besides showing his pleasure and
expressing his gratitude, the poet attributes to. him the
highest qualities and chivalrous characteristics.- In the
day of Al-Kulab, the first, Sharhabil ibn al-Harith was.
defeated and killed. The tribe of GUwayr ibn Shijnah of
faraim stood b,y his family, protecting them until they
reached a place of safety among their own people Praising
(2)
the JUwayr for their heroic action Imru'-1-Qays said:-'
V^Uwayr1 and who is like .al-cUwayr and bis people? -
in the day of restlessness Bafuan has made happy.* «
^y^^^Tqdu-l-fh^iriA'Pi 1'G5-,V Muf.P. J 7 % , y Z y & i i v &
P.330 vv.21-37. '   '
(2) Muf-PJldf.
■   (282)
’’They have brought the strayed people tb their own arid 
"marched with them between Iraq_ and Najran.
So they became - and God has distinguished them by it - 
-the most pious in keeping oath and the best protectors of 
those who need help*
The garments of the people of °Auf are spotlessly 
pure and ‘clean and their faces are white and bright;’!. 
h , Confederation
Confederation is!* another motive for praising.
The poets exalted their confederates -for their heroic ac­
tions and counted their glories relating to fighting. Such 
praise would be on a high note* especially if the confed­
erate was strong and had gained a good reputation through 
victory in certain wars. This is the main point of prais­
ing here.
Al-Nabighah of Dhubyan praising the tribe of
( a
Asad a confederate of the tribe of Dhubyan said:-
ulhey are my mail^coat with which I protected myself to 
face the danger on the day of Al-Nisar and they are my 
shield
Ind they came to ^.1-Jifar attacking Tamim and they are 
the chcampions of the day of GUkaz
I have witnessed true heroic actions and keep my 
hearty admiration for them,
And they marched in a host to attack Hujr and they,
(1~y _TrI qdu~ 1 -Thamin, P. 30.
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ifon that day made ray belief in them true.
And they marched off towards G-hassan in an army of 
great divisions numerous and heavy*
With every experienced warrior, who is like a lion 
mounted on a long tailed horse.
And slender horses like the arrows, marked and bearing 
warriors like JiniiA1
VIII INGITEAIENT TO FIGHT 
By this is meant the verses which were composed to 
inflame the feelings of the people and to so put forth the 
state of any untoward happenings that it seemed as if there 
was no redress except in warfare.
In this collection 153 verses are written in this 
vein - a comparatively small number. This may be accounted 
for by the fact that the Bedouin did not need any incentive 
to arouse his emotion. He burned with rage, fiercely, by 
nature, when he thought his honour was at stake or he was 
being threatened by danger or receiving unjust and humilia­
ting treatment. The verses seem to be in the form of a 
statement or a giving of advice instead of a command.
The stirring up is put forward in two ways - 
direct and indirect. Indirectly we find the poet sometimes 
using mockery and scorn and at other times praising other 
people; calling them Ideal heroes Implying that the ones 
whom he feels need rousing cannot be real heroes unless they 
rise to immediate attack. In some cases the poet even
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turns and reviles his own people. This indicates that if 
a man kept silent when his honour was attacked ^  ucroame so 
shamed and humiliated that he deserved the most offensive 
reviling. Such behaviour was reg^'ded as unnatural and not 
normal. This omphasi ooo what has been said regarding the 
temperament of the Bedouin.
These kind of verses are only written when the 
poet feels his people need to avenge their honour and we 
find him using such terms as honour, dignity, prestige, 
shame, disgrace and humiliation.
From the study of those verses we find that 
emotions are stirred up by the following attempts,.
1. Threats of subjection
The people here may be threatened with complete 
subjection by a king or some other stranger, thus curtailing 
their freedom and besmirching their honour. The poet urged 
the people to defend their honour and fight for their free­
dom in widespread and destructive warfare. He pointed out 
that death was better than a life of submission and dis­
grace. He often illustrated his tirades with examples of 
past warriors who were famous for resisting such attempts 
to overcome them.'
2• Times of injustice
- The poet urged that injustice is not acceptable 
to noble people and must be revenged.
3* Fear of Acceptance of, Blood-money
Here the poet burns with anger and goes to the
(•285)
utmost limit in reviling him who accepted blood-money in**- 
stead of revenging himself on his attacker. He said this 
was most humiliating and an everlasting shame and unforget­
table disgrace.
As a rule when a warrior was slain his people did 
not rest until he had been avenged. People who accepted 
blood-money were not considered to be normal.
The poet would here compose verses exciting his 
people to action, describing the uneasiness of the spirit 
of the slain and ?/arning his listeners of the result of 
accepting this money.
L+* The inevitability of War
V/hen a dispute was not settled between two sides 
the enmity became violent and each side made preparation 
for war* Then the poet tried to give his people greater 
courage appealing to them to stand firm against aggression 
and uphold their dignity and honour. He used every incen­
tive that his intellectual ability allowed him, showing the 
people there was no alternative but war and stating that 
the enemy would fight to the bitter end and that if he was 
not killed they would be killed themselves. Great emphasis 
was placed upon the fact that whatever the result of such 
a war it must be a great honour for them - those who sur­
vived would lead a glorious life, and those who fell in the 
fight would earn a praiseworthy reputation.
3. Fighting
During battle, verses were re-cited to encourage
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the people. Sometimes they were recited by the man! him­
self and sometimes by women behind the army.
In the day of Dhu Qar between sections of the 
tribe Bakr and the Persians, who were defeated, a woman from 
Bani °Ijl of Bakr was reciting verses to stir up the emotions
of the people and to encourage them to fight severely and
0 )
defeat the enemy. In some of the verseb she said:-
“If you defeat we will embrace and we will lay down the. 
saddle cushions,
And if you are defeated we will abandon you as does 
one who is not in love.1*
cAnd in the same battle Hanzalah ibn Tha lab ah recited.
« *
1f0 my people, be delighted at the fighting, it is the
most suitable day for you to defeat the Persians..'*"
And in the Bay of I dam it is related that c.lmr ibn Abi Dirar♦ •
of Dabbah was singing to himself, addressing his horse 
which was called Misrnar saying:-
"0, Misrnar, artack and turn back 
0, Misrnar, do not be tired,
0, Misrnar, verily today is an excellent day.*1
EXTRACTS
(2)
1. In one of his poems, Xl-Mutalaihmis saids-
"Veril^, humiliation is known (only by) the peoples1 
ass. The noble man and the powerful and the resolute 
hate it,
p i )"N a q a » id ,' P .53+1. (2 )  Shu-N as, P .33+3* 
«
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(0 my people) be like the tribe of Bafcr, as your
ancestors have been and do not be like the tribe of Abd
al-Qays when they surrendered.
They gave what they were asked while al-Khatt was in• •
their land prostrate on his belly as the sluggish slothful 
person.
There is nought that would endure being wronged by 
humiliation save two submissive ones - the peoples’ ass and 
the tent peg.
The first is humbly tied with its head rope and the 
second is split and there is no one to lament for it.” •
2* After the slaying of Malik, ibn Ziyad of Abs al-Rabi
ibn Zuliayr of °Abs said:
( o
”1 have lain awake and could not close my eyes 0 Harith
«
because of evil and grievous news told far and wide, (the
slaying of Malik).
Because of tidJngs such as these the women start the
evening unveiled and rise up weeping at dawn.
After the sl.ayj.ng of Malik ibn Zuhayr would the women
(2)
expect the usual intimacy.
Y/ith regard to this killing I see no alternative for 
wise men but that the riding camels be saddled,
,md tnat horses be led alongside, tasting of no food 
and miscarrying their young.
And that warriors, whose habit it is to kindle war
("i'fShu-bas, P. 792.
( 2;This is a reference to the habit of renouncing women 
until revenge was taken*
. (288)
appear with faces seemingly painted with tar with the rust
from the steel that they wear and the stains of travel.u
3. We read in one account that cAbd Allah ibn MaCDikarib df
Zabid* once passed a shepherd of Al-Muhazzam ibn Salamah of-*
the tribe of Malik ibn Mazin of Zabid. He asked the shep­
herd for a drink of milk but was refused. Then c,s.bd Allah 
killed him* This-roused Up the tribe of Mazin and they 
revenged the .shepherd by killing °Abd Allah. Then they went
O G ■to Amr* Abd Allah's brother*and said to him n A foolish
man belonging to us has killed your brother and we are your
hand and arm (i. e. we are helpers because they were kinsmen).* 
We appeal to you through kinship to accept blood money/'
G n
Amr was about to take it when Kabshah sister of Amr became 
angry and recited the following verses as a message from ,the 
slain urging her people to take revenge.
nCAbd Allah has sent a message to his people when he 
died ; 'Accept no money for my blood*
'Ana take from them no camels while I am left in a dark
grave, ah SaGdah.
'And rely not open cAmr., Verily he is a lover of 
peace. Is it true that the belly of cAmr cares for nought 
save food?
'If you do not take revenge and accept blood money go
0 )
with ears like the split ears of the ostrich.
TTJ Hermanns to abuse them if they accept money and do not 
avenge him saying "if you do that people will speak of your 
shame and abuse you with the most offensive reviling.n Then 
he advised them scornfully not to listen to such reviling 
but to behave like ostriches who have no ears.
And drink not save the dirtiest and most poisonous 
water. *
Sometimes the poet tries to stir up the emotion of*
other tribes. Here the poet would take advantage of some
adverse action which his enemy had done-, This action he
would magnify to such an extent that the people concerned
would burn with anger. He then urged them to avenge their
honour and destroy the foe.
An example of this can be found in some verses by
°Amr ibn Milqat of Tayyi* stirring up the emotion of GAmr
ibn Hinds the king of al-Hirah against the tribe of Zurarah
. 0)
ibn Udus of Tamim who was the enemy of Tayyi' ,
IX CAUTIONING- 
Here we intend to study verses in which the poet
shows how he aims to inform his own people of.the imminent
danger in which they stand and to caution them to take 
every step and necessary measure to avert it: and verses In
which the poet expresses his excitement for his people’s 
victory after his cautioning.
When the poet realised a tribe was preparing to 
attack his own tribe he went at once to his people to inform 
them of th,e Intended raid. Sometimes he found a reliable 
person to take the message for him.
The number of verses in this vein are comparatively
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small. Out of this collection only 92 are concerned with 
cautioning. The reason for this is apparent'. As already 
pointed out the cause fot this is the .secrecy of the raid. 
Owing to this., preparation, objective, the time and the 
movement were kept secret. However, in some instances 
leakages occurred and those about to be raided could take 
precautions which, if well organised, caused destruction to 
the raiders ending in serious calamity Instead of success 
and gain.
As can be imagined leakages were not very frequent 
occurrences but when they happened it was usually through 
an agent of the opposite side who had gained the trust and 
confidence of the raiders.
The verses on this subject can be assumed to be
f
under the following headings:-
i
1 . Foes Preparation
Here the foes of a tribe are described by the 
poet and the preparations they are making for war. Their 
weapons and horses are described: the bitter tension of
the enemy warriors and their determination to destroy them; 
and emphasis put upon their longing for captives - chiefly 
women, plunder and booty.
2* The poeo’s feeling towards his people
In these verses the poet expresses his anxiety 
and restlessness for his tribe when he realised what might 
happen to them. He said he was worried and uneasy but he 
sincerely hoped that they would be successful in defeating
(291)
the enemy and so turn their plot against themselves,
3• His advice
The people were advised by the poet to take every 
possible step to defeat or outwit the enemy. They must be 
united and prepared, with their equipment ready, so that the 
enemy have no chance to injure them. He drew their atten­
tion to the fact that nothing must occupy their minds or 
divert their attention from their preparation for the on­
slaught of the enemy. He expressed his deep anxiety and 
said he would not regain his peace of mind until he heard 
the good tidings of their complete destruction of the enemy. 
b * The Journey
If the poet was able to go to his people to warn 
them he would describe his journey. He said he had been in 
a desperate hurry to reach them in order that they might 
have adequate time to prepare for the attack by the enemy.
He described his difficulties especially if the journey had 
been long; he tells of unknown places which he had passed 
through; he enumerates the hardships which he and his 
riding camel have endured; and states that the journey had 
been continuous without a break for rest.
5• Meeting the enemy
After the clash the poeb tells the story of the 
fight. He says his people set out to meet the raiders and 
he boasts that they met the enemy on the way* He eulogises 
his people, describing them as heroes, boasts of their 
number, their equipment and their readiness for the fight.
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He praised them for taking the enemy by surprise and attack­
ing them unexpectedly.
6* Excitement of Victory
Then the poet would express his deep emotion on 
the defeat of the foe and the victory of his people. He 
would emphasise his great joy and peace of mind after so 
much anxiety and worry. In some cases the raiders were 
completely routed by the result of a leakage of the plans 
to the other side. Thus the enemy had taken every pre­
caution against the raiders and made every assault on them. 
Meanwhile the raiders themselves were under the impression 
that they were taking their foe by surprise, and killing 
them and stripping them of their property with only minor, 
losses to themselves. All this had a depressing effect on 
the unsuccessful raiders, especially when their failure was 
due to leakages. This is expressed in the poet's verses, as 
already studied in section vlRaids (Ghapter-Description)".
Reply to reproaches
After the defeat .of a raiding party under such 
conditions the poets express their deep hatred of the one 
who had betrayed them. They reproached him for his con­
duct while they had trusted him end had given him their 
confidence. He would be threatened with most painful of 
punishment s,
When success was the result of the poet's warning 
he would reply to any threats or reproaches poured on him.
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He proclaimed His great affection for His people and his 
sincerity towards his kinsmen. He considers his own people 
better than any others and he is concerned in all that 
happens to them-: their victories are his: their losses
his calamity and their defeat brings unforgettable shame to 
him, sometimes he was blamed for their failure: it was said
that as the people did not expect him to know when danger 
was imminent he would ignore it, turn a deaf ear to all 
warnings and leave his people to face what was coming to \ 
them. This they said was treachery to the tribe and was i 
help to the foe*. The poet replied to these accusations by 
saying even if he left the foe to attack his own people, 
the enemy would not thank him but he would become a subject 
for adverse boasting by the enemy.
The poet treated the enemy’s threatening with con­
tempt. He stated that no threat of theirs could worry him. 
He was satisfied that he had done all he could to ward off 
disaster to his people so he paid no attention to anything 
the enemy could say. His mind was completely at rest and 
he had the feeling of great honour. He was surrounded by 
his own people who.with their famous heroes, were quite 
ready for battle.
EXTRACTS
1. cAmirah ibn Tariq. of Yarbii0 was married to a woman from 
the tribe of Shayban. One day cAmirah realised that the 
tribe of Shayban were going to raid his own people He 
travelled and told his- people what was going to happen.
(29k)
Then Banu Yarbuc prepared themselves for fighting and de­
feated Shayban. Regarding this event* in one of his poems
c - (1>Amirah said:-
"0 ibn Asmav% do not command me to do what prevents the 
warrior of good taste speaking*
That you go raiding my people and I sit among you and 
make my knowledge as unknown hidden thoughts.
Ytfhen I realise that the people’s intention was serious, 
X called on my two confidants Muhrlz and A 1-Muthal 1 am.
p * .
But Qa nab shunned me, and it was as if he considered 
that the people of 'Ud are from the people of Suda and 
Salham.
Then I caused my she-camel to undertake a painful task 
through my anxiety lest one day I should be blamed and 
sorry..”
After describing the journey and the hardships he
C. —and his she-camel met with, Amir ah continues:-
"And my oath had been fulfilled when T saw the son of 
Ralhas was dragged along as they dragged the "maula"" of ibn 
nsrarru
And Bistum escaped half-dead and they had left a pli­
able straightened spear stuck in Earsha.'
Did you, after that begin tc reproach me? Ask the 
wise men who was the more unjust.-”
c —In another of his poems, in the same vein Amirah
(295)
said; -0 )
!,I tasted no sleep until I found myself facing them - 
like the thirsty camels who are dashing towards water - on 
the fifth day.
You had spent quickly what you had come to gain, and it 
was not a sale in which to obtain heavy things for light.
But it was a market whose articles were Surayjite 
swords which blacksmiths had sharply whetted.
Now, after it had befallen you bring (to us what you 
wish): turn your heads against me and bite your fingers,
(because of your great sorrow and loss).
GO— "i
The tribe of al-Da A', in the valley would guard me 
against you, and the tribe of Qays, my confidant, who are 
neither swaying on horseback nor without weapons.n
,fif I let you raid and then return with camels and cap­
tive women like gazelles.
I was afraid you would not thank me for if, you would 
boasb of it against me if I stay with you in your territor­
ies.
You and your threats are nothing to me while I live 
between Shirk and CAqili^
2. L-aqit of *Iyad was, it is related, employed in the Persian 
government. He realised that the Persians were preparing 
to raid his tribe - "Iyad. He t^en wrote to ^hem a long
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"poem warning them of the attack. In some of the verses he
(i)
saick -
st   o rider* who is urging charger towards al-Jazirah,
going to and fro seeking for pasturage.
Inform the people of vIyad and circulate among their
leaders that my advice is clear, if 1 am not disobeyed.
How unhappy I am if your affairs are disordered while
the affairs of the other people are well managed and pro-
greasing perfectly.
« * » » •
’‘The great people of Persia* the sons of kings* have 
from the armies those which look scornfully at fortresses.
They are coming speedily to you* some picking thorns 
and others collecting colocynth and everything bitter 
against you.
*
If they aimed with the host to crush the lofty moun­
tain of Thahlan* it certainly would be split.
Everyday they sharpen the lances to fight you and they 
do not neglect* as the careless person neglects.”
“Quench my vehement thirst with the destroying decision
»]
with which ray heart would become cool and fully satisfied.
• * • * «
“Preserve your steeds* protect your territory* make 
pasture your distinctive mark and do not show impatience,
'(T)~Hukhtarar of ibn al-Shajari* P. 1 .
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"Keep your steeds, polish your swords, and renew the 
bows, the arrows and the strings.
Do not let camels divert you; May you have no camels!
The enemy is aiming to break your bones.
Do not increase your wealth for the enemy, verily, if
they defeated you, / would get possession of both you and the 
n /.
wealth.
# ♦ * # •
^lilse upright, on your toes and attack, it may be that 
he, who attacks, achieves security
And have trust in your affairs, may G*od bless you with
a strong leader able to carry the burden of wars affair;
Who is neither softened by delights when his circum­
stances become easy, nor humble when calamity bites him;
Wakeful, your affairs concern him and because of your 
affair he will seek every possible way to overcome the 
enemy.
He does not cease to experience the good and evil face 
of fortune, he would not mind being a leader one time or 
another (nothing) distracts him from you: neither increase
of wealth nor a son to wish high rank.
In his conclusion of the poem Laq.it saids- 
i!I have given you my advice with no deceit, awake! the 
best knowledge is that which is useful.
This is my message to you and the cautioning of you - 
you who listen to my advice and you who accept it.11
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x ADMONITION AND WARNING
This section consists of verses addressed to 
people connected with the poet’s people. They are con­
cerned with kinship, friendship, treaty, or acquaintance. 
They are addressed to people on the occasion of their doing 
some wrong to the poet’s tribe and he urges them to put 
things right before the breach widens and gives rise to un­
pleasant consequences. There are 290 verses in this sec­
tion. Analysing these verses we find they can be divided 
up under the following headings:- 
1. The Wrong
The poet states the wrong committed and describes 
it as an unjust and unfriendly - action. These wrongs appear 
to be one of t-he following;: -
afThe stirring up of trouble among relations, hatred, rival 
ry5 ill-treatment and any other wrong which questions the 
sincerity of relationship or the recognised principles of 
propriety and justice.
b. Preparation of the people to attack the poet’s tribe or 
raid them to acquire their wealth under the impression that 
they are frightened of war or weak and unprepared for it.
c. Aggression against one sojourning with the tribe or 
against a refugee or ’ client’.
a. The intention to break covenants or treaties which are 
between the two peoples,
2- A ppe a1 f or Jn s 11ce
Under this heading we find the poet appealing to
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to. the people to use wisdom and reason and to consider' the 
consequences of wrong actions. He instructs them to carry­
out justice and righteousness in their affairs with others.
Where a dispute or misunderstanding occurs between 
two members of the same tribe the poet urges them to pre­
serve the right which their- blood-relationship demands and 
to keep the family united. He points out how wrong it is 
to cause trouble amongst themselves as they are of the same 
lineage and therefore equal to one another. Killing and 
harming one another would be very wrong.
When the disputes occur between people who are un­
related to each other the poet advises the opponents to be 
more reasonable; not to rush in but give the matter more 
consideration when they would'realise that they were mis­
taken or would discover his people were not so weak as he 
imagined. He also points out that both he and his people 
are equally in need of peace and the averting of war.
In cases of aggression against a refugee or rnaula 
the poet says that these people belong to the tribe and 
CPUId claim the same responsibility and protection. There­
fore they deserve the same justice and right treatment as 
the rest of the tribe.
Whore a covenant or treaty was broken the poet 
explains the Illegality of such an action.and insists that 
such undertakings^ must be fulfilled or grievous consequences 
might follow" He also points out that at the time the 
covenant was made both sides were in equal need of such a
( 300)
means of keeping peace.
3* The Warning
After the above appeal the poet gives an account of 
his people’s strei ;th, and readiness for fight. He des­
cribes their heroes, horses, weapons and equipment as being 
the best the world has ever known. He may give glowing 
accounts of their military glories and heroic actions, past 
and present and say how severely their enemies had suffered 
from the attacks. He does this to show that his appeal for 
peaceful settlement is not made because his people are weak 
or afraid of war and to show the aggressor that they were 
capable of punishing any attack on them as they had done 
many times before. He might balance his remarks by allud­
ing to the shameful actions and defeats of the aggressors’ 
people hoping to discourage any attack by them,
Sometimes the p'oet draws attention to historic 
events where the aggressor was severely punished. In one
of his verses concerning a quarrel between his house and
c — c
other members of the tribe Abd Allah ibn Anamah of Dabbah,
referred to the famous event of Dahis and Ghabra^ when he
( A
said:-
’’And let not Uruub be to you like the race of Dahis on 
the morning of the ravine to Ghatafan.”
Then the poet points out that a reasonable and 
wise person is he who learns from history and uses it as a
prrVuETV77U^TT57”  ' ' ' '
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guidance.
In one of his admonishing poems, Amir ibn al- 
Tufayl concludes his verses by explaining that as he hadto
made everything clear there is no excuse for aggression so 
that any who took no notice would be responsible for any 
unpleasant consequences, Ke says:-
"Truly in what is past there was an example and he who 
is intelligent gains wisdom from knowledge.
He is blamed who is remiss and neglectful in his busi­
ness.
When the task is clear and plain to him who exerts his 
0 )
full power.,f
EXTRACTS
1 . Suhayr ibn Abu Sulina, when it reached him that the tribe
(2)
of Sulaym was intending to raid the tribe, of Ghatafan, said: 
!,I realised that the people of ;iImri' -1-Qays had gather­
ed against us and said TWe are more than you1
The tribe of Sulaym ibn Mansur and the tribes of cAmir
of Sa°d ibn Bakr of al Nusur and of A csur.
0 people of cIkrim enjoy your happiness and keep in
mind our ties of relationship; and kinship should be reraemr
bered.
Verily we and you are equal in need of that which we 
ask you to preserve, but you need the peace more.
Whenever we hear a cry for help there rushes swiftly
Xiy AlmTFTbn al-YEts^ 5" Sir "C.LyHdTiTtrans-
lation P. 106? vv, 11-12.
( 2) CIqdul-Thamin5 P . 8 2
(302)
with us slender steeds whose flanks are ash coloured by 
the riders1 feet. v
And when the whole 'array are dispersed because of fear
j . t
we loudly and openly say ?V\foe to you! do not run hway* ♦
Be at your ease! verily we will exceed the boundary*
so that our spears prevent you or else be free of blame;
-  -  ■ O )
2; Some Verses of Bishr ibn Abi hhazims-
„ (2)
3.* Mucallaqah of Al-harith ibn Hillizah.
Miscellanies 
Besides the subjects already studied there are 
poems and scattered verses dealing with other subjects.
The following are the most important:~
1 * Martial Injunction
The poet* especially if he were old or dying 
often wrote poems of advice to his sons* They were drawn 
from experience gained throughout his long life and their 
object was to show the sons how to build up a good reputa­
tion and so gain the praise and admiration of their fellow 
men. Naturally martial injunctions occupied a large part 
of this advice. The sons were urged to defend their 
honour, to preserve their dignity and prestige and to keep 
their good reputation; they" must face their enemies boldly? 
meeting them with strength* courage, steadfastness* severity* 
and resolution; they must bear the cruellest war with 
patience and heroism in spite of losses and calamities.
ITTMiif*.P«633, vs.i5~25, Lyall?s. translation P.27U*
(2) His Mucallaqah, Vv.21-27 & vv*66-70.
( 3 0 3 )
c - O )
Diiu-1- TJsbu of Uduan says;-
‘*'And when the chief warriors advanced to one another, 
one day, and the muscles were quivering because of fear,
Then attack as does the lion who dyes his prey with 
blood.
Ind dismount to dense battle though its warriors dis­
like the dismounting*,f 
2* Favour and Gratitude
The Arab was praised by the poets for bestowing 
favours in War time. These favours were highly appreciated 
and valued and were considered to be the chief characteris­
tics of the true hero. Contrariwise, those omitting to 
bestow any favours were blamed*
It is related that Ma°qil ibn cAmir of ^Asad, in. 
the battle of ShiGb Jabalah passed by ibn Has-has ibn Wahb 
who was wounded. Then he carried him on his mount, nursed
him until he was recovered, gave him new cloches and took
' c (2)him safely to his own people. In his verses Ma gil said:- 
have done good to ibn Has-lias ibn Wahb at the foot 
of Dhi-l-Hidhah, as does the noble man.
I gave al-Hamma (my horse) to him when I saw him, and 
there was none of his friends to protect him.
I told him that the wound is trivial and he is on the 
back of a strong ever galloping horse.
If I wished, X could have kept away from him and made
(304)
the distance between him and me like that of the stars;
But I realised that my action would one day be the 
subject of the warriors tisk and .1 did it to avoid- the cen­
sure of those who would blame me.,f
Actions such as this caused the poet to compose 
poems expressing their sincere gratitude.
In the day of al-Watidat, the poet Al-Tufayl 
of G-hani took refuge with cIsmah ibn Sinan of Minqar who 
protected him until he reached his own territory.
O )
Expressing his gratitude, Al-Tu£ayl said:- 
HCUsayma! I shall reward him for what his two hands 
have done before this, for I should be ungrateful if I were 
not to requite his good deed.
tie came to my help, when my cunning was of no use, with 
ties of friendship of a man who, when he takes a friend to 
the water takes care that, he is able to return from it.
I shall ransom him with my chaste motherI For there 
appeared to me already the sand dunes of Mucabbir near Al~ 
Wat id at.
And also it Is related that in the Day of Dhu-
Tuluh, cAbd Allah ibn cAnamah of Dabbah was captured. Then
Mutammim Ibn Buuayrah set him free. In his gratitude to
(2)
Mutnmmim, A*.bd .111 ah said; -
ulViay God, Lord of the people requite Mutammim for me
J T J  DI wan, P . 5 9 5 Are nkowv s translation, 2U.
(2) Naqse'id, (Cairo), Vol.1, P.
( 3 0 5 )
/ith highest reward,
What a magnanimous and noble (man he is) .
It was in the morning of the battle on rough ground 
when I called him, as if I had taken refuge in a lofty in­
accessible fortress.
Our blood was preserved by him and he was sincere in 
his defence* and he took part in setting us free and was 
unique
0 Father of Nahshal, I am not ungrateful nor am I 
keeping the reward of wealth from you. "
3• Request for setting free the captive
These verses are in a different category from 
those spoken of in the section ’’Eulogising”. There the 
poet is writing in praise of a -man who had captured his 
kinsmen, merely to set them free from aggression; Here the 
verses take the form of a request to some person to set cap­
tives free and were generally written on behalf of the cap­
tive’ s relatives. The poet does not write in praise of the 
captor but puts his demands in the form of a favour made to 
him and which he will never forget.
— Q
Ynzidibn i.bd Al-Madan when he sent to Qays ibn 
cAsim of Minqar asking to set a captive free from the tribe
o )
of Hauazin said:-
"0 Qays, send a captive from the people of Jusham, 
verily I shall requite you for what you will do.
( 3 0 6 )
Believe not that you are safe from the misfortune of 
Fate, Choose for yourself my gratitude and respect.” 
Fighting of relatives.
In this collection of verses we find many examples 
of disputes and fights between relatives and between differ­
ent branches of the same tribel The verses are chiefly 
concerned “with the effect on the feelings of the people.
In some cases we see that they were often confused and per­
plexed, wondering what action to take when one of the family 
was slain - should action be taken to avenge his death and 
so risk losing another member of the family - or should 
there be no form of revenge taken then the blood of the 
slain would be lost in vain.
In seme of his verses Al-Harith ibn Wa°lah of
■ 0 )
Harm said:-*
HMy people are those who killed "fUmaym, my brother, and 
if I shoot them my arrow will hit me.
If I forgive, I would forgive a serious thing and if 
I attack I would weaken my bone:1
In some cases we find a bereaved person searching for rea­
sons for the disaster in order to alleviate his sorrow and
to help him bear the calamity with patience. Here are two
(2)
verses by an Arab whose brother killed his son.
”1 say to myself by way of consolation and condolence 
’One of my hands hit me unintentionally.7
(307)
Each of them (i.e. brother and son) is to replace the 
other if he is lost. This is my brother when I call him
and this is my son.”
When overcome' by heaviness, of the wrong committed 
against them and overwhelmed by an unbearable burden of in­
justice and humiliation, fighting was regarded as inevitable, 
but the ties of blood made action very unpleasant. In fact
it was looked upon as an act of cruelty.
Referring to the fight between two sister-tribes
O )
Al~ Aus and A1 Khazraj, Qays ibn nl-Khatima of Al- 'Aus said:
”v/e strike their heads wi i.h the edge of swords and
striking is violent
Although they have already done what they knew, our
hearts -are aching for them,
When their foreheads appeared in .the morning kinship
and treaties moved our hearts in pity.”
Neither side would own to being the aggressor in
these family feuds. Each accused the other of being unjust
and aggressive. Chile they described themselves as being
so patient and forgiving - for relationship’s sake - they
were wrongfully considered weak. An example of this is
(2)
found in verses- by At-Find of the Banu 2irnman.
"Forgiveness had we for Hind’s sons; 
he said ’The men our brothers are 
The days may bring that yet again,
7*1*1" Diwan, P. 18.
(2) Hamasah (Cairo; P. 6 ’Ancient Arabian Poetry' Lyall’s 
tr ans1at i on, P.5 •
(308)
'They be the folic' that once they were'.
r
But when the 111 stood clear and plain 
And naked Wrong was here today -
And bought was left but bitter Hate -
We paid them in the ooin they gave:
Too kind a man may be with fools,
And move them but to flout him more:
And mischief oft may bring thee peace,
And Mildness works not Folly’s cure.”
Even after a kinsman had been avenged, so great
was the sorrow and sense of loss felt by the poet that he
regarded the calamity as his own destruction. This is
(1)
illustrated by the following lines by Qays ibn Zuhayr,
”1 have cured my soul from Hamal ibn Badr and my sword 
has cured me of Hudhayfah,
But although I .have cooled my thirst by killing them 
I have cut nothing but my fingers.”
fa)
And Qays ibn Al-Khatim says:-
"The people said to us 'You are the victors1,
Then we said to them 'Bub who will replace our kinsman?*” 
The ties of blood were so strong that we find 
poets of the victorious side paying tribute to their defeated 
kinsmen, attributing to them all heroic characteristics such 
as power, courage and chivalry, thus showing them to be no
XT) llamas ah (G&ivoJ P**7/~a (~2)_i)iwan, P. 18.
( 3 0 9 )
less in ability than their victors.
Referring to a fight between him and his nephews,
( a
who were defeated,Shubayl of F’azarah says:-
"How I pity those on whom I used to call, then they 
were sufficient for me and their power was strong.
They have not been defeated because of weakness - but' 
lions are always defeated by lions.
If our preceding arrows had not hastened towards them' 
while they were afar off
They would have given to us to drink from the troughs- ■ 
of death until we fled and scattered. ”
Such family feuds caused much discomfort and dis­
turbance. ' They roused the poet to lament the fact that 
they were the cause of self-destruction. lie poured curses 
on these feuds which brought misfortune, ill-luck and des­
truction in place of strength, prowess, honour and power.- 
In the following verses we find Jabi^ , ibn Hunayy 
of the tribe of Taghlib lamenting the mischief Y/hich had
weakened its strength and recalling its former glories:
9
following this" by reflections upon the unworthy position it 
has attained as taxed subjects of the king of al-Hirah.
He said s —
"For Taghlib I mourn, whose spears have stirred up an 
evil brood of mischiefs to plague her, breaking forth to 
bring low her strength.
(310)
Before their dissention, great the pile they designed 
to build - who coats not his building well with plaster, one 
day it falls* ■
* n tribe like a rudder steering safely the ship, whose 
might went back to ancestral stock beyond praise, surpassing 
fame.
When holding the breath of dread, it steeps bo?/ed be­
fore and lay smooth and open for the foremost' of men, their 
post to guide* ■
I like not to hear men say - ''These beasts were the 
blood-wit gained for Qays or. for Marthad or for Rumh*! at 
the watering place,
A day,too, I mind when one delaying to pay his due, 
was buffeted, his clothes torn, misused at the taxer's door. 
In all of cIraq! s marts some new tax is imposed today 
■and everything sold therein, pays somewhat to sink the 
price*
The racing of two horse-s, Dahis and Al-G-habra ‘
was the cause of a long feud between two sister* tribes cAbs
and Dhubyan and Qintarah ibn Shaddad of Abs in some of his
(1)
verses cursing this event said:-
(2)
flI wish they had not raced a half of G-haluah; and I
wish it had not been for betting.
I wish they had died anywhere and Qays had lost them 
so that they had been seen no more.**
TTT“sra'as; P. 930. “ ‘ ^  “
(2) A distance of a bow shot - about 1*00 cubits.
(311)
The owners of these two horses thus started a long 
feud each side blaming the other for the wars and disaster 
which were the result.
Qays ibn Zuhayr of CxVbs referring to this war
said:-
,fMay God cover with shame the people who kindled the 
war between us. They have caused us to drink bitter and 
tainted drink.H 
3- Appeal to Allay Passions
Sometimes the poets appealed to the people, be­
fore fighting broke out and even during fighting to abandon 
the war. P/hen the dispute was bitter and the tension high 
he would try to compromise between the two sides and bring 
about a peaceful understanding and mutual agreement by wis­
dom and reason. This particularly applies to cases where 
the opponents were of the same family. Then the poet would 
draw attention to the evils that resulted from these feuds 
drawing examples from past occurrences and pointing out the 
foolishness of aggression.
Two branches of the tribe of Asad had a dispute over
a well. Each claimed it to be his and as they were about
0)
to fight,one of their poets said:-
"Each of our two brothers, when he is in danger, calls 
his people, who have ex great number of camels and a large 
army.
(312)
'•iCach of1 our two brothers has a great number of warriors 
who are like lions of Al-Shara, thick-necked and strong.
-It is not the right way* to exchange delightful happi­
ness for miserys nor drink water with blood.H
When the breach was v/idened be'tween the two branch­
es of Sulaym because of the hatred between Khufaf ibncUma3rr
-  o ( 1 )
and A1-Abbas ibn jsHirdas* Malik ibn Auf said:-
1!0 people of Shulaym ibn Mans^ur- avert war* verily* it 
is the destruction of both strangers and relations. ■
Did you not know what was in the war of Wa''il* Murad 
and Imray ibn GhalibV
Their tribes have been dispersed because of their ob­
stinacy in quarrelling. They are either conquerors or the 
humiliated losers.1*
In time of war the poet tried to influence both 
sides by telling them what would happen tc them if they per­
sisted in fighting. He reminded them of their sufferings* 
and the disasters and calamities they had endured through 
wars. He then would urge them to stop blood-shed* abandon 
fighting and come to a peaceful agreement and hy reasonable 
discussion spread security among themselves. cAbs and 
Dhubyan in the war of Dahis and nl Ghabra' were apxDealed to
' -  _  ( P
in this way by Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma. He said:-
!,HoI carry my message true to the tribesmen together
(1 ) Ab-Aghani* Vol. 16* P . 136.
(2) Ancient Arabian Poetry* Lyall1s translation* P.112.
(313)
Hleaguedfand Dhubyan - Have ye sworn all that ye took upon 
to swear?
It boots not to hide from God aught evil within your 
breasts: it will not be hid - what men would hide back
from God. He knows.
It may be its need comes late: in the Book is the
wrong set down for the Reckoning Day: It may be that ven­
geance is swift and stern.
And war is not aught but what ye know well and have 
tasted oft: not of her are the tales ye tell* a doubtful or
Idle thing.
When ye set her on foot* ye start her with woids of 
little praise but the mind for her grows with her growth* 
till she bursts into biasing flame.
She will grind you as grists of the mill that fall on
the skin beneath: year by year shall her womb conceive and
the fruit thereof shall be twins.
Yea* boys she shall bear you* all of ill omen* eviller 
than Ahmar of cAd: then suckling and weaning shall bring
their gain.
Such harvest of bitter grain shall spring as their 
lords reap not from acres m  al-Iraq of bushels of corn and 
gold? H
. • (314)
C H A P T E R IV 
THE LITERARY CRITICISM OF 
MARTIAL POETRY AMOHG- THE ARABS IN TEE JAHILIYAIi
Although the Arabs in the Jahiliyah composed 
poetry on many subjects, such as nature, the virtues,
'Ghazal* (love affairs), drinking, hunting and the like. 
Martial Poems are by far the most numerous. As has been 
shown in the analysis of Martial I^ oetry in the previous chapi­
ter, poems about war were not confined to descriptions of 
actual fighting, but included verses devoted to boasting* 
threatening, elegising and eulogising. The predominance of 
military poems during this period, is perhaps not surprising-, 
when we remember that life and environmental conditions were 
conducive to war, as explained in Chapter I. Tribal pres­
tige was dependent on its fAyyamf especially victories, as 
was noted in Chapter II. Consequently out of all that 
remains of the Arabic Poetry of the Pre-Islamic Period,
5080 verses are devoted to martial matters.
O )
The earliest of the poems in our collection is 
dated c.i+70 A.D*; from this it follows that the selection 
of Poetry covers the period of the century and a half before 
Islam.
(2)
Prom the large number of poets, and their probable
(1) This poem was attributed to AlMBarracq, who, as L.Cheikho 
in his book ?lShucara-' al-Nasraniyah*f states, died c-47'O
(2) See the introduction to this, thesis* (A.P.
( 3 1 5)
dates* most of them must have been contemporary; and their 
names it can he deduced that each tribe had its own bard* 
and in some cases several. In addition* localities men­
tioned in the verses suggest that the poets were scattered 
over the whole peninsula* with its contrasting patterns of 
city and farm* desert and sea-shore.
TABLES OF VERSES 
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Martial Poetry can be 
analysed into various sub­
jects. Prom the accom­
panying table (table 1) it 
can be clearly seen that 
nearly half the total num-
! ADMONITION 
§ ELEGISING 
' INCITEMENT 
| CAUTIONING-
t5
j SEEKING EXCUSE 
MISCELLANEOUS 
? TOTAL
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’Boasting’* while ’Seehing 
Excusef and ’Cautioning’ 
are in the minority. Dis­
regarding the 'Miscellan-
I
I * i! 7*5?> | eousr section* 'Lampooning’ 
!< j
■ 100$ ; and ’Eulogising' occupy an
'  ‘  ............
average number^of verses; ’Admonition’ and ’Elegising’ a
slightly smaller proportion; whilst ’Threatening’1 and 
’Incitement’ fall well below the average.
Concerning the poets who composed verses in each 
of the subjects* we find again (table 2) that the highest 
figure is that of those whose theme was ’Boasting’. Dis­
regarding the ’Miscellaneous’ section* and those who 'Sought
22 ! Nabighah of Dhubyan and Al-A°sha of
(316)
TABLE OF POETS Excuse1 or who ’ Cautioned their
BOASTING- j 1 20 ' People’, we find that the smallest
LAMPOONING- 60 ; number praise someone else. ’Eulogis-
THKEATENING 48 j ingf is confined to three poets only,
ADMONITION 25 ! namely; 2uhayr ibn Abu Sulma, Al-
ELEGISING
\ INCITEMENT I 18 ; Qays. Out of the 543 eulogistic
j EULOGISING- j 16 , verses 'there are 387 composed by
I i !
j SEEKING EXCUSE ; 12 : these three poets and the rest num-
l CAUTIONING | 2 j bering 156 were composed by 13 poets.
TABLE 2 These 3 poets are known to have lived
by the remunerations of their patrons, whom they extolled in 
their verses. Thus if we discount these 3 poets, ’Eulogis­
ing1' falls well below the average number in both verses and 
poets. The "reason for the paucity of verses ’Cautioning’ 
and ’'Seeking Excuse’ has already been suggested in the pre­
vious chapter. The Bedouin’s egotism accounts in 110 small 
way for the limited use of ’Eulogy’ in his verses. However, 
in return for favours received, he would praise moderately 
and without flattery.‘
The method adopted in criticising this collection 
must now be considered. This group of verses forms part 
of the Poetry in the Jahiliyah, and as poetry it must be 
criticised as such. Having defined Poetry generally, we 
can, with this in mind, consider our collection. Critics 
past and present, Arabian and English, have differed in 
their definitions of Poetry. ’’Definitions are for the
( 1 )
most part unsatisfactory and treadierous.1 But in spite
of this it can be said that these different definitions, 
taken together indicate that poetry consists of words, 
arranged in a special form expressing ideas of thoughts 
emerging from emotion., and sometimes elaborated with imagin­
ation.
Thus poetry can be divided into:
I Thoughts
II Emotion
III Imagination
IV Style
It is proposed to discuss our collection from the point of* 
view of each of these elements. It is hoped, from a study 
of their Martial Poetry, to discover something of their 
ideas about war, their way of life, and their peculiar char­
acteristics. In other words we would see how far such 
poetry helps us to form a clear idea about their thoughts on 
life, and how they had adjusted their behaviour to lead 
such a life suecensfully.
I Thoughts
As has been seen in the previous chapter, the 
poets discoursed on various subjects in their Martial Poetry. 
These were classified under the general headings of:- 
?Description, ’Boasting’, ’Lampooning1, ’Threatening’, etc., 
and tabulated very broadly in the introductory analysis.
(T)~Encyclopaedia, Britannica, (PoetryJ ,
It is therefore proposed to discussreach subject individually 
and then to draw a general conclusion.
(a) , Description
TABLE OF .SUBJECTS Before entering on
SUBJECT NO. OF tA o o ■hi a detailed discussion
WJfTGPBSHiarf 0i ' '‘,rr825r~
INSTANCES!
210 !of this subject* it
THE POOS 1
jshould be noted that the
HERO 622 236 • i
1poet did not devote a 
piece of poetry entirely
HORSE 310 2i+o ; 
l
EQUIPMENT 355 150
to descriptive matter.
ARMY 259 159 ;
IThe verses containing
RAID ' 217 1+1 I
211+
I
80 !
descriptions are very
BATTLE
scattered and divided
WAR 13U • 83
!among the other sub-
CAMEL 79 33 :
 ...      I__________ : jects. We find des-
TABLE 3
cription used in verses 
primarily given over to such subjects as: ’Boasting’, ’Lam­
pooning’ 3 ’Threatening’, ’Elegy’, ’Eulogy’ etc. However, 
on rare occasions verses,can be found 'devoted entirely to
i A’V v ■>
description. As a rute/ 'description serves merely to 
amplify the subjects arising from the ’’War Theme”. There­
fore ’Descriptive'Verses’ were'not included"in the subjects 
on Table 1* This is because ’Verses of Description’ have 
been included in the other subjects shown on the table. We 
can how set out -the considerations of ’Description’ In more 
detail. . . . .'
(319)
1 . From the table it can be seen that the total number of
d )  -
verses is 3215* The highest figure concerns ’What 
happened to the Foe’, this includes the victims, the wounded* 
and the captives. But if, as often happens* the hero 
personifies the Army, or the two terms are interchanged 
loosely by the poet, then the verses dealing with these 
’compound’ subjects are by far the most numerous. The 
next items which appear most frequently are: ’Horses and
’Equipment’, while the ’Camel’ comes at the bottom of the 
list. Thus from these figures it can be deduced that the 
Arabs gave primary consideration in their descriptions in 
Martial Poetry, to themselves as heroes; their Army, in­
cluding detailed descriptions of their horses and war equip­
ment; and their activity in fighting. The latter was 
elaborated in the description of ’What happened to the Foe’". 
It also indicates that they intended in their descriptions 
to convey their extreme self-confidence, a confidence found­
ed on past glory, present might, and potential future power 
Another point brought out by the data, shows that 
the number of verses dealing with ’Raids’ is higher than 
that about ’War’, although the instances of the latter are 
higher than those of the former. This could indicate that ■ 
their minds could grasp more easily the material facts of
(1) But "these figures in the table overlap. For instance 
when they described a ’Raid’, they might also describe in it, 
the ’Heroes’ who carried it out, the ’Horses’, their ’Equip­
ments’ and ’y/hat happened to the Foe’ . The verses described 
in each item of these would be counted in every section sep­
arately as well as in the ’Raids’, section.
(320)
the ’Raids’, with which they were familiar, rather than the 
abstract considerations of 'War’ . Thus ’War’ is only given 
a passing mention, for instance: "cAuan, darus, badat
9
[ _..T 0  _  
nauajidhuha, laqihat an hiyalV while ’Raids’ were dealt
* 9
with in great detail including descriptions of the prepara­
tion, execution and the ultimate outcome.
another factor which increased the number of 
verses, was the poet’s wish to enhance his hero’s reputation 
using the raid to prove his great strength and power.
2. The descriptions generally speaking, gave the general 
outline, not the finer detail. The poet painted a bold 
canvas, emphasising general aspects rather than minute de­
tails, and usually comparisons are not drawn. For example 
the heroes were depicted as being imposing figures tall in 
stature and muscular of limb; but though they were awful 
to look upon their hea^y ooats-of-mail made them walk/laden 
camels.
The armies were described as being huge, the earth
groaning under them as under the weight of mountains. They
were lavishly equipped and armed, their weapons shining like
lightning in the night. However, details concerning the
0 )
organisation and arrangement of the army were not mentioned.
(1) Therefore it is doubtful whether they had the army divi­
ded into five sections - the van (al Muqaddimah), the rear 
(al-Mu ’akhirah), the centre (al-Qalb), the right flank (al- 
Maymanah), the left flank (al-Maysarah). Although the army 
was referred to in the Pre-Islamic Poetry many times as 
”A1-Khamis”, one of its meanings being ”0f five parts”, it 
can be taken that such organisation did not exist at that
(contra p*321)
( 3 2 1 )
From this it follows, that the classification into ranks, 
units, divisions etc. was not employed as in their modern 
counterpart.
The spear was spoken of as being dark, pliant, 
strong and smooth with a sharp shining head. Likewise, the 
sword was described as being keen; and the bow strong and 
twanging; the arrows straight with glittering points; the 
coats-of-mail strongly woven, rippling like water waves*
Upon closer examination, it is found that some 
items are described in greater detail than others* 'For 
instance it is found that in 'some pieces of poetry, the com­
poser spoke of the bows and.arrows with greater detail than 
in his description of the spears and swords. We find that 
the poets had specified the species of trees from which the 
bows and arrows were made and the method of their construc­
tion. This may indicate that the Arabs used to make their 
own bows and arrows, but not their spears and swords. In 
the case of the latter, we find that they mentioned only the 
straightening of the spear and the polishing of the sword, 
which could only mean that the straightening and polishing 
were practised there, but not the original manufacture.
Like the spear and sword, the helmets, shields and coats-of-
(1)(Contd.), time, as none of the poets spoke of these five 
divisions, _ Therefore one is inclined to believe that the 
v/ord "Al-Khamis", when applied to the army in Pre-Islamic " 
Poetry, does not mean 5 divisions, but simply "Company of 
men",(c.f* al-QamUs al-Mukif: IChamis al-nms: means:-
jama °atuhum)*
(322)
mail, were described briefly and nothing was mentioned 
4about their construction.
±i
The horse"was usually described in even greater 
detail. They described every part of his body, and even 
recorded his very attitudes, both at rest and in motion.
( D
In one of his poems, Muzarrid, said:.
"When he is seen with the rider mounted, men say - ’A 
hunter’s falcon!’ when he is led by a groom, there is in 
his walk an even smoothness..
Thou wouldst say, when thou seest him standing at rest- 
’The framework of a tent upon a rising ground, or-a wolf 
standing up to gaze around.1" 
i'md ' in the same poem Muzarrid said (v. 22):
"He seems to be gazing upwards with eyes intent, as 
though he had perceived some object of fear and were striv­
ing to catch sound of it with his ear."
The poet continued to say (v.31)s
"She turns her cheeks briskly to right and left, though
her gallop has lasted long, as an adversary vehement in his
contention, casts his hands this way and that."
The horse may have earned this more detailed des­
cription because the Arabs were, as they still are, devoted 
to horses, accompanying them in both war and peace, day and 
night,, keeping them close at hand and even refusing to send 
them away to graze with their other cattle, as was explained
(1 )" Muf * , "P.1657 Vv“.l8‘-195 Sir Lya3.1,’s'rbranslation P. 58.'
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in the section dealing with horses. This naturally led to 
greater .opportunity for examination and minute description; 
The description of horses in Pre-Islamic Poetry often con­
tains descriptive passages dealing with male and female 
horses. For example the male horse would be fully des^ * 
cribed and following this the' female horse would be portray-4 
ed, or vice versa. This may indicate that they were very 
fond of horses and experienced in their description, so 
that they tended %o elaborate this theme. It could also 
mean that the poet wanted to display his talent and ability 
for composing verses, or it may mean that the poet wished 
to show his great opulence in possessing more than one 
horse. However there is not a great deal of difference in 
the ideas contained in the descriptions of both male and 
female horses. It is a difference of words while the 
meanings remain the same. Though they described every 
part of the horse in detail, no descriptions can be found 
of the harness, or the saddle of the horse or how they were 
arrayed for battle.
3. The descriptions were intended to portray the objects 
in a form normally experienced by one of the senses. For 
instance, war was variously described as; "a fire, furious 
wild she-camels, having bared teeth, the throes of preg­
nancy, having a bitter taste, ss being painful or being 
like an infectious disease." The raiding hordes were com­
pared with: "swarms of locusts or the grains of sand in the 
desert." The heroes were pften depicted as: "lions, leo­
(322+)
pards and snakes"; and the horses as! "wolves, birds etc.? 
likewise in all other subjects poetic imagery was used.
These descriptions were full of vitality, and by their use 
the abstract ideas of war, emotion, shame and humiliation, 
were more easily understood.
k * The general mood of the poets in their description was 
materialistic. War and raids were described as means of 
destroying the enemy, and of obtaining great wealth. Heroes, 
horses and weapons, were aids with which victory was achiev­
ed and the foe dominated, his territory and property con­
fiscated. This materialistic outlook is brought out in 
descriptions of the camel, which is described for jits use­
fulness, i.e. huge and strong.
Besides this, some objects were described for an 
abstract purpose. For example, victory was described as 
a ’great honour and defeat an everlasting shame; war was 
described as being glorious if motivated by the need for 
revenge, defence of one’s honour, overthrow of the aggress­
or, succour to the oppressed or sanctuary to the fugitive.
1. As can be seen from the table 'Boasting’ occupies 
2 ' 5 k 0 verses - nearly of our collection. This indicates
that the Arab was strongly addicbed to boasting. ’Boasting’ 
in relation to this poetry can be defined as: the tendency
to claim for oneself qualities and powers which one does 
not possess, such as, absolute dominance over others,
(325)
obtaining one’s will without 'opposition, and generally ex­
hibiting complete superiority over others* This tendency 
to self-praise and claiming superiority over others, was 
so strong among the Pre-Islamic Poems, that the poet would 
even boast of the- superiority of his own family over other
(i)
relatives in the tribe*
2. In their boasting the poets gave greatest consideration 
to their personal claim to chivalry and mighty valour in 
the face of the foe* This may indicate that they liked to 
publish abroad their great experience in fighting, in order 
that, by intimidation, they might demoralise the enemy and 
so defeat.him. Frequent repetition of these claims was 
intended to indicate their constant vigilance against 
aggression, and their power to crush any potential adversary. 
3> Lowest amongst the repeated boasts were those connected 
with stoicism on the battlefield, e.g. steadfastness in the 
face of great odds, glory of death in battle and the honour 
of chieftainship. Here they were not exaggerating for few
could logically heve claimed these three attributes or they
could not reasonably excuse themselves for fleeing from the 
enemy, elegise their dead or find chiefs who had men to 
command.
On the contrary,the infrequent boasting about 
their steadfastness, and love of death by the sword, may 
indicate that they considered that suicidal courage against
(1) See Mucallaqah of 6Amr b. KulthUm.
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impossible odds was foolish and unnecessary.
The greater part of boasting concerned the tribe. It 
has been estimated that three times as many verses are con­
nected with boasting about the tribe? as opposed to personal 
glorification. This shows the prevalence of the tribal 
spirit.
Regarding the vaunting of his personal qualities? 
the poet seems to have had a free hand in spite of tribal 
Influence. Thus he could extol his personal characteristics 
freely? without violating his allegiance to the tribe. This 
could indicate that many of the poets had participated in 
fighting and experienced its accompanying hardships. There­
fore such poets felt themselves qualified to perpetuate 
their heroism in their own verses. This suggestion? how­
ever? does net exclude the possibility of poetic licence 
concerning such heroism.
(c) L ampo oning
1. Prom a study of verses connected with fLampooning'? more 
instances of taunting strangers are found than those re­
proaching relatives. This shows? that though there were 
differences of opinion with relatives? there were far more 
disputes with strangers. This may be interpreted as the 
influence of kinship and a result of the respect for blcod- 
relationship.
The proportion of verses reviling strangers? Is 
not unduly large compared with those directed against rela­
tives? if one considers the greater opportunities for the
fo^mbfi Verges railing, against relatives are much longer 
than those against strangers, probably because the.poet 
would be more disturbed by the unworthy behaviour of IiiS 
kinsfolk, from whom he vi/ould expect close co-operationi 
here he us^s his poetry as a medium for venting his griev-
i (
ences.
2* Vilification of the stranger generally takes two forms 
Viss- their defeat in battle and subsequent punishment $ 
and their lack of heroism* These accusations are the an­
titheses of the poets’ boastful claims* The most frequent 
criticism levelled at the relatives Was lack of heroism, 
which affected the poets’ personal pride*
'3* G-enerally speaking, the ’Lampooning’ here was moderate 
and did not descend to the depths of vile abuse* Even so 
the reproaching of the relatives was not as severe as any 
invoctive directed against the stranger* Criticism of the 
relatives took the form of discreet innuendoes as in the
Q _^_____ _ , ■ '
poem of Sa d ibn Malik of Bakf, in which he alluded to Al- 
Harith ibn °Abbad* It begins* •»
( D
’’How eVil a thing is War that bows men to shameful rest* **
This may also take the form of light blame which begins with
a prayer to Cod to requite them for their ungallant behav-
iour* In the beginning of one of his poems rebuking some
(2)
of his tribe> Al-Husayn ibn AlAHUmam saids-
: ? r
’’May Cod requite the mixed multitude of the tribe, all
( i ) Ancient Arabian Poetry, Sir 0* Lyall’s” translation,?*31 •
(2) Muf* p*100, poem XII, v* i , Sir 0. Lyall’s translation,
P- 35*
(328)
of them, in Darat Mauducs for their disloyalty and sin!11i*
An exceptional example of extreme vilification is
to be found in some of the verses of Hassan ibn Thabit of
Al-Khazraj to his kinsmen, the tribe of Al-Aus.
(0
In some of his verses he said?
"You v/ere our slaves and we engaged you to attend our
guests; - and slaves are held to be weak.
How do you expect to obtain glory such as ours, while 
you are of spurious lineage with everlasting shame,
Your forefathers have disgraced you while we are honour­
ed by the noble example of our ancestors. "
This is an example of extreme reproach directed
against kinsmen. Was this because Hassan was a city dwell-*
er, as a parallel cannot be found among the reproaches of 
the Bedouins? This being so, why is it that a correspond­
ingly caustic reply cannot be found among the verses com­
posed by his kinsman, Qays ibn Al-K.hatim of the tribe of 
Al-Aus, who were reviled in the above-mentioned verses of
Hassan? The reason appears to be that it was a trait pecu- 
*
liar to Hassan, who was famous for his vitriolic tongue * vJ
coupled with his ability to lampoon,
(d) Seeking Excuse
1. Prom observation it is found that the verses of 'Seek­
ing Excuse’ are extremely few compared with those of other 
subjects* Is this because the reasons for seeking excuse 
were limited? This supposition Is not acceptably because
(1) His "Biwan" Pp'/28U-2o5.
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the causes for seeking excuse do not seem to be at all rare, 
since from each battle there emerged a victor and a van­
quished. Many defeated sides sought to condone their dis­
grace by resorting to the device of boasting to counter the 
contempt of their conquerors. Gould it have been that the 
vanquished side possessed no poet.? Or was it that the 
Arab was reluctant to excuse himself or his tribe, or admit 
defeat? .This seems reasonable as the poetry was widely 
known, indeed it was generally committed to memory and re­
cited openly.
'2. These verses would not have been composed but for the 
pressure of exceptional circumstances* such as the reply to 
a hyper-critical poet who taunted the defeated side with 
his scorn. This 'Seeking Excuse1 was used as a means of 
defending one's honour and restoring one’s' dignity and 
prestige.
t
3. It is found that most of the verses here were composed 
by poets who were already famous for their extreme heroism 
and glorious military feats, like CAmir ibn Al-Tufayl and 
Durayd ibn Al-Simmah. It seems possible that such heroes 
relied upon their established reputations and were confident 
that the things for which they sought excuse would not ob-
O )
scure their fame or destroy their wide reputations. On
the other hand such reverses were frequently attributed to
) In one of his verses, Amr ibn MaCJdIkarib, the famous 
warrior said:
"There is no disgrace if a warrior flees one day,having 
proved his courage on the previous day." (Simtu-l-~alif
p.2ii-3)
(330)
Pate.
k * The verses in which an excuse was sought were usually 
followed by boasting, in which the poet recounted his 
people's heroic deeds, as if he were trying to prove that 
his tribe was neither weak nor cowardly. These verses 
were accompanied by a bitter tirade against the other side, 
as though the poet wanted to show his people's insistence 
upon defending their honour and their complete readiness to 
fight. It is quite natural that these verses contained 
very heated abuse of the foe, in which the faults and dis­
grace of the enemy were highly exaggerated, especially if 
some of the disgrace was inflicted on the enemy by the poet 
own tribe-.
(e) T hr e a t e nlng
1, Out of the collection, 386 verses are connected with 
'Threatening'* Prom the statistics this number seems 
reasonable, as 'Threatening' is of course a sign of open 
enmity and evil intent. Bearing in mind that the Arabs 
tended to hide their evil intentions, it can be seen that 
this number Is appropriate. It follows that many feuds 
took place among the Arabs at that time, and bearing their 
reticence in mind, many more feuds must have occured than 
the numerous threats recorded. But on the other hand, it 
is not unreasonable that the poet threatened his foe openly 
since the threat naturally followed an offence committed by 
those who were threatened. The threat would‘serve as a 
method of restoring the poet's honour and taking revenge.
\3$1)
2* The threats Usually described the types of punishments 
to be inflicted on the foe, and the fheroes1 who were to 
execute the task,•
3* ’Threatening’ Usually took the form of exceptionally
violent abuse, particularly when inspired by thoughts of
revengei This was, it seems, to establish indisputably
the it Unswerving detefiiiixlaf ion to carry out their threats;
The severity of their threats was such, that in some casesj
the poet asked for death for his people, if they failed to
carry out their pledges. In one of his verses, Al-Muhalhil,
threatening the tribe of Bakr in revenge for his brother
0 )
KulaJFb, who was slain by Jassas of Bakr said:
”Tf we do not revenge him, sharpen your blades and cut 
our throats.1’
h* Some poets used their pens rather than their swords, 
since even though they did not participate in the actual 
fighting, they threatened the enemy and also those who had 
reviled them.
- (2)
In one of his verses, Al-Nabighah of Dhubyan said: 
”T will goad you with verses and a huge army shall ride 
against you on the front of the camels’ saddles.”
So the verses were, in themselves, great weapons against the 
foe.
(r). 2.tcf<y
1 * Comparatively few examples of ’Elegy’ are available.
FTT Shu-Nas, P.1 7 k »
(2) Ip,Th,; P. 13* Poem 10, V.5-
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Is this because the victims of Pre-Islamic feuds were few, 
although the feuds were so numerous? Prom this it can be 
concluded that most of these feuds were merely skirmishes, 
producing few or no casualties. This may be quite possible, 
as in some elegiac poetry in which the poets lamented their 
dead tribesmen, several battles would only result in 7 or 8
o )
victims. Elegies were generally dedicated to one or
two specific victims.
2. The most frequent points mentioned in the elegies were 
first; the heroism of the victim, and secondly, a chronicle 
of his glorious military deeds. Comparing this with the 
conclusions reached on ’Boasting’, it is found that these 
two points occur most frequently, whereas, in the ’Lampoon­
ing’ section we find the opposite.
3.- Elegies fall into two categories, those upon persons
killed when there was no revengeful motive, and those killed
as a result of reprisals. The elegy in the first case was
fiery in character, whilst the main feature in the other,
was a comparison between the two victims; (i.e. the one
killed first, and the one who was killed in revenge).
Naturally the poets would depict the latter victim as being
(2)
superior to the former.
U. The poet sometimes elegised a number of victims from 
among his own tribesmen in a single poem. He would mention
(1) See Tufayl of G-ahanl: "Biwan”, poem No. 2, in which he 
elegises several of his tribesmen who had been killed 
by their enemies in various battles.
(2) See cAntarah of cAbs;' Iq.. Th. ,P. 37»Poem 9s W .  1-2.
' ' • (333)
all,he could remember of his tribesmen who were killed by 
the enemy, in their several feuds, Although the. poet 
would lament their passing, he would depict his tribe as 
great heroes, Wild met disaster with courage and fortitude*
54 It is very seldom that horses and weapons were mention­
ed in elegiac vefSeS io portray the victim’ s preparat iSri 
and readiriess fof fighting* Arid when they ai*e foimd, they 
are fogjitionea tefy briefly, and Without description.
1.g) .Julogy
1 * The table shows that the eulogistic verses number 5^3#
but as has been pointed out in the beginning of this chapter,
(1)
most of them were composed by 3 poets, .who praised certain 
personages in anticipation of gifts and rewards* These 
poems conformed to an oft-repeated pattern* The verses 
selected from the works of these three poets, are parts of 
long ’Eulogising* poems* These parts are, of course, 
those in which the poets praised their ’ideal persons’ for 
their military prowess,
2. Again praise is awarded for the heroism and reputation 
of the warrior* As before, this forms a parallel with 
’Elegy’ and ’Boasting’ and is in contrast to ’Lampooning’■*
3. In the collection of eulogistic verses are found 
three categories of praise:- (i) by a poet who did not 
expect any reward, (ii) by a poet seeking favours, such as 
the freeing of a captive, (iii) by a poet who specialised in
(1) Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma, Al-Mbighah of Dhubyan and Al~ ■ 
A cshk of Qays*
(33k)
praising a per soilage merely for reward* All three kinds 
attributed chivalrous deeds and heroic actions to the per­
sons in question, but the second and third types contained 
exaggerations and were not written in the milder tone of 
the first category. The second type of poet uses a highly 
exaggerated style to achieve his object. . For example, when 
pleading for the release- .of prisoners he describes the con­
queror1 s weapons, preparations for war and the course of
(o
the battle in which they were captured. The-third type of
poet, who composed for gain used the greatest amount of
exaggeration* It was common to liken the hero to a lion,
but the description was so enlarged upon that the original
cheme became obscured and the reader might wonder whether
(2)
the poet intended to describe a lion or praise a hero.
These, poets attriouted supernatural powers to their heroes, 
such as; wearing two coats-of-mail, bearing two swords, 
carrying out raids continuously irrespective of time or
season, exhausting their horses with continuous raiding with
the result that foals were born prematurely, being so 
assured of victory that the very birds follow them in order 
to feed on the carcasses of their victims, and possessing 
swords whose .only defect lay in their bluntness due to the 
continual striking of the enemy. Th'is tendency is not 
strange, as theinfluence of money on both thoughts and
(1) See the poem of Al-Muthaqqib Al-PA-bdi,’’Mufadflaliyat",
Pp.308-311 > Vv. 19-28, and the poem of °Alqamah, f,Mufaddaljyat,, 
Pp.779-786, Vv.21-37* _ _ "
(2) See Al-Acsha’s ’’DiwanV pp. 132-133, Vv.21-30.
imagination is widely known,
U* The verses here, show that the poets aldo praise their 
heroes for their moral virtues. For instance, a man was 
commended for the following reasons:-
(i) hot attacking his relatives or refugees, in order to
enrich himself at the expense of their misfortunes,
(ii)histributing booty among the poor and making them
wealthy.
(iii)Mediating between two sides, who were fighting, in
order to secure peace,' although the cost was borne from
his own wealth, with no thought of personal gain, but 
only the love of peace.
^iv)Offering sanctuary to those who were persecuted.
(v) Succouring the needy*
(vi)Honouring treaties and covenants.
(vii)hot humiliating the- captives and releasing them uncon­
ditionally.
Comparison between Boasting, E3egy and Eulogy.
tween these three subjects, as all of them form an integral 
part of the characteristics idealised by the poet. The 
following observations emerge from this:
1, Heroism and chivalry are both attributes of these 
three subjects.
( a
(2)
(3)
it now seems expedient to draw a comparison be-
TTZuhayr ibn Abu SuTma, Ig.Th. ,P, 82,Poem 2, v,39*
2)A1-A^shafs "Dlwln’*,p. 13, Vv.73“7U.
3)Zuhayr, Mucailaqah, Ig^Th. p. 95, Vv. 17-23.
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2 * In both ’Boasting’ and' ’Eulogy’ , the poets had em­
phasised the characteristics which would arouse the greatest 
trepidation amongst the enemy, such as: complete preparation,
and readiness for fighting, and elaborate descriptions of 
horses and weapons. This was intended to convince anyone 
that their strength was not to be taken lightly* In 
’Elegy-’ the stress was laid on the laudable qualities which 
portrayed the victim as a great hero, who had performed many 
great deeds for his tribe, whilst lamenting his death as a 
great loss to his people and their allies. This device 
was probably used as an incentive, to goad his tribe into 
revengeful action.
3* The past glories of their ancestors were rarely men­
tioned x n  ’Eulogy’ as compared with their constant revival 
in ’Boasting’. What did occupy a large part of the eulo­
gistic verses, was the detailed description of highly organ­
ised and destructive raids. This was probably because the 
poets wished to display their heroes in the light of their 
own deeds, rather than merely resorting to the reflected 
glory of their ancestors.
h. The same ideas occur in both ’Eulogy’ and ’Boasting’, 
but in the former they are more highly magnified. For 
example, in ’Boasting’ are mentioned the usual descriptions 
of preparations for raids, horses, armies, weapons and so 
forth, while in ’Eulogy’ each theme is greatly exaggerated. 
Numerous examples have already been given showing this 
characteristic tendency of the eulogistic verses.
(33?)
f>*. There is a remarkable contrast between the poets who 
eulogised Tor gain and those who did not. In the case of 
the latter, they praised only when a favour had been be­
stowed upon them, such instances are few, verses of 'Boast­
ing1 occupying most of their compositions. They prefer 
'Boasting1 to 'Eulogy'. For instance, if one studies the
d )
poem attributed to Amir ibn Al-Tufayl, in which he praises 
Khidham ibn Zayd of Eazarah who protected cAmir from death, 
one finds that his boasts greatly exceed his praises. The
same comparison is found in a poem attributed to Al-Tufayl
(2) - o ’of G-haniy, in praise of the Banu-l-Harith ibn Ka b.
How in the case of the poets who 'Eulogised' pro­
fessionally, the position is reversed. Here the verses of 
'Boasting' are few, and nearly the whole work consists of 
'Eulogy'. This ’Eulogy' was not founded on fact but was 
motivated by the poet's desire for a gift. Drawing a com­
parison between the two types of verses, it emerges that 
much greater use is made of imagery and imagination in the 
praising verses. Self-esteem rather than extreme exaggera­
tion is the key-note of the 'Boasting' verses. Each type 
of poet probably became more adept at composing on his 
chosen theme through practice. Inner motives cannot be 
ignored, while one was incited by sincere feelings and 
tribal pride, the other was moved by thoughts of personal 
gain. One might ask the following question; was there no
H  ) His "DlwanV Poem No, 26, p* 1 hi -
(2) His "Diwan',' Poem k$ P-28.
(338)
tribal loyalty to inspire the professional eulogist to 
write ’Bdasting’ verses equal in quality to his ’Eulogy’ 
veises ? This seems doubtful. But it seems almost cer­
tain that their tribal emotion was not as strong as that of 
the ’Boasting’ poet'si The professional eulogist by attach­
ing himself to his benefactor, gravitated to the town and 
thereby associated■with town-*dwellers, It is not unlikely 
therefore, that having forsaken the life of the Bedouin, 
he abandoned his independence and pride. The Bedouin 
boasted of his tribesmen, on whom he relied for help and 
support. The paid eulogist became more and more dependent 
on his patron for his very existence, going to great lengths 
lest he should fall into disfavour as in the case of the 
poet Al~Nabighah of Dhubyan with the King of Al-Hira, 
Al“Nucman ibn al-Mundnir.
(h) Incitement
1. The number of verses here is rather small for reasons 
already explained.
2. This section indicates that differing opinions were 
held within the tribe. To further his cause the poet often 
used his Verses to provoke a war-like attitude.
3* The pieces of poetry here are rather short, especially 
those which were recited on the battlefield at the time of 
fighting.
i+. Women played a great part here by reciting poetry both 
before and during the fighting.
5. Subtlety and shrewdness played a great role here. The
( 3 3 9 )
poet Used to praise other tribes (other than those he 
meant to incite) to spur his own tribe on. The poet tried 
to arouse the sympathies of other tribes, by the use of 
subtlety.
(i) Gautiohing
1* The number of verses is again small.
2* In the ’Cautioning’ verses the loyalty of the Bedouin 
for his own tribe can be plainly seen* The ’Cautioning’ 
usually sprang from one in whom the would-be-attacker had 
placed great confidence and tr-ust. The Bedouin’s loyalty 
to his tribe outweighed all other considerations. He 
would consider himself to be dishonoured if, knowing such 
facts, he remained silent* In fact the poet would Upbraid 
the would-be~attackers for not respecting his ties of kin­
ship with the tribe. In one of his verses °Amirah ibn
Tariq. said to the Banu cIgl, among whom he was staying when
(1)
they planned to attack his people;
”Ask the people of GIgl if there were not among them 
those who would respect my relations or be mindful of my 
integrity!”
All this goes to show the high standard of affection for 
his own tribe, and proves how great was the influence of 
tribal emotion upon the individuals,
3* We can also see how foolish and indiscreet were the 
people who allowed the information about their would-be- 
attack to leak out to a kinsman of their intended victims,
IT) Naqa°i<3 (c), Vol I, p. 52.
(3U0)
knowing the. effects of the ties of blood-relationship 
among the Bedouins'.
k * The poets stressed, in their ’Cautionary’ verses, the 
military preparations of their would-be-attackers, in order 
that their people might be fully prepared. In his verses 
acclaiming his people’s victory over the attackers, the poet 
expressed his jubilation and satisfaction* The poet often
sought to justify his actions with the attackers by reason-*
c - ( Uing. In one of his verses Ami rah ibn Tariq said*
’’Are you trying to blame me for what has happened ?
Ask the wise men who was the more unjust ?
( j) Admonition & Warning
1♦ Out of the collection there are 290 verses, represent­
ing a percentage of 5*7 of the total, dealing with uAdmon- 
ition & Warning’ „ This is rather a low figure. As has 
already been pointed out in a previous chapter, these verses 
were directed to the people who were intimately connected 
with the poet’s tribe by reaper., of kinship or close alliance. 
This low number of verses may indicate that though disputes 
took place among such people, they were not numerous, or it 
may mean that it was not, generally the custom of the poets 
to dissuade people from fighting by appealing to reason.
2. Such verses offered an.opportunity for discussing the 
matter logically in the light of careful reasoning in order 
that the dispute might be settled peaceably, and the evil 
consequences of war averted,
' (1 ) H a q a * i d  " (C )  V o l .  y ~ p T 7 h L  *
(3M)
3. Such a move was definitely a step forward towards
avoiding strife. The warnings contained in the verses*
might however3 defeat its own ends and provoke the Bedouins
unnecessarily* as they were apt to be roused at the slightest
pretext. This might be true in some cases* where we find
that the vers.es convey a strong threat* but such verses are
seldom to be found* and they are usually the result of
rather unusual circumstances* when the evil intent of the
would-be-attacker was indisputable ; e.g. in some of his
0 )
verses* Yazid ibn Al-Khadhdhaq. said:
"Turn away from us ye sons of An-Hu°man* your breasts:
if ye do not so* ye will have to turn your heads against
your will. . Shall every man among you* every base-born
wretch count up against us a raid and spoiling
This strong and rather abusive threat was given after An-
h u Gman had sworn that he would attack the poetfs people* as
it can be seen from the verse of the poet in the same poem 
(2)
when he said:
"Guard thine oath with reserve - mayest thou be saved 
from cursing! -
Thou hast' sworn* with the words of a sinful man that 
our goods should surely be divided, as booty* among you." 
With the exception of the latter example the warnings were 
given in a moderate and polite manner. The warning arose 
from a sincere wish to prevent clashes and unpleasant
M )  Muf**P. 599s Vv. 8-9* Sir Lyall's translation* P.237.
(2) Muf. *P.599s v.6.
,(3U2)
actions, and was couched in such a way that offence could 
not toe taken. Even in the above example which was considsr- 
ed a fiery one, the poet appealed to the would-be-attacker
to reconsider his decision, and not carry out his oath;
(
and moreover the poet prayed that his foe ’’may not be cursed’.* 
Thus it can be safely said that where ’Admonition 
& Warning1 are given, the poet sincereiy wished to secure 
peace and avert war. The only possible reason for such 
warnings, as has already been suggested, was to ensure that 
the enemy realised the strength and resources of the poet’s 
tribe. The poet wished to leave no doubt that force would 
be met by force, and proved this, by reference to previous 
victories*
(k) Miscellaneous
i. From their military injunctions it can be understood
that the Arabs used to foster in their young men ideas of
military glory. But there is no indication in .the Martial
Poetry that any kind of military training was practised. It
is almost certain that a man had to gain his knowledge of
fighting by actual battle experience; the word ’mujarrib’
or ’mujarrab’ meant ’experienced’ rather than ’specific 
0 )
training’. Since their method of fighting was primitive
there-was no necessity for specialised instruction in the
(1) We find in the poetry the word Timdarrab^Te^g.Tufayl "of 
G-haniy, his ”D!wan*’p. Us v, 10) which means either Experienced: 
o 1 think here it means ’experienced’ but
training or education in Eli as there is no sign of military 
o Po^ory.
(343)
arts of war.
Also from their military injunctions it can be 
seen how important warfare was to the Arabs in the Jahiliyan. 
This shows that life in those days was greatly dependent on 
victory in fighting and personal respect depended upon one’s 
ability to acquit oneself gloriously in battle.
2. Their verses on ’doing favours’ show that they appreci­
ated .the favours, esteeming highly those who performed them, 
at the same time blaming those who could do them but did
( D
not. Whilst they were ever grateful for favours, in­
gratitude was considered to be an undesirable characteris-
(2)
tic. In one of his verses, Al-Tufayl of G-haniy said:
,,cUsaymah! I shall reward him for what his two hands
have done before this; for I should be ungrateful, if I
(3)
were not to requite his good deed."
3. The verses in which the composer requested another 
hero to release a captive, as a favour and a sign of good­
will towards him, show that such an action was greatly 
appreciated. This also indicates that the heroes respected 
one another’s integrity and befriended each other whenever 
possible.
2+. The Arabs’ verses concerning disputes and feuds which
X T ) Hamas ah (G ai r o) Vol.I ,P .59 • ( 2) "Dlwan”p.39 piece No.19* 
v. 1 ;*Krenkow’s translation p.2 k »
(3) It seems that ’gratefulness’ was meant to take_the form 
of a material gift, as is implied by the word ’ajzihi’ (re­
ward) in this verse. This is frankly expressed in a verse 
by Mutamim ibn Nuwayrah (Naqacid, Cairo Edn. VoII, p. 3 k * ) in 
which he said that he would not keep the ’mal’ i.e. wealth 
locked from the man who had aided him in fighting.
(3U4)
todk place between kinsmen, showed how great and dangerous
a force was the *hamiyyatu-l-dahiliyyah’ i; e. *the haughty
Spirit of the Jahiliyyah*; it was so strong that the Arabs
were Unable to contain themselves, even against their own
kin When this emotion was aroused* But in justice; one
must mention that some Arabs biaimed in their verses to
forgive their brothers* hoping that they might return to
their senses; The poets also claimed that they did not
fight -their relatives until their patience was exhausted
and there was no hope of settling the dispute peacefully;'
In some of his verses, Al-^ind of Bakr said? concerning the
0 )
other branch of his tribe, Taghlib, when a dispute arose t 
”We spared the Banu Hind, and said f Our brothers they 
remain;
It may be Time will make of us one people yet again. * 
But when the wrong grew manifest, and naked ill stood 
plain.
And nought was left but ruthless hate, we paid them 
bane with banei”
This example, if it was expressing the real facts, shows 
that there were, among them, those who held their kinship 
and blood-relationship so dear, that they were able to re­
frain from internal strife*
However, after such a fight had taken place, they 
sought the true facts of the case* This was- undertaken
(T) ’’Hamasah’’, HichoIson’s translation: ’’Literary History 
of the Arabs”, pp*58-59*
(3!+5)
\
with.a sense of profound regret and deep sorrow. This 
again shows the depth of tribal feeling. Although the 
Jahilites’ haughty spirit was so strong and overwhelming, 
it was only evident in times of anger, and. hasty actions 
were later followed by contrition.
5. The poet’s effort to prevent fighting was a praise­
worthy function of the poetry. It is a proof that there 
were, among the Jahilites, a nucleus of peace-lovers. And 
if history confirms that such an appeal mitigated the 
chances of war then it can be truly said that the Arabs pre­
ferred peace to war, and wished to curtail any outbreak of 
hostilities.
II. EMOTION
Emotion is the driving force behind the poet. 
Whenever he is aroused, the poet finds himself translating 
feelings into poetry.
Emotion is an unseen internal power, requiring 
some vital stimulus, which will inspire the poet. In 
Martial Poetry, warfare and anything connected with it, 
wo.uld provide the required stimulus. An exception to this 
is found in the praising verses of the professional eulogist, 
whose motive was that of material gain. With this exception 
in mind, the patr-on was alleged to be superior in all things, 
of which warfare was one of the most outstanding..
In the analysis 'of the poetry, it can be seen 
that the poets had explored a wide variety of subjects. So, 
although poetic emotion was primarily aroused by tribal
(3H6)
strife, the specific aspect with which the poet was dealing, 
provided an added motive for -composition. Thus emotion was 
stirred by differing motives in the cases of boasting, lam­
pooning, elegising, etc..
The following are some examples- of the main themes, 
which, by arousing emotion, stimulated poetic imagination.
In ’Boasting’ the motives were; elation due to victory; 
anger at unjust treatment; contempt; glorification of 
tribal and personal heroism. In ’Lampooning’ the motives 
which stirred the poets’ emotions were: aggression; the
injustice of the attackers; resentment of a boastful or 
abusive foe; desertion. In ’Admonishing the Relatives' 
the poets’ emotions were aroused by: their non-participa­
tion in fighting; their fighting among themselves; their 
fleeing in the face of the enemy; their ingratitude; and 
their rivalry. Defence of honour; and the shame of de­
feat; were motives for ’Seeking Excuse’. Concerning 
’Threatening’, we find that the underlying motives were: 
revenge for the slaying of one of the poet’s tribe; abuse 
following defeat; threats from other tribes; victory 
arousing the desire for further glory. Naturally, the 
motives which stirred the poet to ’Elegise’ were: the deep 
sorrow caused by the loss of a tribesman; and his heroic 
qualities. In ’Eulogy’ the emotion was stirred by past 
favours, and the anticipation of future rewards. The 
cause, which aroused the poet to ’Incite his People1 to 
fight or ’Caution’ them, was the imminent danger to the life
(347)
or honour of his tribe. But in ’Admonition’, the poet's 
emotions were stirred by the evil intention of the people 
whom he was advising or warning.
Emotion in the Martial Poetry, generally speaking, 
was tribal, being connected with the tribe’s honour, dignity 
and prestige. When the poet’s emotion was aroused, he com­
posed verses which: expressed the tribe’s glory, heroic
actions and power; were a means of averting shame or danger; 
or displayed the tribe’s unity, and sincere regard for one 
another. The verses here, demonstrated the tribe’s ambi­
tions, wishes and feelings in all circumstances relating to 
war.
As has been seen in the analysis, there were times 
when the poet was moved to compose verses of self-glorifica­
tion. This fact shows that the Arab was proud of himself, 
and loved to extol his virtues in his ballads, and was not 
confined merely to tribal praise, but had freedom to speak 
for himself and express his own feelings. But as can be 
seen such verses are comparatively few. In view of this, 
it appears that the poet’s natural tendency was to express 
his tribe’s emotions. He found a greater pleasure in com­
posing songs expressing these emotions, than in versing his 
own personality. This is of little wonder knowing that the 
Arab in the Jahiliyah, owing to circumstances and environ­
ment, was. dependent on his tribe relying on its collective 
strength.
Therefore one realises that the poet’s emotion in
(3 U 8 )
his martial verses vms sincere,, in both his personal and 
tribal feelings. There is no doubt that the poet spoke 
with veracity when he sang about himself, but his emotion 
was even more sincere when he was the tribal spokesman.
This may be because he v/as speaking of a collective body, 
which included"himself as well as his kinsmen. Besides 
this the Arab believed that the tribe’s honour and reputa­
tion concerned him personally, and shame on the tribe was 
disgrace to him. Also, the poet was probably guided by 
the thought that his verses would be recited throughout 
the tribe. Such verses contained the outpourings of the 
poet’s heart.
Emotion in the Martial Poetry, as a whole, is 
strong. The poet’s feeling, it seems, was so vital that it
is transmitted to the reader. In most of this poetry, the 
reader finds himself in sympathy with the poet, being 
affected by his various moods. The following are some 
examples in which the reader identifies himself with the 
poet:
(i) Boasting - cAmr ibn Kulthum in his Mucallaqah.
(ii) Reproaching - Al-Harith ibn Hillasa in his
* •
Mu eallaqah.
(iii) Boasting & Lampooning - Abid ibn Al-Abras, who
boasts of his tribe and lampoons his foe,
Imru-’-l-Qays.
(iv) Reproaching - Al-Husayn ibn Al~Humam who re-
* * •
proaches his relatives concerning the day of
( 31+9 )
— — c
Darat Mandu -
0 —
(v) Seeking Excuse & Threatening - Amir ibn Al-Tufayl
(1) (2) ' 
who sought excuse, and threatened.
(vi) Elegy & Threatening - Al-Muhalhil elegising his
brother, and threatening the foe who killed him.
(vii) Elegy - Tufayl of G-haniy elegising the slain war-
(3)
riors of his tribe.
(viii)Blegy - Jabir ibn Hunayy lamenting his people who
(i+)
wer slain in the fighting.
( ix) Eulogy - Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma in his Mucallaqah
eulogising Harlm ibn Sinan and Al-Harith ibn*
C —
cAuf when they reconoiled Abs & Dhubyan in the 
War of Dahis & Al-Ghabra h 
But sometimes, when we read parts of the 
Jahiliyah’s Martial Poetry, like most of the verses attrib­
uted to the Hudhaylis poets, we may find ourselves emotion­
ally unmoved- Perhaps this is because the words are crude, 
and the life and circumstances so remote from ours,that we 
can.no u fully share the poet*s mood.
Although it has been stated that the emotion was
generally sincere, it should be appreciated that emotion
\
varied from one poet to another, as well as in different 
poems of the some poet, according to the personal- character­
istics of the poet and the varying circumstances which
I~T) ’dDiwajf*, p - iTET^poem 1i, Vv.1-16.
(2) puliA, poem 29.
(3) poem 2, Vv.1-11, p. 17.
( l \ . ) Muf. , p./42k, poem XLII from v.11 to the end of the poem,
(350)
affected him.
To prove this it is proposed to compare'the verses 
of two poets, viz;- Imru'-1-Qays and Al-Muhalhil. Accord­
ing to tradition the father of the former was slain by the 
tribe of Asad, and the latter's brother was killed by'a 
kindred tribe, thus each was bereft of a loved one.
In some of his verses describing how the news of
O )
the death of his father Hujr, Imru -1-Qaya said:
"There came to me while I was with my companions on the
top of a rocky place, nev/s which distressed me greatly and
caused sleep to fly from me.
Then I said to this cIjlite, may he never return,
’Explain to me and clarify this confused message’.
Then he said to me, ’May you escape cursing! The
people of cAmr and Kahil have seized the Hirna of Hujr, and
as a result of this he was betrayed.’"
In the first verse the poet tells us that the
news rendered him sleepless and no more. In the second we
can see that he was perplexed, so that he asked for further
explanation. But in the third verse, even under these
circumstances, he could not forget himself and expressed
the virish through the messenger, that he might not be cursed.
Regarding the other poet Al-Muhalhil, here are
some of the verses describing how he received the news of
(2)
his. brother’ s death;
TTY‘ Al-I ad-l-Thamin, _poem 5&V P* 1 56*
(2) Shu°ara : Al-Nasraniyah, P -16/+,
(35^)
*'1 consider the prosperity of life gone, like a borrowed 
thing that has been taken back*
When I was informed of the death of Kulayb, it was as 
though shafts entered my sides*
I felt giddy and my sight grew dim for his sake - like
the effect of wine on the man who drinks deeply."
Here we can see how the poet’s emotion flared up, and how 
deeply he was affected by the news.
Comparing these two quotations, it can be seen 
that the emotion of the latter was stronger and more pro­
found than that of the former. The difference in the
degree of the emotion between these two poets is apparent 
in all the verses relating to the two incidents. In some
( a
of his threatening verses Imru' -1-Qays said:
"By G-od, my father shall not die in vain!"
He continues by describing, in five short verses, the wea­
pons and preparations with which he intended to revenge his
(2)
father* In another place he said:
"If you bury the disease, we shall not hide it, and if 
you make war, we shall not absent ourselves,
If you kill us we shall kill you, and if you seek
blood, we shall also seek it."
It is obvious that the poet’s emotion is not strong, In
fact it is weak. He would only fight the enemy and kill
them If they made the first move.
* m  qdu”l-Thamxn, p. 1H3V poem hUj ' '
(2) " " poem 14, p. 123.
(352)
In comparison with these verses here are some by 
Al-Muhalh.il, who emphasises his intention and resolution to
d )
■destroy the foe completely:
"I take upon myself a steadfast vow, that all my life 
I shall give up all the good things that our territories 
offer.
Forswear women and drink, and wear a robe which would 
never be borrowed.
I will never abandon my coat-of^mail and my sword 
until day abandons night,
Until the noble men of Bakr perish utterly, so that 
no trace whatsoever remains.,{
Now let us see why Al-Muhalhil-was more emotion­
ally incensed by the slaughter of his brother than Imru - 
1-Qays was by his father’s death.. This is because of 
differences in characteristics and environmental circum­
stances affecting each poet.
Concerning the differences in their personal char­
acters, we find that Imru -1-Qays, according to tradition, 
and judging by his poetic works, was famous for pleasure 
seeking. He is depicted as a man intent on his own person­
al amusement, loving debauchery,and not as a hero of war 
.and weapons. Even in his verses describing times of hard­
ship, he did not forget his affairs with women. Listen to 
(2)
him saying:
(1) Shu-Nas, P.16Z+.
(2) Al-Iqdu-l-Thamin, p.130.
(353)
"And whatever hardships there have been I can never 
forget the women travelling in litters, and reclining on 
luxurious carpets, or the pleasant comfort of the days I
spent with them concealed in their boudoirs."
He indulged so much in affairs with women and drinking, etc., 
that he himself confessed that nothing injured him except 
his own conduct: .
"By your life! nothing has shamed me more in the eyes 
of the people of Himyar and their Kings, than my own vain­
glory and drunkenness."
His inexperience in war and great interest in 
women was so widely known that his opponent, °Abid ibn
Al-Abras, the poet of the tribe of :‘Asad, who killed his
*
father, taunted him repeatedly with indulging in base actions
> (1)In some of his verses, Abid, lampooning Imru -1-Qays said: 
"But thou - a man of light pleasure, of timbrels and 
singing girls, thou drinkest the wine at dawn, at even thou 
liest drunk -
Forgetful of vengeance thou, till those whom thou 
seekest guard their breaches, and sore thou weepest for 
time and occasion lost;
No man to win blood for blood art thou in thy dainti­
ness; thou knowest not purpose firm, the hand that will 
help itself! -
And had it not been for thy riding, thou hadst met the 
fate of those: thy swift flight it was that saved thee
(1 ) BlwEn, p. 53, Vv. 1A-18, Sir LyallT s translation, P. 1*113
(354)
from that which them befell.
Day-long thou singest, if only thou canst get a girl to 
hear* as though all Macadd had come within the cords of thy 
sway.H
o _ 0 )
And in other verses Abid taunted him saying:
"We gave to drink to Imru''-1-Qays son of Hujr, son of
Harith, cups that choked him, till he became accustomed to
defeat.
There delighted him the drinking of luxurious wine and 
the voice of a sweet singer, and the vengeance which he was 
seeking for Hujr became too hard for him:
And that - by my life! - was the easier way to take for
him than facing sharp swords, and the points of tawny
spears,"
So we find that the nature of Imru"-1-Qays was
not one of war. He was, from his youth, accustomed to
pleasures, and did not experience fighting or accept res­
ponsibilities.
Concerning the character of Al-Muhalhil, we find 
that, although he was known as 'Ziru-nisaT, i.e. 'visitor 
of women', we cannot trace any of his verses confirming 
such allegations. ' Even if it was true, it seems that he 
did not indulge in lasciviousness to the same extent as 
Imru -1-Qays. However, after the death of his brother, he 
engaged himself in fighting the aggressors, and devoted his 
verses to lamenting his brother's death, threatening his
(1) Dlwan, p. 83$ Sir Lyall' s translation, p. 66. '
(355)
foe with complete destruction, > He not only renounced 
women and abandoned carousals, as we have seen in his stead-
o )
j?ast t o w , but also refrained even from mere kissing. In
one of his verses, he confessed that he could not bear jok- 
(2)
ing.
tsMy wife denied me when she saw me looking stern, and
unable to joke.'*
Moreover, he did not follow the fashion of the
poets in starting his poem with Ghazal, and weeping over the
ruined house of his beloved. In fact, he wondered how one
could think of these things under such circumstances. He
(3)
said;
1?I cannot weep over the remains of my beloved’s ruined 
house; as there are wounds in my heart because of Hulayb.” 
He continued, sayings
,!How could he vtreep over the remains of the beloved1 s 
ruined house, whilst pledged to harry the enemy, generation 
after generation <?1'
So, through Al-Muhalhil’s verses, we can see that 
his spirit was that of a chivalrous warrior, who, in time of 
danger, would stand firm and show his true heroic personal­
ity. Therefore his emotion was reflected very strongly in 
his verses.
Environmental circumstances, which affect'the
rfT Shu-Nas^ p71 77•
(2) ,r p. 176.
(3) " 11. p. 178.
(356)
poets’ emotions, differed greatly between Imruf-1-Qays and 
Al-Muhalhil. According to tradition, Imru"'-l-Qays pursued 
a life of ease and pleasure, avoiding responsibility. He 
left his father, who was the King of Kindah, to deal with 
his subjects’ troubles and the surrounding tribes. His 
father, who was Yamanite, was slain by a northern tribe,
‘Asad, whom he dominated by force. So he was killed by 
people who were fighting for their freedom and who disliked 
subservience to a foreign power. Therefore when Imru^-l- 
Qays launched his appeal to the people to help him in taking 
revenge for his father, he did not get sufficient support. 
Even those who helped him lacked sincerity and their help 
lasted only a short while. These circumstances must have 
had an effect on his feelings. He complained of his hard
(1)
luck and misfortune in his verses. In some of them he said: 
HWhen I said: ’This is a companion with whom I would be 
satisfied’, and my eyes were pleased with him, he was re­
placed with another.
This -is my misfortune, for whenever I get a follower, 
from the xoeople, he betrays me and quits.
Erom his work, we find that misfortune had so severe an 
effect on him, that he lost all hope in life and he decided 
to be content with his lot, as ultimately he v/ould die in
any case, like his father and his grandfather before him,
(2)
and be food for the wild beasts and birds. So circum­
stances did not encourage him to continue fighting, conse-
(1) Iq.Th, p-. 1295 Vv. 22-23 * ( 2) Iq.Th.p.120, Poem 5*
( 3 5 7 )
guently his weakened resolution is revealed in his Martial 
Poetry.
But in Al-Muhalhil’ s oase we find that he was 
always with his brother, who was a great chief. So fight­
ing was not strange to him, and he had experienced it many 
times before his brother’s death. Besides this, when his 
brother was slain, the whole tribe was aroused and leapt to 
arms to avenge their honour. This would have had a great 
influence on'the poet’s emotion. Therefore, this emerges 
clearly in his verses.
Thus we can see how poetic emotion varies in 
poetry according to the poet’s own character and circum­
stances surrounding him. And moreover, if we follow the 
work of one poet we find that his emotion varies from poem 
to poem. This depends on the poet’s character, his mood 
whilst composing, and his experience in the subject with 
which he is dealing.
j
III IMAGINATION
Imagination is one of the elements of poetry. It 
is a spiritual power which helps to frame the poet’s thoughts 
into an impressive literary form. It has an intangible 
quality and is difficult to explain. It can only be per­
ceived by its resultant effect.
The effect of imagination on literature appears 
in two ways:
(j) Describing an object in order to illuminate or 
beautify it as in similes and metaphors.
(358)
0)
(2) Creation of a story or play.
The first way deals with poetic images, and the second with 
epic, story, play and legend.
We shall therefore, study our collection of Martial 
Poetry from these two points of view, discussing the similes 
and metaphors which we have analysed in the section on 
’Description’, and which can he found gathered at the end of 
the thesis as an appendix. We shall call them ’The Poetic 
Images'. Then will follow a discussion of Martial Poetry 
of the Jahiliyah and epic.
(a) The Poetic Images
Imagery is one of the sensational means used by 
poets to express their ideas. "By imagery poets endow ob­
jects with a shape not strictly belonging to them, but, in 
fact, embodying their essential spirit, or symbolising them.
Imagery is one of the extra- or supra-logical processes by
(2)
which poets convey much of their meaning." It helps the
poet to change'an abstract object Into a tangible one.
’’Imagery provides the poet with a means of giving personal
(3)
and visible shape to impersonal and invisible things. "
Usually the poetic image is produced in a form of 
’simile’ or ’metaphor’. ’’Poetically, similes are very much 
like metaphors, They differ from metaphors in that they
u )
are introduced explicitly by the words ’like’ or ’as’."
{"T) See:Abdul-Hamid Ilassan; Al~ Usui al-Panniyah li-l-Adab,
(2) H.B.Charlton: "The Art of Literary Study", (P.100.
(London 1921+), Pp.72-73- 
(3.) Ibid., p. 7 k ,
( k )  H.B.Charlton, "The Art of Literary Study", P. 76.
(359)
We have found in our collection of 5080 verses,
(1 )
that there are 869 verses, which contain 81+1 poetic images 
These are set out in the appendix. Out of these ’images’ 
there are 319 in which the comparative conjunction is men­
tioned or understood, and the remaining 322 have no such 
introductory particle.
Concerning the subject matter, we find that these 
images are distributed as follows:-
. - . —I
THE SUBJECT NO. OF 
IMAGES
THE SUBJECT NO. OF 
IMAGES
War and Raids 111 War Equipment 11+3
The Hero' 118\ The Army 111+
The Horse -l 92 The Battle 1+6
What happened to 
the Foe
t ! 
^
I 
O
i_
__
__ Camel 8
So we can see that the horse has the.highest figure, unless 
we consider the hero and the army as one subject, then the 
combined total would be the greatest. Also we can see that, 
the least mention is given to the camel.
There are few verses containing more than one 
image to describe one or more objects. Few of these images 
occupy more than one verse in length. The following are 
instances where images occupy more than one verse, and have 
been tabulated.
(1) This number is that of the verses in the appendix” It 
includes some verses which have been repeated in differ­
ent places because each of them has more than one 
image.
, (360)
INSTANCES VERSES FOOT INSTANCES VERSES FOOT
NOTE NOTE
11 2 (1) 1 6 (4)
3 3 (2) 1 10 (5)
2 4 (3)
So we can see that poets used one image to describe an ob­
ject in a single line, in the majority of cases;
Regarding the poetic images connected with the 
senses, we find that there are 2k  images referring to the 
sense of hearings k O referring to taste, 23 referring to 
touch, and the rest numbering 75k  to sight.
Sources of Poetic Images
Studying the sources of poetic images, we find 
that they could be classified under 5 main categories:-
(i) The Human Being and his Environment: clothes,, food
and drink, ornaments, games, and the household.
Out of the 84*1 images we find that 230 images could 
be classified under this category.
(ii) Tame and Wild Beasts, Birds and Insects. This in­
cludes 2 9 poetic images,
(iii) Sky and Earth together with their Natural Contents: 
sun, moon and stars, light and dark, mountains, 
rocks and sand, sea, water, rain and cloud, thunder
(j ) S e e the appendix nos.: •-78,188, 203,342,1*83, §21,696,712, 
762,773 and 799.
(2) tf t tt t 111,201*, 347.
(3 " . t it tt 205,805.
l b )  " It tt t 206.
(5) ” tt tt tt 207.
( 3 6 1 )
and lightning, plants trees and wood, fire'and 
wind, etc. 236 images are taken from these souross,
(iv) War Equipment. There are 33 images which could be
classified under this category.
(v) Miscellaneous: Jinnee, ghoul, ogress, illness and 
remedy etc. We find 29 images under this category.-
In our collection we find that there are 173 
sources of poetic imagery. The accompanying table shows 
how many of these sources were used once, and how many were 
used more than once.
The most interesting fact in this table is that 
there are 70 sources, each of which was used only once to 
portray one object by one image. Of the other sources, 
one was used 13 times, one 1J+ times, one 21 times, one k l  
times, one 60 times, and one 63 times.
It should be pointed out here that each source 
which was used more than once, might have been used as a 
source of many images, for one or more subjects. For ex­
ample, the fire has been used as an image for the: horse, 
war, raid, weapons, army and battle. Such sources might 
also have been used for many similar images in one subject
(1)
by several poets, and even by one poet.
On the other hand, sometimes, the poet used more 
than one image to describe a particular object. For 
example, Abu Qays ibn al-Aslat likened war to an object of
See appendix nom 10 & 11 j 25 & 26 ] 53 & 5 k ;  18^ . & 185; 
235 & 236; U 1 3 , M 4 S & i|15 ;  7Sij & 785-
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i
j NO. OF 
I SOURCES
REPETITION 
OF SOURCES
NO. OF 
IMAGES
i
OBSERVATIONS
70 1 70
28 2 56 ■
| 10 3 30
' - F 3 4 52
i
2 5 10
| 8 6 48
i
|___ 5____ 7 35
i 9 8 72 •
8 Q 72 !
*
10 40
3 11 33
2 12 24
1 13 13 This is Wine;it was used for the 
subjects of war5 raid,sword, and 
'what happened to the foe'*
1 14 This is the wolf; it was used for 
the subject of the horse.
3 15 "45
.......  ......  . . \ ....._______ . 1
2 18 36 | |
1 21 21 This is the cloud-; it was used for 
the subject of the camel, army 
and day of battle.
i * 47
\i
“ 7T T ' ' This is the camel; it is used for 
the subjects of war,raid,weapons, 
army,battle,and'what happened tofbe’
1 1
i
i
60 j
I
This is fire; it was used for the 
subjects of hero, weapons, army 
and battle.
1
-gj— — j
* "55 “ This is lion; which is used for 
the subjects of hero and army.
* T z3 j
bitter
... - __|__841 { TOTAL________ __ _______ ____________ I
taste and to a ghoul; Tufayl of Ghani compared
•
the dust stirred up by the horses to smoke and to cotton
(1) Appendix Nos. 1 & 37*
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0 )  -c
fluff; whereas Sa ida ibn Ju ayyah described the falling
of the enemy, after being slain, as a bank undermined by
(2)
water and as slaughtered camels.
Concerning the repetition of images, the poet
?3)
sometimes uses the same features and words in one verse,
(U)
though occasionally he varied the words a little. This
observation is also true of many of the repeated images used
by different poets. Sometimes we find an image identical
(5)
to one used by another poet, in both features and words,
(6)
and sometimes with a change in words only.
It should be pointed' out, that quite often some 
of the images were repeated with additional features. Al­
though the source used here is the same, slight alterations 
make it different from the other images of the same source.
Thus in one of his images regarding war, Al-Acsha likened it
(7)
to ra crushing hand-mill’, and in another to 'a biting mill1 
Zuha'.r once praised his ideal hero by describing him as 
having: 1 the flesh, mane and uncut nail of a lion1; in 
another verse as: fa lion in his lair, reddish-brown, fright­
ful, hunting men and attacking every day’; in another line 
as: 'a lion, father of many cubs, reddish-brown, with broad 
fore-limbs, sharp fangs, among dust-coloured lions, and
(1 ) Appendix Nos. 249-303* HT) Appendix Nos. 742 & 777•
135 See appendix Nos. 6 & 7;244 & 245;639 & 640.
(4) " " u 43 & 44;562 & 563;694 & 695-
(5) " " M 150 & 151;21.3 & 214;361 & 362;638 & 639
(6) . ” ” ’* 46 - 49;51 & 52; 119 & 120;193 & 194;
286 &  287*
(7) " " " 10 & 11.
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hunting men so continuously that his cubs always have plenti-
0 )
ful provisions’. We also find a considerable difference in
c <2> 'Al-A sha1s .description of his ideal hero.
Different'poets varied their images, taken from 
the same source, by the addition of detail, in order that 
‘they might be distinguished from those of other poets.. Des­
cribing war, Musarrid likened it to ’a creature showing its
cfangs’, whereas Bishr ibn Amr likened it to ’a creature
(3)
showing its long fangs’ - meaning a more dangerous war.
Jassas likened war to ’a pregnant creature’, whilst Al-Harith 
ibn cAbbad compared it with ’a creature who became pregnant
(U)
after being barren’ in order to stress danger and severity.
When we compare the images of the lion, to which
(5)
the hero was likened, we can see many differences. Des- .
cribing the speed of the horse, one poet likened him to ’a
hunting falcon’, while another, to ’a falcon standing on
high ground, light-hearted and sharp-sighted, who seeing a
hare' in the open dashed and'caught it before it could take
(6) ,
refuge in the thicket. Also we can see clearly the diff-
(7) (8)
erence between the descriptions of the eagle, sand-grouse,
(9) (10)
locusts, and wolf, to which the horse v/as compared. Hence 
images derived from one source tend to differ slightly. It 
seems that images with greater detail were, only augmenta-
1) See appendix Nos.192,201 & 20U,
2)
3 )
5 )
200,202,205 & 207. 
l+8-j+9. (h ) Appendix nos. 55 & 56.
156-207.(6) " " 3U1 & 3U2.
3U3-3U8.(8) " " 350-356.
357-362.(10) " " 386-399.
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tions of simpler ones which had already been used. From 
this it appears that the poet endeavoured to avoid repetition 
of an image, already used by himself or another poet. How­
ever, bearing in mind the 70 sources used solely for single 
images, we can see how the poets frequently sought fresh 
similes and metaphors.
The aims of poetic imagery appear to be as follows:
(i) To give abstract ideas a concrete form. War was des-
d )
cribed as resembling a thing of bitter taste, an unhealthy
(2) (3) ( k )  (5)
food or pasture, a heavy burden, a mill, and fire; while
raids, which usually took place in the morning, were called:
(6)
the morning drink,
(ii) To describe the general appearance of an object. The
(7)
heroes are depicted as: black darkness; and when they are
(8)
armed, as stallions.- Horses are likened to: rocks; and
their sweat to: water exuding from a filled water skin, which
(9)
has been tied tightly. The raiding horsemen wer described
(10)
as: locusts driven by the wind and the spears as: well-
(11) (12) 
ropes their shining heads as fire and lamps; while the
multitude of the spears, w h e n  stuck’ in the ground, as a wood- 
(13)
thicket; but the coats-of-mail were likened to the surface
(ii+)
of a pool struck by the wind; and the uneasy silence of
(3 
5) 
(7
( 1 1 )
(13)
Ho. 1 (2;
w 1 9 I k
1! 18-36 (6
113 (8
t l 259. (10
412-U20 ( 1 2
t t b 2 3 - k 2 k (14
2) Appendix No. 2 & 3.
" " 10-17.
" " 83-86.
" 11 237.
" ’’ 87.
*' " 2+3 5 -2+2+3 .
" " 51+1-52+2 ,
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(1)
the petrified enemy to a dumb ass.
(iii) To describe a movement. The attack of the warriors
(2)
was likened to that of a falcon* and when the hurried to
(3)
meet the enemy* to hurrying uncontrollable camels* The
speed of the horse was compared with a rock falling from a
(U) (5)
height* and a bird. The quivering spear when released,
resembled the running of a fox, and the writhing of a snake
(6)
seeking refuge; and the running of fleeing people, fright-
(7)
ened ostriches.
General Remarks on Poetic Images
1 . Imagery in the Pre-Islamic Poetry, as it appears from 
our collection, was drawn directly from the poets’ environ­
ment, and generally speaking, not garnished with superfluous 
detail. The following are examples of images frequently 
employed in this poetry:
War - The hand mill and its flour, biasing fire, 
biting she-camel.
Hero - A hawk and a lion.
Horse - An arrow, a bird and a wolf.
Spears- We'll-ropes and thickets.
The poet did not create highly imaginative or fantastic 
images, nor did he try to change the sources of his similes 
from those of everyday life.
2. The images are very simple and primitive. They are
1) Appendix Nos. 709 (2) Appendix Nos. 119-120
3) » " 150-151 (ij.) " " 238.
5) » " 333 (6) " » U26--U27.
7) " ” 8OO-8O5.
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not complicated and are within the limits of the people’s 
experience. The poetry was unsophisticated in that the 
poets’ environment was not influenced by the complexities of 
civilization and advanced knowledge.
3. Poetic images were given in a tangible form in order to 
clarify, define or beautify an object. For example, War 
has been described by using many images containing ideas of 
destruction and damage, such as:- a mill and fire. The 
horse’s hoof, to portray it as round and small, has been 
depicted as a baby-cup; and the coat-of-mail as the surface 
of a pool ruffled by the wind, to emphasise its rippling 
lines. These images are used to highlight some special 
feature of the object they depict. Examples of images, 
which enhance the beauty of the objects, are found when the 
poet likens the horse’s back to gold, in colour and sheen; 
and the captive woman’s breasts to pomegranates.
I4. Some poets were able, as a result of keen observation, 
to use a.precise image, which, with the addition of adjec­
tives, made the impression more complete and vivid. Thus 
the standards fluttering in the breeze, appeard as: the
shadows of restless birds; the rush of wind through the 
main and bridle of a galloping horse, as the crackling of a 
flare from a burning cArfaj-wood brand; the noise of 
horses’ breathing as the sound of bellows borrowed from a 
blacksmith; and the sound of the iron coats-of-mail as the 
warriors moved, as.the wind in a dry cornfield at night.
5 . Since the poet drew his images from his environment,
(368)
we are able to form a picture of the everyday life of the 
Bedouin. The following scenes emerge:
The shepherd - 
The Bedouin -
looking after his flock.
O )
(2)
Gathering firewood in the desert,
(3)
drawing water from the well, coming
(U) (5)
as a guest, having a burning thirst,
(6)
and slaughtering his camels and sheep
(7) (8)
The desert household-The tent, the hand-mill and its flour
(9) . (10)
the lamp, the bucket, the water-skin,
d o
the well, and the well-rope, the
(1 2)
water trapped in a mountain cleft,
(13)
a spring gushing through the sand,
(1^)
and a pool of water left by the rain. 
The desert - The mountains, the sand, the rocks,
the valleys, the mountain peaks. 
Greatures of the desert - The lion, the leopard, the wolf,
the fox, the bull, the mountain goat, 
the ass, the oryx, the camel, sheep, 
the antelope, the gazelle, the 
ostrich, the falcon, the eagle, the 
hawk, the sand-grouse, ants, the
(15)
locusts and the sand-snake.
1) Appendix Nos. 324 (2) Appendix Nos. 808
- t  \  I t  t t  n / T r i  / l . \  t t  t t  - i r r r r3 
5 
7 
9, 
11)
( 1 3 )
( 1 5 )
2 6 0 (1+ 
U50-457. (6 
266-267- (8) 
ii4i (10
U12-U20. (,12 
257 (1U)
i+27
755-763
777
10-17
259
261
537 -551
Th^jmade the foil-
( 3 6 9 )
Flora - Thickets, shauhat, sara:"and nabc
trees, palm-trees, thorn-trees, colo- 
cynth and pastures.
From these images it can be seen that the authors 
were well-acquainted with desert-lore. 
owing observations:
(1)
The serpent of the sands wriggling when seeking refuge;
the ants ascending the. hills and descending because of
(2)
extreme cold at the summit; the wolf of the G-hada-
bashes, who having lost his cubs, goes out in the morn-
(3)
ing, ascends a height, facing the wind as he runs swiftly;
(U)
■yellow locusts, which alter their flight with the direc-
(5)
tion of the wind in the morning and evening; the gush­
ing of a fountain which springs from a fissure in the
(6)
rocky ground, covered by sand.
Also mentioned are the occupations and their locations:
(7) (8) 
Agriculture - Hajar, in al-Bahrain, corn-fields, cutting
(9)
ears with a reaping-hook.
. , b 0)Occupations - Blacksmith (spear-straightening) mat-
(11) (12) 
making and cloth-weaving.
(13)
The images also show that they worshipped stone idols, and
(14) (15) (16) (17)
had their own games music, ornaments and perfumes.
I) Anpendix Nos. 427 
3
5) '
7) !
9) '
II) 1 
13) ”
15) ,f
( 1 7 )  ,f
1 1 398 (tO "
" " 359-362. (6) " »
" " 583 (8) " "
it 1 697 (10) " "
" " b 6 0 , 6 9 k - 5 (12) " "
" " 123, 2l+3 (14 » »
» |' 407,75i+-5»323.(l6)" "
" " 328,329.
2) Appendix Nos.483*
" 357.
it it 257.
1 *' 552-553.
* " 818.
1 " 690.
* " 115-7s 233-6.
1 ” 327,502.
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6. From the images in our collections we can see that the 
Arabs had an intimate knowledge of the characteristics of 
the animals around them, e.g.:
Lion - Hauteur, disdainfulness, in his lair, defending
i
the young cubs, in the thicket, haunts of lions. 
Camel - Not pregnant, pregnant, pregnancy after barreness 
pregnant camel when milked or urinating.
Goats - Mountain-goats, those fed on special food.. 
Miscellaneous - Different types of locusts, sand grouse, 
wolves, dogs, snakes, eagles, falcons and . 
ostriches.
The images also show that they knew something of the work­
ings of nature around them. For example they mentioned 
the clouds being driven by the southern wind, which they
thought, produced heavier and more plentiful rain. The
(1) (2)
rain was also connected with stars, as The Pleiades, Orion 
(3)
and Bellatrix. From their images we can see that they had 
some historical knowledge of ancient tribes, such as CAd, 
and Thamud, which had perished.
(b) The Pre-Islamic Martial Poetry and Epic
Epic poetry is a result of the effect of imagina­
tion on the poet. It consists of long poems about one sub­
ject. These often contain many references to gods, their 
behaviour and characteristics. Although epic poetry fre-
Tl V Appendix Nos. '599 ™ C ^ J a ppendix Nos. 612.
(3) See Sir Lyall*s translation of ’’MufadclaliyatV p. 271 *
Note to v.11 and p.307, note to v.7."*
( k )  Appendix Nos. 787-790.
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guently concerns war, the Pre-Islamic Martial Poetry con­
tains no epic poems. The reasons for this may be summar­
ised as follows:-
1. .The Pre-Islamic poets lacked the fertile imagination 
necessary for the composition of epic. This can be ob­
served by studying the primitive similes and metaphors used. 
Because of their environment, they lacked the ideal atmos­
phere conducive to profound contemplation, like that surround­
ing Homer.
The Pre-Islamic poets, like all their fellow-men, 
were nomads. They lived in the desert, and led a life of 
poverty. They existed by their own labours, depending on 
their cattle, for which they had to provide pasture and 
water. They were constantly seeking fresh pasture and 
water, often having to fight to obtain and hold them. The
possibility of attack was ever present. They were always 
on the move, and seldom had the opportunity for deep medita­
tion. They were surrounded by the unchanging scenes of the
desert, with its mountain, sand, rocks and sky* ■ The limit­
ed social community and the primitive conditions of their 
households added to the monotony of their existence. Even 
among the villages and towns there was little to stir the 
imagination.
Although the background of the events in ancient 
Greece, of which Homer speaks in his ’Odyssey’, was very 
similar to that of the Arabs in the Pre-Islamic period^
Homer himself, lived under very different conditions.
( 3 7 2 )
Homer's 'Odyssey' deals with events which took place about
(1)
a thousand years before he lived. Civilization in Greece 
had advanced considerably ‘in this thousand years, Homer 
was able to devote his time to profound contemplation, 
whereas the life and environment of the Pre-Islamic poet did 
not encourage the composition of epic.
2o Gods usually play a large part in epic poetry. Very 
often the poet endows the gods with imaginary attributes, 
characteristics and behaviour. The Pre-Islamic poets, 
although they worshipped idols, believed in Allah as the 
controller of human destiny. The idols were merely thought 
to possess intercessory powers, and not given great thought. 
3<* Another, and perhaps the most important, reason which 
precluded the Arabs from indulging in epic, was the rigidity 
of their poetic laws of metre and rhyme. As we know, they 
insisted that poems must be in one single metre and use one 
single rhyming letter from beginning to end, however long 
the poem. As epics are usualij/- very long poems, often 
running into thousands or even tens of thousands of verses 
it is obvious that great difficulty would be experienced in 
avoiding repetition of rhyming words and distortion of the 
metre,
IV STYLE
Style is the mould wherein the writer shapes his 
thoughts;, it is the form in which his literature finally
'(* 1 y ' See Encyclopaedia Britannica, Article vHomer? .
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emerges. In this section, we will.endeavour to ascertain 
whether the poets used any particular modes of expressing 
their thoughts, and point out the general features of the 
poetry in our collection.
There are no Jahilite poems dealing solely with 
warfare. In this poetry the martial theme, although im­
portant, formed only an integrant of the whole. P/e can see 
this by studying the Diwan of Al-Hamasah of Abu Tammam. As 
we know, the poems in the Jahiliyah encompass such subjects 
as love, travel, drinking and hunting, as well as warfare 
and all its aspects.
Excepting in elegiac poems, an amatory prelude 
formed the traditional introduction. As the poem developed, 
the poet proceeded, by way of various topics, t'o the sub­
ject of warfare. Sometimes the poet jumped abruptly from 
subject to subject. At other times, there was obvious con­
tinuity between subjects. An example of this occurs when 
the poet, having discussed an alien tribe, continues by com­
paring them with his own people, thereby leading up to their
(1)
glorious military tradition. Again, a poet having described 
his journey, and the fatigue of his camel, would explain 
that the purpose of his journey was to visit a certain king, 
and would then proceed to eulogise him.
One of the features of this poetry is the use of 
special words to introduce the subject of warfare* Here
{"?) See the poem of A 1 -Akhnas ibn Shihab, f Mufaddaliyat5 
Pp. 1+1 8-1+21, Vv. 18-27.
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are the most striking of these words which have been widely 
and repeatedly used:
(i) The ve.rb ftas'al!, i.e. ’ask*, was used as a sort of 
enquiry about the poet’s people and their glory. *Then the 
poet would go on recounting their high qualities. Most of 
the usage of this verb was directed to the poet’s beloved
—  _ e )girl. He would begin by saying: ’Fa-in-tasJalini ’; i.e.
, „ , (2)
’If you ask me’ or ulalla Sa alti ,* i.e.-, ’Why.do you not
ask about us?’. It was used also in an imperative form,
(3) ( k )
’Is'al’ or ’Is'alu’ directed to one person or a group. It 
was also used in the form of the present participle: ’Aiyuha
Cal-Sa llu anna' ; i.e., T0, who is enquiring about our 
glory?’.
(ii) ’ 'Abligh’, i.e., ’inform’ or ’tell’, was used in the
imperative form. It was used as a request to convey a
message. The message was usually the reason for composing
the verses. These verses were composed in gratitude for
(6)
a favour received by the poet, or in order to incite the
( 7 )
people to fight. Sometimes it was used for reproaching,
threatening, cautioning or admonition. It was also used in
(8) (9) _ (10) 
different forms: ’balligh, ala abligh, ala abligha (directed
(1 ) cAb d al-M as thibp” CA sal ah, Muf. , p. 6 06, v. 1 , andT R ab l Cah" i bn 
Maqrum,. Muf. , p.359»v.20. (2) ciUnir ibn al-Tufayl, Diwan*
P. 101, v. 1 and cAntarah of 6Abs; Mucallaqah.* (3) Al-Harith 
ibn cAbbad; Shu-Nas, p. 276, 277 & 280. (1+) Tarafah, Iq.Th. ,
P. 70, poem 11+. (5) cAbid ibn al-Abras, Diwan, P. 72, v.9.
(6) Shu-Nas, p.160. (7) 8hu-Nas, P. 1 28 & 31+1+. (8) Muf.,P. 1+35
V.1 & 2. (y) Zuhayr ibn Abu Sulma, Diwan, Daru-l-Kulub, Ed.
P.181+. (10) cAmirah ibn Tariq, Naq. (C) Vol.1. P. 51*
/ s (375)
(1)
to two persons), man-mublighun (’Who would inform?’), ala
(2)
man-mublighun, and ' a-lam yablughka ? (’Did it not
reach you?’)’.
(iii) ’Ata’ i.e., ’came1, was used in the past tense with 
an interrogative particle, such as: ’Ala-hal ata...’ i.e.,* 
’Did it (the news of our glory) not reach ...,?’.
U)
(iv) ’ A°dadtu li-l-harbi’ or ’ li-l-acdi/ i ’ i.e., ’I have 
prepared fcr war or the enemy’ . This is usually used when 
the poet wanted to describe his war equipment.
(v) !’Qad’ i.e. ’surely’. This usually precedes a verb
when the poet wanted to speak of his own personal courage
(5)
and glory. , For- instance, he would say: ’Qad aqudu. . . ’
(6)
i.e. ’Surely I lead..,.’ or ’Qad ashhadu...’ i.e., ’Surely 
I take part in...’.
(vi) ’Waw-rubba’ i.e., ’often’ or ’many’. This is usually
used with an indeterminate noun. For example, the poet
would say: 'Many a captain have I killed or ’Many raiding
(8)
troops have I held back’.
(9)
Sometimes the word ’rubba’ itself was used alone, 
(10)
or preceded by ’Y a 1 i.e., 'Ah! '. This also means 'many'.
(1) Muf. P. 32' (2) Shu-Nas, P.ip15. T37^hu^ai7'F7U9"i
and Tufayl of G-hani, Diwan p.-20, v. 1. ( k )  Abu Qays ibn al- 
Aslat, Muf. P. 567; Aus ibn Hajar, Shu-Nas, P.J+9U* Imru^-l- 
Qays. Iq.Th. poem 11+, v.11, £.123. (5) GAlqamah, Iq.Th. ,
P. 113s v.^ l-7- (8) Imru"-1-Qays, Shu-Nas, P, 37*
7) cAbid ibn al-Abras, Diwan, P. 2!+* v*. 11.
8) Tha_clabah ibn Su°ayr.., Muf., P. 261. v.20.
9) GAbid ibn al-Abras, Diwan, p. 2l+, v.9*
(10) GAmir ibn al-Tufayl, Diwan, p. 131* v.1.
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( 1 )
(vii) 'Kam1, i.e. 'many'; such, as 'ICam gharatin' i.e., 
'Many a raid'. The words .'rubba', 'waw-rubba', and 'kam'
are usually used when the poet wanted to convey the great 
number of things which he claimed, and they usually refer 
to undefined objects or ac'tions.
(viii) Sometimes when the poet wanted to praise warriors for
their gallant and heroic actions, he would begin with the
word ’Fidan’, i.e., fransom1 or 'sacrifice’. Usually he
would express it as: ’May all the substance that I have
(2)
amassed be a sacrifice for my people and continue by des­
cribing their actions.
(ix) In the reproaching verses, the poets often cursed
their opponents by asking God to do them harm. For example,
(3)_
Laha Allahu al-fauarisa min Salitin' i.e., 'May God cover • *
the horsemen of Sal it with shame I ’ , or ’Ala Qabbaha Allahu
(U) - •
al-Barajim Kullaha1 i.e., ’May God render the whole of the 
people of Al-Barajin hideousl ’
There was no formal method of concluding the 
verses of martial poetry. Likewise there was no special 
order for the expression of ideas. Thus poets would begin 
their descriptions variously with heroes, horses, weapons, 
battles,.and what happened to the foe, etc,, each dealing 
with the subject as he wished.
General Observations on the Style in the Pre-Islamic Poetry.
1. Frequently the verses do not appear to be in any
TO Durayd ibn al-Simmah, Shu-Nas,P. 758. (2) Mufrriz ibn al-
MukaGbir, Muf. p. 510s v. 1 . (3) Malik ibn Nuwayrah, Naq. (C)
vol.1, P.22, (A)Imru:-l-Qays, Muf., P.U37* v. 1.
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systematic or logical order. The verses very often appear
to be mingled and confused, thus verses dealing with one
point are scattered among verses dealing with other points.
Here are some examples:- In the first poem of al-Tufayl
(1)
of Ghani, we find descriptions of the raid, and what happen­
ed to the foe mingled with descriptions of horses; it seems 
that verses 39-H2, 69 and 73-73 are not in their rightful 
places. In the third poem he mixes the description of
horses and arrows with that of the raid and what befell the
(2)
enemy, here verses 16 and 17 seem to be incorrectly placed.
(3)
In poem number 7 attributed to cAntarah of CAbs, verses 15 
and 16 should, it appears, take the place of verses 13 and
rt Q
1H. In his mu allaqah, Antarah also mixes his verses on
warfare with those of ghazal and drinking throughout the
- 0whole poem. Al-Harith ibn Hillizah, in his mu 'allaqah, also
intersperses verses eulogising the king with those of admon-
(5)
ition, reproaching and boasting.
It is believed that this confusion and disorder is 
largely the result of adhering to the poetic rule which de­
mands that every verse should make complete sense in itself, 
and be entirely independent of preceding and succeeding
verses. Disregarding this rule was considered to be a
(6) _
poetic defect called al-TadminT.
Apart from this there are other possible explana-
(1 ) Diwan, ppi 5-i6.Vv. 13-77: (™2j Diwan, P. 22
(3) Iq,.Th. P. 36. See Mucallaqat, ShanqitiTs ed.
(5) Ibid. (6) Al-Muwashshah, (Gairo Edn. 13U3 A.H)
P. 25.
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tions for the confusion in the verses:-
(i) As we know, Pre-Islamic poetry v/as preserved by oral 
tradition alone. The ’Rawis’ or ’reciters’ committed the
poems to memory. Owing to the number and length of verses
that they had to remember, together with the above-mentioned 
poetic rule, they were liable to disarrange and omit verses. 
This may be so, as we often see variations between the 
different ’riwayas’ of one poem and the different editions 
of some collections of ancient poetry.
(ii) The poet v/as accustomed to compose his verses extem­
pore. Having composed a number of verses the poet might 
conceive further ideas about earlier verses, and instead of 
inserting them in the correct context, he would merely add 
them. Thus as long as he obeyed the poetic laws, logical 
arrangement was of little importance. The ’Rawl’ would 
memorize the poem as he heard it from the poet, and trying 
to be faithful in his repetition would not rearrange the 
verses.
This is a reasonable probability, as we rarely 
find this feature in the poems of the poets who were called 
' cAbidu-l-Shicr’, i.e. ’the slaves of poetry’, because they 
spent a lot of time preparing, polishing and arranging their 
ver.ses. Two such poets were, al-Nabighah of Dhubyan and 
Zuhayr ibn Abu-Sulma.
2. -The poets used to illustrate their poems with refer­
ences to visible examples and historical events. In some 
of his verses, pleading for freedom, al-Ivlutalammis referred
(379)
to the 'donkey and the peg', stressing that only they could
0  )
accept humiliation without resistance. In other verses he
(2]
recalled the stories of Qasir and Bayhas who acted strangely
until they restored their honour and rights. In a poem
(3)
attributed to al-A°sha, he related the story of al-Samau"al 
ibn cAdiya which alleged that al-SamauJal allowed his son to 
be slain so that he would not break his covenant.
3. Sometimes we find that the poet tends to digress from
(U)
the main theme. In one of his poems, Al-Nabighah of Dhutjyan* 
while describing the power of his people, refers to the nob­
ility and beauty of the women, (verses 16-18).
Besides the similes and metaphors we find that the
poets used other figures of speech, such as *Jinas, Tibaq1
»
_ c
and Tarsi ’. But it should be pointed out that, generally 
speaking, the poet did not make a special effort to employ 
such figures of speech.
5. There are some words and expressions which were repeat­
edly used by one or. more poets, cAmir ibn al-Tufayl, in 
(5) ‘
the second poem in his diwan. used the verb Tlaqa’, i.e.,
(6)
'met' in six verses, and in the same poem he used 1 tarakna’
(7)
i.e., 'we left', In four ■verses. Al-A sha used the same
(8)
strong oath many times, especially in his threatening verses.. 
The expression fSama li-l-harbi’ was used repeatedly by
(1) Shu-Nas, P.3UU. (2) Ibid, P.335-
(3) Diwan,poem No, 25, page 126.(14.) Ig.Th. poem No. 10, P.13.
(5) Lyall's Ed. Pp.93-100. ( 6 )  They are Nos. 7*8,10,18,20 &
(7) Nos. 6,11,25 and 27. (23.
(8) See his Diwan P.L-.8, Vv.62-63, P.58 v.23, P.123 Vv.16-17* 
and P.207 V.3* poem 59-
(380)
c - O )
several poets such as: Abld ibn al-Abras, Amir ibn al-
(2> • (3)_ _ (u) (*)':
Tufayl, Zuhayr ibn abu Sulma and Al-A sha.
6. In a few examples we find that sorfie poets repeated half
of a verse more than once in a poem.- In one of the poems
attributed to al-Muhalhil, he repeated eleven times the
(6)
following half verse: ’ cala '^ an laisa cadlan min Kulaybin’
i.e., ’There is no-one like Kulayb’, and the following five
times: ' dhahaba-s-sulhu aw taruddu Kulayban i.e., 'the
• •
peace between us has gone unless you return Kulayb’. In
another poem he repeats the following three times: ’Ya
(8)
Kb.alilaU.ya nadiya li Kulayban , i.e., 0, my two friends,
call Kulayb for me.’ Al-Harith ibn Abbad, in one of his 
poems repeated the following half verse 16 times: ’Qarriba
CJ9)
marbita-n-na amati minni’,i.e.s '0 (my two friends) get (my 
horse) Al-Macama near me. ’ Qays ibn Zuhayr of cAbs repeat­
ed the following three times: ’DAkhi wa-Allahi Khairun min
i 1°)akhikurn’ , i.e., ’By God! my brother is better than your
1 ) Diwan, P. 2US V.9. (2) Diwan, P. 1 . 0 3 poem ivTV.-h
3) Ip.Th. , poem 13> v .3jP.89. (U) Diwan, P.118, v.30*
5; The verb ’Sama’ means ’to be high, raised, ascend’. Per­
haps this word would be significant if it means’to go. up’ or 
’ to ascend’. This meaning would then indicate that many 
tribes were accustomed to use the tops of mountains as fort­
resses and strongholds, so that they would be secure from - 
sudden attack. Such a position would give them superiority 
over the attacking enemy as they could see him ascending to 
fight them. In one of his verses, Zuhayr ibn Abu SulmS, des­
cribing his people’s dwelling places (Diwan Daru-l-Kutub Edn 
p. 18^ .) said: "In valleys the low lands are meadows, and the 
uplands, in times of peril are fortresses." Such attacks 
would be very dangerous for the attacker,who had to climb up 
to fight those in possession of the summit. Therefore victory 
in such a case, would be a great event, and a worthy subject 
for boasting and praising. (6)Shu-Nas,Pp.169-170.(7)lbid,
Pp.167-168. (8)Shu-Nas,Pp. 176-177. (9) Ibid,Pp. 272-273*
(1Q) Ibid. P.931.
brotherJ In some of the threatening verses the poets re-
(1) (2) 
peated such words as: ’Waihakum waihakum’, or ’Aula fa-aulaf,
which mean ’Woe t,o you! 'Woe to you! ’ Such repetition was
used for emphasis and was highly.appreciated by the early 
(3)
Arabian critics.
Metre
There are only 11 poetic metres used in the martial
poetry in our collection. They are: Tawil, Wafir, Kamil,
Basit, Mutaqarib, Khafif, Rajaz, Minsarih, Sari0, Ramal and 
• •
Hazaj. The accompanying table (P.382) shows the number of 
verses using each metre. From the table it appears that 
the metre most frequently employed was Tawil, occupying 
19114. verses. Wafir and Kamil were next in order of fre­
quency, numbering 851 and 681 respectively. The least used 
were Ramal, occupying 83 verses, and Hazaj, used in only 38 
verses of the collection of 5080 verses.
From further observation, we see that Tawil is 
distributed among all the subjects and is, with the excep­
tions of ’Admonition’ and ’Cautioning’, the most popular
metre in each subject. Basit was not used when ’Seeking
*
Excuse’ nor were Kamil, Wafir and Mutaqarib when the poet
was ’Cautioning’. In the small number of ’Cautioning’
verses the metres of Tawil and Basit only were used. Each
*
metre is used most frequently in the subject of ’Boasting’ 
with the exception of Hazaj which is employed more frequent­
ly in ’Threatening’,.
(1 )Stra. Sag. 209. _(2) Muf. ,LXXXV P.(d09s v. 1. (3FSee al- 
°Askari, Kitab al-rSinacatayn (Ed. 1319 A.H. ) P.litij-
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SUBJECT MATTER & METRES
METRES
Tawil
Wafir
Kamil
I Basit
\  !
898!257 H 97 H 66
 _._j.__  i '
411 j 11 66
I Mutaqarib [ 15*1 I 15 \ 97 I 29
MCQ o o
20 I 9 h  | 27 
7:n _33~'t
1914 ;
136 31
21+0 37 : 83 I 81 22 55612 117
116 i 3 k  | 38 5 13
. . 1 121* :
37! 10 ! 8 !
Sari
Ramal
Hazaj
*231+0 1559 ’51*3 1386 |290 1266 111+0 92 i 81+! TOTAL
Rhyme
Iihafif 
Rajaz 
Munsarih
In our collection, we find that 20 rhyming letters 
are used. The accompanying tables show these letters in 
relation to subjects and metres.
From the tables we note the following facts:- 
1 .• There are 8 letters of the Arabic'alphabet not used in
andthe rhymes. They are: O  i , 0'S . J? ^
2. The letters most widely used are: and ^
while ^  and J3 follow with lesser frequency.
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3. The letters least used a r e L J ^ and
5 \ v<and — * and follow slightly more often.
k • The letters and ^  are used in every subject.
5. The letters and Ciare used in all subjects except
! Cautioning’s while f '  is not used in ’Admonition’.w  ■
6. The letter s and j^-are used only in ’Boasting’,
and t only in ’Miscellaneous’, and in ’Eulogy’only.
7. ’Boasting’ utilises more rhyming letters than any other 
subject, and except .^3 and (whose use is negligible), 'uses 
every rhyming letter.
8. Of the rhyming letters used, more are apportioned to
y*1,’Boasting’ than to any other subject, except the letter ‘ 
which is used more often in ’Elegy’.
9. All the verses ’Cautioning’ are divided between: T  dand &
10. The letter q) is the only rhyming letter used in every 
metre.
11. The letters and^occur in every metre except Hazaj.
12. Three letters occur in one metre only: lL^ ' and 0
The following 2 tables show the Subject Matter 
and Rhymes and Metres and Rhymes.
(38/+)
SUBJECT MATTERS & RHYMES
T
SUBJECTS
u
^ P  WH H  C/3
P l N q  
ICO a
O  CD 
CD i=D 
h*l O  
^ H
22 23
i 188 26 113 ! k5 1 U70
W  52 19
H13 I 11
C 90 10
17 ! 12122 l 5
,_4.
31 i 13
122 i 56409 j 60
3631110 |113
! '
T
62 83 20 79 87410 M7! 17
26 13 i 26 20 ! 353189 39 ! 35
84j 380 15080TOTAL 2340i559 1543(386(290(266!140 ; 92
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METRES & RHYMES
METRES
\ !
t
<
Pd
i pq 
f H  
! pcj
II— j i— | H 11— 1 : <*
CD i H
*i *"■4 ! !=>
EH w i )si
> I H
*  '
tSJ-8
94 j 68 61+ . 13 ! 41S 343 20 M 3
24 56 i 17
hrHl-M
H
Pci
CO
; h] 
<i ! <4 
N  , E-i
.3 j 228 j 69 j 81
____ J.. .. ■ , _ j.. ...
......L_....™|.... .....J
55 j 27 i ;
' 275 -184 jl 1 8
* I i
95 |118
;
j 22 ~ [835
22 j 15 !53 110
4 ; 46
310
I 350|146
J_
Ci 49 1180
V*,'.
111). 57 j 59 H 02 ! 35 i 819
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~5t
! 86 
* ~ u l
70 
j 42
15
8
15
10 ' 11 21 874
I 9 |353
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15
< C 45 ! -36 7 93
TOTAL M 914 1851 681 556 ;342 250 124 !1 21 -120 83 38 15080
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Tradition and Uniformity of Style
The style is simple and clear, it’ is neither com­
plex nor obscure• The words used in the verses must have 
been understood and known by all Arabs who composed or 
heard this poetry. If we find some of these words diffi­
cult and strange, it is because they are unfamiliar and not 
in common use- Besides this they were part of the vocab­
ulary of the nomad, in the desert. However, as soon as we 
ascertain the meaning of these words, the idea becomes 
abundantly clear.
The martial poetry here, as in all other branches 
of Pre-Islamic poetry, has a highly iorganised system, using 
elaborate metres. Although this is the oldest surviving 
Arabic poetry, it is impossible to suggest that it is the 
first Arabic poetry. ”The number and complexity of the 
measures which they use, their established laws of quantity 
and rhyme, and the uniform manner in which they introduce 
the subject of their poems, notwithstanding the distance 
which often separated one composer from another, all point 
to a long previous study and cultivation of the art of ex­
pression and the capacities of their language, a study of
(1) /
which no record now remains
Besides this the subject itself proves that it is 
impossible for-this poetry to have been the naissance of 
Arabic poetry. The poetry depicts a mode of fighting 
which was- more advanced than it was known to have been in
Til Sir LyalIJs ^Ancient Arabic Poetry” Introduction P.XVI.
( 3 8 7 )
more primitive times. The tactics, strategies, weapons 
and equipment, together with their philosophy of war were 
a development on primitive skirmishes. It is quite pro­
bable, and almost certain, that there were poets who spoke 
of fighting and warfare before the Arabs reached the era of 
the martial poetry which we are studying. These earlier 
verses were probably lost with the other kinds of Arabic 
poetry which existed before the poems in our collection. 
Therefore, this is not the beginning of martial poetry, 
though it is impossible to trace any development of such 
poetry before the period, of our collection.
In spite of distances between the poets of various 
jtribes, scattered in the peninsula, and their different dia­
lects, we find that all our collection shows a uniformity 
and the same high standard. Prom this it can be inferred 
that they observed traditional conventions and strict poetic 
laws. This might have been due to the rapid spread of the 
verses throughout the peninsula. Individual tribes assem­
bled from time to time to recite and criticise poetry.
Again, at the large gatherings of Arabs at annual fairs, 
which were centres of literary criticism, rival poets de­
claimed their verses and submitted them to the judgement of 
an acknowledged master, What was said at the fair one day, 
all Arabia would repeat the next day. It is obvious that 
the poets would follow the pattern and style acclaimed by 
such a gathering, in order to be understood by everyone, 
and to gain a wide and distinguished reputation.
(388)
The poetry displays signs of various tribal dia­
lects, Words vary in pronunciation, and it could be that 
the numerous synonyms used in the Arabic language are in­
dicative' of the different dialects of various tribes. Be­
sides this, we find that there are words used which were 
peculiar to one tribe, e.g. the 'Hudhalites'.
Although the verses of our collection, generally 
speaking, have reached a high standard of perfection in 
poetic drt, some verses exhibit weaknesses and defects of 
ideas and style. Here are some examples;-
In one of his verses, Muzarrid described the
(1)
horse as: 'long in the back1, though according to al-Asmaci,
*
a well-bred horse should be short, not long in the back, 
but long in the belly. cAmir ibn al-Tufayl, speaking of
the enemy who defeated his tribe because of their numerical
(2)
superiority, said on two occasions: 'If they only had our
number, they would not have spoiled us' . The word:1lam
yabuzzana' which means 'had not spoiled us', is weak in
this place. We would have expected him to use a strong
word here, such as: 'they would all be killed' or 'perish'.
°a.bid ibn al—\bras, uses the word, 'Kadhalika' as the
(3)
rhyming word in verses ‘Nos. 12 & 14* in his poem No.XVII,
The word ' dhalika' in verse No. 13 Is not in good poetic 
taste. Speaking of the 'rustling of the coats-of-mail'
C. ■of the army, Alqamah compared it to that of a cornfield
(1 ) Muf. P.164* v,T5. (2) Diwan, P.115, poem X, v.3 and
P. 1 20 poem XI, v.12.
(3) Diwan,Pp. 52-53,.* (4) Muf. Pp. 783* v.28.
' (389)
swept by southerly wind. The southerly wind - ' jamah'
has no ■ significance in itself except to maintain the rhyme.
\C"In one of his verses, Amir ibn Tufayl wanted to compare the
4
slender and muscular lines of the horse with the bow. In­
stead of saying, 'like a bow', he said, 'as the bow-maker
(1)
shapes bows of nab and Sa“sam'; it is obvious that the ex­
tension of the imagery has no particular import. Similarly,
Sa id ah ibn Ju'ayyah of Hudhayl when he said; 'what the
(2)
blacksmiths have shaped and fitted', instead of saying 'the 
spears' .
There are two noticeable poetic defects which one
often encounters in Pre-Islamic poetry. They are;
(i) Al-“Iq.ua,3 i.e., the difference in vowels of rhyming
words in a poem caused by the inflexions of the nominative
(3)
and genitive cases.
(ii) al-Tadmin, i.e. making verses dependent on following 
verses, so that the sense was not complete without the
(4)
following verse.
Some examples of the first defect can be found in
(5)
the poems No. XIII & XIV of cAmir ibn al-Tufa.yl: verne Xo„n
(6) _ , -
of the 'Mufaddaliyat' (XCVII) of Bishr ibn Abu Ehazim.• •
Al-Nabigh of Dhubyan in • one verse used 'Muv , while the wnoio
(7)
poem rhymes m  'Mi'.
("1) Diwan, P. 121 j v.5* ('2)"'.Hudhalis' Diwan, P. 11.
(3) Al-Marzubani; Muwashshah, p. 14-
(4) Ibid. P.25- (5) Diwan,Pp. 122-126.
(6) Muf., P.658.
(7) Shu-Nas, P.711, line 4.
*
(390)
Examples of the second are: poem II of Abld ibn
(1) (2)
al-Abras, verses 25 and 26* and poem VII verses 15 and 16;
(3) - I k )
and verses by al-Nabighah of Dhubyan and al-A sha.
Although there are similar ideas* allusions* 
images and expressions used by more than one poet* we cannot 
find actual evidence of plagiarism. As there are no his­
torical written records of the poets, we could not know who
was the originator and who was the borrower. But as we
*
pointed out* in their poetic imagps, many poets tried to be 
original and appear different from others.
Conclusion (Chap.IV)
In conclusion we shall try to see to what extent 
the martial poetry reveals the feeling and behaviour of the 
pre-Islamic Arab in war. We shall also try to discover 
the influence of war on his social life and his relationship 
with his fellows. Finally we shall discuss the role of 
Jahilite women in war.
This poetry shows that hostilities which took 
place among the Arabs in the Jahiliyah were merely skirmish­
es and feuds between individuals or Arab tribes* and in 
some cases Arab tribes and foreign forces. There is no 
mention in our collection of any national war against .a 
foreign aggressor* in which Arab tribes united as a nation, 
took part. Even when the tribes of Tamim (on the day of
pH DTwan* P.16. ( 2) Ibid. P. 28.
(p; Shu-Nas* P.716, lines 13 and 14*
(ij.) Diwan* * p. 179? poem k 0* verses 3 and A*
( 3 9 1 )
al-Mu.Bhaq.gar) and Bakr (on the day of Dhu Qar) fought the
( D
Persians, no national uprising took place. Even when
(2)
Eaqit, of the tribe of 'Iyad, warned his people of the coming
attack of the Persians* he did not exhort the Arabs to rise
as a nation against them. This may be because the Persians
were not bent on occupying the whole peninsula. The Arabs
likewise* did not carry war out of their own peninsula.
Martial poetry shows us that the pre-Islamic Arab
considered that fighting was inevitable. He was compelled
to fight for the following reasons:
(i) To obtain fresh pastures and water for his herds.
(ii) To supplement his wealth with booty and plunder.
(iii) To display his power* as only the powerful were
(3)-
accorded respect.
(iv) To defend his property or honour.
These reasons gave the Arab plenty of opportunity to gain 
fighting experience.
Yet the martial poetry supports the theory that 
the pre-Islamic Arab disliked fighting. If he could have 
secured the spoils by any other means than raiding* he would 
have done so. He merely accepted the defence of his terri­
tory and honour as an inevitable duty* which had to be dis-
(T) o7f Deborah, in Hebrew, when she* in her song, tried to 
arouse national feeling against the conquest of Sisera the 
Canaanite’ King. (Judges V). (2) Mukhtarat ibn al-Shajari.
(3) There are some interesting verses by Malik ibn al-Harith 
of Hudhayl (HudhalitesT poems, p. 2) in which he emphasised 
that he would not cease raiding until he became rich - as 
people who are rich are always praised.
( 3 9 2 )
charged. They alluded to war as an action, fraught with . 
danger, bringing disaster-and grief in its wake both for the 
aggressors and their innocent victims. These impressions 
are conveyed by verses which?- bewail the consequences of 
war, seek to absolve themselves from blame, and laud the 
peacemakers. War was considered only in the last resort. 
"No way but Force to weaken Force and mastery obtain;
?Tis wooing contumely to meet ?^ild actions with humane; 
By evil thou mayfst win to peace when good is tried in
(1)
vain. "
When they boast in their verses of being sons or brothers of 
war, they merely imply that they were very experienced in 
war of necessity rather than inclination. However, when 
forced to fight they acquitted themselves valiantly.
The Arab strove to vanquish his foe with all 
speed, but if-a stalemate was reached, one party (usually 
the aggressor) would try to escape. Then his safety de­
pended upon the speed of his horse, and his ability to 
avoid the spears of his adversary.
"And if it (i.e. the spear thrust) slew him, I did not 
fall short therein; or if he escapes, it was at least a 
gaping wound.
And if he meets thereafter, he will meet me with a
, (2)
garment of shame upon him, ever renewed."
(1) Hamasah, Nicholsonrs Translation: rA Literary History of 
the Arabs *, p. 59 •
(2) Thaclabah ibn cAmr: fMuf. f5^j Vv.13~1As Sir Hyall's 
translation, P.197*
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(1 )
Flight was deemed to be prudent when expediency
showed it to be the only course. It is interesting to
note, however, that even in lampooning verses there are no
cases of submission without resistance.
There are some references to God in pre-Islamic
poetry. But in general, they have no special connection
with fighting. The God of the Hebrews was often their
(2)
leader in battle, giving his people victory. In our coll-
(3)
ection the mention of God is only to strengthen an oath.
To the Arabs, God controlled destiny - with power over good
(4) (5) - (S)
and evil and the unknown, and one who orders affairs'aright.
In one of the verses .attributed to Qays ibn al-Khatim, he
(7)
said? f al-hamdu. li-Lahf i.e. ’Praise be to GodI T when his
foe was defeated. And in one attributed to Salamah ibn
Jandal, he alleges that by God’s will, the cavalry had
(8)
brought wealth to many poor people. Besides this poets 
besought God to reward the gallant warriors and inflict 
punishment on the enemy.
For the Arab, blood-relationship represented the 
strongest of bonds, and all matters affecting the tribe 
were his personal concern. Preservation of the tribe’s 
honour was a duty to be discharged without thought of reward
(1 )See ver ses by uAmr: ibn Macdlkarib. and 2ayd al-KffayT"; 
Simtu-l-la "-all, p.3A3» (2)0n the day of al-Zuwayrayn,between 
Shayban and Tamlm, the latter shackled 2 camels and placed 
them between the lines saying:fWe shall not flee until these 
2 Zuwayrs flee’ . see B.Ath. vol. I,p. 287* (3)Muf. ,p. 513 v.9p6lO 
v.Ij. p. 789 v. 2i|.. (i+jLaqlt of Iyad,Mult, ibn Sha. (5)cAbid‘ibn 
al-Abras, Diwan p. 50 v.5iO (6)Tufayl of Ghani,p. 1 9* v. 7.
(7)Diwan p.30, v.12 (8)Muf. p*. 235* v.llh
or gratitude. On the other hand he relied on his tribe's
support in times of personal danger. This is confirmed by
instances of the poet*s threatening his enemy with the wrath
(2)
of his whole tribe. As Tufayl of Ghani says:
* *
"Thou did’st find us like one single lance against other
(3)
men; then we oppose him ruthlessly who tries to harm us. 
Tribal pride and sincerity are obvious in verses boasting* 
celebrating victory and cautioning. Even in verses of 
personal exaltation* other tribal heroes were not forgotten* 
Internal disputes among kinsfolk, were few, and 
where they occured were profoundly regretted.
Each tribe was an independent unit, recognising 
the rights of no other power. To the poet only his kinsmen 
were considered to be of noble birth, deserving respect and 
praise. All others were deemed to be fair game for plunder 
and attack, might being considered right.
To the pre-Islamic Arab men were either sincere 
friends or bitter enemies. The former he would support 
loyally in times of strife, the latter would incur his ran­
cour and nothing would suffice save bloody battle.
Although the poets were primitive nomads whose 
anger was quickly aroused, they display many virtues such 
as chivalry, nobility of character and humanity in their 
martial poetry. For instance they help the needy, protect
rTJ”Hamasah, (Cl) vol. ll p. 223. C2) See verse of Hatim of 
Tayyi"', Shu-Nas^ p. 122 and of Durayd ibn al-Simmah, Shu-Nas, 
p.763. (3) Diwan, p. 64, piece No.42.
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the frightened, give sanctuary to the fugitive and succour 
the weak. They also enriched the poor from the spoils of 
raids, dressed the wounded and relieved their physical and 
spiritual pains, set the captives free without ransom or 
expectation of reward, and reconciled the belligerents and 
restored peace.
Woman's role in martial poetry can be summed up as
follows:-
Martial poetry shows that the women were highly 
esteemed in Arabic society. Any ill-treatment of womenfolk 
was an unforgiveable injury to the tribe's honour. The pro' 
tection of women called for boasting and praising, while, 
weakness in defending them caused lampooning and taunting.
In the verses, we read of women disturbed by 
sudden attack, fleeing in terror, having no time to get pro­
perly dressed or even to veil their faces, lifting up their 
garments from their legs in order to run more easily, lest 
the attackers captured them and shamed the honour of their 
tribe.
During the fighting, the women often stood behind 
their men. Then their hearts were described as fluttering 
and beating hard, thinking of their men,' They encouraged 
them by reciting verses, preparing equipment and provisions 
and dressing their wounds. There is no verse showing that 
women took part in the actual fighting side by side with 
men. When their men defeated the enemy they would be 
excited, and embrace them, alleviating their weariness, and
(396)
praising and admiring their heroic deeds. But at the loss 
of some of the men, they would be grieved, wail, tear their 
garments, abandon all ornaments and wear black dresses.
If the women were taken captive, all verses con- 
firm that they were to ride, not to walk, like the men.
All verses show that captive women during their time of 
captivity were full of grief, weeping continuously, over­
whelmed with sadness and longing impatiently for their de­
liverance. dven in the lampooning verses we could not find 
a single verse in which a poet disgraced hi's foe by claim-r­
ing that a captive woman wished to stay with the captors, < 
preferring them to her own people. This shows us how 
highly the woman regarded her people's honour and dignity.
Very often^we find, the poets exhibit their cour­
ageous actions and heroic deeds for their beloved woman,'
As we have pointed out before, the poets begin their verses 
by urging her to enquire about him, and then the verses 
overflow with his heroism and chivalry. Why did the poet 
employ such a device ? We know that the poets used to 
begin their poems with an amatory prelude and moved from 
one subject to another until they reached their main theme, 
such as eulogy or boasting. Would our poets have used such
a method for this purpose ? This virould be an acceptable
suggestion had not some of these verses occured in the 
middle or at the end of the poems, unless this was-the means 
of switching to another subject within the poem.
Or was it used by the poets in order to display
(397)
to their beloved women their great strength and courage ?
This seems a reasonable suggestion and the ordering of the
verses confirms it. Usually the poets employed such a
method when they spoke of their beloved’s desertion, and
her cruelty to her lover by not returning his attentions,
and being careless of his admiration. So in order to
attract her and make her admire him for his courage and hero
ism, as he admires her for her beauty, the poet displays his
wonderful attributes, hoping that he can gain her trust,
respect, admiration and acceptance as her lover. In many
cases, the poet has openly expressed such a feeling. In
some of his verses °Amir ibn al-Tufayl said:
*
”Yet if Sulayma knew, what she might know of my deeds 
on the morning of alarm, she would cast her lot with the 
noble.”
(2)
And in some others he said;
"Lo! Kanud has visited thee by night from Khabt: yet
she severed our bond, and swore that she would return no 
more.
Methinks thou (i.e. Kanud) didst not see us on the Day 
of G-haul, nor did the hosts bring thee tidings of our doings 
Perhaps the poet wanted to show her his courage and heroism 
and prove to her that he was to be relied on in protecting 
her from danger, as women needed protection and defence at 
that time, because they were liable to be captured and so
(1) Diwan,p.94? poem II, v.5s Sir LyalTTs translation, 'p.96.
(2) ” p. 109, ” VII, VV. 1-2, ” ’* p. 100.
(398)
taken as mistresses - a shameful and disgraceful thing, 
which was most hated. Heroism and courage are always ad­
mired and praised by all. But they would be more admired 
and praised by women, especially in time of fear and danger. 
So glorious actions in fighting were a sure means of winning 
the beloved’s heart.
Thus, in martial poetry, it v/as considered an 
honour to protect and defend women, who were a great in­
centive to noble deeds and chivalry.
S. (399)
: \
THE CONCLUSION 
From our study we have noticed that our collection 
is selected from the works produced in the 150 years before 
Islam, and covers a vast field. The poets are greatly in­
fluenced by tne Jahilite feuds, which although for the most 
part were only skirmishes, were exceedingly numerous. Every 
aspect of warfare was a worthy subject for poetic inspira­
tion. Poetry was utilised for every purpose, from inciting 
the people to fight, to appeasing them and even endeavouring 
to end hostilities. There are examples of: boasting of
victory, taunting engendered by defeat and weakness, caution­
ing the people of imminent danger, dire threats, the elegis­
ing of courageous heroes and the eulogising of chivalry, 
strength and military glory. Also from this poetry, we are 
able to obtain many facts about Arabic military history,
Moreover, the poets have left us a faithful record 
of the customs and environment of the pre-Islamic Arab. The 
major significance of the poetry is that it discloses the 
ideas of war and manly conduct held by the Arabs before they 
became a unified nation. It shows their distribution 
throughout the peninsula, their tribal system and laws, and 
the important influence of blood-relationship on their con­
duct. It shows that strength and power were essential to 
life, while weakness was not tolerated. Within their poems 
they have depicted their everyday surroundings; the animals, 
both wild and domestic; the birds and insects; trees and 
plants; fire and water; streams and wells; mountains and
(UOO)
valleys; earth and sky; sun and moon; and light and dark. 
The poetic imagery is drawn from their immediate environment.
The verses show t^ iat -the pre-Islamic Arab was 
proud and haughty, self-confident, loving freedom and hating 
humiliation and over-jealous of his honour and dignity. His 
feelings were noble, and even in his lampooning he did not 
descend to the depths of vulgar abuse. They expressed 
their emotions truly and appear to be moved by sincere feel­
ings. Although the same ideas and images were used by many 
poets, some poets tried to be original and introduce new 
ideas, or at least modify those already existing in order to 
make them appear different.
We have also seen that their ideas, meanings and 
style are simple and clear. Even though our collection is 
the earliest surviving poetry, it is obvious from the uni­
form style and strict observance of poetic laws, especially 
those of rhyme and metre, that a definite poetic tradition 
had been established. The only complications occur as a 
result of the disarrangement and omission of verses, since 
they were handed down by oral tradition. The words are 
well-chosen, and ?/ere known to the people of the time, al­
though some have now passed out of common use as civilisation 
has progressed with the accumulation of a further 16 centur­
ies. However, the poetry is greatly appreciated by the 
Arabs and Musfcacribs for its lexical properties.
Arabic contains no epic poetry, but one can truly 
say that Jahili poems are a well-documented stream of verses,
(U01)
painting an unvarnished but vivid picture of the virtues 
and vices, strength and weaknesses of the pre-Islamic Arab,
(h02)
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